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PRE F ACE

TO THE SECOND EDITION.

This Edition has been considerably enlarged and

corrected, in answer to the requests of friends and

the complaints of critics. The former, who were

pleased to think it a useful introduction for tra-

vellers in the country, found it too incomplete

—

an objection which I have met as far as I could

by undertaking a new journey, and adding new

observations and reflections throughout the book.

But it is still, of course, a slight sketch, and a

very incomplete one too—in fact a mere stimulus

to further research. The critics pointed out a

good many real errors, which have been corrects 1,

and asserted a good many of their own, by way

of improvement, which have not been adopted,

because I found upon honest study, that they wen'

Verschlimtnbesserungen. But 1 have not turned

aside to refute them, save in a very few instances,
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and I now regret that even these should detain my

readers, inasmuch as the objections were mainly

intended to effect a diversion in another contro-

versy, which is already forgotten. In no case,

however, has the tone of a criticism, however

supercilious, prevented me from profiting by the

matter of it, very thankfully too, whenever it

.saved me from any serious error. On the whole,

my reviewers have been very generous, and have

given the book more than fair play.

It seemed unnecessary to reprint such parts of

my former Preface as referred to the position

and prospects of the Greek nation, because the

text of the book now embodies these views, and

no longer contains the passages which may have

n unjust, and requiring modification. My
belief in the high qualities of the Greeks, as com-

pared with their neighbours, has been greatly

ngthened by their calm and reasonable attitude

all through the present crisis—a policy which is

brought into stronger relief by the dastardly

inness of the Servians. There are signs that

the sympathy for Greece and a feeling for her

claims are growing in England. It is a common

thing now to hear a Greek occupation of Constan-
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linople discussed, and most people seem favour-

able to the increase of the Hellenic kingdom.

Perhaps an honest effort to pay the interest of the

Greek loan would now be sufHcient to create an

active Hellenic party in England, and raise a de-

sire to give Greece a leading part to play in the

settlement of the Eastern question.

The main difficulty in the way is the objection

which I have myself brought, that Greece has now

been free for nearly fifty years, and has not made

such solid advance as to justify her being intrusted

with European interests in the East. The reply

urged against me by a notable historian, that fifty

years was of small account in the history of a

nation seems, however, as bad as the objection,

for it completely ignores the real state of the

case. A careful perusal of the last two volumes of

Einlay's History of Greece—a book in no way par-

tial to the Greeks—will prove to any honest stu-

dent that the country was not liberated fifty years

ago, and that both objection and answer are based

upon an historical blunder. The battle of Navarino

did, indeed, relieve Greece of Turkish despoti

but surely, no country can be called liberated

which passes at once into bloody anarchy and
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civil war, and then under the sway of selfish des-

pots, all of whom endeavour to centralize even
department of government under their own super-

\ ision and for their own advantage. These evils

arose from the misfortune of the Greek leaders

ng unprincipled and dishonest, and, moreover,

from their being of course ignorant of the real

meaning of political liberty. And anyone who
knew Bavaria, even after 1848, and has felt the offi-

cious and petty despotism which watched over the

pie, will know that the princes and statesmen

of such a kingdom could not administer a really

free constitution for a single day. Until, there-

tore, the Greeks, by a sober and honourable agi-

tation, obtained a new constitution in 1843, and

abolished the selfish domination of foreigners, no
man should assert that they became a free people.

But if we reflect that even this constitution was
trained and administered by politicians partly hos-

tile to it, partly so depraved by the old despotism,

that they could not understand their newer and

higher responsibilities, it will appear unjust to

date the liberation of Greece even from this epoch,

but we should rather name- the year 1862, when
another revolution, stained by very few crimes or
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excesses, removed the Bavarian king-, who could

not rise above base intrigue, and inaugurated with

the present sovereign the commencement of real

liberty. The social and commercial progress of

Greece within the sixteen years which have elapsed

since that date are unmistakable. There is politi-

cal progress, too, as the events of the last year

amply show ; but it will require a much longer

time to efface the habits of intrigue, of venality,

and of selfishness, in which the leaders of th<-

nation were trained by their rulers for many cen-

turies. Probably the most effectual remedy would

be to enlarge their interests and their hopes, and

to purify their selfishness by ennobling their am-

bition.

I must not conclude this Preface without thank-

ing Mr. T. V. Keenan, of Trinity College Library,

for his valuable corrections and suggestions all

through the book.

Dublin.

Jan. 25, 1878.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION—FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF THE COAST.

A VOYAGE to Greece does not at first sight seem

a great undertaking. We all go to and fro to Italy

as we used to go to France. A trip to Rome, or

even to Naples, is now an Easter holiday affair.

And is not Greece very close to Italy on the map ?

What signifies the narrow sea that divides them ?

This is what a man might say who only considered

geography, and did not regard the teaching of his-

tory. For the student of history cannot look upon

these two peninsulas without being struck with the

fact that they are, historically speaking, turned

back to back ; that while the face of Italy is turned

westward, and looks towards France and Spain,

and across to us, the face of Greece looks eastward,

towards Asia Minor and towards Egypt. Every

great city in Italy, except Venice, approaches or

borders the Western Sea—Genoa, Pisa, Florence,

Rome, Naples.

All the older history of Rome, its development,

B
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its glories, lie on the west of the Apennines. When
you cross them you come to what is called the

back of Italy ; and you feel in that flat country,

and that straight coast line, you are separated

from its true beauty and charm. 1 Contrariwise, in

Greece, the whole weight and dignity of its history

gravitate towards the eastern coast. All its great

cities—Athens, Thebes, Corinth, Argos, Sparta

—

are on that side. Their nearest neighbours were

the coast cities of Asia Minor and of the Cyclades,

but the western coasts were to them harbourless

and strange. If you pass Cape Malea, they said,

then forget your home.

So it happens that the coasts of Italy and Greece,

which look so near, are out-lying and out-of-the-

way parts of the countries to which they belong

;

and if you want to go straight from real Italy to

real Greece, the longest way is that from Brindisi

to Corfu, for you must still journey across Italy to

Brindisi, and from Corfu to Athens. The shortest

way is to take ship at Naples, and to be carried

round Italy and round Greece, from the centres of

culture on the west of Italy to the centres of culture

(such as they arej on the east of Greece. But this

is no trifling passage. When the ship has left the

coasts of Calabria, and steers into the open sea,

1 Though this statement is broadly true, it requires some modifica-

tion. I should be sorry to be thought insensible to the beauties, not

only of Ravenna, with its mosaics and its pines, but of Ancona, of the

splendid Monte Gargano, and of the rich gardens and vineyards of

Apulia.
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you feel that you have at last left the west of

Europe, and are setting- sail for the Eastern Seas.

You are, moreover, in an open sea—the furious

Adriatic—in which I have seen storms which would

be creditable to the Atlantic Ocean, and which at

times forbid even steam navigation.

I may anticipate for a moment here, and say that

even now the face of Athens is turned, as of old,

to the East. Her trade and her communications are

through the Levant. Her intercourse is with Con-

stantinople, and Smyrna, and Syra, and Alexandria,

to which a man may sail almost any day in the

week. You can only sail to Italy—I had almost

said to Europe—on Saturdays, and upon an occa-

sional Thursday.

This curious parallel between ancient and mo-
dern geographical attitudes in Greece is, no doubt,

greatly due to the now by-gone Turkish rule. In

addition to other contrasts, Mohammedan rule

and eastern jealousy—long unknown in Western

Europe—first jarred upon the traveller when he

touched the coasts of Greece ; and this dependency

was once really part of a great Asiatic Empire,

where all the interests and communications gravi-

tated eastward, and away from the Christian and

better civilized West The revolution which ex-

pelled the Turks was unable to root out the ideas

which their subjects had learned ; and so, in spite

of Greek hatred of the Turk, his influence still lives

through Greece in a thousand ways.

B 2
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For many hours after the coasts of Calabria had

faded into the night, and even after the snowy dome
of Etna was lost to view, our ship steamed through

the open sea, with no land in sight ; but we were

told that early in the morning, at the very break of

dawn, the coasts of Greece would be visible. So,

while others slept, I started up at half-past three in

the morning, eager to get the earliest possible sight

of the land which still occupies so large a place in

our thoughts. It was a soft grey morning ; the sky

was covered with light broken clouds, and the deck

was wet with a passing shower, of which the last

drops were still flying in the air; and before us, some

ten miles away, the coasts and promontories of the

Peloponnesus were reaching southward into the

quiet sea. These long serrated ridges did not look

lofty, in spite of their snow-clad peaks, nor did they

look inhospitable, in spite of their rough outline,

but were all toned in harmonrous colour—a deep

purple blue, with here and there, on the far Ar-

cadian peaks, and on the ridge of Mount Taygetus,

patches of pure snow. In contrast to the large

sweeps of the Italian coast, its open seas, its long

waves of mountain, all was here broken, and rugged,

and varied. The sea was studded with rocky islands,

and the land indented with deep, narrow bays. I

can never forget the strong and peculiar impression

of that first sight of Greece ; nor can I cease to won-

der at the strange likeness which rose in my mind,

and which made me think of the bays and rocky
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coasts of the west and south-west of Ireland. There

was the same cloudy, showery sky, which is so com-

mon there; there was the same serrated outline of

hills, the same richness in promontories, and rocky

islands, and land-locked bays. Xowhere have I

seen a like purple colour, except in the wilds of

Kerry and Connemara ; and though the general

height of the Greek mountains, as the snow in May
testified, was far greater than that of the Irish hills,

yet on that morning, and in that light, they looked

low and homely, not displaying their grandeur, or

commanding awe and wonder, but rather attracting

the sight by their wonderful grace, and by their

variety and richness of outline and colour.

I stood there, I know not how long—without

guide or map—telling myself the name of each

mountain and promontory, and so filling out the

idle names and outlines of many books with the

fresh reality itself. There was the west coast of

Elis, as far north as the eye could reach, the least

interesting part of the view, as it was of the history,

of Greece ; then the richer and more varied outline

of Messene, with its bay, thrice famous at great in-

tervals, and then for long ages feeding idly on that

fame ; Pylos, Sphacteria, Xavarino—each a fore-

most name in Hellenic history. Above the bay

could be seen those rich slopes which the Spartans

coveted of old, and which, as I saw them, were

covered with golden corn. The three headlands

which give to the Peloponnesus its plane-leaf form.
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as Strabo observed, 1 were as yet lying parallel be-

fore us, and their outline confused ; but the great

crowd of heights and intersecting chains, which

told at once the Alpine character of the peninsula,

called to mind the other remark of the geographer,

in which he calls it the Acropolis of Greece. The
words of old Herodotus, too, rise in the mind with

new reality, when he talks of the poor and stony

soil of the country as a ' rugged nurse of liberty.'

For the nearer the ship approaches, the more

this feature comes out ; increased, no doubt, greatly

in later days by depopulation and general decay,

when many arable tracts have lain desolate, but

still at all times necessary, when a large propor-

tion of the country consists of rocky peaks and

precipices, where a goat may graze, but where the

eagle builds secure from the hand of man. The
coast, once teeming with traffic, is now lonely and

deserted. A single sail in the large gulf of Koron,

and a few miserable huts, discernible with a tele-

scope, only added to the feeling of solitude. It

was, indeed, ' Greece, but living Greece no more.'

Even the pirates, who sheltered in these creeks and

mountains, have abandoned this region, in which

there is nothing now to plunder.'-

1 viii. C. 2, ton Toivvv 7) Ue\oiruuvT](Tos 4omv7a (pvWtp ir\aravov to

2 On a later occasion, our ship was obliged to run into this bay for

shelter from a storm, when we found some cultivation alon^'the coasts,

and a Village, with extensive fortifications above it, said to be Venetian.
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But as we crossed the mouth of the gulf, the eye

fastened with delight on distant white houses along

the high ground of the eastern side—in other words,

along the mountain slopes which run out into the

promontory of Tainaron ; and a telescope soon

brought them into distinctness, and gave us the

first opportunity of discussing modern Greek life.

We stood off the coast of Maina—the home ofthose

Mainotes whom Byron has made so famous as

pirates, as heroes, as lovers, as murderers ; and

even now, when the stirring days of war and of

piracy have passed away, the whole district retains

the aspect of a country in a state of siege or of

perpetual danger. Instead of villages surrounded

by peaceful homesteads, each Mainote house, though

standing alone, was walled in, and in the centre

was a high square tower, in which, according to

trustworthy travellers, the Mainote men used to

spend their day watching their enemies, while only

the women and children ventured out to till the

fields. For these fierce mountaineers were not only

perpetually defying the Turkish power, which was

never able to subdue them thoroughly, but they

were all engaged at home with internecine feuds,

of which the origin was often forgotten, but of

which the consequences remained in the form of

vengeance due for the life of a kinsman. When
this was exacted on one side, the obligation changed

The aspect w.is by no means so desolate as Appeared from a passing

view out>ide the headlands. A coasting steamer calls here (at K .-

lamata) every fortnight.
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to the other ; and so for generation after generation

they spent their lives in either seeking or avoiding

vengeance. This more than Corsican vendetta was,

by a sort of mediaeval chivalry, prohibited to the

women and children, who were thus in perfect

safety, while their husbands and fathers were in

daily and deadly danger.

They are considered the purest in blood of all

the Greeks, though it does not appear that their

dialect approaches old Greek nearer than those of

their neighbours ; but for beauty of person, and

independence of spirit, they rank first among the

inhabitants of the Peloponnesus, and most cer-

tainly they must have among them a good deal

of the old Messenian blood. Most of the country

is barren, but there are orange woods, which yield

the most delicious fruit—a fruit so large and rich

that it makes all other oranges appear small and

tasteless. The country is now perfectly safe for

visitors, and the people extremely hospitable,

though their diet is not very palatable to the

northern traveller.

So with talk and anecdote about the Mainotes

—

for everyone was now up on deck and sight-see-

ing—we neared the classic headland of Tainaron,

almost the southern point of Europe, once the site

of a great temple of Poseidon—not preserved to us,

like its sister monument on Sunium— and once,

too, the entry to the regions of the dead. And,

as if to remind us of its most beautiful legend, the
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dolphins, which had befriended Arion of old, and

carried him here to land, rose in the calm summer
sea, and came playing round the ship, showing

their quaint forms above the water, and keeping

with our course, as it were an escort into the

homely seas and islands of truer Greece. Strangely

enough, in many other journeys through Greek

waters, once again only did we see these dolphins

;

and here as elsewhere, the old legend, I suppose,

based itself upon the fact that this, of all their

wide domain, was the favourite resort of these

creatures, with which the poets of old felt so strong

a sympathy.

But, while the dolphins have been occupying

our attention, we have cleared Cape Matapan,

and the deep Gulf of Asine and Gythium—in fact,

the Gulf of Sparta is open to our view. We strained

our eyes to discover the features of ' hollow Lace-

daemon/ and to take in all the outline of this

famous bay, through which so many Spartans had
held their course in the days of their greatness.

The site of Sparta is far from the sea, probably

twelve or fifteen miles, but the place is marked for

every spectator, throughout all the Peloponnesus

and its coasts, by the jagged top of Mount Tayge-

tus, even in June covered with snow. Through the

forests upon its slopes the young Spartans would
hunt all day with their famous Laconian hounds,

and after their rude supper beguile the evening

with stories of their dangers and their success.
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But, as might be expected, of the five village*

which made up the famous city, few vestiges re-

main. The old port of Gythium is still a port

;

but here, too, the ' wet ways,' and that sea once

covered with boats, which a Greek comic poet has

called the * ants of the sea,' have been deserted.

We were a motley company onboard—Russians,
Greeks, Turks, French, English ; and it wTas not

hard to find pleasant companions and diverting

conversation among them all. I turned to a Turk-
ish gentleman, who spoke French indifferently.

'Is it not,
5

said I, 'a great pity to see this fair

coast so desolate?' 'A great pity, indeed,' said

he, 'but what can you expect from these Greeks ?

They are all pirates and robbers ; they are all liars

and knaves. Had the Turks been allowed to hold

possession of the country, they would have im-

proved it, and developed its resources; but since the

Greeks became independent, everything has gone
to ruin. Roads are broken up, communications

abandoned ; the people emigrate and disappear

—

in fact, nothing prospers.'

Presently, I got beside a Greek gentleman, from

whom I was anxiously picking up the first neces-

sary phrases and politenesses of modern Greek,

and, by way of amusement, put to him the same
question. I got the answer I expected. ' Ah !

'

said he, ' the Turks, the Turks ! When I think how
these miscreants have ruined our beautiful country!

How could a land thrive or prosper under such
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odious tyranny ?
' I ventured to suggest that the

Turks were now gone five and forty years, and that

it was high time to see the fruits of recovered

liberty in the Greeks. No, it was still too soon.

The Turks had cut down all the woods, and so

ruined the climate ; they had destroyed the cities,

broken up the roads, encouraged the bandits—in

fact, they had left the country in such a state that

centuries would not cure it.

The verdict of Europe is in favour of the Greek

gentleman ; but it might have been suggested,

had we been so disposed, that the greatest and

the most hopeless of all these sorrows—the utter

depopulation of the country—is not due to either

modern Greeks or Turks, nor even to the Slave

hordes of the Middle Ages. It was a calamity

which came upon Greece almost suddenly, im-

mediately after the loss of her independence, and

which historians and physiologists have as yet been

only partially able to explain. Of this very coast

upon which we were then gazing, the geographer

Strabo, about the time of Christ, says, * that of old,

Lacedaemon had numbered ioo cities ; in his day

there were but ten remaining.' So, then, the sum
of the crimes of both Greeks and Turks may be

diminished by one. But I, perceiving that each of

them would have been extremely indignant at this

historical palliation of the other's guilt, ' kept

silence, even from good words/

These dialogues beguiled us till we found our-
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selves, almost suddenly, facing the promontory

of Malea, with the island of Cythera (Cerigo) on

our right. The island is little celebrated in his-

tory. The Phoenicians seem, in very old times, to

have had a settlement there for the working of

their purple shell fishery, for which the coasts

of Laconia were celebrated ; and they doubtless

founded there the worship of the wSidonian goddess,

who was transformed by the Greeks into Aphrodite

(Venus). During the Peloponnesian War we hear

of the Athenians using it as a station for their fleet,

when they were ravaging the adjacent coasts. It

was, in fact, used by their naval power as the same

sort of blister (t7rira'xt<ne) on Sparta that Dekelea

was when occupied by the Spartans in Attica.

Cape Malea is more famous. It was in olden

days the limit of the homely Greek waters, the bar

to all fair weather and regular winds—a place of

storms and wrecks, and the portal to an inhospi-

table open sea; and we can well imagine the de-

light of the adventurous trader who had dared to

cross the Western Seas, to gather silver and lead

in the mines of Spain, when he rounded the dreaded

Cape, homeward bound in his heavy-laden ship,

and looked back from the quiet yEgean. The
barren and rocky Cape has its new feature now.

On tli«: very extremity there is a little platform, at

some elevation over the water, and only accessible

with great difficulty from the land by a Steep goat-

path, WiYd a hermit has built himself a tiny hut,
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cultivates his little plot of corn, and lives out in

the lone seas, with no society but stray passing

ships. When Greece was thickly peopled, he might

well have been compelled to seek loneliness here

;

but now, when in almost any mountain chain he

could find solitude and desolation enough, it seems

as if that poetic instinct which so often guides the

ignorant and unconscious anchorite had sent him

to this spot, which combines, in a strange way,

solitude and publicity, and which excites the curi-

osity, but forbids the intrusion, of every careless

passenger to the East.

So we passed into the iEgean, the real thorough-

fare of the Greeks, the mainstay of their communi-

cation—a sea, and yet not a sea, but the frame of

countless headlands and islands, which are ever in

view to give confidence to the sailor in the smallest

boat. The most striking feature in our view was

rthe serrated outline of the mountains of Crete, far

away to the S. E. Though the day was grey and

cloudy, the atmosphere was perfectly clear, and

allowed us to see these very distant Alps, on which

the snow still lay in great fields. The chain of

Ida brought back to us the old legends of Minos

and his island kingdom, nor could any safer seat

of empire be imagined for a power coming from

the south than this great long bar of mountains,

to which half the islands of the iEgean could pass

a fire signal in times of war or piracy. The legends

preserved to us of Minos—the human sacrifices to
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the Minotaur—the hostility to Theseus—the identifi-

cation of Ariadne with the legends of Bacchus, so

eastern and orgiastic in character—make us feel,

with a sort of instinctive certainty, that the power

of Minos was no Hellenic empire, but a Phoenician

outpost, from which, as afterwards from Carthage,

they commanded distant coasts and islands, for the

purposes of trade. They settled, as we know, at

Corinth, at Thebes, and probably at Athens, in the

days of their greatness, but they seem always to

have been strangers and sojourners there, while in

Crete they kept the stronghold of their power.

Thucydides thinks that Minos' main object was to

put down piracy, and protect commerce; and this

is probably the case, though we are without evidence

on the point. The historian evidently regards this

old Cretan empire as the older model of the Athe-

nian, but settled in a far more advantageous place,

and not liable to the dangers which proved the

ruin of Athens.

The nearer islands were small, and of no reputa-

tion, but each like a mountain top reaching out of

a submerged valley, stony and bare. Melos was

farther off, but quite distinct—the old scene of

Athenian violence and cruelty, to Thucydides so

impressive, that he dramatises the incidents, and

passes from cold narrative and set oration to a dia-

logue between the oppressors and the oppressed.

Meliati starvation was long after proverbial among
the Greeks, and there the fashionable and aristo-
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cratic Alcibiades applied the arguments and car-

ried out the very policy which the tanner Cleon

could not propose without being pilloried by the

great historian whom he made his foe. This and

other islands, which were always looked upon by
the mainland Greeks with some contempt, have of

late days received special attention from archaeolo-

gists. It is said that the present remains of the

old Greek type are now to be found among the

islanders—an observation which I found fully justi-

fied by a short sojourn at ^Egina, where the very

types of the Parthenon frieze can be found among
the inhabitants, if the traveller will look for them
diligently. The noblest and most perfect type of

Greek beauty has, indeed, come to us from Melos,

but not in real life. It is the celebrated Venus of

Melos—the most pure and perfect image we know
of that goddess, and one which puts to shame the

lower ideals so much admired in the museums of

Italy. 1

Another remark should be made in justice to the

islands, that the groups of Therasia and Santorin,

which lie round the crater of a great extinct vol-

cano, have supplied us not only with the oldest

forms of the Greek alphabet in their inscriptions,

but with far the oldest vestiges of inhabitants in

any part of Greece. In these, beneath the lava

slopes formed in the last great eruption—an erup-

1 I should except the splendid Vt-nus Tutrix, as she is called, found

at Capua, and now in the Museum of Naples.
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tion earlier than any history, except, perhaps,

Egyptian—have been found the dwellings, the

implements, and the bones of men, who cannot

have lived there much later than 2000 B. c. The
arts, as well as the implements, of these old dwel-

lers in their Stone Age, have shown us how very

ancient Greek forms, and even Greek decorations,

are in the world's history : and we may yet from

them and from farther researches, such as Schlie-

mann's, be able to reconstruct the state of things

in Greece before the Greeks came from their

Eastern homes. The special reason why these

inquiries seem to me likely to lead to good re-

sult is this, that what is called neo-barbarism is

less likely to mislead us here than elsewhere.

Neo-barbarism means the occurrence in later

times of the manners and customs which gene-

rally mark very old and primitive times. Some
few things of this kind survive everywhere ; thus,

in the Irish Island of Arran, a group of famous

savants mistook a stone donkey-shed of two years'

standing for the building of an extinct race in grey

antiquity : as a matter of fact, the construction

had not changed from the oldest type. But the

spread of culture, and the fulness of population

in the good days of Greece, make it certain that

every spot about the thoroughfares was improved

and civilized; and so, as I have said, there is less

chance here than anywhere of our being deceived

into mistaking rudeness for oldness, and raising
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a modern savage to the dignity of a primaeval

man.

But we must not allow speculations to spoil

our observations, and must not waste the pre-

cious moments given us to take in once for all

the general outline of the Greek coasts. While

the long string of islands, from Melos up to the

point of Attica, framed in our view to the right,

to the left the great bay of Argolis opened far

into the land, making a sort of vista into the

Peloponnesus, so that the mountains of Arcadia

could be seen far to the west standing out against

the setting sun ; for the day was now clearer

—

the clouds began to break, and let us feel touches

of the sun's heat towards evening. As we passed

Hydra, the night began to close about us, and we
were obliged to make out the rest of our geography

by the aid of a rich full moon.

But these Attic waters, if I may so call them,

will be mentioned again and again in the course

of our voyage, and need not now be described in

detail. The reader will, I think, get the clearest

notion of the size of Greece by reflecting upon

the time required to sail round the Peloponne>u-,

in a good steamer. The ship in which we made
the journey—the Domiai^ of the French Messa-

gerie Company,—made about eight miles an hour.

Coming within close range of the coast ofMessene,

about five o'clock in the morning, we rounded all

the headlands, and arrived at the Peinrus about

c
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eleven o'clock the same night. So, then, the Pe-

loponnesus is a small peninsula, but even to an

outside view ' very large for its size
;

' for the

actual climbing up and down of constant moun-
tains, in any land journey from place to place,

makes the distance in miles very much greater

than the line as the crow flies. If I said that

every ordinary distance, as measured on the map,

is doubled in the journey, I believe I should be

under the mark.

It may be well to add a word here upon the

other route into Greece, that by Brindisi and the

Ionian Islands. It is fully as picturesque, in some

respects more so, for there is no more beautiful

bay than the long fiord leading up to Corinth,

which passes Patras, Vostitza, and Itea, the port

of Delphi. The Akrokeraunian mountains, which

are the first point of the Albanian coast seen by

the traveller, are also very striking, and no one

can forget the charms and beauties of Corfu. I

think a market-day in Corfu, wTith those royal-

looking peasant lads, who come clothed in sheep-

skins from the coast, and spend their day handling

knives and revolvers with peculiar interest at the

stalls, is among the most picturesque sights to be

seen in Europe. The lofty mountains of Ithaca

and its greater sister, and then the rich belt of

verdure along the east side of Zante—all these

features make this journey one difficult to be ex-

ceeded in beauty and interest. Yet notwithstand-
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ing all these advantages, there is not the same

excitement in first approaching semi-Greek or

out-lying Greek settlements, and only gradually

arriving at the real centres of historic interest.

Such at least was the feeling ^shared by other

observers) which I felt in approaching Greece by

this more varied route. No traveller is, however,

likely to miss either, as it is obviously best to

enter by one route and depart by the other, in

a voyage not intended to reach beyond Greece.

But from what I have said, it may be seen that I

prefer to enter by the direct route from Naples,

and to leave by the Gulf of Corinth and the Ionian

Islands. I trust that ere long arrangements may
be made for permitting travellers who cross the

isthmus to make an excursion to the Akrokorin-

thus—the great citadel of Corinth—which they are

now compelled to hurry past, in order to catch the

boat for Athens.

I will add a word upon the form and scope of

the following work. It seeks to bring the living

features of Greece home to the student, by connect-

ing them, as far as possible, with the facts of older

history, which are so familiar to most of us. It will

also say a good deal about the modern politics of

Greece, and the character of the modern popula-

tion. A long and careful survey of the extant

literature of ancient Greece has convinced mc that

the pictures usually drawn of the old Greeks

idealised, and that the real people were of a wry
C j
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different—if you please, of a much lower—type.

"What is very remarkable and worth quoting in

confirmation of my judgment is this, that intelli-

gent people at Athens, who had read my opinions

formerly set forth upon the subject, 1 were so struck

with the close resemblance of my pictures of the

old Greeks to the present inhabitants, that they

concluded I must have visited the country before

writing these opinions, and that I was, in fact,

drawing my classical people from the life of the

moderns. If this is not a proof of the justice of

these views, it at least strongly suggests that they

may be true, and is a powerful support in arguing

the matter on the perfectly independent ground

of the inferences from old literature. After all,

national characteristics are very permanent, and

very hard to be shaken off, and it wrould seem

strange, indeed, if both these and the Greek lan-

guage should have remained almost intact, and

yet the race have either changed, or been satu-

rated with foreign blood. Foreign invasions and

foreign conquests of Greece were common enough;

but here, as elsewhere, the climate and circum-

stances which have formed a race seem to con-

spire to preserve it, and to absorb foreign types

and features, rather than to permit extinction or

total change of the older race.

I feel much fortified in my judgment of Greek

1 In my Social Lift: in Greece
% from Homer to Menander.
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character by finding that a very smart, though too

sarcastic, observer, M. E. About, in his well-known

Grcce conteniporniiic, estimates the people very

nearly as I am disposed to estimate the commoner
ancient Greeks. He notices, in the second and suc-

ceeding chapters of his book, a series of features

which make this nationality a very distinct one

in Europe. Starting from the question of national

beauty, and holding rightly that the beauty of the

men is greater than that of the women, he touches

on a point which told very deeply upon all the

history of Greek art. At the present day, the

Greek men are much more particular about their

appearance, and more vain of it, than the women.
The most striking beauty among them is that of

young men ; and as to the care of figure, as About
well observes, in Greece it is the men who pinch

their waists—a fashion unknown among Greek

women. Along with this handsome appearand ,

the people are, doubtless, a very temperate peo-

ple ; although they make a great deal of strong

wine, they seldom drink much, and are far more
critical about good water than wine. Indeed, in so

warm a climate, wine is disagreeable even to the

northern traveller; and, as Herodotus remarked

long ago, very likely to produce insanity, the rarest

form of disease among the Greeks. In fact, they

an; not a passionate race—having at all ages been

gifted with a very bright intellect, and a great

reasonableness—a love of intellectual insight into
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things, which is inconsistent with the storms of

wilder passion.

They are, probably, as clever a people as can be

found in the world, and fit for any mental work
whatever. This they have proved, not only by get-

ting into their hands all the trade of the Eastern

Mediterranean, but by holding their own perfectly

among English merchants in England. As yet

they have not found any encouragement in other

directions ; but there can be no doubt that they,

if settled among a great people, and weaned from

the follies and jealousies of Greek politics, would
rlike the Jews) outrun many of us, both in politics

and in science. However that may be—and per-

haps such a development requires moral qualities

in which they seem deficient—it is certain that

their workmen learn trades with extraordinary

quickness ; and their young commercial or profes-

sional men acquire languages, and the amount of

knowledge necessary to make money, with the

most singular aptness. But as yet they are sti-

mulated chiefly by the love of gain.

Besides this, they have great national pride,

and, as M. About remarks, we need never despair

of a people who have intelligence and are at the

same lime proud. They are very fond of displaying

their knowledge on all points—especially I noted

their pride in exhibiting their acquaintance with

old Greek history and legend. When I asked them

whether they believed the old mythical stories
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which they repeated, they seemed afraid of being

thought simple if they confessed they did, and afraid

of the reputation of their ancestors if they declared

they did not. So they used to preserve a discreet

neutrality.

The instinct of liberty appears to me as strong in

the nation now as it ever was. In fact, the people

have never been really enslaved. The eternal re-

fuge for liberty afforded by the sea and the moun-
tains has saved them from this fate ; and, even

beneath the heavy yoke of the Turks, a large part

of the nation was not subdued, but, under the pro-

fession of bandits and pirates, enjoyed the great

privilege for which their ancestors had contended

so earnestly. The Mainotes, for example, of whom
I have just spoken as occupying the coasts of Mes-

sene, never tolerated any resident Turkish magis-

trate among them, but * handed to a trembling-

tax-collector a little purse of gold pieces, hung

on the end of a naked sword.' 1 Now, the whole

nation is more intensely and thoroughly demo-

cratic than any other in Europe. They acknow-

ledge no nobility save that of descent from the

chiefs who fought in the war of liberation ; they

will allow no distinction of classes ; every com-

mon mule-boy is a gentleman (jevptoe , and fully

your equal. He sits in the room at meals, and

joins in the conversation at dinner. The only

reason they tolerate a king is because they ean-

1 The words are M. A.bout's.
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not endure one of themselves to be superior. This

jealousy is, unfortunately, a mainspring- of Greek

politics, and when combined with a dislike of agri-

culture, as a stupid and unintellectual occupation,

fills all the country with politicians, merchants,

and journalists. But they want the spirit of sub-

ordination of their great ancestors, and are often

accused of lack of honesty—a very grave feature,

and the greatest obstacle to progress in all ages.

It is better, however, to let points of character come

out gradually in the course of our studies than to

bring them together into an official portrait. It is

impossible to wander through the country without

seeing and understanding the inhabitants ; for the

traveller is in constant contact with them, and

they have no scruple in displaying all their cha-

racter.

M. About has earned the profound hatred and

contempt of the nation by his picture, and I do not

wonder at it, seeing that the tone in which he writes

is flippant and ill-natured, and seems to betoken

certain private animosities, of which the Greeks tell

numerous anecdotes.

I have no such excuse to be severe or ill-natured,

as I found nothing but kindness and hospitality

rywhere, and sincerely hope my free judgments

may not hurt some sensitive Greek who may chance

to see them. Even the great Finlay—one of their

best friends— is constantly censured by them for

his writings about Modern Greet e.
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But, surely, any real lover of Greece must feel

that plain speaking about the faults of the nation

is much wanted. The worship lavished upon them

by Byron and his school has done its good, and

can now only do harm. On the other hand, I must

confess that a longer and more intimate inter-

course with the Greeks of the interior and of the

mountains leads a fair observer to change his

earlier estimate, and think more highly of the

nation than at first acquaintance. Unfortunately,

the Greeks known to most of us are sailors—mon-

grel villains from the ports of the Levant, having

very little in common with the bold, honest, inde-

pendent peasant, who lives under his vine and his

fig-tree in the valleys of Arcadia or of Phocis. It

was, no doubt, this intimate knowledge of the sound

core of the nation which inspired Byron with that

enthusiasm which many now think extravagant

and misplaced. But here, as elsewhere, the folly

of a great genius has more truth in it than the

wisdom of his feebler critics.



CHAPTER II.

GENERAL IMPRESSIONS OF ATHENS AND ATTICA.

There is probably no more exciting voyage, to

any educated man, than the approach to Athens

from the sea. Every promontory, every island,

every bay, has its history. If he knows the map
of Greece, he needs no guide-book or guide to dis-

tract him ; if he does not, he needs little Greek to

ask of anyone near him the name of this or that

object; and the mere names are sufficient to stir

up all his classical recollections. But he must

make up his mind not to be shocked at sEglna or

Plialcrnm, and even to be told that he is utterly

wrong in his way of pronouncing them.

It was our fortune to come into Greece by night,

with a splendid moon shining upon the summer
sea. The varied outlines of Sunium, on the one

side, and iEgina on the other, were very clear, but

in the deep shadows there was mystery enough to

feed the burning impatience of seeing all in the

light of common day; and though we had passed

ina, and had come over against the rocky Sala-

mis, as yet there was no sign of Peiraeus. Then
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came the light on Psyttalea, and they told us that

the harbour was right opposite. Yet we came
nearer and nearer, and no harbour could be seen.

The barren rocks of the coast seemed to form one

unbroken line, and nowhere was there a sign of in-

dentation or of break in the land. But, suddenly,

as we turned from gazing on Psyttalea, where the

flower of the Persian nobles had once stood in de-

spair, looking upon their fate gathering about them,

the vessel had turned eastward; and discovered to

us the crowded lights and thronging ships of the

famous harbour. Small it looked, very small, but

evidently deep to the water's edge, for great ship^

seemed touching the shore ; and so narrow is the

mouth, that we almost wondered how they had

made their entrance in safety. But we saw it some
weeks later, with nine men-of-war towering above

all its merchant shipping and its steamers, and

among them crowds of ferry-boats skimming about

in the breeze with their wing-like sails. Then we
found out that, like the rest of Greece, the Peiraeus

was far larger than it looked.

It differed little, alas! from more vulgar harbours

in the noise and confusion of disembarking; in the

delays of its custom-house; in the extortion ami

insolence of its boatmen. It is still, as in PL

day, 'the haunt of sailors, where good man
are unknown.' But when we had escaped the

turmoil, and were seated silently on the way t<>

Athens, almost along the very road of classical
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days, all our classical notions, which had been

scared away by vulgar bargaining and protesting,

regained their sway. We had sailed in through

the narrow passage where almost every great

Greek that ever lived had sometime passed ; now
we went along the line, hardly less certain, Avhich

had seen all these great ones going to and fro be-

tween the city and the port. The present road is

shaded with great silver poplars, and plane trees,

and the moon had set, so that our approach to

Athens was even more mysterious than our ap-

proach to the Peiraeus. We were, moreover, per-

plexed at our carriage stopping under some large

plane trees, though we had driven but two miles,

and the night was far spent. Our coachman would

listen to no advice or persuasion. We learned after-

wards that every carriage going to and from the

Peiraeus stops at this half-way house, that the horses

may drink, and the coachman take * Turkish de-

light' and water. There is no exception made to

this custom, and the traveller is bound to submit.

At last we entered the unpretending ill-built streets

at the west of Athens.

The stillness of the night is a phenomenon hardly

known in that city. No sooner have men and horses

gone to rest than all the dogs and cats of the town

come out to bark and yell about the thorough-

fares. Athens, like all parts of Modern Greece,

abounds in dogs. You cannot pass a sailing boat

in the Levant without seeing a dog looking angrily
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over the taffrail, and barking at you as you pa--.

Every ship in the Peiraeus has at least one, often a

great many, on board. I suppose every house in

Athens is provided with one. These creatures

seem to make it their business to prevent silence

and rest all the night long. They were ably

seconded by cats and crowing cocks, as well as

by an occasional wakeful donkey; and both cats

and donkeys seemed to have voices of almost

tropical violence.

So the night wore away under rapidly-growing

adverse impressions. How is a man to admire art

and revere antiquity if he is robbed of his repose ?

The Greeks sleep so much in the day that they

seem indifferent about nightly disturbances ; and,

perhaps, after many years' habit, even Athenian

caterwauling may fail to rouse the sleeper. But

what chance has the passing traveller? Even the

strongest ejaculations are but a narrow outlet for

his feelings.

In this state of mind, then, we rose at the break

of dawn to see whether our window would afford

any prospect to serve as a requital for angry sleep-

lessness. And there, right opposite, stood the rock

which of all rocks in the world's history has don.'

most for literature and art—the rock which poets,

and orators, and architects, and historians have

ever glorified, and cannot stay their praise—which

is ever new and ever old, ever fresh in its decay,

ever perfect in its ruin, ever living in its death

—

the Acropolis of Athens.
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When I saw my dream and longing of many
years fulfilled, the first rays of the rising sun had

just touched the heights, while the town below

was still hid in gloom. Rock, and rampart, and

ruined fanes—all were coloured in uniform tints
;

the lights were of a deep rich orange, and the

shadows of dark crimson, with the deeper lines of

purple. There was no variety in colour between

what nature and what man had set there. No
whiteness shone from the marble, no smoothness

showed upon the hewn and polished blocks ; but

the whole mass of orange and crimson stood out

together into the pale, pure Attic air. There it

stood, surrounded by lanes and hovels, still per-

petuating the great old contrast in Greek history,

of magnificence and meanness— of loftiness and

lowness—as well in outer life as in inward motive.

And, as it were in illustration of that art of which

it was the most perfect bloom, and which lasted

in perfection but a day of history, I saw it again

and again, in sunlight and in shade, in daylight

and at night, but never again in this perfect and

singular beauty.

If we except the Acropolis, there are only two

striking buildings of classical antiquity within the

modern town of Athens— the Temple of Theseus

and the few standing columns of Hadrian's great

temple to Zeus. The latter is, indeed, very re-

markable. The pillars stand on a vacant platform,

once the site of the gigantic temple ;
the Acropolis

forms a noble background; away towards Phale-
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rum stretch undulating hills which hide the sea; to

the left (if we look from the town), Mount Hymettus

raises its barren slopes ; and in the valley, imme-

diately below the pillars, flows the famous little

Ilisus, 1 glorified for ever by the poetry of Plato,

and in its summer-dry bed the fountain Callirrhoe,

from which the Athenian maidens still draw water

as of old—water the purest and best of the city. It

wells out from under a great limestone rock, all

plumed with the rich Capillus Voicris, which

seems to find out and frame with its delicate

green every natural spring in Greece.

But the pillars of the Temple of Zeus, though

very stately and massive, and with their summits

bridged together by huge blocks of architrave,

are still not Athenian, not Attic, not (if I may say

so) genuine Greek work ; for the Corinthian capi-

tals, which are here seen perhaps in their greatest

perfection, cannot be called pure Greek taste. As
is well known, they were hardly ever used, and

never used prominently, till the Graeco-Roman

stage of art. The older Greeks seem to have had
a fixed objection to intricate ornamentation in

their larger temples. All the greater temples of

Greece and Greek Italy are in the Doric Order,

with its perfectly plain capital. They admitted

1
I beg to point out to a learned and kindly critic in the .

'

who corrected several faults of spelling in the first edition, that this is

the form of the name warranted by inscriptions, and now to be received

by scholars : cf. Wachsmnth's Stadt Athai, I. p. 49.
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groups of figures upon the pediments and metopes,

because these groups formed clear and massive

designs visible from a distance. But such intri-

cacies as those of a Corinthian capital were not

approved, except in small monuments, which were

merely intended for close inspection, and where

delicate ornament gave grace to a building which

could not lay claim to grandeur. Such is clearly

the case with the only purely Greek (as opposed

to Graeco-Roman) monument in the Corinthian

Order, which we have been able to find— the

Choragic monument of Lysicrates at Athens. 1 It

was also the case with that beautiful little temple,

or group of temples, known as the Erechtheum,

which, standing beside the great massive Parthen-

on on the Acropolis of Athens, presents the very

contrast upon which I am insisting. It is small

and essentially graceful, being built in the Ionic

style, with rich ornamentation ; while the Parthen-

on is massive, and, in spite of much ornamenta-

tion, very severe in its plainer Doric style.

But to return to the pillars of Hadrian's Temple.

They are about fifty-five feet high, by six and a-half

1 This beautiful monument has been so defaced and mutilated that

the photographs of to-day give no idea of its decoration. The careful

drawings and restorations of Stuart and Rcvctt were made in the last

century, -when it was still comparatively intact, and it is through their

booh alone that we can now estimate the merits of many of the ancient

bnfldingi of Athens. It should be added, that there was a solitary

Corinthian capital found in the temple of Basse, whirl) I will describe

in another chapter. Hut this still affords an unsolved problem.
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feet in diameter, and no Corinthian pillar of this

colossal size would ever have been set up by the

Greeks in their better days. So, then, in spite of

the grandeur of these isolated remains—a grandeur

not destroyed, perhaps even not diminished, by

coffee tables, and inquiring waiters, and miHtary

bands, and a vulgar crowd about their base— to

the student of really Greek art they are not of the

highest interest; nay, they even suggest to him
what the Periclean Greeks would have done had

they, with such resources, completed the great

temple due to the munificence of the Roman
Emperor.

Let us turn then, in preference, to the Temple
of Theseus, at the opposite extremity of the town,

it too standing upon a clear platform, and strik-

ing the traveller with its symmetry and its com-
pleteness, as he approaches from the Peiraeus. It

is in every way a contrast to the temple of which

we have just spoken. It is very small—in fact so

small in comparison with the Parthenon, or the

great temple at Paestum, that we are disappointed

with it ; and yet it is built, not in the richlv-

decorated Ionic style of the Erechtheum, but in

severe Doric ; and though small and plain, it is

very perfect—as perfect as any such relic that we
have. It is many centuries older than Hadrian's

great temple. It could have been destroyed witli

one-tenth of the trouble, ami yet it still stands

almost in its perfection. Tin 1 reason is simply

D
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this. Few of the great classical temples suffered

much from wanton destruction till the Middle

Ages. Now, in the Middle Ages this temple, as

well as the Parthenon, was usurped by the Greek

Church, and turned into a place of Christian wor-

ship. So, then, the little Temple of Theseus has

escaped the ravages which the last few centuries

—worse than all that went before—have made in

the remains of a noble antiquity. To those who
desire to study the effect of the Doric Order this

temple appears to me an admirable specimen.

From its small size and clear position, all its

points are very easily taken in. ' Such,' says

Bishop Wordsworth, ' is the integrity of its struc-

ture, and the distinctness of its details, that it

requires no description beyond that which a few

glances might supply. Its beauty defies all : its

solid yet graceful form is, indeed, admirable ; and

the loveliness of its colouring is such that, from

the rich mellow hue which the marble has now
assumed, it looks as if it had been quarried, not

from the bed of a rocky mountain, but from the

golden light of an Athenian sunset.' And in like

terms many others have spoken.

I have only one reservation to make. The Doric

Order being essentially massive, it seems to me
that this beautiful temple lacks one essential fea-

ture of that Order, and therefore, after the first

survey, after a single walk about it, it loses to

the traveller who has seen Pajstum, and who pre-
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sently cannot fail to see the Parthenon, that pe-

culiar effect of massiveness—of almost Egyptian

solidity—which is ever present, and ever impos-

ing, in these huger Doric temples. It seems as

if the Athenians themselves felt this—that they

felt the plain simplicity of its style was not effec-

tive without size, and that they accordingly deco-

rated this structure with colours more richly than

their other temples. All the reliefs and raised

ornaments seem to have been painted ; other de-

corations were added in colour on the flat sur-

faces, so that the whole temple must have been

a mass of rich variegated hues, of which blue,

green, and red are still distinguishable—or were

in Stuart's time—and in which bronze and gild-

ing certainly played an important part.

We are thus brought naturally face to face with

one of the peculiarities of old Greek art most dif-

ficult to realize, and still more to appreciate. 1

We can recognise in Egyptian and in Assyrian

art the richness and appropriateness of much
colouring. Modern painters are becoming so alive

to this, that among the most striking pictures in

our Royal Academy in London have been seen,

for some years back, scenes from old Egyptian

and Assyrian life, in which the rich colouring of

' The following remarks on the polyehromy of Greek art arc not

intended for Professors of Fine Art, to whom, indeed, few tin:

this book, it" true, can be new, but for the ordinary reader, who may
not have seen it discussed elsewhere.

D 2
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the architecture has been quite a prominent fea-

ture

—

c. g. y
Mr. Poynter's Israel in Egypt', and Mr.

Long's Babylonian Slave Market

But in Greek art—in the perfect symmetry of

the Greek temple, in the perfect grace of the

Greek statue—we come to think form of such

paramount importance, that we look on the beau-

tiful Parian and Pentelic marbles as specially

suited for the expression of form apart from

colour. There is even something in unity of tone

that delights the modern eye. Thus, though we

feel that the old Greek temples have lost all their

original brightness, yet, as I have myself said,

and as I have quoted from Bishop Wordsworth,

the rich mellow hue which tones all these ruins

has to us its peculiar charm. The same rich

yellow brown, almost the colour of the Roman
travertine, is one of the greatest features in

the splendid remains which have made Psestum

unique in all Italy. This colour contrasts beau-

tifully with the blue sky of southern Europe
;

it lights up with extraordinary richness in the

rising or setting sun. "We can easily conceive that

were it proposed to restore the Attic temples to

their pristine whiteness, we should feel a seven*

shock, and beg to have these venerable buildings

left in the soberness of their acquired colour.

Still more does it shock us to be told that great

sculptors, with Parian marble at hand, preferred

to set up images of the gods in gold and ivory,
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or, still worse, with parts of gold and ivory; and

that they thought it right to fill out the eyes with

precious stones, and affix gilded wreaths round

coloured hair.

When we first come to realise these things, we
are likely to exclaim against such a jumble, as

we should call it, of painting and architecture

—

still worse, of painting and sculpture. Xor is it

possible or reasonable that we should at once sub-

mit to such a revolution in our artistic ideas, and

bow without criticism to these shocking features

in Greek art. But if blind obedience to these our

great masters in the laws of beauty is not to be

commended, so neither is an absolute resistance

to all argument on the question to be respected;

nor do I acknowledge the good sense or the good

taste of that critic who insists that nothing can

possibly equal the colour and texture of white

marble, and that all colouring of such a substance

is the mere remains of barbarism. For, say what

we will, the Greeks were certainly, as a nation,

the best judges of beauty the world has yet seen.

And this is not all. The beauty of which they

were evidently most fond was beauty of form

—

harmony of proportions, symmetry of design. They

always hated the tawdry and the extravagant. Ajs

to their literature, there is no poetry, no oratory,

no history, which is less decorated with the flowers

of rhetoric: it is all pure in design, chastein detail.

So with their dress ; so with their dwellings. We
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cannot but feel that, had the effect of painted

temples and statues been tawdry, there is no peo-

ple on earth which would have felt it so keenly,

and disliked it so much. There must, then, have
been strong reasons why this bright colouring did

not strike their eye as it would the eye of sober

moderns.

To anyone who has seen the country, and thought
about the question there, many such reasons pre-

sent themselves. In the first place, all through
southern Europe, and more especially in Greece,

there is an amount of bright colour in nature,

which prevents almost any artificial colouring from

producing a startling effect. "Where all the land-

scape, the sea, and the air are exceedingly bright,

we find the inhabitants increasing the brightness

of their dress and houses, as it were to corre-

spond with nature. Thus, in Italy, they paint their

houses green, and pink, and yellow, and so give

to their towns and villas that rich and warm effect

which we miss so keenly among the grey and sooty

streets of northern Europe. So also in their dress,

these people wear scarlet, and white, and rich

blue, not so much in patterns as in large patches,

and a festival in Sicily or Greece fills the streets

with intense colour. We know that the colouring

of the old Greek dress was quite of the same cha-

racter as that of the modern, though in design it

has completely changed. We must, therefore, ima-

gine the old Greek crowd before their temples,
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or in their market-places, a very white crowd,

with patches of scarlet, and various blue
; per-

haps altogether white in processions, if we except

scarlet shoe-straps and other such slight relief.

One cannot but feel that a richly coloured temple

—that pillars of blue and red—that friezes of gild-

ing, and other ornament, upon a white marble

ground, and in white marble framing, must have

been a splendid and appropriate background, a

genial feature, in such a sky and with such cos-

tume. "We must get accustomed to such combina-

tions—we must dwell upon them in imagination,

or ask our good painters to restore them for us,

and let us look upon them constantly and calmly.

But I will not seek to persuade ; let us merely

state the case fairly, and put the reader in a posi-

tion to judge for himself. So much for the painted

architecture. I will but add, the most remarkable

specimen of a richly painted front to which we can

now appeal is also really one of the most beautiful

in Europe—the front of S. Mark's at Venice. The
rich frescoes and profuse gilding on this splendid

front, of which photographs give a very false idea,

should be studied by all who desire to judge fairly

of this side of Greek taste.

But I must say a word, before passing on, con-

cerning the statues. No doubt, the painting of

statues, and the use of gold and ivory upon them,

were derived from a rude age, when no ima

existed but rude wooden work—at first a mere
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block, then roughly altered and reduced to shape,

probably requiring some colouring to produce

any effect whatever. To a public accustomed from

childhood to such painted, and often richly-

dressed images, a pure white marble statue must

appear utterly cold and lifeless. So it does to us,

when we have become accustomed to the mellow

tints of old and even weather-stained Greek sta-

tues ; and it should here be noticed that this mel-

low skin-surface on antique statues is not the mere

result of age, but of an artificial process, whereby

they burnt into the surface a composition of wax
and oil, which gave a yellowish tone to the marble,

as well as also that peculiar surface which so

accurately represents the texture of the human
skin. But if we imagine all the marble surfaces

and reliefs in the temple coloured for architectu-

ral richness' sake, we can feel even more strongly

how cold and out-of-place would be a perfectly

colourless statue in the centre of all this pattern.

1 will go farther, and say we can point out cases

where colouring greatly heightens the effect and

beauty of sculpture. The first is from the bronzes

found at Ilerculaneum, now in the museum at

Naples. Though they are not marble, they are

suitable for our purpose, being naturally of a single

dark-brown hue, which is indeed even more un-

favourable (we should think) for such treatment.

In some of the finest of these bronzes—especially

in the two young men starting for a race—the
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eyeballs are inserted in white, with iris and pupil

coloured. Nothing can be conceived more striking

and life-like than the effect produced. There is

in the Varvakion at Athens a marble mask, found

in the Temple of iEsculapius, under the south

side of the Acropolis, probably an ex voto offered

for a recovery from some disease of the eyes.

This marble face also has its eyes coloured in the

most striking and life-like way, and is one of

the most curious objects found in the late exca-

vations.

I will add one remarkable modern example—the

monument at Florence to a young Indian prince,

who visited England and this country some years

ago, and died of fever during his homeward
voyage. They have set up to him a richly

coloured and gilded baldachin, in the open air,

and in a quiet, wooded park. Under this cover-

ing is a life-sized bust of the prince, in his richest

state dress. The whole bust—the turban, the

face, the drapery— all is coloured to the life,

and the dress, of course, of the most gorgeous

variety. The turban is chiefly white, striped with

gold, in strong contrast to the mahogany com-

plexion and raven hair of the actual head ; the

robe is gold and green, and covered with orna-

ment. The general effect is, from the very first

moment, striking and beautiful. The longer it is

studied, the better it appears; and there is hardly

a reasonable spectator who will not confess that,
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were we to replace the present bust with a copy

of it in white marble, the beauty and harmony

of the monument would be utterly marred. To
those who have the opportunity of visiting Greece

or Italy, I strongly commend these specimens of

coloured buildings and sculpture. When they

have seen them, they will hesitate to condemn
what we still hear called the curious bad taste

of the old Greeks in their use of colour in the

plastic arts.

But these archaeological discussions are truly

kfSoAcu A070U, digressions—in themselves neces-

sary, yet only tolerable if they are not too long.

I revert to the general state of the antiquities at

Athens, always reserving the Acropolis for a

special chapter. As I said, the isolated pillars of

Hadrian's Temple of Zeus, and the so-called

Temple of Theseus, are the only very striking

objects. 1 There are, of course, many other build-

ings, or remains of buildings. There is the monu-

1 By the way, the appellation 'Temple of Theseus' is more than

doubtful. The building fronts towards the east. This is proved

by the greater size, and more elaborate decoration of the eastern por-

tal. It is almost certain, according to an old scholion on Pindar, that

the temples of heroes like Theseus faced west, while those only of the

Olympian gods faced the rising sun. The temple, therefore, was the

temple, not of a hero, but of a god. Probably tin- Temple <>l Heracles,

Worshipped as a god at Athens, which is mentioned in the scholia of

;>hancs as situated in this part "f Athens, is to be identified

with the bnHding in question. But I suppose for years to come we

must be content to abide by the old name of Theseon, which is now too

1 be c;t->ily disturbed.
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ment of Lysicrates—a small and very graceful

round chamber, adorned with Corinthian engaged

pillars, and with friezes of the school of Scopas,

and intended to carry on its summit the tripod

he had gained in a musical and dramatic contest

(b. C. 334) at Athens. There is the later Temple

of the Winds, as it is called—a sort of public

clock, with sundials and fine reliefs of the Wind-
gods on its outward surfaces, and arrangements

for a water-clock within. There are two portals,

or gateways—one leading into the old agora,

or market-place, the other leading from old

Athens into the Athens of Hadrian.

But all these buildings are either miserably

defaced, or of such late date and decayed taste

as to make them unworthy specimens of pure

Greek art. A single century ago there was much
to be seen and admired which has since disap-

peared ; and even to-day the majority of the

population are careless as to the treatment of an-

cient monuments, and sometimes even mischie-

vous in wantonly defacing them. Thus, I saw

the marble tombs of Ottfried Miiller and Charles

Lenormant—tombs which, though modern, were

yet erected at the cost of the nation to men
who were eminent lovers and students of Greek

art—I saw these tombs used as common tar.

by the neighbourhood, and all peppered with

marks of shot and of bullets. I .saw them, too,

all but blown up by workmen blasting for build-
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ing-stones close beside them. 1 I saw, also, from

the Acropolis, a young gentleman practising with

a pistol at a piece of old carved marble work in

the Theatre of Dionysus. His object seemed to

be to chip off a piece from the edge at every

shot. Happily, on this occasion, our vantage

ground enabled us to take the law into our own
hands ; and after in vain appealing to a custo-

dian to interfere, we adopted the tactics of Apollo

at Delphi, and by detaching stones from the top

of our precipice, we put to flight the wretched

barbarian who had come to ravage the treasures

of that most sacred place.

These unhappy examples of the defacing of

architectural monuments, which can hardly be

removed, naturally suggest to the traveller in

Greece the kindred one of the proper distribution

of all smaller and movable antiquities, when found,

in the best way to promote the love and know-

ledge of art.

On this point it seems to me that we have

gone to one extreme, and the Greeks to the other,

and that neither of us have done our best to

make known what we acknowledge ought to be

known as widely as possible. The tendency, 2 at

1 I was since informed at Athens that this complaint has not been

without results, and that steps are being taken to prevent quarrying at

random on classical sites. The remarks in the text do not therefore

apply to Athens after the year 1875.

1 When I said the tendency was such, I did not expect to be con-

futed by a manifest igttoratio cU/n/u— by the assertion that there were
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least of later years, has been in England to swal-

low up all lesser and all private collections in

the great national Museum in London, which has

accordingly become so enormous and so bewilder-

ing that no one, I may say boldly, can profit by

it except the trained specialist, who goes in with

his eyes shut, and will not open them till he has

arrived at the special class of objects he intends

to examine. But to the ordinary public, and

even the generally enlightened public (if such an

expression be not a contradiction in terms), there

is nothing so utterly bewildering, and therefore

so unprofitable, as a visit to the myriad treasures

of this great world of curiosities.

In the last century many private persons

—

many noblemen of wealth and culture—possessed

remarkable collections of antiquities. These have

mostly been swallowed up by what is called ' the

nation,' and new private collections are very rare

indeed.

In Greece the very opposite course is being

now pursued. By a special law it is forbidden

to sell out of the country, or even to remove
from a district, any antiquities whatever ; and

for this purpose little museums have been esta-

still important private collections in England, fact which I know

well enough from personal observation. I will merely defend myself

by referring to Michaelis
1

Essay 00 these private collections, in which

he, whose authority will not, I suppose, be doubted, has asserted the

same tendency.
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blished in every village in Greece—nay, sometimes

even in places where there is no village, in order

that every district may possess its own riches,

and become worth a visit from the traveller and

the antiquary. I have seen such museums at

Eleusis, some fifteen miles from Athens, at Thebes,

now an unimportant town, at Livadia, at Chaero-

nea, at Argos, at Olympia, and even in the wild

plains of Orchomenus, in a little chapel, with

no town within miles. 1 If I add to this that

most of these museums were mere dark out-

houses, only lighted through the door, the reader

will have some notion what a task it would be to

visit and criticise, with any attempt at complete-

ness, the ever-increasing remnants of classical

Greece.

Here we have the opposite principle to that

adopted in England, and we can hardly call it

better. In Greece it is certainly worse. For though

it is intended to give the country people an inter-

est in their district antiquities, and also to induce

learned travellers to traverse the country in quest

of them, the Greek government has been unable

to provide for the people any decent, well-lighted

museums, any catalogues or descriptions of what

<und, any proper reward for chance discoveries

1 It is fair to add that an exception has been made for the discoveries

at Mycenae, whieh have bees almost all brought to Athens ; and that

llso intended to bring the splendid sculptures at Olympia to the

capital. But, doubtless, yean will elapse before this is accomplished.
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made by poor people. It has also omitted to pro-

vide for learned travellers—I will not say rail-

roads, but even ordinary roads, inns, beds, food,

or, indeed, any good accommodation that could be

named. You must ride on mules or ponies over

a very rough country, often down the beds of

streams, and up the sides of precipices
;
you must

not expect to sleep in most beds for one moment
after the darkness has invited the insect bandits

—

a far worse scourge than their human colleagues

—

to attack you. The traveller must depend alto-

gether on private hospitality, which is, indeed,

generally, and, so far as I know, generously prof-

fered ; but upon which strangers do not willingly

count, and of which one can never be actually

certain. However, then, the Greek plan might

be adopted in such a country as England, pro-

vided our people were decently educated ; in Greek

desert plains and highlands it did not seem to me
to answer its purpose, and remains an almost in-

superable bar to any complete study of the anti-

quities.

In such a town as Athens, on the contrary, it

seems to me that the true solution of the problem

has been attained, though it will probably be

shortly abandoned for a central museum. There
are at Athens at least six separate museums of

antiquities—one at the University, one called the

Varvakion, one in theTheseum, one, or rather two,

on the Acropolis, one in the Ministry of Public
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Instruction, and lastly, the new National Museum,
as it is called, in Patissia-street—devoted to its

special treasures. If these several storehouses

were thoroughly kept—if the objects were care-

fully numbered and catalogued—I can conceive no
better arrangement for studying separately and in

detail the various monuments, which must always

bewilder and fatig*ue when crowded together in one
vast exhibition. If the British Museum were in

this way severed into many branches, and the dif-

ferent classes of objects it contains were placed in

separate buildings, and in different parts of Lon-
don, I believe most of us should acquire a fat-

greater knowledge of what it contains, and hence

it would attain a greater usefulness in educating

the nation. To visit any one of the Athenian

museums was a comparatively short and easy

task, where a man can see the end of his labour

before him, and hence will not hesitate to delay

long over such things as are worth a careful study.

It may be said that all this digression about

the mere placing of monuments is delaying the

reader too long from what he desires to know

—

something about the monuments themselves. But

this little book, to copy an expression of Herodo-

tus, particularly affects digressions. I desire to

wander through the subject exactly in the way
which naturally suggests itself to me. After all,

the reflections on a journey ought to be more
valuable than its mere description.
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Before passing into Attica, and leaving Athens,

something more must, of course, be said of the

museums, then of the newer diggings, and espe-

cially of the splendid tombs found in the Kera-

meikus. We will then mount the Acropolis, and

wander about leisurely in its marvellous ruins.

From it we can look out upon the general shape

and disposition of Attica, and plan our shorter ex-

cursions.

As some of the suggestions in my first edition

have found favour at Athens, I venture to point

out here the great benefit which the Greek archaeo-

logists would confer on all Europe if they would

publish an official guide to Athens, with some

moderately complete account of the immense

riches of its museums. Such a book, which might

appear under the sanction of M. Rousopoulos, or

Professor Komanoudis, might be promoted either

by the Greek Parliament or the University of

Athens. Were it even published in modern Greek,

its sale must be large and certain ; and, by appen-

dices, or new editions, it could be kept up to the

level of the new discoveries. The catalogues of

K«-kule and of Heydemann are already wholly

inadequate, and except one has the privilege of

knowing personally one of the gentlemen above

named, it is very difficult indeed to obtain any

proper notion of the history, or of the original sites,

of the various objects which excite curiosity or

admiration at every step. Such a book as I sug-

E
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gest would be hailed by every Hellenist in Europe
as an inestimable boon. But in a land where the

able men are perpetually engaged in making or

observing new discoveries, they will naturally

despise the task of cataloguing what they know.

Hence, I suggest that some promising young
scholar might undertake the book, and have his

work revised by his masters in the sober and prac-

tical school of Athens.



CHAPTER III.

ATHENS—THE MUSEUMS—THE TOMBS.

Nothing is more melancholy and more disappoint-

ing than the first view of the Athenian museums.

Almost every traveller sees them after passing

through Italy, where everything—where far too

much—has been done to make the relics of anti-

quity perfect and complete. Missing noses, and
arms, and feet have been restored ; probable or

possible names have been assigned to every statue;

they are set up, generally, in handsome galleries,

with suitable decoration ; the visitor is provided

with full descriptive catalogues. Nothing of all

this is found in Greece. The fragments are not

sorted or arranged: many of the mutilated statues

are lying prostrate, and, of course, in no way re-

stored. Everything, I was told (April, 1877 1 was
in process of being arranged. But there is room
to apprehend that in fifty years things will still be

found changing their places, and still in process

of being arranged. It is not fair to complain of

these things in a nation which is fully occupied

1 2
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with its political and commercial development.

Every nerve is strained by the Greeks to obtain

for them their proper rights in the gradual break

up of the Ottoman empire. Great efforts are, be-

sides, being made to develop not only the ports,

but the manufactures of the country. The build-

ing of new roads is more vital to the nation than

the saving and ordering of artistic remains. Thus

what we want to settle these things is private

enterprise and generosity ; and these have hither-

to not been wanting among the Greeks. But their

resources are small, and they
t

require help both

in money and in sympathy. So, then, except

foreign influences be continuously brought to bear

—except the French and German antiquaries act

unselfishly at their own expense—I fear that all

of us who visit Athens will be doomed to that first

feeling of bitter disappointment.

But I am bound to add, that every patient

observer who sets to work in spite of his disap-

pointment, and examines with honest care these

'disjecta membra' of Attic art—anyone who will

••place in imagination the tips of noses—anyone

who will stoop over lying statues, and guess at the

context of broken limbs—any such observer will

find his vexation gradually changing into wonder,

and will at last come to see that all the splendidly-

restored Greek work in Italian museums is not

worth a tithe of the shattered fragments in the real

home and citadel of pure art. This is especially
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true of the museum on the Acropolis. It is, how-

ever, also true of the other museums, and mor<-

obviously true of the reliefs upon the tombs. Th'>

assistance of an experienced Athenian antiquary

is also required, who knows his way among the

fragments, and who can tell the history of the

discovery, and the theories of the purport of

each. There are a good many men of ability

and learning connected with the University of

Athens, who describe each object in the antiqua-

rian papers according as it is discovered. But

when I asked whether I could buy or subscribe to

any recognised organ for such information, I was

told (as I might have expected) that no single

paper or periodical was so recognised. Clashing

interests and personal friendships determine where

each discovery is to be announced ; so that often

the professedly archaeological journals contain no

mention of such things, while the common daily

papers secure the information.

Here, again, we feel the want of some stronger

government—some despotic assertion of a law of

gravitation to a common centre—to counteract

the strong centrifugal forces acting all through

Greek society. The old autonomy of the Greeks

—

that old assertion of local independence which was

at once their greatness and their ruin—this strong

instinct has lasted undiminished to the present

day. They seem even now to hate pulling I

ther, as we say. They seem always ready to assert
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their individual rights and claims against those of

the community or the public. The old Greeks had
as a safeguard their divisions into little cities and
territories ; so that their passion for autonomy was

expended on their city interests, in which the indi-

vidual could forget himself. But as the old Greeks

were often too selfish for this, and asserted their

personal autonomy against their own city, so the

modern Greek, who has not this safety-valve, finds

it difficult to rise to the height of acting in the

interests of the nation at large ; and though he

converses much and brilliantly about Hellenic

unity, generally allows smaller interests to out-

weigh this splendid general conception.

So, then, the Greeks will not even agree to tell

us where we may find a complete list of newly-

discovered antiquities. Nor, indeed, does the Athe-

nian public care very much, beyond a certain vague

pride, for such things, if we except one peculiar

kind, which has taken among them somewhat the

place of old china among us. There have been

found in many Greek cemeteries—in Megara, in

Cyrene, and of late in great abundance and excel-

lence at Tanagra, in Bceotia—little figures of terra

cotta, often delicately modelled and richly coloured

both in dress and limbs. These figures arc ordi-

narily from eight to twelve inches high, and repre-

sent ladies both sitting and standing in graceful

attitudes, young men in pastoral life, and otlier

suf h subjects. 1 was informed that some had been
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found in various places through Greece, but the

main source of them—and a very rich source—is

the Necropolis at Tanagra. I saw several collec-

tions of these figures on cupboards, and in cabinets

in private houses at Athens, and was greatly struck

with the marvellous modernness of their appear-

ance. The graceful drapery of the ladies especially

was very like modern dress, and they had often on

their heads flat round hats, quite similar in design

to the gypsy hats much worn among us of late

years. But above all, the hair was drawn back

from the forehead, not at all in what is considered

Greek style, but rather a VEugenic, as we used to

say when we were young. Many hold in their

hands large fans, like those which we make of pea-

cocks' feathers. No reasonable theory has yet been

started, so far as I know, concerning the object or

intention of these figures. So many of them are

female figures, that it seems unlikely they were

portraits of the deceased; and the frequent occur-

rence of two figures together, especially one woman
being carried by another, seems almost to dissuade

us from such a theory. They seem to be the figures

called Kooai by many old Greeks, which were used

as toys by children, and, perhaps, as ornaments.

The large class of tradesmen who made them \

called KoonrrXaOoty and were held in contempt by

real sculptors. Most of them are, Indeed, badly

modelled, and evidently the work of ignorant

tradesmen. If it could be shown that they were
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only found in the graves of children, it would be

a touching sign of that world-wide feeling among
the human race, to bury with the dead friend

whatever he loved and enjoyed in his life on earth,

that he might not feel lonely in his gaunt and

gloomy grave. 1 But it seems impossible that this

can ever be established.

There is an equal difficulty as to their age. The
Greeks say that the tombs in which they are found

are not later than the second century B. C, and it

is, indeed, hard to conceive at what later period

there was enough wealth and art to produce such

elegant, and often costly, results. Tanagra and
Thespiae were, indeed, in Strabo's day (lib. ix. 2)

the only remaining cities of Bceotia ; the rest, he
says, were but ruins and names. But we may
be certain that in universal decay the remaining

towns must have been as poor and insignificant

as they now are. Thus, we seem thrown back
into classical days for the origin of these figures,

which in their bright colouring—pink and blue

dresses, often gilded fringes, the hair always fair,

so far as I could see—are, indeed, like what we
know of old Greek statuary, but in other respects

are, as I have just now said, surprisingly modern. 2

1 There is no more pathetic instance than that described by Mr.

Sqafer (in hii admirable woA on Pen) of the tomb of a youn^ girl

which he himself discovered, and where he comments on the various

objects laid to rest with the dead : cf. Squid's Peru, p. 80.
:

If J mistake not, Mr. A. S. Murray seems disposed to date them
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If their antiquity can be strictly demonstrated, it

will but show another case of the versatility of the

Greeks in all things relating to art : how, with the

simplest material, and at a long distance from the

great art centres, they produced a type of exceed-

ing grace and refinement totally foreign to their

great old models, varying in dress, attitude—in

every point of style—from ordinary Greek sculp-

ture, and anticipating much of the modern ideals

of beauty and elegance.

But it is necessary to suspend our judgment,

and wait for farther and closer investigation. The
workmen at Tanagra are now forbidden to sell

these objects to private fanciers ; and in conse-

quence, their price has risen so enormously, that

those in the market, if of real elegance and artistic

merit, cannot be obtained for less than from ^40
to £bo. As much as 2000 francs has been paid for

one, when they were less common. From this price

downward they can still be bought in Athens, the

rude and badly finished specimens being cheap

enough. The only other method ofprocuring them,

and of procuring them more cheaply, is to make
diligent inquiries when travelling in the interior,

where they may often be bought from poor people,

either at Megara, Tanagra, or elsewhere, who have

chanced to find them, and are willing enough to part

with them after a certain amount of bargaining.

about the first century either r>. c. or A. D., thus bringing them down
to about the time of Strabo.
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It is convenient to dispose of this peculiar

and distinct kind of Greek antiquities, because it

seems foreign to the rest, and cannot be brought

under any general head. Doubtless, these figurines

are now finding their way into most European

museums. 1

I pass to the public collections at Athens, in

which we find few of these figures, and which

rather contain the usual products of Greek plastic

art—statues, reliefs, pottery, and inscriptions. As
I have said, the statues are in the most lamentable

condition, shattered into fragments, without any

attempt at restoring even such losses as can be

supplied with certainty. Thus, to take first those

statues which belong to the highest and most per-

fect epoch, there are not, I suppose, more than

eight or ten which look as if they could be re-

stored into that perfection in which we see the

Apoxyomcnos or the Mars of the Vatican. What
might be done by such wholesale restoration as

was practised in Italy some fifty years ago, it is

hard to say. But even the ordinary observer can

see that, without taking any liberties, some dozen

figures—each of which is worth a thousand inferior

works—could be rescued from oblivion.

There is, indeed, one—a naked athlete, with his

1
'I! dy quite a large collection of them in the British Mu-

seum, e.g., Vase Room J., case 35, where there are ten ofthese figures

from Tanagra. Jn Room II. there is a whole caseoi them, chiefly

from Cyrene, un<l from Cnidus.
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cloak hanging over the left shoulder, and coiled

round the left forearm—which seems almost as good

as any strong male figure which we now possess.

While it has almost exactly the same treatment

of the cloak on the left arm which we see in the

celebrated Hermes of the Vatican, 1 the propor-

tions of the figure are nearer the celebrated Dt
bolus (numbered 126, Braccio Nuovo). There are

two other copies at Florence, and one at Naples.

These repetitions point to some very celebrated

original, which the critics consider to be of the

older school of Polycletus, and even imagine may
possibly be a copy of his Doryphorus, which was
called the Canon statue, or model of the perfect

manly form. The Hermes has too strong a like-

ness to Lysippus' Apoxyomcnos not to be rec

nised as of the same school. What we have,

then, in this Attic statue seems an intermediate

stage between the earlier and stronger school

of Polycletus and the more elegant treatment

of the later school of Lysippus in Alexander's

day.

There can, however, be no doubt that it does not

date from the older and severer age of sculpture,

of which Phidias was the highest representative.

Anyone who studies Greek art, even cursorily,

perceives how remarkably not only the Style

dress and ornament, but even the proportions of

1 No. 53, Mas. Ro Gem., in 1 small room beside the '

vidert and I
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the figure change, as we come down from genera-

tion to generation in the long line of Greek sculp-

tors. The friezes of Selinus (now at Palermo), and

those of zEgina (now in Munich), which are among
our earliest certain specimens, are remarkable for

short, thick-set forms. The men are men five feet

seven, or, at most, eight inches high, and their

figures are squat even for that height. In the

specimens we have of the days of Phidias and

Polycletus these proportions are altered. The
head of the Dorypliorus, if we can depend upon our

supposed copies, is still heavy, and the figure bulky,

though taller in proportion. He looks a man of

five feet ten inches at least. The statue we are just

considering is even taller, and is like the copies we
have of Lysippus' work, the figure apparently of

a man of six feet high ; but his head is not so

small, nor is he so slender and light as this type

is usually found.

It is not very easy to give a full account of this

change. There is, of course, one general reason

well known—the art of the Greeks, like almost all

such developments, went through stiffness and

clumsiness into solemn dignity and strength, to

which it presently added that grace which raises

strength into majesty. But in time the seeking

after grace becomes too prominent, and so gra-

dually strength, and with it, of course, the majesty

which requires strength as well as grace, begins to

fade away. Thus we arrive at a period when the
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forms are merely elegant or voluptuous, without

any assertion of power.

This can only be made plain by a series of illus-

trations. Of course, the difficulty of obtaining

really archaic statues is very great. They were

mostly sacred images of the gods, esteemed vene-

rable and interesting by the Greeks, but seldom

copied. Happily, the Romans, when they set

themselves to admire and procure Greek statues,

had fits of what we now call pre-Raphaelitism

—

fits of admiration for the archaic and simple, even

if ungraceful, in preference to the more perfect

forms of later art. Hence, we find in Italy a

number of statues which, if not really archaic, an s

at least archaisfic, as the critics call it—imitations

or copies of archaic statues. With these we must

in general be content. I will speak of a similar

development among female figures in connexion

with another subject, which will naturally suggest

it. But we may pause a moment on the question

of archaic Greek art, because, apart from the imi-

tations of the time of Augustus and Hadrian, we
have some really genuine fragments in the little

museum in the Acropolis— fragments saved, not

from the present Parthenon, but rather from about

the ruins of the older Parthenon. This temple was
destroyed by the Persians, and the materials were

built into the surrounding wall of the Acropolis by

the Athenians, when they began to strengthen and

beautify it at the opening of their career ofdomi-
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nion and wealth. The stains of fire are said to be

still visible on these drums of pillars now built

into the fortification, and there can be no doubt

of their belonging to the old temple, as it is well

attested. 1 But I do not agree with the Germans

that these older materials were so used, in order to

nurse a perpetual hatred against the Persians in

the minds of the people who saw daily before them

the evidence of the ancient wrong done to their

temples. 2
I believe this sentimental twaddle to be

quite foreign to all Greek feeling. The materials

were used in the wall because they were unsuitable

for the newer temples, and because they must

otherwise be greatly in the way on the limited

surface of the Acropolis.

The principal of the old sculptures as yet found

[cf. Figure) is a very stiff, and, to us, comical figure,

which has lost its legs, but is otherwise fairly

preserved, and which depicts a male figure with

curious conventional hair, and still more conven-

1 I endeavoured to examine these drums by looking down through a

hole in the wall over them. They seemed to me not (luted, and rather

of the shape of barrels, very thick in the middle, than of the drums of

other pillars in temples. I was therefore at a loss to know how they

were applied in the older Parthenon, but forgot to get it explained by

e local archaeologist who had studied the point.

* It is asserted somewhere by a Greek author that the temples

burned by the i'ersians were left in ruins to remind the people of the

wrongs of the hated barbarians. J>ut wc have distinct evidence, in

cases, that this assertion is not true, and besides, using the ma-

terials for other purposes is not the same thing.
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tional beard, holding by its four legs a bull or calf,

which he is carrying on his shoulders. The eyes

are now hollow, and were evidently once filled

with something different from the marble of which

the statue is made. The whole pose and style of

the work is stiff and expressionless, and it is one of

the few certain remains of the older Attic art still

in existence.

To me there is little doubt what the statue means.

It is the votive offering of the Marathonians, which

Pausanias saw in the Acropolis, and which com-
memorated the legend of Theseus having driven

the wild bull sent them by Minos from Marathon

to the Acropolis, where he sacrificed it. Pausanias

does not say how Theseus was represented with the

bull ; but it certainly was not a group—such a

thing is clearly beyond the narrow and timid con-

ceptions of the artists of that day. It being impos-

sible to represent a man and bull together except

by representing the man carrying the bull, the

artist has made the animal full-grown in type, but

as small as a calf, and has, of course, not attempted

any expression of hostility between the two. This

peaceful look, which merely, arises from the ina-

bility of the artist to render expression, has led

many good art critics to call it not a Theseus but a

Hermes. This identification rests on purely theo-

retical grounds. Such being the history of the

statue, there remains but to look at it, if we wish

to note its characteristics. We see the conven-
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tional treatment of the hair, the curious transpa-

rent garments lying close to the skin, and the very-

heavy muscular forms of the arms and body. The
whole figure is stiff and expressionless, and strictly

in what is called the hieratic or old religious style,

as opposed to an ideal or artistic form.

There are two full-length reliefs—one preserved

in a little church near Orchomenus, of which I

could not obtain a photograph, but which will be

described hereafter, and another at Athens in the

Theseon—which are plainly of the same epoch

and style of art. The Athenian one (cf. Figure)

is inscribed as the stele of Aristion, and as the

work of Aristocles, 1 doubtless an artist known as

contemporary with those who fought at the battle of

Marathon. Thus we obtain a very good clue to

the date at which this art flourished. There is also

the head of a similar figure, with the hair long,

and fastened in a knot behind, and with a discus

raised above the shoulder, so as to look like a

nimbus round the head, which is one of the most

interesting objects in the Varvakion. But of the

rest the pedestal only is preserved. Any impartial

observer will see in these figures strong traces of

the influence of Asiatic style. This influence seems

about as certain, and almost as much disputed,

as the Egyptian influences on the Doric style of

architecture. To an unbiassed observer these influ-

1 Ari -(.ion is also mentioned among the artists of the period.
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ences speak so plainly, that, in the absence of strict

demonstration to the contrary, one feels bound to

admit them—the more so, as we know that the

Greeks, like all other people of genius, were ever

ready and anxious to borrow from others. It

should be often repeated, because it is usually

ignored, that it is a most original gift to know how
to borrow ; and that those only who feel wanting

in originality are anxious to assert it. Thus the

Romans, who borrowed without assimilating, are

always asserting their originality ; the Greeks, who
borrowed more and better, because they made what

they borrowed their own, never care to do so. The
hackneyed parallel of Shakspeare will occur to all.

Unfortunately, the museums of Athens show
us hardly any examples of the transition state of

art between this and the perfect work of Phidias'

school. The ^Eginetan marbles are less developed

than Phidias' work ; but from the relief of Aristion,

and the Theseus of the Acropolis, to these, is a

wide gulf in artistic feeling. There is also the well-

known Apollo of Thera, a similar Apollo found at

Athens, with very conventional curls, and now in

the National Museum, and two or three small sit-

ting statues of Athene in the Acropolis, which,

though very archaic, begin to approach the grace

of artistic sculpture. But Italy is sufficiently rich

in imitations of this very period. There are four

very remarkable statues in a small room oi the

Villa Albani near Rome, which are not photo-

F
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graphed, because the public would, doubtless, think

them bad art, but which, could I procure copies and
reproduce them, would illustrate clearly what I de-

sire. We have also among the bronzes found at

Pompeii two statues precisely of this style, evidently

copies from old Greek originals, and made to satisfy

the pre-Raphaelitism (as I have already called it)

of Italian amateurs. 1 These are the Apollo and

Artemis. The Artemis is the more archaistic of

the two, and I, therefore, take this specimen first.

It maintains in the face the very features which we
think so comical when looking at the relief of Aris-

tion, or any of the older vases. They are, no doubt,

softened and less exaggerated, but still they are

there. The so-called Greek profile is not yet at-

tained. The general features of the old Greek face

in monuments were a retreating forehead, a peaked

nose, slightly turned up at the end, the mouth

1 Professor Sidney Colvin, in looking out for objections to this book,

fastened upon these examples, and stated {Academy, vol. xi., p. 70) that 1

might as well have produced works by modern pre-Raphaelites as speci-

mens of Giotto's painting. To this I reply, that did we possess pictures

by modern painters, which were literally copies of some of Giotto's pic-

tures, and were the originals now lost or inaccessible, it would have

been quite proper to cite these copies, asserting them to be such.

This is precisely what I had done. Anyone who will compare the

Artemis in my plate with the figure of Athene surmounting tin-

apex of the pediment from yKgina (which is reproduced in the casts

at the British Museum), or the figures which support the old Greek

mirrors, will see how similar the drapery is, and how a Pompcian

imitation gives a fair notion of an ancient figure. I take thi

ample as not the best, but the easiest for reference. Mr. Colvin

out that I might have given the Aristogiton, or the archaic stele,
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drawn in and the corners turned up, flat elon-

gated eyes (especially full in the profiles of reliefs),

a prominent angular chin, lank cheeks, and high

ears. These lovely features can be found on hun-

dreds of vases, because, vase-making being rather a

trade than an art, men kept close to the old models

long after great sculptors and painters had, like

Polygnotus, begun to depart from the antique stiff-

ness of the countenance. 1 The Artemis before us

has, however, these very features, which are very

clear when we can see her in profile. But the

head-dress and draping are elaborate, and though

formal and somewhat rigid, not wanting in grace.

The pose of the arms is stiff, and the attitude that

of a woman stepping forward, which is very usual

in archaic figures—I suppose because it enlarged

the base of the statue, and made it stand more

firmly in its place. The absence of any girdle or

delaying fold in the garments is one of the most

from the Museum of Naples, as better specimens. These were not

accessible to me, when I came to add plates to what I had written, and

the Aristogiton is probably only what my figures are, a pretty faithful

copy of an ancient original. The stele, which is really archaic, would

not have suited my purpose, as I had already given the stele of Aris-

tion, which, as he properly pointed out, 1 erroneously called his work,

whereas it is inscribed the work of Aristocles, ami is probably meant

for a portrait of Aristion. Were I f Fine Aits at Cam-
bridge, I could, of course, command copies of all these sculptures,

select the specimens which have been suggested; but it is not

one who is so wed equipped, and it is hardly kind to excite oni

by talking of SUCh things as a mere matter of choice.

1
* Vultum ab antiquo rigore variare.'- Plin. mv. 35.

F 2
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marked contrasts with the later draping of such

figures.

Passing on to the Apollo, we notice a much
greater development of freedom as to the treat-

ment of the face, which, without being very hand-

some and well formed, is certainly not ugly. But

the heavy hair and long curls are distinctly in

the antique style, and the proportions of the figure

are much shorter and stouter than later Greeks

or than we should consider graceful. The style

of this statue, however, though differing in many
special proportions, reminds us strongly of the

iEginetan marbles in Munich, and so leads us

from archaic stiffness into the true period of

beauty and of perfection.

This greater age is represented in the museums
of Athens chiefly through the reliefs of the Par-

thenon and those now being unearthed at Olym-

pia, which I mean to consider separately, through

the statue of the athlete already noted, and

through many beautiful fragments, so mutilated

that they can hardly be used as illustrations.

We shall, therefore, do well to go to the street

of tombs, where we can find such material as

the world can hardly equal, and in such con-

dition as to be easily intelligible. A good many

of these tombs, and some of them very fine, have

lately been removed to the National Museum,

where a comparison will show how, even here,

certain fixed grouping and certain monumental
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expressions of feeling were adopted by the artists

who represented family bereavements and domestic

sorrow. What I have said of the museums is,

doubtless, disappointing, as indeed it should be,

if the feeling of the visitor is to be faithfully repro-

duced. But I must not fail to add, before turning

to other places, that, in inscriptions these museums

are very rich, as well as also in Attic vases, and

lamps, and other articles of great importance in

our estimate of old Greek life. The professors of

the University have been particularly diligent in

deciphering and explaining the inscriptions, and

with the aid of the Germans, who have collected,

and are still collecting, these scattered documents

in a complete publication, we are daily having new
light thrown upon Greek history. Thus Kohler

has been able from the recovered Attic tribute-

lists to construct a map of the Athenian maritime

empire with its dependencies, which tells the

student more in five minutes than hours' labo-

rious reading. The study of vases and lamps is

beyond my present scope; and the former so

wide and complicated a subject, that it cannot be

mastered without vast study and trouble. 1

1 When I revisited Athens in the spring of 1877, the National

Museum, which is a fine and spacious building, was beginning to look

like an orderly museum, ami it was quite convenient to see and enjoy the

works of art preserved in it. The archaic things were, moreover (as in

the acropolis), placed by themselves; so were the tombs, and s>

most of the portrait busts. All that was still wanting was a good Cata-

logue.
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I pass, therefore, from the museums to the street

of tombs, which Thucydides tells us to find in the

fairest suburb of the city, as we go out westward

towards the groves of Academe, and before we
turn slightly to the south on our way to the

Peiraeus. Thucydides has described with some
care the funeral ceremonies held in this famous

place, and has composed for us a very noble

funeral oration, which he has put in the mouth

of Pericles. 1 It is with this oration, probably the

finest passage in Thucydides' great history, in

our minds, that we approach the avenue where

the Athenians laid their dead. We have to pass

through the poorest portion of modern Athens,

through wretched bazaars and dirty markets, which

abut upon the main street. Amid all this squalor

and poverty, all this complete denial of art and

leisure, there are still features which faintly echo

old Greek life. There is the bright colour of the

dresses—the predominance of white, and red, and

blue, of which the old Athenians were so fond ;

and there is among the lowest classes a great

deal of that striking beauty which recals to us

1 These panegyrics

—

\6yoi 4irira<pioi they were called—were a favour-

ite exercise of Greek literary men. There are Ann still extant—that

mentioned, that in the Menexenui of Plato, and the tiriTcuploi of Lysias,

and ofHy] • That of Hypereides, very mutilated as it is, seems

tome the finest next to that of Thucydides. But they are all built

upon the same lines, showing even here that strict conservatism in

every branch of Greek art which never varied, for variety's sake, from

a type once recognised as really good.
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the old statues. More especially in the form of

the head, and in the expression, of the children,

we see types not to be found elsewhere in Europe,

and which, if not derived from classical Greece,

are at all events very beautiful.

We then come on to the railway station, which

is, indeed, in this place, as elsewhere, very offen-

sive. With its grimy smoke, its shrill sounds,

and all its other hard unloveliness, it is not a

meet neighbour for the tombs of the old Greeks,

situate close to it on all sides.

They lie—as almost all old ruins do—far below

the present level of the ground, and have, there-

fore, to be exhumed by careful digging. When
this has been done, they are covered with a rude

door, to protect their sculptured face; and when
I saw them, were standing about, without any

order or regularity, close to the spots where they

had been found.

A proper estimate of these tombs cannot be

attained without knowing clearly the feelings with

which the survivors set them up. And we must

consider not only the general attitude of Greek

literature on the all-important question of the state

of man after death, but we have also thousands

of inscriptions upon tombs, both with and without

sculptured reliefs, from which we can form a \

sure opinion about the feelings of the bereaved in

these bygone days.

We know from Homer and from Mininertnus
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that in the earlier periods, though the Greeks were
unable to shake off a belief in life after death, yet

they could not conceive that state as anything but

a shadowy and wretched echo of the real life upon

earth. It was a gloomy and dark existence, bur-

dened with the memory of lost happiness and the

longing for lost enjoyment. To the Homeric
Greeks death was a dark unavoidable fate, with-

out hope and without reward. It is, indeed, true

that we rind in Pindar thoughts and aspirations of

a very different kind. We have in the fragments

of his poetry more than one passage asserting the

reward of the just, and the splendours of a future

life far happier than that which we now enjoy.

But, notwithstanding these splendid visions, such

high expectation laid no hold upon the imagina-

tion of the Greek world. The poems of Pindar, we
are told, soon ceased to be popular, and his visions

are but a streak of light amid general gloom. The
kingdom of the dead in yEschylus is evidently, as

in Homer, but a weary echo of this life, where
honour can only be attained by the pious memory
of loving kinsfolk, whose duty paid to the dead

affects him in his gloomier state, and raises him in

esteem of his less-remembered fellows. Sopho-

cles says nothing to clear away the night; nay,

rather his deepest and maturest contemplation re-

gards death as the worst of ills to the happy man

—

a sorry refuge to the miserable. Euripides longs

that there may be no future state, and Plato only
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secures the immortality of the soul by severing

it from the person—the man, and all his interests.

It is plain, from these evidences, that the Greeks

must have looked upon the death of those they

loved with unmixed sorrow. It was the final part-

ing, when all the good and pleasant things are

remembered ; when men seek, as it were, to in-

crease the pang, by clothing the dead in all his

sweetest and dearest presence. But this was not

done by pompous inscriptions, nor by a vain

enumeration of all the deceased had performed

—

inscriptions which, among us, tell more of the

vanity than of the grief of the survivors. The
commonest epitaph was a simple \difjs, or farewell;

and it is this single word, so full and deep in its

meaning to those who love, which is pictured in

the reliefs of which I am now speaking. They are

simple parting scenes, expressing the grief of the

survivors, and the great sadness of the sufferer,

who is going to his long home. But what strikes

us most forcibly in these remarkable monuments
is the chastened, modest expression of sorrow

which they display. There is no violence, no

despair, no extravagance—all is simple and noble;

thus combining purity of art with a far deeper

pathos—a far nobler grief—than the exaggerated

paintings and sculptures which seek to exp

mourning in later and less cultivated ages. We
may defy any art to produce truer or more poign-

ant pictures of real sorrow—a sorrow, as 1 have
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explained, far deeper and more hopeless than any-

Christian sorrow ; and yet there is no wringing of

hands, no swooning, no defacing with sack-cloth

and ashes. 1 Sometimes, indeed, as in the cele-

brated tomb of Dexileos, a mere portrait of the

dead in active life was put upon his tomb, and
private grief would not assert itself in presence of

the record of his public services.

I know not that any other remnants of Greek art

bring home to us more plainly one of its eternal

and divine features—or shall I rather say, one of its

eternal and human features?—the greatest, if not

the main feature, which has made it the ever new
and ever lasting lawgiver to men in their struggles

to represent the ideal.

If I am to permit myself any digression what-

ever, we cannot do better than conclude this

chapter with some observations on this subject,

and we may, therefore, turn, by suggestion of

the Athenian tombs, to a few general reflections

on the reserve of Greek art—I mean the reserve in

the displaying of emotion, in staying the fierce out-

bursts of joy or grief; and again, more generally,

the reserve in the exhibiting of peculiar or per-

sonal features, passing interests, or momentary
emotions.

1
I did, ;: one relief at Athens, in which the relatives are

represented as rushing forward in if ar< re to delay the depar-

ture of the fainting figure. It is right that this exception should be

noted, as it shows that they understood what violent grief was, and yet

avoided representing it a- a rule.
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In a philosophy now rather forgotten than ex-

tinct, but which once commanded no small atten-

tion, Adam Smith was led to analyse the indirect

effects of sympathy, from which, as a single prin-

ciple, he desired to deduce all the rules of ethics.

While straining many points unduly, he must be

confessed to have explained with great justice the

origin of good taste or tact in ordinary life, which

he saw to be the careful watching of the interest of

others in our own affairs, and the feeling that we
must not force upon them what interests ourseh < >s,

except we are sure to carry with us their active

sympathy. Good breeding, he says, consists in a

delicate perception how far this will go, and in

suppressing those of our feelings which, though

they affect us strongly, cannot be expected to affect

in like manner our neighbour, whose sympathy

should be the measure and limit of our out-spoken-

ness. There can be no doubt that whatever other

elements come in, this analysis is true, so far as it

goes, and recommends itself at once to the convic-

tions of any educated man. The very same prin-

ciple applies still more strongly and universally in

art. As tragedy is bound to treat ideal griefs and

joys of so large and broad a kind, that e\

spectator may merge in them his petty troubles, so

ideal sculpture and painting are ideal only, if they

represent such large and eternal features in human
nature as must always command the sympathy of

every pure human heart.
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Let us dispose at once of an apparent exception

—the media?val pictures of the Passion of Christ,

and the sorrows of the Virgin Mary. Here the

artist allowed himself the most extreme treatment,

because the objects were necessarily the centre of

the very highest sympathy. No expression of the

grief of Christ could be thought exaggerated in

the Middle Ages, because in this very exaggera-

tion lay the centre point of men's religion. But
when no such object of universal and all-absorbing

sympathy can be found (and there was none such

in pagan life), then the Greek artist must attain

by his treatment of the object what the Christian

artist obtained by the object itself. Assuming,

then, a mastery over his material, and sufficient

power of execution, the next feature to be looked

for in Greek art, and especially in Greek sculpture,

is a certain modesty and reserve in expression,

which will not portray slight defects in picturing a

man, but represent that eternal or ideal character

in him, which remains in our memory when he is

gone. Such, for example, is our famous portrait-

statue of Sophocles.

Such are also all that great series of ideal figures

which meet us in the galleries of ancient art. They

seldom show us any violent emotion ; they are

seldom even in so special an attitude, that critics

cannot interpret it in several different ways, or as

suitable to several myths. It is not passing states

of feeling, but the eternal and ideal beauty of
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human nature, which Greek sculpture seeks to

represent ; and it is for this reason that it has

held its sway through all the centuries which have

since gone by. This was the calm art of Phi-

dias, and Polycletus, and Polygnotus, in sentiment

not differing from the rigid awkwardness of their

predecessors, but in mastery of proportions and of

difficulties attaining the grace in which the others

had failed. To this general law there are, no doubt,

exceptions, and perhaps very brilliant ones; but

they are exceptions, and even in them, if we con-

sider them attentively, we can see the universal

features, and the points of sympathy for all man-
kind. But if, indeed, the appeal for sympathy is

overstrained, then, however successful in its own
society and its own social atmosphere, the work of

art loses power in another generation. Thus the

tragic poet Euripides, though justly considered in

his own society the most tragic of poets, has for

this very reason ceased to appeal to us as ^Eschylus

has always done. For /Eschylus kept within the

proper bounds dictated by the reserve of art ; Euri-

pides often did not, and his work, though great

and full of genius, suffered accordingly.

It seems to me that the tombs before us are

remarkable in observing, with the tact of genius,

this true and perfect reserve. They are simple

pictures of the grief of parting—of the recollection

of pleasant days of love and friendship—of the

gloom of the unknown future. But there is w^
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exaggeration, nor speciality—no individuality, I

had almost said—in the picture. I feel no curiosity

to inquire who these people are—what were their

names—even what was the relationship of the

deceased. 1 For I am perfectly satisfied with an

ideal portrait of the grief of parting—a grief that

comes to us all, and lays bitter hold of us at some

season of life ; and it is this universal sorrow—this

great common flaw in our lives—which the Greek

artist has brought before us, and wmich calls forth

our deepest sympathy. There will be future occa-

sion to come back upon this all-important feature

in art in connexion wTith the action in Greek

sculpture, and even with the draping of their

statues— in all of which the calm and chaste

reserve of the better Greek art contrasts strangely

with the Michael Angelos, and Berninis, and Ca-

novas of other days ; nay, even with the Greek

sculpture of a no less brilliant but less refined age.

But, in concluding this digression, I will call atten-

tion to a modern parallel in the portraiture of grief,

and of grief at final parting. This parallel is not

a piece of sculpture, but a poem, perhaps the most

remarkable poem of our generation—the In Memo-

riam of Mr. Tennyson. Though written from per-

sonal feeling, and to commemorate a special person

1
I fancy, from the unity of type shown in many of them, thai they

mav even have been designed by the artist without regard to the special

and purchased by the family of the deceased ready made. The

fignrei upon them do not seem to me personal likenesses.
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—Arthur Hallam—whom some of us even knew,

this poem has not laid hold of the imagination of

men strongly and lastingly owing to the poet's

special loss. Certainly not. I do not even think

that this great dirge—this magnificent funeral

poem—has excited in most of us any strong inte-

rest in Arthur Hallam. In fact, any other friend

of the poet's wrould have suited the general reader

equally well, as the exciting cause of a poem,

which we delight in, because it puts into great

poetry the ever-recurring permanent features in

such grief—those dark longings about the future

;

those suggestions of despair, of discontent in the

providence of the world, of wild speculation about

its laws ; those struggles to reconcile our own loss,

and that of the human race, with some larger law of

wisdom and of benevolence. To the poet, of course,

his own particular friend was the great centre

point of the whole. But to us, in reading it, there

is a wide distinction between the personal pas-

sages— I mean those which give family details,

and special circumstances in Hallam 's life, and his

intimacy with the poet—and the purely poetical or

artistic passages, which soar away into a re$

far above all special detail, and sing of the great
gloom which hangs over the future, and of the
vehement beating of the human soul against the
bars of its prison house, where on." is I iken, and
another left, not merely at apparent n . but
with apparent injustice and damag mkind.
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Hence, every man in grief for a lost friend will read

the poem to his great comfort, and will then only

see clearly what it means ; and he will find it speak

to him specially and particularly, not in its per-

sonal passages, but in its general features ; in

its hard metaphysics; in its mystical theology;

in its angry and uncertain ethics. For even the

commonest mind is forced by grief out of its com-
monness, and attacks the world-problems, which

at other times it has no power or taste to approach.

By this illustration, then, the distinction between

the universal and the personal features of grief can

be clearly seen; and the reader will admit that,

though it would be most unreasonable to dictate to

the poet, or to imagine that he should have omitted

the stanzas which refer specially to his friend, and

which were to him of vital importance, yet to us

it is no loss to forget that name and those circum-

stances, and hold fast to the really eternal (and

because eternal, really artistic) features, in that very

noble symphony—shall I say of half-resolved dis-

cords, or of suspended harmonies, which faith may
reconcile, but which reason can hardly analyse or

understand r
1

Within a few minutes' walk of these splendid re-

cords of the dead, the traveller who returns to the

town across the Observatory Hill will find a very

1 In the Adonais
t
Shelley affords a curious contrast to the somewhat

morbid prominence <>\ the poet in the case before us. The self-efface-

ment of Shelley has centred all our interest on his lost friend.
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different cemetery. For here he suddenly comes up

to a long cleft in the rock, running parallel with the

road below, and therefore quite invisible from it.

The rising ground towards the city hides it equally

from the Acropolis, and accordingly from all Athens.

This gorge, some 200 yards long, 60 wide, and over

30 feet deep, is the notorious Barathrum, the place

of execution in old days ; the place where criminals

were cast out, and where the public executioner re-

sided. It has been falsely inferred by the old scho-

liasts that the Athenians cast men alive into the pit.

It is not nearly deep enough now to cause death in

this way, and there seems no reason why its origi-

nal depth should have been diminished by any

accumulation of rubbish, such as is common on

inhabited sites. ' Casting into the Barathrum'

referred rather to the refusing the rights of burial

to executed criminals—an additional disgrace, and

to the Greeks a grave additional penalty. Honour
among the dead was held to follow in exact propor-

tion to the continued honours paid by surviving

friends.

Here, then, out of view of all the temples and

hallowed sites of the city, dwelt the public slave,

with his instruments of death, perhaps in a cave or

grotto, still to be seen in the higher wall of the

gorge, and situated close to the point where an old

path leads over the hill towards the city. Plato

speaks of young men turning aside, as they came
from Peiraeus, to see the dead lying in charge

of this official; and there must have been times in

G
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the older history of Athens when this cleft in the

rock was a place of carnage and of horror. The

gentler law of later days seems to have felt this

outrage on human feeling, and instead of casting

the dead into the Barathrum, it was merely added

to the sentence that the body should not be buried

within the boundaries of Attica. 1 Yet, though the

Barathrum may have been no longer used, the

accursed gate (Uou ttuAjj) still led to it from the city,

and the old associations clung about its gloomy

seclusion. Even in the last century, the Turks,

whether acting from instinct, or led by old tradi-

tion, still used it as a place of execution.

In the present day, all traces of this hideous

history have long passed away, and I found a little

field of corn waving upon the level ground beneath,

which had once been the Aceldama of Athens.

But even now there seemed a certain loneliness

and weirdness about the place—silent and deserted

in the midst of thoroughfares, hidden from the

haunts of men, and hiding them from view by its

massive walls. Nay, as if to bring back the dark

memories of the past, great scarlet poppies stained

the ground in patches as it were with slaughter,

and hawks and ravens were still circling about

overhead, as their ancestors did in the days of blood;

attached, 1 suppose, by hereditary instinct to this

fatal place, 'for where the carcase is, there shall the

rles be gathered together.'

1 Tlii- reasonable inference was pointed out to me by Mi Hermann

• iter, to whom J return my thanks.



CHAPTER IV.

TJLE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS.

I SUPPOSE there can be no doubt whatever that

the ruins on the Acropolis of Athens are the most

remarkable in the world. There are ruins tar

larger, such as the pyramids, and the remains of

Karnak. There are ruins far more perfectly pre-

served, such as the great Temple at Paestum.

There are ruins more picturesque, such as the ivy-

clad walls of mediaeval abbeys beside the rivers in

the rich valleys of England. But there is no ruin

all the world over which combines so much strik-

ing beauty, so distinct a type, so vast a volume oi

history, so great a pageant of immortal memories.

There is, in fact, no building on earth which can

sustain the burden of such greatness, and so the first

visit to the Acropolis is and must be disappoint-

ing. When the traveller reflects how all the i

World's culture culminated in Greece—all Gn
in Athens—all Athens in its Acropolis—all the

Acropolis in the Parthenon—so much crowds upon

the mind confusedly that we look for some enduring

monument whereupon we can fasten our thoughts,
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and from which we can pass as from a visible

starting-point into all this history and all this

greatness. And at first we look in vain. The

shattered pillars and the torn pediments will not

bear so great a strain : and the traveller feels

forced to admit a sense of disappointment, sore

against his will. He has come a long journey

into the remoter parts of Europe ; he has reached

at last what his soul had longed for many years

in vain : and as is wont to be the case with all

great human longings, the truth does not answer

to his desire. The pang of disappointment is all

the greater when he sees that the tooth of time

and the shock of earthquake have done but little

harm. It is the hand of man—of reckless foe and

ruthless lover—which has robbed him of his hope.

This is the feeling, I am sure, of more than have

confessed it, when they first wound their way
through the fields of great blue aloes, and passed

up through the Propylaea into the presence of the

Parthenon. 1 But to those who have not given way

to these feelings—who have gone again and again

and sat upon the rock, and watched the ruins at

every hour of the day, and in the brightness of a

moonlight night—to those who have dwelt among

them, and meditated upon them with love and

awe—there first comeback the remembered glories

no bound to add, thai very competent observers, among others

Sayce, have not felt this disappointment.
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of Athens' greatness, when Olympian Pericles

stood upon this rock with care-worn Phidias,

and reckless Alcibiades with pious Xicias, and

fervent Demosthenes with caustic Phocion—when
such men peopled the temples in their worship,

and all the fluted pillars and sculptured friezes

were bright with scarlet, and blue, and gold. And
then the glory of remembered history casts its hue

over the war-stained remnants. Every touch of

human hand, every fluting, and drop, and triglyph,

and cornice recals the master minds which pro-

duced this splendour ; and so at last we tear our-

selves from it as from a thing of beauty, which

even now we can never know, and love, and medi-

tate upon to our hearts' content.

Nothing is more vexatious than the reflection,

how lately these splendid remains have been re-

duced to their present state. The Parthenon,

being used as a Greek church, remained un-

touched and perfect all through the Middle A
g

Then it became a mosque, and the Erechtheum a

seraglio, and in this way survived without dan

till 1687, when, in the bombardment by the Vene-

tians under Morosini, a shell dropped into the

Parthenon, where the Turks had their powder
stored, and blew out the whole centre of the build-

ing. Eight or nine pillars at each side have b

thrown down, and have left a large gap, which SO

severs the front and rere of the temple, that from

the city below they look like the remains oi two
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different buildings. The great drums of these pil-

lars are yet lying there, in their order, just as they

fell, and some money and care might set them all

up again in their places ;
yet there is not in Greece

the patriotism or even the common sense to enrich

the country by this restoration, matchless in its

certainty as well as in its splendour.

But the Venetians were not content with their

exploit. They were, about this time, when they

held possession of most of Greece, emulating the

Pisan taste for Greek sculptures ; and the four

tine lions standing at the gate of the arsenal

in Venice still testify to their zeal in carrying

home Greek trophies to adorn their capital.*

Morosini wished to take down the sculptures of

Phidias from the eastern pediment, but his work-

men attempted it so clumsily, that the figures fell

from their place, and were dashed to pieces on the

ground. But the Italians left their lasting mark

on the place by building a high square tower of

wretched patched masonry at the right side of the

entrance gate, which had of late years become such

an eyesore to the better educated public, that when
I was first at Athens there was a subscription on

foot to have it taken down—not only in order to

remove an obtrusive reminiscence of the invaders,

but in the hope of bringing to light some pillars of

the Propyla^a built into it, as well as many in-

scribed stones, broken off and carried away from

their places as building material. This expectation
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has not been verified by the results. The tower

was taken down by the liberality of M. Schliemann,

and there were hardly any inscriptions or sculp-

tures discovered.

A writer in the Saturday Review
v
'Xo. 1 134) attacks

this removal of the Venetian tower, and my appro-

val of it, as a piece of ignorant and barbarous

pedantry, which from love of the old Greek work,

and its sanctity, desires to destroy the later history

of the place, and efface the monuments of its fortunes

in after ages. This writer, whose personality is un-

mistakeable, thinks that even the Turkish additions

to the Parthenon should have been left untouched,

so that the student of to-day could meditate upon all

these incongruities, and draw from them historical

lessons. And, assuredly, of all lessons conveyed,

that of a victory over the Turks would be to him
the most important and the most delightful.

If this great man will not silence us with his

authority, but let us argue with him, we might sug-

gest that there are, no doubt, cases where the inte-

rests of art and of history are conflicting, and where

a restoration of pristine beauty must take away from

the evidences of later history. The real question is,

then, whether the gain in art is greater than the loss

in history. In the case of the Parthenon 1 think it

is so, now especially, when records and drawings

of the inferior additions can be secured. It may
be historically important to note the special work

and character of every generation of men
; but

surely for the education of the human race in the
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- of beauty, and in general culture, some ages

are worth nothing, and others worth everything;

and I will not admit that this sort of education

is one whit less important than education in the

facts of history.

Of course, artistic restorations are often carried

too far ; a certain age may be arbitrarily assumed

as the canon of perfection, and everything else

destroyed to make way for it. There are few

ages which can lay claim to such pre-eminence

as the age of Pericles
;
yet even in this case, were

the mediaeval additions really beautiful, we should,

of course, hesitate to disturb them. But the Ve-

netian tower, though a picturesque addition to

the rock when seen from a distance, so much
so that I felt its loss when I saw the Acropolis

again, had no claim to architectural beauty; it

was set up in a place sacred to greater as-

sociations, and besides there was every reason-

able prospect that its removal would subserve

historical ends of far more importance than the

Venetian occupation of the Acropolis. A few

inscriptions of the date of Pericles, containing

treaties or other such public matter, would, in my
opinion, have perfectly justified its removal, even

though it did signify a victory of Christians over

Turks.

in any case, it seems to me unfair that if

every generation is to express its knowledge by

material results, we should not be permitted to

record our conviction that old Greek art or old
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Greek history is far greater and nobler than either

Turkish or Venetian history, and to testify this

opinion by making their monuments give way to

it. This is the mark of our generation on the

earth. Thus the eighteenth century was, no doubt,

a most important time in the history even of art,

but where noble thirteenth century churches have

been dressed up and loaded with eighteenth cen-

tury additions, I cannot think the historical value

of these additions, as evidence of the taste or the

history of their age, counterbalances their artistic

mischievousness, and I sympathize with the na-

tions who take them away. Of course, this prin-

ciple may be overdriven, and has been often

abused. Against such abuses the remarks of the

great critic to whom I refer are a very salutary

protest. But that any barbarous or unsightly de-

forming of great artistic monuments is to be pro-

tected on historical grounds—this is a principle of

which neither his genius nor his sneers will con-

vince me. As for the charge of pedantry, no

charge is more easily made, but no charge is more

easily retorted.

Strangely enough, his theory of the absolute

sanctity of old brick and mortar nearly agrees in

results with the absolute carelessness about such

things, which is the peculiarity of his special

enemies, the Turks. The Turks, according to Dod-
well, who is a most trustworthy witness, never

destroyed the old buildings except they wanted
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them for masonry. He tells us not to believe that

the figures of the remaining pediment were used

as targets by the Turkish soldiers—a statement

often made in his day. However that may be, I

have little doubt, from what I saw myself, that

Greek soldiers in the present day might do so.

But the Turks did take down some pillars of the

Propylaea while Dodwell was there, for building

purposes, an occurrence which gave that excellent

observer the opportunity of noting the old Greek
way of fitting the drums of the pillars together.

He even got into his possession one of the pieces

of cypress wood used as plugs between the stone

masses, and has given a drawing of it, and ex-

plained the method of its use, in his admirable

book. Other specimens are preserved in the little

Turkish house on the Acropolis, and should be seen

by the visitor, who may easily pass them by without

notice.

But the same traveller was also present when
a far more determined and systematic attack was
made upon the remaining ruins of the Parthenon.

While he was travelling in the interior, Lord Elgin

had obtained his famous firman from the Sultan,

to take down and remove any antiquities or sculp-

tured stones he might require, and the infuriated

Dodwell saw a set of ignorant workmen, under

equally ignorant overseers, let loose upon the

splendid ruins of the age of Pericles. He speaks

with much good scum- and feeling of this proceed-
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ing. He is fully aware that the world would

derive inestimable benefit from the transplanting

of these splendid fragments to a more accessible

place, but he cannot find language strong enough

to express his disgust at the way in which the

thing was done. Incredible as it may appear, Lord

Elgin himself seems not to have superintended the

work, but to have left it to paid contractors, who
undertook the job for a fixed sum. Little as either

Turks or Greeks cared for the ruins, he says that a

pang of grief was felt through all Athens at the de-

secration, and that the contractors were obliged to

bribe workmen with additional wages to undertake

the ungrateful task. Dodwell will not even men-

tion Lord Elgin by name, but speaks of him with

disgust as ' the person' who defaced the Parthe-

non. He believes that had this person been at

Athens himself, his underlings could hardly have

behaved in the reckless way they did, pulling

down more than they wanted, and taking no care

to prop up and save the work from which they had

taken the supports.

He especially notices their scandalous proceed-

ing upon taking up one of the great white marble

blocks which form the floor or stylobate of the

temple. They wanted to see what was underneath,

and Dodwell, who was there, saw the foundation

—

a substructure of Peirseic sandstone. But when
they had finished their inspection they actually

left tlu; block they had removed, without putting it
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back into its place. So this beautiful pavement,
made merely of closely-fitting blocks, without any
artificial or foreign joinings, was ripped up, and
the work of its destruction begun. I am happy
to add that, though a considerable rent was then

made, most of it is still intact, and the traveller of

to-day may still walk on the very stones which
bore the tread of every great Athenian.

The question has often been discussed, whether
Lord Elgin was justified in carrying off this pedi-

ment, the metopes, and the friezes, from their

place; and the Greeks of to-day hope confidently

that the day will come when England will restore

these treasures to their place. This is, of course,

absurd, and it may fairly be argued that people

who would bombard their antiquities in a revolu-

tion are not fit custodians of them in the intervals

of domestic quiet. This was my reply to an old

Greek gentleman who assailed the memory of

Lord Elgin with reproaches. I told him that I was
credibly informed the Greeks had themselves bom-
barded the Turks in the Acropolis during the war
of liberation, as several great pieces knocked out

and starred on the western front testify. He con-

ed, to my amusement, that he had himself been
one of the assailants, and excused the act by the

necessities of war. I replied that, as the country

seemed then (1875) on the verge of a revolution,

tin- sculptures might at least remain in the British

Museum until a secure government was esta-
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blished. And this is the general verdict of learned

men on the matter. They are agreed that it was
on the whole a gain to science to remove the

figures, but all stigmatise as barbarous and shame-

ful the reckless way in which the work was carried

out.

I confess I approved of this removal until I

came home from Greece, and went again to see the

spoil in its place in our great Museum. Though
there treated with every care—though shown to the

best advantage, and explained by excellent models

of the whole building, and clear descriptions of their

place on it—notwithstanding all this, it was plain

that these wonderful fragments lost so terribly by
being separated from their place—they looked so

unmeaning in an English room, away from their

temple, their country and their lovely atmosphere

—

that one earnestly wished they had never been taken

from their place, even at the risk of being made
a target by the Greeks or the Turks. I am con-

vinced, too, that the few who would have seen

them, as intelligent travellers, on their famous

rock, would have gained in quality the advantage

now diffused among many, but weakened and

almost destroyed by the wrench in associations,

when the ornament is severed from its surface, and

the decoration of a temple exhibited apart from

the temple itself. We may admit, then, that it

had been better if Lord Elgin had newer taken

away these marbles. Nevertheless, it would be ab-
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surd to send them back. But I do think that the

museum on the Acropolis should be provided with

a better set of casts of the figures than those which

are now to be seen there. They look very wretched,

and carelessly prepared.

There are, indeed, preserved in the little mu-
seum on the Acropolis the broken remains of the

figures of the eastern pediment, which Morosini

and his Venetians endeavoured to take down, as I

have already told. They are little more than pieces

of drapery, of some use in reconstructing the com-

position, but of none in judging the effect of that

famous group.

But we must not yet enter into this little museum,

which is most properly put out of sight, at the lowest

or east corner of the rock, and which we do not

reach till we have passed through all the ruins.

As the traveller stands at the inner gate of the

I 'mpylaea, he notices at once all the perfect features

of the ruins. Over his head are the enormous archi-

traves of the Propylaea—blocks of white marble

over 22 feet long, which spanned the gateway from

pillar to pillar. Opposite, above him and a little

to the right, is the mighty Parthenon, not identical

in orientation, as the architects have observed,

with the gateway, but varying from it slightly, so

that sun and shad-' would play upon it at moments
differing from the rest, and thus produce a perpe-

tual variety of lights. This principle is observed

in the setting of the Erechtheum also. To the left,
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and directly over the town, stands that beautifully-

decorated little Ionic temple, or combination of

temples, with the stately Caryatids looking inwards

and towards the Parthenon. These two buildings

are the most perfect examples we have of their

respective styles. We see the objects of the artists

who built them, at first sight. The one is the em-

bodiment of majesty, the other of grace. The very

ornaments of the Parthenon are large and massive;

those of the Erechtheum for the most part intricate

and delicate. Accordingly, the Parthenon is in the

Doric style, or rather in the Doric style so refined

and adorned as to be properly called the Attic style.

For the more we study the old Athenian art

—

nay, even old Athenian character generally—the

more are we convinced that its greatness consists

in the combination of Doric sternness and Ionic

grace. It is hardly a mediation between them ; it

is the adoption of the finer elements of both, and

the union of them into a higher harmony. The most

obvious illustration of this is the drama, where the

Ionic element of recitation and the Doric choral

hymn were combined—and let me observe that the

Ionic element was more modified than the Doric.

In the same way Attic architecture used the strength

and majesty of the older style which w<

Corinth and Paestum; but relieved it, partly by

lighter proportions, partly by rich decorations,

which gave the nearer observer an additional and

different delight, while from afar the Large features
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were of the old Doric majesty. Even in the sepa-

rate decorations, such as the metopes and friezes,

the graceful women and the long-flowing draperies

of the Ionic school were combined with the muscu-

lar nakedness of the Doric athlete, as represented

by Doric masters. Individual Attic masters worked

out these contrasted types completely, as we may

see by the Discobolus of Myron, a contemporary of

Phidias, and the Apollo Musagetes of Scopas, who

lived somewhat later.
1

In fact, all Athenian character, in its best days,

combined the versatility, and luxury, and fondness

of pleasure, which marked the Ionian, with the

energy, the public spirit, and the simplicity which

was said to mark the better Doric states. The

Parthenon and Erechtheum express all this in visi-

ble clearness. The Athenians felt that the Ionic

elegance and luxury of style was best suited to a

small building; and so they lavished ornament and

colour upon this beautiful little building, but made

the Doric temple the main object of all the sacred

height.

It is worth while to consult the professional

architects, like Revett," who have examined these

'

I jpeak, of course, of the copies of these famous statues which are to

i in the Vatican Museum.

-
I he splendid work of Michaelis is probably the most complete and

critical account both of the plan and the details, which have often be<

published, and especially with great accuracy by Penrose. Amongthe

many newer works, I would call special attention to the [St volume of
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buildings with a critical eye. Not only were the

old Athenian architects perfect masters of their

materials, of accurate measurement, of precise cor-

respondence, of all calculation as to strain and

pressure—they even for artistic, as well as for

practical, purposes, deviated systematically from

accuracy, in order that the harmony of the building

might profit by this imperceptible discord. They
gave and took, like a tuner tempering the strings

of a musical instrument. The stylobate is not ex-

actly level, but raised four inches in the centre ; the

pillars are not set perpendicularly, but with a slight

incline inwards: and this effect is given in the

Caryatids by making them rest their weight on the

outer foot at each corner, as M. Viollet-le-duc has

admirably explained. Again, the separation of the

pillars is less at the corners, and gradually in-

creases as you approach the centre of the building.

It is not my province to go into minute details on

such points, which can only be adequately discussed

by architects. What I have here to note is, that

the old Greek builders had gone beyond mere con-

summate accuracy and regularity. They knew a

higher law than the slavish repetition of accurate

distances or intervals ; they had learned to calculate

effects, to allow for optical illusions; they km w
how to sacrifice real for ideal symmetry.

M. Viollet-le-duc's Entretiens sur V Architecture, already translated into

English, which is full of most instructing and suggestive observations

on Greek architecture ; also to M. E. Bournouf 's Aff9f§lt 4

H
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The sculptures of the Parthenon have given rise

to a very considerable literature—so considerable

that the books and treatises upon them now amount

to a respectable library. The example was set by

the architect of the building itself, Ictinus, who
wrote a special treatise on his masterpiece. As is

well known, it was sketched in chalk by the French

painter, Jacques Carrey, a few years before the ex-

plosion of 1687 ; and though he had but very im-

perfect notions of Greek art, and introduced a good

deal of seventeenth-century style into the chaste

designs of Phidias, still these drawings, of which

there are copies in the British Museum, are of great

value in helping us to put together the broken and

imperfect fragments which remain. 1

The sculptured decorations of the building are of

three kinds, or applied in three distinct places. In

the first place, the two triangular pediments over

the east and west front were each filled with a group

of statues more than life size—the one representing

the birth of Athene, and the other her contest with

Poseidon for the patronage of Athens. Some of

the figures from one of these are the great draped

headless women in the centre of the Parthenon

room of the British Museum : other fragments of

those broken by the Venetians are preserved at

Athens. J here are, secondly, the metopes, or plaques

of stone inserted into the frieze between the tri-

1 They will be most readily consulted in the plates of Michaelis'

J 'arthe nun.
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glyphs, and carved in relief with a single small

group on each. The height of these surfaces does

not exceed four feet. There was, thirdly, a band
of reliefs running all round the external wall at the

top of the cella, inside the surrounding pillars, and

opposite to them, and this is known as the frieze of

the cella. It consists of a great Panathenaic pro-

cession, starting from the western front, and pro-

ceeding in two divisions along the parallel north

and south walls, till they meet on the eastern front,

which was the proper front of the temple. Among
the Elgin marbles there are a good many of the

metopes, and also of the pieces of the cella frieze

preserved. Several other pieces of the frieze are

preserved at Athens, and altogether we can recon-

struct fully three-fourths of this magnificent com-

position.

There seems to me the greatest possible dif-

ference in merit between the metopes and the

other two parts of the ornament. The majority

of the metopes which I have seen represent either

a Greek and an Amazon, or a Centaur and Lapith,

in violent conflict. It appeared plainly to me
that the main object of these contorted groups

was to break in upon the squareness and straight-

ness of all the other members of the Doric fr

and architrave. This is admirably done, as tl

is no conceivable design which more completely

breaks the stiff rectangles of the entablature than

the various and violent curves of wrestling figures.

ii 2
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But, otherwise, these groups do not appear to

me very interesting, except so far as everything

in such a place, and the work of such hands, must

be interesting.

It is very different with the others. Of these

the pediment sculptures—which were, of course,

the most important, and which were probably the

finest groups ever designed—are so much de-

stroyed or mutilated, that the effect of the com-

position is entirely lost, and we can only admire

the matchless power and grace of the torsos

which remain. The grouping of the figures was

limited, and indicated by the triangular shape of

the surface to be decorated— standing figures

occupying the centre, while recumbent or stoop-

ing figures occupied the ends. But, as in poetry,

where the shackles of rhyme and metre, which

encumber the thoughts of ordinary writers, are

the very source which produces in the true poet

the highest and most precious beauties of ex-

pression ; so in sculpture and painting, fixed con-

ditions seem not to injure, but to enhance and

perfect, the beauty and symmetry attainable in

the highest art. We have apparently in the

famous Niobe group, preserved in Florence, the

elements of a similar composition, perhaps in-

tended to fill the triangular tympanum of a

temple; and even in these weak Roman copies

of a Greek masterpiece we can see how beauti-

fully the limited space given to the sculpture de-
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termined the beauty and variety of the figures,

and their attitudes. It was in this genius of group-

ing that I fancy Phidias chiefly excelled all his

contemporaries : single statues of Polycletus are

said to have been preferred in competitions. To
us the art of the Discobolus of Myron seems fully

as great as that of any of the figures of the Par-

thenon ; but no other artist seems to have pos-

sessed the architectonic power of adapting ,large

subjects and processions of figures to their places

like Phidias. 1 How far he was helped or advised

by Ictinus, or even by Pericles, it is not easy to

say. But I do not fancy that Greek statesmen

in those days studied everything else in the world

besides statecraft, and were known as antiquar-

ies, and linguists, and conjioisscurs of china and

paintings, and theologians, and novelists—in fact?

everything under the sun. This many-sidedness,

as they now call it, which the Greeks called 7roXu-

n-priyfjioavviiy and thought to be meddlesomeness,

was not likely to infect Pericles. He was very

intimate with Phidias, and is said to have con-

stantly watched his work—hardly, I fancy, as an

adviser, but rather as an humble and enthusias-

tic admirer of an art which did realise its ideal,

1 The discovery of the figures from the western pediment of the temple

at * Hympia, carved by Alcamenes, a contemporary of Phidias, ma\

yet lead us to modify this judgment. They seemed to me, in main

ts, not inferior to the Elgin marble> —in tome superior. I will

Bpeak of them more particularly in I subsequent chapter.
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while he himself was striving in vain with rebel

forces to attain his object in politics.

The extraordinary power of grouping in the

designs of Phidias is, however, very completely

shown us in the better preserved band of the

cella frieze, along which the splendid Panathenaic

procession winds its triumphal way. Over the

eastern doorway were twelve noble sitting figures

on either side of the officiating priest, presenting

the state robe, or peplos
y

for the vestment of

Athene. These figures are explained as gods by
the critics; but they do not, in either beauty or

dignity, excel those of many of the Athenians

forming the procession. A very fine slab, con-

taining three of these figures, is now to be seen

in the little museum in the Acropolis. This group

over the main entrance is the end and summary
of all the procession, and corresponds with the

yearly ceremony in this way, that, as the state

entrance, or Propyla^a, led into the Acropolis at

the west end, or rear of the Parthenon, the pro-

cession in all probability separated into two, which

went along both sides of the colonnade, and met

again at the eastern door. Accordingly, over the

western end, or rear, the first preparations of the

procession are being made, which then starts

along the north and south walls; the southern

being chiefly occupied with the cavalcade of the

Athenian knights, the northern with the carry-

ing of sacred vessels, and leading of victims for
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the sacrifice. The frieze over the western door

is still in its place; but, having lost its bright

colouring, and being in any case at a great

height, and only visible from close underneath,

on account of the pillars and architrave in front

it produces no effect, and is hardly discernible

Indeed it evidently was never more than an ar-

chitectural ornament, in spite of all its artistic

beauty.

The greater number of the pieces carried away

by Lord Elgin seems taken from the equestrian

portion, in which groups of cantering and cur-

veting horses, and men in the act of mounting,

and striving to curb restive steeds, are brought

together with extraordinary effect. We can see

plainly how important a part of Athenian splen-

dour depended upon their knights, and how true

are the hints of Aristophanes about their social

standing and aristocratic tone. The reins and

armour, or at least portions of it, were laid on in

metal, and have accordingly been long since

plundered ; nor has any obvious trace remained

of the rich colours with which the whole was

painted. There appears no systematic uniform,

some of the riders being dressed in helmets and

cuirasses, some in felt wide-awakes, and short-

flying cloaks. It must remain uncertain whether

the artist did not seek to obtain variety by this

deviation from a fixed dress, [here can be no

doubt that Greek art was very bold and free in
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such matters. On the other hand, the type of the

faces does not exhibit much variety. At the ele-

vation above the spectator which this frieze

occupied, individual expression would have been

thrown away on figures of three feet in height

:

the general dress, and the attitudes, may have

been, when coloured, easily discernible.

But I confess that this equestrian procession

does not appear to me so beautiful as the rows

of figures on foot (carrying pitchers and other

implements, leading victims, and playing pipes),

which seem to come from the north wall, and of

which the most beautiful slabs are preserved at

Athens. Here we can see best of all that pecu-

liar stamp which shows the age of Phidias to

have been the most perfect in the whole of

Greek sculpture. This statement will not be ac-

cepted readily by the general public. The Apollo

Belvedere, the Capitoline Venus, the Dying Gla-

diator— these are what we have been usually

taught to regard as the greatest wonders of Greek

glyptic art ; and those who have accustomed

themselves to this realistic and sensuous beauty

will not easily see the greatness and the perfec-

tion of the solemn and chaste art of Phidias.

Nevertheless, it will always be held by men who
have thought long enough on the subject, that the

epoch when Myron and Phidias, Polycletus and

Polygnotus, broke Loose from archaic stiffness

into flowing grace was, indeed, the climax of the
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arts. There seems a sort of natural law—of slow

and painful origin—of growing development—of

sudden bloom into perfection— of luxury and

effeminacy—of gradual debasement and decay

—

which affects almost all the arts as well as most of

the growths of nature. In Greek art particularly

this phenomenon perpetually reappears. There

can be little doubt that the Iliad of Homer was the

first and earliest long creation in poetry, the first

attempt, possibly with the aid of writing, to rise

from short disconnected lays to the greatness of a

formal epic. And despite all its defects of plan,

its want of firm consistency, and its obvious in-

congruities, this greatest of all poems has held its

place against the more finished and interesting

Odyssey, the more elaborated Cyclic poems, the

more learned Alexandrian epics—in fact, the first

full bloom of the art was by far the most perfect.

It is the same thing with Greek tragedy. No
sooner had the art escaped from the rude wagon,

or stage, or whatever it was, of Thespis, than we
find ^Eschylus, with imperfect appliances, with

want of experience, with many crudenesses and

defects, a tragic poet never equalled again in

Greek history. Of course the modern critics of his

own country preferred, first Sophocles, and then

Euripides—great poets, as Praxiteles and Lysip-

pus were great sculptors, and like them, perhaps,

greater masters of human passion and of .soul-

stirring pathos. But for all that, .Ksehylus is
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the tragic poet of the Greeks—the poet who has

reached beyond his age and nation, and fascinated

the greatest men even of our century, who seek

not to turn back upon his great but not equal

rivals. Shelley and Swinburne have both made
^Eschylus their master, and to his inspiration owe
th 3 most splendid of their works.

I will not prosecute these considerations further,

though there may be other examples in the history

of art. But I will say this much concerning the

psychological reasons of so strange a phenomenon.
It may, of course, be assumed that the man who
breaks through the old stiff conventional style

which has bound his predecessors with its shackles

is necessarily a man of strong and original genius.

Thus, when we are distinctly told of Polygnotus

that he first began to vary the features of the

human face from their archaic stiffness, we have

before us a man of bold originality, who quarreled

with the tradition of centuries, and probably set

against him all the prejudices and the consciences

of the graver public. But to us, far different fea-

ture seem prominent. For in spite of all his bold-

ness, when wo compare him with his forerunners,

are struck with his modesty and devoutness,

as compared with his successors. There is in

him, first, a devoutness towards his work, an old-

fashioned piety, which they had not ; and as art in

this shape is almost always a handmaid of reli-

gion, this devoutness is a prominent feature. Next,
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there is a certain reticence and modesty in such a

man, which arises partly from the former feeling,

but still more from a conservative fear of violent

change, and a healthy desire to make his work not

merely a contrast to, but a development of, the

older traditions. Then the old draped goddess of

religious days, such as the Venus Genitrix in Flo-

rence, made way for the splendid but yet more

human handling which we may see in the Venus

of Melos, now in the Louvre. This half-draped

but yet thoroughly new and chaste conception

leads naturally to the type said to have been first

dared by Praxiteles, who did not disguise the use

of very unworthy human models to produce his

famous, or perhaps infamous ideal, which is best

known in the Venus dc Medici, but perhaps more

perfectly represented in the Venus of the Capitol.

There is, too, in the earlier artist that limited

mastery over materials, which, like the laws of

the poet's language, only condenses and intensifies

the beauty of his work.

Such reserve, as compared with the later phases

of the art, is nowhere so strongly shown as in the

matter of expression. This is, indeed, the rock

on which most arts have ultimately shipwrecked.

When the power over materials and effects be-

comes complete, so that the artist can as it v.

perform feats of conquest over them ; when at the

same time the feeling has died out that he is tread-

ing upon holy ground, we have splendid achieve-
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ments in the way of exceeding expression, whether

physical or mental, of force, of momentary action,

of grief or joy, which are good and great, but

which lead imitators into a false track, and so ruin

the art which they thought to perfect. Thus over-

reaching itself, art becomes an anxious striving

after display, and, like an affected and meretricious

woman, repels the sounder natures, which had else

been attracted by her beauty. In Greek art espe-

cially, as I have already noticed in discussing the

Attic tomb reliefs, this excess of expression was
long and well avoided, and there is no stronger

and more marked feature in its good epochs than

the reserve of which I have spoken. It is the chief

quality which makes the school of Phidias match-

less. There is in it beauty of form, there is a good
deal of action, there is in the frieze an almost

endless variety ; but withal there is the strictest

symmetry, the closest adherence to fixed types,

the absence of all attempt at expressing passing

emotion. There is still the flavour of the old stiff

simplicity about the faces, about the folds of the

robes, about the type of the horses ; but the feeling

of the artist shines through the archaic simplicity

with much clearer light than it does in the more

ambitious attempts of the later school. The
greatest works of Phidias—his statue of Zeus at

hi is, and his Athene in the Parthenon—are lost

to us ; but the ancients are unanimous that for

simple and sustained majesty no succeeding
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sculptor, however brilliant, had approached his

ideal. 1

We may say almost the same of the great temple

which he adorned with his genius. It is just that

perfection of the Doric temple which has escaped

from the somewhat ponderous massiveness and

simplicity of the older architecture, while it sacri-

ficed no element of majesty to that grace and deli-

cacy which marks later and more developed Greek

architecture. On this Acropolis the Athenians

determined to show what architecture could reach

in majesty, and what in delicacy. So they set up

the Parthenon in that absolute perfection where

strength and solidity come out enhanced, but in

no way overlaid, with ornament. They also built

the Erechtheum, where they adopted the Ionic

Order, and covered their entablature with bands

of small and delicate tracing, which, with its

gilding and colouring, was a thing to be studied

minutely, and from the nearest distance. It seems

to me as if the Ionic Order was in their opinion

not well suited for large, stately exteriors. Though
the inner columns of the Propylaea were Ionic (and

they were very large), it appears that large temples

in that Order were not known in Attica. But for

1 It is very uncertain, perhaps unlikely, that any of the architectural

sculpture we possess was actually finished by Phidias' own hand. But

there can be no doubt that he directed it, and must have designed

much of it in detail, since the general composition w.is certainly his

creation.
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small and graceful buildings it was commonly

used, and of these the Erechtheum was the most

perfect.

In its great day, and even as Pausanias saw it,

the Acropolis was covered with statues, as well as

with shrines. It was not merely an Holy of Holies

in religion ; it was also a palace and museum of

art. At every step and turn the traveller met new
objects of interest. There were archaic specimens,

chiefly interesting to the antiquarian and the de-

votee ; there were the great master-pieces which
were the joint admiration of the artist and the

vulgar. Even all the sides and slopes of the great

rock were honeycombed into sacred grottos, with

their altars and their gods, or studded with votive

monuments. All these lesser things are fallen

away and gone ; the sacred caves are filled with

rubbish, and desecrated with worse than neglect.

The grotto of Pan and Apollo is difficult of access,

and when reached, an object of disgust rather

than of interest. There are left but the remnants

of the surrounding wall, and the ruins of the three

principal buildings, which were the envy and

wonder of all the civilised world.

The walls are particularly well worth studying,

as there are to be found in them specimens of all

kinds of building, beginning from pre-historic

times. There is even plain evidence that the build-

ers of the age of Pericles were not by any means

the best wall builders ; for the masonry of the wall
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called the Wall of Themistocles, which is well pre-

served in the lowest part of the course along the

north slope, is by far the most beautifully finished

work of the kind which can anywhere be seen : and

it seems to correspond accurately to the lower strata

of the foundations on which the Parthenon was built.

The builders of Pericles' time added a couple of

layers of stone to raise the site of the temple, and

their work contrasts curiously in its roughness

with the older platform. Anyone who will note

the evident admiration of Thucydides for the walls

built round the Peiraeus by the men of an earlier

generation than his own will see good reason

for this feeling when they examine these de-

tails.

The beautiful little temple of Athena Nike,

though outside the Propylaea—thrust out as it were

on a sort of great buttress high on the right—must

still be called a part, and a very striking part, of

the Acropolis. It is only of late years that it has

been cleared of rubbish and modern stone-work,

thus destroying, no doubt, some precious traces of

Turkish occupation which the fastidious historian

may regret, but realising to us a beautiful Greek

temple of the Ionic Order in some completeness.

The peculiarity of this building, which is perched

upon a platform of stone, and commands a splen-

did prospect, is that its tiny peribolus, or sacred

enclosure, was surrounded by a parapet of stone

slabs covered with exquisite reliefs of winged
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Victories, in various attitudes. Some of these slabs

are now in the Museum of the Acropolis, and are

of great interest—apparently less severe than the

school of Phidias, and therefore later in date, but

still of the best epoch, and of marvellous grace.

The position of this temple also is not parallel with

the Propylaea, but turned slightly outwards, so

that the light strikes it at moments when the

other building is not illuminated. At the opposite

side is a very well preserved chamber, and a fine

colonnade at right angles with the gate, which

looks like a guard-room. This is the chamber com-

monly called the Pinacotheca, where Pausanias

saw pictures or frescoes by Polygnotus.

Of the two museums on the Acropolis, the prin-

cipal one requires little comment, and is very easily

seen and appreciated. In an ante-room are the

archaic figures, of which I have already spoken,

with the remains taken from about the Parthenon,

together with casts ofthe Elgin marbles, and many
small and beautiful reliefs, apparently belonging

to votive monuments. There are also two figures

of young men, with the heads and feet lost, which

are of peculiarly beautiful Parian marble, and of

very fine workmanship. But the visitor is very

likely to pass by the little Turkish house, which is

well worth a visit, for here are the cypress plugs

from the pillars of the Parthenon or Propyla?a;

here are also splendid specimens of archaic vases,

such as are very hard indeed to find in any other
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collection. The large jars from Melos which are

here to be seen have the most striking resemblance

in their decoration to the fragment of a similar

vessel, with a row of armed figures round it, which

was found at Mycenae, and is now in the Ministry

of Public Instruction. Lastly, there stands in the

window a very delicately worked little wSatyr, as

the pointed ears and tail show, but of voluptuous

form—rather of the hermaphrodite type : there is

hardly a better preserved statuette than this any-

where at Athens. It seemed a pity that such a

gem should be hidden away in so obscure a place ;

and I hope that by this time it has been brought

into the larger and official museum.

I will venture to conclude this chapter with a

curious comparison. It was my good fortune, a few

months after I had seen the Acropolis, to visit a

rock in Ireland, which, to my great surprise, bore

many curious resemblances to it—I mean the Rock
of Cashel. Both were strongholds of religion

—

honoured and hallowed above all other places in

their respective countries—both were covered with

buildings of various dates, each representing their

peculiar ages and styles in art. And as the Greeks

I suppose for effect's sake, have varied the posture

of their temples, so that the sun illumines them at

different moments, the old Irish have varied the

orientation of their churches, that the sun might

ri><' directly over against the east window en the

anniversary of the patron saint. There is atCa

1
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the great Cathedral—in loftiness and grandeur the

Parthenon of the place ; there is the smaller and

lore beautiful Cormac's Chapel, the holiest of all,

like the Erechtheum of Athens. Again, the great

• anctuary upon the Rock of Cashel was sur-

rounded by a cluster of abbeys about its base,

which were founded there by pious men on ac-

count of the greatness and holiness of the archi-

episcopal seat. Of these one remains, like the

Theseum at Athens, eclipsed by the splendour of

the Acropolis.

The prospect from the Irish sanctuary has, indeed,

endless contrasts to that from the pagan strong-

hold, but they are suggestive contrasts, and such

as are not without a certain harmony. The plains

around both are framed by mountains, of which the

Irish are probably the more picturesque ; and if the

light upon the Greek hills is the fairest, the native

colour ofthe Irish is infinitely more rich. So, again,

the soil of Attica is light and dusty, whereas the

Golden Vale of Tipperary is among the richest and

greenest in the world. Still, both places were the

noblest homes, each in their own country, of reli-

gions which civilised, humanised, and exalted the

human race ; and if the Irish Acropolis is left in

dim obscurity by the historical splendour of the

Parthenon, on the other hand, the gods of the

Athenian stronghold have faded out before the

moral greatness of the faith preached from the

Rock of Cashel.



CHAPTER V.

ATHENS—THE THEATRE OF DIONYSUS—THE
AREOPAGUS.

There are few recent excavations about Athens

which have been so productive as those along the

south slope of the Acropolis. In the conflicts and

the wear of ages, a vast quantity of earth, and

walls, and fragments of buildings has either been

cast, or has rolled, down this steep descent, so

that it was wTith a certainty of good results that

the Archaeological Society of Athens had lately

undertaken to clear this side of the rock of all the

accumulated rubbish. Several precious inscriptions

were found, which had been thrown down from

the rock; and already, when I last visited the

site (April, 1877), the whole plan of the temple of

i K>culapius had been uncovered, and another

attained in fixing the much disputed topography

of this part of Athens. We may expect to hear

of many important discoveries, if this good begin-

ning is carried on with the vigour which animated

the workmen when we saw them.

And yet we can hardly call it a beginning.

1 2
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Some ten or twelve years ago, a very extensive

and splendidly successful excavation was made

on an adjoining site, when a party of German

archaeologists laid bare the Theatre of Dionysus

—

the great theatre in which ^Eschylus, Sophocles, and

Euripides brought out their immortal plays before

an immortal audience. There is nothing more de-

lightful than to descend from the Acropolis, and

rest awhile in the comfortable marble arm-chairs

with which the front row of the circuit is occupied.

They are of the pattern usual in the sitting portrait

statues of the Greeks— very deep, and with a

curved back, which exceeds both in comfort and

in grace any chairs made by modern workmen. 1

Each chair has the name of a priest inscribed on

it, showing how the theatre among the Greeks

corresponded to our cathedral, and this front row

to the stalls of canons and prebendaries.

But unfortunately all this sacerdotal prominence

is probably the work of the later restorers of the

theatre. For after having been first beautified and

adorned with statues by Lycurgus (in Demosthe-

timej, it was again restored and embellished

by Herodes Atticus, or about his time, so that

the theatre, as we now have it, can only be call-

ed the building of the second or third century

after Christ. The front wall of the stage, which

1 This very pattern, in mahogany, with cane seal . and adapted, like

Jl Greek chain, for loose cushions, was often used in Chippendale

work, and may still be found in old mansions furnished at that epoch.
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is raised some feet above the level of the empty

pit, is adorned with a row of very elegant sculp-

tures, amongst which one — a shaggy old man,

in a stooping posture, represented as coming out

from within, and holding up the stone above him,

—is particularly striking. Some Greek is said to

have knocked off, by way of amusement, the heads

of most of these figures since they were discovered,

but this I do not know upon any better authority

than ordinary report. The pit or centre of the

theatre is empty, and was never in Greek days

occupied by seats, but a wooden structure was

set up adjoining the stage, and on this the chorus

performed their dances, and sang their odes. But

now there is a circuit of upright slabs of stone

close to the front seat, which can hardly have

been an arrangement of the old Greek theatre

They are generally supposed to have been added

when the building- was used for contests of gla-

diators or of wild beasts ; but the partition, be-

ing not more than three feet high, would be no

protection whatever from an evilly-disposed wild

l St.

All these later additions and details are, I fear,

< alculated to detract from the reader's interest in

IS theatre, which I should indeed regret—for

nothing can be more certain than that this is the

rentable stone theatre which was built when the

wooden one broke down, at the great competition

i . J ;,M-h\ius and Pratinas; and though front seats
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may have been added, and slight modifications

introduced, the general structure can never have

required alteration. The main body of the curved

rows of seats have no backs, but are so deep as

to leave plenty of room for the feet of the people

next above; and I fancy that in the old times the

vpotdpta or right of sitting in the front rows was
not given to priests, but to foreign embassies,

along with the chief magistrates of Athens. The
cost of admission was two obols to all the seats

of the house not specially reserved, and such re-

servation was only for persons of official rank, and

by no means for richer people, or for a higher en-

trance money—a thing which would not have been

tolerated, I believe, for an instant by the Athe-

nian democracy. When the state treasury grew

full with the tribute of the subject cities, the citizens

had this sum, and at times even more, distributed to

them in order that no one might be excluded from

the great feast, and so the whole free population of

Athens came together without expense to worship

the gods by enjoying themselves in this great

theatre.

It is indeed very large, though I think exagge-

rated statements have been made about its size.

I have heard it said that the enormous number

of 30,000 people could lit into it— a statement

I think incredible ; for it did not to me seem larger

than, or as large as, other theatres J have seen,

at Syracuse, at Megalopolis, or even at Argos.
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13ut, no doubt, all such open air inclosures and

sittings look far smaller than covered rooms of the

same size. This is certain, that anyone speaking

on the stage, as it now is, can be easily and dis-

tinctly heard by people sitting on the highest row

of seats now visible, which cannot, I fancy, have

been far from the original top of the house. And
we may doubt that any such thing were possible

where 30,000 people, or a crowd approaching that

number, were seated. "We hear, however, that

the old actors had recourse to various artificial

means of increasing the range of their voices,

which shows that in some theatres the difficulty

was felt; and in the extant plays, asides are so

rare, that it must have been difficult to give them

with effect.

In one respect, however, the voice must have

been more easily heard through the old house

than it now is through the ruins. The back of the

stage was built up with a high wooden structure

to represent fixed scenes, and even a sort of upper

storey on which gods and flying figures some-

times appeared—an arrangement which of course

threw the voice forward into the theatre. There

used to be an old idea, not perhaps yet extinct,

that the Greek audiences had the lovely natural

scenery of their country for their stage decoration,

and that they embraced in one view the characters

on the stage, and the coasts and islands for miles

behind them. Nothing can b surd, or
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more opposed to Greek feeling on such matters.

In the first place, as is well known, and as the

reader may find it explained in a subsequent

chapter, a feeling for the beauty of landscape

as such was almost foreign to the Greeks, who
never speak of the picturesque in their literature

without special relation to the sounds of nature,

or to the intelligences which were believed to per-

vade and animate it: a fine view as such had

no attractions for them. In the second place,

they came to the theatre to enjoy poetry, and

the poetry of character, of passion, of the relation

of man and his destiny to the course of Divine

Providence and Divine justice—in short, to assume

a frame of mind perfectly inconsistent with the

distractions of landscape. For that purpose they

had their stage, as we now know, filled in at the

back with high painted scenes, which in earlier

days were made of light woodwork and canvass, to

bear easy removal, or change, but which in most

Grseco-Roman theatres, like the very perfect one

at Aspendus, were a solid structure of at least two

storeys high, and absolutely excluded all prospect.

But even had the Athenians not been protected

by this arrangement from outer disturbance, I found

by personal investigation that there was no view

for them to enjoy ! Except from the highest tiers,

and therefore irom the worst places, the sea and

islands are not visible, and the only view to be

obtained, supposing that houses did not obstruct it,
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would have been the dull, somewhat bleak, undu-

lating hills, which stretch between the theatre and

Phalerum.

The back scenes of the Greek theatres were

painted as ours are, and at first, I suppose, very

rudely indeed, for we hear particularly of a certain

Agatharchus, who developed the art of scene-paint-

ing by adopting perspective. But I will return to

scene-painting in connexion with Greek painting

generally in a later chapter. The other appurten-

ances of the Greek theatre were equally rude, or

perhaps I should say equally stiff and conventional,

and removed from any attempt to reproduce ordi-

nary life—at least this was the case with their tra-

gedy, their satyric dramas, and their older comedy,

which dealt in masks, in fixed stage dresses, in

tragic padding, and stuffing-out to an unnatural size,

in comic distortions and indecent emblems—in all

manner of conventional ugliness, we should say,

handed down from the first religious origin of these

performances, and maintained with that strict con-

servatism which marks the course of all great ( rreek

art. The stage was long and narrow, the means
of changing scenes cumbrous, and not frequently

employed; the number of the actors in tragedy

strictly limited—four is an unusual number, excep-

tionally employed in the second CEdipUS of Sopho-

cles. In fact, we cannot say that the Greek drama

ever became externally like ours till the comedies

of Menander, and his school. These poets, Living
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in an age when serious interests had decayed, when
tragedy had ceased to be religious, and comedy
political, when neither wras looked upon any longer

as a great public engine of instruction or of cen-

sure, turned to pictures of social life, not unlike

our genteel comedy; and in this species of drama,

we may assert that the Greeks, except perhaps for

masks, imitated the course of ordinary life.

It is indeed said of Euripides, the real father of

this new comedy, that he brought down the tragic

stage from ideal heroism to the passions and mean-

nesses of ordinary men ; and Sophocles, his rival,

the supposed perfection of an Attic tragedian, is

reputed to have observed that he himself had repre-

sented men as they ought to be, Euripides as they

were. But any honest reader of Euripides will see

at once how far he too is removed from the ordi-

nary realisms of life. He saw, indeed, that human
passion is the subject, of all others, which will per-

manently interest human thought; he felt that the

insoluble problems of Free Will and Fate, of the

mercy and the cruelty of Providence, were too ab-

stract on the one hand, and too specially Greek on

the other ; that, after all, human nature as such is

the great universal field on which any age c£in reach

the sympathy and the interest of its remotest suc-

cessor-. Hut the passions painted by Euripides

no ordinary passions—they were great and

unnatural crimes, forced upon suffering mortals by

the action of hostile d<.-iti«'.s ; tin.- virtues of Euripid<-
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were no ordinary virtues—they were great heroic

self-sacrifices, and showed the Divine element in

our nature, which no tyranny of circumstances can

efface. His Phaedra and Medea on the one hand,

his Alcestis and Iphigenia on the other, were strictly

characters as they ought to be in tragedy, and not

as they are in life; and in outward performance Eu-

ripides did not depart from the conventional stiff-

ness, from the regular development, from the some-

what pompous and artificial dress, in which tragedy

had been handed down to him by his masters.

They, too, had not despised human nature—how-

could they ? Both ^Eschylus and Sophocles were

great painters of human character, as well in its pas-

sions as in its principles. But the former had made
it accessory, so to speak, to the great religious

lessons which he taught; the latter had at i

affected to do so, or imagined that he did, while really

the labyrinths of human character had enticed and

held him in their endless maze. Thus, all through

Greek tragedy there was on the one hand a str

element of conventional stiffness, of adhereno

fixed subjects, and scenes, and masks and d:

of adherence to fixed metres, and regular dia-

logues, where question and answer were balan

line for line, and the cast of characters was

uniform as it is in the ordinary Italian Opera

our own day. But on the other hand, these tra

poets were great masters oi expressi . profound

students not only of the great world problems, but
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of the problems ofhuman nature, exquisite masters

too of their language, not only in its dramatic force,

but in its lyric sweetness ; they summed up in

their day all that was great and beautiful in Greek

poetry, and became the fullest and ripest fruit of

that wonderful tree of the knowledge of good and

evil, which even now makes those that taste it to

be as gods.

Such then were the general features of the trage-

dies which the Athenian public, and the married

women, including many strangers, assembled to

witness in broad daylight under the Attic sky.

They were not sparing of their time. They ate a

good breakfast before they came. They ate sweet-

meats in the theatre when the acting was bad.

Each play was short, and there was doubtless an

interval of rest. But' it is certain that each poet

contended as a rule with four plays against his

competitors ; of whom if there were three, there

must be twelve plays heard; and this seems to

ed the endurance of any public, even allowing

two days for the performance. We are not in-

formed on these points. We do not even know
how Sophocles, who contended with single plays,

managed to compete against Kuripides, who con-

tended witli sets of four. But we know that the?

judges were chosen by lot, and we strongly suspect,

from the records of their decisions, that they often

decided wrongly. We also know that the poets

sought to please the audience by political and
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patriotic allusions, and to convey their dislike of

opposed cities or parties by drawing their repre-

sentatives in odious colours on the stage. Thus
Euripides is never tired of traducing the Spartans

in the character of Menelaus. iEschylus fights the

battle of the Areopagus in his Eumenides.

But besides all this, it seems that tragic poets

were regarded as the proper teachers of moral itv,

and that the stage occupied somewhat the place of

the modern pulpit among the Greeks. This is the

very attitude which Racine assumes in the Preface

to his Phcdrc. He suggests that it ought to be

considered the best of his plays, because there is

none in which he has so strictly rewarded virtue,

and punished vice. 1 He alters, in his Iphig6nie
y

1 The whole passage is well worth quoting— • Au reste, je n'ose

encore ajouter que cette piece soit en effet la meilleure de mes

tragedies. Je laisse et aux lecteurs et au temps a decider de son veri-

table prix. Ce que je puis assurer, c'est que je n'en ai point fait ou la

vertu soit plus misc en jour que dans celle-ci; les moindres fautes y

sont severement punies ; la seule pensee du crime y est rcgardee avec

autant d'horreur que le crime memo ; les faiblesses de l'amour y

passent pour des vraies faiblesses; les passions n'y sont presentees aux

yeux que pour montrer tous les desordres d nt dies sont causes, et le

vice y est pcint partout avec des couleurs qui en ont bit conn.::

ha'ir la difibrmite. C'est la proprement le but que tout homme qui

travaille pour lepnblic sedoit proposer; et c'est que le> premiers p

tragiqnes avaient en vne Bnr toutc chose. Lcur theatre eiait one

on l.i vertn n' 6tait pas moins bien enseignee qne dans

phflosophes. ... II serait a sonhaiter qne nos onviages fnssent anssi

soliiles et anssi pleins d'ntOes instrnctions qne cens de ces poetes

serait pcut-etre un moyen de reeoueilier la tra-edie avee quant::

personnes celebres par lew pieto et par lcur doctrine, qui Pont
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the Greek argument from which he copied, because

as he tells us (again in the Preface) it would

never do to have so virtuous a person as Iphigenia

sacrificed. This, however, would not have been a

stumbling-block to the Greek poet, whose capri-

cious and spiteful gods, or whose deep conviction

of the stain of an ancestral curse, would justify

catastrophes which the Christian poet, with his

trust in a benevolent Providence, could not admit.

But, indeed, in most other points the so-called

imitations of the Greek drama by Racine and his

school are anything but imitations. The main

characters and the general outline of the plot are

no doubt borrowed. The elegance and power of the

dialogue are more or less successfully copied. But

the natural and familiar scenes, which would have

been shocking to the court of Louis XIV.—'ces

scenes entremelees de bas comique, et ces frequents

exemples de mauvais ton et d'une familiarite

choquante/ as Barthelemy says—such characters

as the guard in the Antigone, the nurse in the

CJwcphorce, the Phrygian in the Orestes, were care-

fully expunged. Moreover, love affairs and court

intrigues were everywhere introduced, and the lan-

guage was never allowed to descend from its pomp
and grandeur. Most of the Trench dramatists

damncc dans ces derniers temps, et qui en jugeraient sans doutc plus

rablement, si lea anteuraaongaient autant a instruirelea Bpectateurs

lea divcrtir, et s'ils suivaient en cela la veritable intention dc la

tragftdie.*
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were indeed bad Greek scholars, 1 and knew the

plays from which they copied either through very

poor translations, or through the rhetorical traves-

ties surviving under the name of Seneca, which

were long thought fully equal to the great and

simple originals.

So the French of the seventeenth century, start-

ing from these half-understood models, and apply-

ing rigidly the laws of tragedy which they had

found in that very untrustworthy guide, our Poetics

of Aristotle, created a drama which became so

unlike what it professed to imitate, that most good

modern French critics have occupied themselves

with showing the contrasts of old Greek tragedy to

that of the modern stage. They are always prais-

ing the naivete, the familiarity, the irregularity of

the old dramatists; they are always noting touches

of common life and of ordinary motive quite

foreign to the dignity of Racine, and Voltaire, and

Alfieri.- They think that the real parallel is to be

found, not among them, but in Shakspeare. Thus

their education makes them emphasize the very

qualities which we admit, but should not cite, as

the peculiarities of Greek tragedy. We are rather

• Racine is here the exception.

Jfieri, though starting with a violent Feeling of reaction a

some of the faults of the French drama, was wholly based upon it, and

only knew the Greek plays through French ycf&ions until rery late in

life, when most of his works were already published. 1 th< 1

him unhesitatingly as an ofishoot of that school*
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struck with its conventionalities, with its strict

adherence to fixed form, with its somewhat stilted

diction, and we wonder how it came to be so great

and natural within these trammels.

Happily the tendency in our own day to repro-

duce antiquity faithfully, and not in modern re-

casting, has led to the translating, and even to the

representing, ofGreek tragedies in their purity, and

it does not require a knowledge of Greek to obtain

some real acquaintance with these great master-

pieces. Mr. and Mrs. Browning, Dean Milman,

Mr. Fitzgerald, and many others, have placed

faithful and elegant versions within our reach.

But since I have cautioned the reader not versed

in Greek against adopting Racine's or Alfieri's

plays as adequate substitutes, I venture to give

the same advice concerning the more Greek

and antique plays of Mr. Swinburne, which, in

spite of their splendour, are still not really Greek

plays, but modern plays based on Greek models.

The relief produced by ordinary talk from ordinary

characters, which has been already noticed, is greatly

wanting in his very lofty, and perhaps even strained,

dialogue. Nor are his choruses the voice of the vul-

gar public, combininghigh sentiments with practical

meanness, but elaborate and very difficult specula-

tions, which comment metaphysically on the gene-

ral problems of the play. There is nothing better

worth reading than the Atalanta in Calydon. The

Greek scholar sees everywhere how thoroughly
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imbued the author is with Greek models. But it

will not give to the mere English reader any
accurate idea of a real Greek tragedy. He must

go to Balanstion's Adveiiturc, or Aristophanes'

Apology
t
or some other professed translation, and

follow it line for line with some such commen-
tary as the Etudes of M. Patin.

As for revivals of Greek plays, it seems to me
not likely that they will ever succeed. The French

imitations of Racine laid hold of the public be-

cause they were not imitations. And as for us

now-a-days, who are mere familiar with the origi-

nals, a faithless reproduction would shock us, while

a literal one would wreary us. This at least is the

effect- which the Antigone produces, even with the

modern choruses of Mendelssohn to relieve the

slowness of the action. But, of course, a reproduc-

tion of the old chorus would be simply impossible.

The whole pit in the theatre of Dionysus seems

to have been left empty. A part somewhat larger

than our orchestra was covered with a raised plat-

form, though still lower than the stage. Upon
this the chorus danced and sang and looked on at

the actors, as in the play within the play in Hamlet,

Above all, they constantly prayed to their gods,

and this religious side of the performancr has of

course no effect upon us.

As to old Attic comedy, it would be even more

impossible to recover it for a modern public. Its

local and political allusions, its broad and coarse

K
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humour, its fantastic dresses—features which made
it not merely ancient and Greek, but Athenian, and

Athenian of a certain epoch. Without the Alexan-

drian scholiasts, who came in time to recover and

note down most of the allusions, these comedies

would be to the Greek scholar of to-day hardly in-

telligible. The new Attic comedy, ofwhich Terence

is a copy, is indeed on a modern basis, and may be

faithfully reproduced, if not admired, in our day.

But here, alas ! the great originals of Menander,

Philemon, and Diphilus are wanting to us, and we
must be content with the Latin accommodations.

But I have delayed too long over these Greek

plays, and must apologise for leading away the

reader from the actual theatre in which he is sit-

ting. Yet there is hardly a place in Athens which

forces back the mind so strongly to the old days,

when all the crowd came jostling in, and settled

down in their seats, to hear the great novelties of

the year from Sophocles or Euripides. No doubt

there were cliques and cabals and claqueurs, noisy

admirers and cold critics, the supporters of the old,

and the lovers of the new, devotees and sceptics,

wondering foreigners and self-complacent citizens.

They little thought how we should come, not only

to sit in the seats they occupied, but to reverse the

judgments which they pronounced, and correct with

--r temper the errors of prejudice, of passion,

and of prid<;.

Plato makes Socrates say, in his Apologia [pro vita
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sua] , that a copy of Anaxagoras could be bought
on the orchestra, when very dear, for a drachme,

that is to say for about gd. of our money, which

may then have represented our half-crown or three

shillings in value. 1 The commentators have made
desperate attempts to explain this. Some say the

orchestra was used as a book-stall when plays were

not going on—an assumption justified by no other

hint in Greek literature. Others have far more
absurdly imagined that Plato really meant you
could pay a drachme for the best seat in the theatre,

and read the writings of Anaxagoras in a fashion-

able play of Euripides, who was his friend and fol-

lower. Verily a wonderful interpretation !

If the reader will walk with me from the theatre

of Dionysus past the newly-excavated site of the

temple of ^Esculapius, and past the Roman-Greek
temple which was erected by Hadrian or Herodes At-

ticus, I will show him what Plato meant. Of course,

this later theatre, with its solid Roman back scenes

of masonry, is equally interesting with the Theatre

ofDionysus to the advocates of the unity ofhistory !

But to us who are content to study Greek Athen-,

it need not afford any irrelevant delays. Passing

round the approach to the Acropolis, we come on

to a lesser hill, separated from it by a very short

1 The reader who cares to consult the various prices cited in nv.

Greek Life will see the grounds fbt assuming m b change in the

Of money between the fourth century B. C. in Greece U I

nineteenth \. i>. in England.

EC J
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saddle, so that it looks like a sort of outpost or

spur sent out from the rock of the Acropolis. This

is the Areopagus—Mars' Hill—which we can ascend

in a few minutes. There are marks of old stair-

cases cut in the rock. There are underneath, on

our left and right, as we go up, deep black caverns,

once the home of the Eumenides. On the flat top

there are still some signs of a rude smoothing of

the stone for seats. Under us, to the north-west, is

the site of the old agora, surrounded with colon-

nades, once the crowded market-place of all of

those who bought and sold and talked. But on the

descent from the Acropolis, and, now at least, not

much higher than the level of the market-place

beneath, there is a small semicircular platform,

backed by the rising rock. This, or some platform

close to it, which may now be hidden by accumu-

lated soil, was the old orchestra, possibly the site of

the old theatre, but in historical times a sort of

reserved platform, where the Athenians, who had

their town bristling with statues, allowed no monu-

ment to be erected save the figures of Harmodius

and Aristogiton, which were carried into Persia,

replaced by others, afterwards recovered, and of

which we may have a copy in the two fighting

figures, of archaic character, now in the Museum of

Naples. It was doubtless on this orchestra, just

above the bustle and thoroughfare of the agora, that

booksellers kept their stalls, and here it was that the

book ofAnaxagoras could be bought for a drachme.
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Here then was the place where that physical phil-

osophy was disseminated, which first gained a few

advanced thinkers ; then, through Euripides, leav-

ened the drama, once the exponent ofancient piety

;

then, through the stage, the Athenian public, till we
arrive at those Stoics and Epicureans who came
to teach philosophy and religion not as a faith but

as a system, and to spend their time with the rest

of the public in seeking out novelties of creed and

of opinion as mere fashions with which people

chose to dress their minds. And it was on this

very Areopagus, where we are now standing, that

these philosophers of fashion came into contact

with the thorough earnestness, the profound con-

victions, the red-hot zeal of the Apostle Paul. The
memory of that great scene still lingers about the

place, and every guide will show you the exact

place where the Apostle stood, and in what direc-

tion he addressed his audience. There are, I be-

lieve, even some respectable commentators who
transfer their own estimate of S. Paul's importance

to the Athenian public, and hold that it was before

the court of the Areopagus that he was asked to ex-

pound his views'. This is more than doubtful. The

I perceive that M. Renan, who alone of sceptical critics is per-

suaded, possibly by the striking pacturesqueness of die scene, to accept

it as historical, considers it not impossible that S. Paul may have been

actually brought before the court. He notice- that in later dl

assumed a general direction not only of literature, but of morals, and

that any new teacher might fairly have been summoned before it to <.\-
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biases philosophers, who probably yawned over their

own lectures, hearing of a new lay preacher, eager

to teach and apparently convinced of the truth of

what he said, thought the novelty too delicious to

be neglected, and brought him forthwith out of the

chatter and bustle of the crowd, probably past the

very orchestra where Anaxagoras' books had been

proselytising before him, and where the stiff old

heroes of Athenian history stood, a monument of

the escape from political slavery. It is even pos-

sible that the curious knot of idlers did not bring

him higher than this platform, which might well be

called part of Mars' Hill. But if they chose to

bring him to the top, there was no hindrance, for

the venerable court held its sittings in the open air,

on stone seats ; and when not thus occupied, the

top of the rock may well have been a convenient

pound his views. This does not seem to me to agree with the ironical

and trivial character of the whole audience, as intimated by the histo-

rian. The author of the work called Supernatural Religion, when

ring, in his third volume, the Acts of the Apostles, is actually silent

on this speech, though he discusses at great length the speeches of S.

Pan! which he thinks composed as parallels to those of S. Peter. Mosl

German critics look on the passage as introduced by the author, like

the speeches in Thucydides or Tacitus, as a literary ornament, as well

a- an exposition of the Apostolic preaching of the early Church.

They also note it-> many contrasts to the teaching of such documents

as the Epistle to the Romans. I have assumed, as even M. Kenan

seems to do, that the Apostle told Timothy, or Luke, or some Other

follower, the main purport of this memorable \i-it, and also the head-

ii, which is too unlike his received writings to be a pro-

bable forgery.
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place of retirement for people who did not want to

be disturbed by new acquaintances, and the con-

stant eddies of new gossip in the market-place.

It is, however, of far less import to know on what

spot of the Areopagus Paul stood, than to under-

stand clearly what he said, and how he sought to

conciliate as well as to refute the philosophers

who, no doubt, looked down upon him as an intel-

lectual inferior. He starts naturally enough from

the extraordinary crowd of votive statues and offer-

ings, for which Athens was remarkable above all

other cities of Greece. He says, with a slight

touch of irony, that he finds them very religious

indeed, so religious that he even found an altar to

a God professedly unknown, or perhaps unknow-

able. 1 Probably S. Paul meant to pass from the

latter sense of the word ayvwaroc, which was, I

fancy, what the inscription meant, to the former,

which gave him an excellent introduction to his

argument. Even the use of the singular may
have been an intentional variation from the strict

text, for Pausanias twice over speaks of altars

1 Though HyvuKTTos may surely have this meaning, I do not find

it suggested in any of the commentaries on the pa»agc. They all

suppose some superstitious precaution, or else some case of tl

inscription being effaced by time, and supplied in this way. Tin ex-

pression in Pausanias—the gods called unknown, rots ovo/xa^ofifvots

ayvwarois—seems to suggest it as a regular title, and we know that

there were deities whose name WAS secret, and might not be pro-

nounced. But in the face of so many better Clitics, 1 cannot insist

upon this interpretation.
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to the gods, who are called the ayvwtrrot (or myste-

rious), but I cannot find any citation of the inscrip-

tion in the singular form. However that may
be, our version does not preserve the neatness of

S. Paul's point: 'I find an altar,' he says, 'to an

unknown god. Whom then ye unknowingly wor-

ship, Him I announce to you/ But then he deve-

lops a conception of the great One God, not at all

from the Jewish, but really from the Stoic point of

view. He was preaching to Epicureans and to

Stoics—to the advocates of prudence as the means,

and pleasure as the end, of a happy life, on the one

hand ; on the other, to the advocates of duty, and of

life in harmony with the Providence which governs

the world for good. There could be no doubt to

which side the Apostle must incline. Though the

Stoics of the market-place at Athens might be

mere dilettanti, mere talkers about the honestum,

and the great soul of the world, we know that this

system of philosophy produced at Rome the most

splendid constancy, the most heroic endurance—

I

had almost said the most Christian benevolence.

It was the stern and earnest theory which attracted

all serious minds in the decay of heathenism.

Accordingly, S. Paul makes no secret of his

sympathy with its nobler features. He describes

the (>cd whom he preaches as the benevolent

Author of the beauty and fruitfulness of Nature,

the great Benefactor of mankind by His provid-

ence, and therefore not without constant and
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obtrusive witnesses of His greatness and His good-

ness. But he goes much further, and treads close

upon the Stoic pantheism when he not only asserts,

in the words of Aratus, that we are His offspring,

but that * in Him we live, and move, and have our

being.'

His first conclusion, that the Godhead should

not be worshipped or even imaged in stone

or in bronze, was no doubt quite in accord-

ance with more enlightened Athenian philoso-

phy. But it was when he proceeded to preach the

Resurrection of the Dead, that even those who
were attracted by him, and sympathised with him,

turned away in contempt. The Epicureans thought

death the end of all things. The Stoics thought

that the human soul, the offspring—nay, rather an

offshoot—of the Divine world-soul, would be ab-

sorbed into its parent essence. Neither could

believe the assertion of S. Paul. When they first

heard him talk of Jesus and Anastasis they thought

them some new and strange deities. But when they

learned that Jesus was a man ordained by God to

judge the world, and that Anastasis was merely

the Anastasis of the dead, they were greatly dis-

appointed ; so some mocked, and some excused

themselves from further listening.

Thus ended, to all appearance ignominiouslv,

the first heralding of the faith which was to sup-

plant all the temples and altars and Statues with

which Athens had earned t renown as a beautiful
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city, which was to overthrow the schools of the

sneering philosophers, and even to remodel all the

society and the policy of the world. And yet, in

spite of this great and decisive triumph of Christ-

ianity, there was something curiously prophetic

in the contemptuous rejection of its apostle at

Athens. Was it not the first expression of the

feeling which still possesses the visitor who wan-
ders through its ruins, and which still dominates the

educated world ?—the feeling that while other cities

owe to the triumph of Christianity all their beauty

and their interest, Athens has to this day resisted

this influence ; and that while the Christian monu-
ments of Athens would elsewhere excite no small

attention, here they are passed by as of no import

compared with its heathen splendour. 1 There are

very old and very beautiful little churches in

Athens, * ces delicieuses petites eglises byzantines/

1 This depends on no mere accident, but on the essential features of

the spiritual side of Greek character, on which I will quote an admira-

ble passage from Renan's S. Paul

:

—
1 Ce qui caracterisait la religion du Grec autrefois, ce qui la carac-

tcrise encore de nos jours, e'est le manque d'infini, de vague, d'atten-

drissement, de mollesse feminine ; la profondeur du sentiment religieux

allemand et celtique manque a la race des vrais Hellenes. La pietc du

Grec orthodoxe consiste en pratiques et en signcs extcrieurs. Les

eglises orthodoxes, parfois tres-clegantes, n'ont ricn des terrcurs qu'on

ressent dans uric cglisc gothique. En ce christianisme oriental, point

de larmes, de priercs, de componction intericure. Les entcrrcmcnU y

loot presqoe gais; front lienle soir, au soleil couchant, quand les

ombres sont deja longues, avec del chants a mi-voix et un dcploicment

de couleurs voyantes. La gravity fanaliqiie des Latins dcplait a ces
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as M. Renan calls them. They are very peculiar,

and unlike what one generally sees in Europe.

They strike the observer with their quaintness and

smallness, and he fancies he here sees the tiny

model of that unique and splendid building, the

cathedral of S. Mark at Venice. But yet it is

surprising how little we notice them at Athens.

I was even told—I sincerely hope it was false

—

that public opinion at Athens was gravitating

towards the total removal of one, and that the most

perfect, of these churches, which stands in the mid-

dle of a main street, and so breaks the regularity

of the modern boulevard ! Let us hope that the

man who lashes himself into rage at the destruc-

tion of the Venetian tower may set his face in time

against this real piece of barbarism, if indeed it

ever ventures to assert itself in act.

I have now concluded a review of the most im-

raccs vives, sereincs, L6geres. L'inhrme n'y est pas abattu : il voit

douccmcnt venir la mort ; tout sourit autour de lui. La est le secret

de cette gaiete divine des poemes homeriqucs et dc Platon : le reck de

la mort dc Socrate dans le Pfudon montre a peine unc teinte de tris-

tesse. La vie, c'est donner sa fleur, puis son fruit ; quoi dc plus - S .

(.online on peat le soutenir, la preoccupation dc la mort est le trait le

plus important du christianismc ct du sentiment ivligieux moderne, la

race grecqne est la moins religieuse des races. C'est unc race soper-

licielle, proiiant la vie comme une chose sans surnaturel ni arru-re-plan.

One telle simplicity de conception bent en grande partie an climat, I

la pnrete* de I'air, a L'6tonnante joie qa'on respire, mais bien pras encore

aux instincti de la race hellenique, adorablement idealiste. I'n

rien, un arbre, one Bear, un lesard, une tortne, provoqnant k
venir de mille metamorphoses chantees par les piat^ ; on filet
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portant old Greek buildings to be seen about

Athens. To treat them exhaustively would re-

quire a far longer discussion, and special know-

ledge which I do not possess ; and there are,

d'eau, un petit creux dans le rocher, qiron qualifie d'antre des

nymphes ; un puits avec une tasse sur la margelle, un pertuis de mer si

etroit que les papillons le traversent et pourtant navigable aux plus

grands vaisseaux, comme a Poros ; des orangers, des cypres dont l'om-

bre s'etend sur la mer, un petit bois de pins au milieu des rochers,

suffisent en Grece pour produire le contentement qu'eveille la beaute.

Se promener dans les jardins pendant la nuit, ecouter les cigales, s'as-

seoir au clair de lune en jouant de la flute ; aller boire del'eau dans la

montagne, apporter avec soi un petit pain, un poisson et un lecythe de

vin qu'on boit en chantant ; aux fetes de famille, suspendre une cou-

ronne de feuillage au-dessus de sa porte, aller avec des chapeaux de

fleurs ; les jours de fetes publiques, porter des thyrses garnis de feuil-

lages; passer desjournees a danser, a jouer avec des chevres apprivoi-

sees—voila les plaisirs grecs, plaisirs d'une race pauvre, economc,

eternellement jeune, habitant un pays charmant, trouvant son bien en

elle-mcme et dans les dons que les dieux lui ont faits. La pastorale a

la facon de Theocrite fut dans les pays helleniques uneverite ; la Grece

se plut toujours a ce petit genre de poesie fin et aimable, l'un des plus

caracteristiques de sa litterature, mircir de sa propre vie, presque pai -

tout ailleurs niais et factice. La belle humeur, la joie de vivre sont les

cboses grecques par excellence. Cette race a toujours vingt ans : pour

clle, indulgere genio n'est pas la pesante ivresse de l'Anglais, le

der cbattemcnt du Francais ; c'est tout simplement penser que la

nature eiit bonne, qu'on pcut et qu'on doit y c6der. Pour le Grec, en

cffet, la nature est une conseillere d'clegancc, une maitresse de droiture

Ct de vertu ; la " concupiscence," cette idee que la nature nous induit a

mal faire, est un non-sens pour lui. Le gout de la parure qui distingue

le palicare, et qui se montre avec tant d'innoccnce dans la jeune Grecque,

D'esl paa la pompeuse v.mite du barbare, la sotte pretention de la

boorgeoue, bonffie de SCO ridicule orgucil de parvenue; c'est le senti-

ment pur et fin de oalfi jouvenceaux, se sentant flls legitimes des vrais

inventeurs de la bcaut6.
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moreover, smaller buildings, like the so-called

Lantern of Demosthenes, which is really the Cho-

ragic monument of Lysicrates, and the Temple of

the Winds, which are well worth a visit, but which
1 Une telle race, on le comprend, eut accueilli Jesus par un sou-

rire. II etait une chose que ces enfants exquis ne pouvaient nous

apprendre : le serieux profond, l'honnetete simple, le devouement

sans gloire, la bonte sans emphase. Socrate est un moraliste de

premier ordre : mais il n'a rien a faire dans l'histoire religieuse. Le

Grec nous parait toujours un peu sec et sans cceur : il a de l'esprit, du

mouvement, de la subtilite ; il n'a rien de reveur, de melancolique.

Nous autres, Celtes et Germains, la source de notre genie, c'est notre

cceur. Au fond de nous est comme une fontaine de fees, une fontaine

claire, verte et profonde, ou se reflete l'infini. Chez le Grec, l'amour-

propre, la vanite se melent a tout ; le sentiment vague lui est inconnu
;

la reflexion sur sa propre destinee lui parait fade. Poussee a la carica-

ture, une facon si incomplete d'entendrc la vie donnc a l'epoque

romaine le grceciclus gJKnJgm,

tt
grammairien, artiste, charlatan, acrobate,

medecin, amuseur du monde entier, fort analogue a l'ltalien des xvi

et xvif siecles ; a l'epoque byzantine, le theologien sophiste faisant

degenerer la religion en subtiles disputes ; de nos jours, le Grec mo-

derne, quelquefois vaniteux et ingrat, le papas orthodoxe, avec sa reli-

gion egoiste et materielle. Malheur a qui s'arrete 1 cette decadence !

Honte a cclui qui, devant le Parthenon, songe a remarqner un riilicule !

II faut le reconnaitre pourtant : la (ircce ne fut jamais serieusement

chretienne ; elle ne Pest pas encore. Aucune race ne fut moins roman-

ticjue, plus denuee du sentiment chcvaleresque de notre moven ige.

Platon batit toute sa theorie de la bcautc en M pa— ant de la femme.

Penser a une femme pour s'exciter a faire de grandes choses ! un Grec

cut cte bien surpris d'un pareil langage ; il pensait, lui, aux homines

retmia sur Vagora
t

il pensait a la patrie. Sou ce rapport, lea Latins

6taientpluspresde nous. La poesie greoqne, incomparabledana lea grands

genres tela que l'6popee, la trag6die, la poesie lyrique deaintd]

n'avait paa, ce semble, la donee note elegiaqne de Tibnlle, de Virile.

de Lucrece, note m bien en harmonic avec DOS aentin one de

ce que Dons aimons.
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the traveller can find without a guide, and study

without difficulty. But incompleteness must be

the unavoidable defect of describing any city in

which new discoveries are being made, I may say,

1 La meme difference se retrouve entre la piete de saint Bernard,

de saint Francois d'Assise et celle des saints de l'Eglise grecque. Ces

belles ecoles de Cappadoce, de Syrie, d'Egypte, des Peres du desert,

sont presque des ecoles philosophiques. L'hagiographie populaire des

Grecs est plus mythologique que celle des Latins. La plupart des

saints qui figurent dans l'iconostase d'une maison grecque et devant

lesquels brule une lampe ne sont pas de grands fondateurs, de grands

hommes, comrae les saints de 1' Occident ; ce sont souvent des etres

fantastiques, d'anciens dieux transfigures, ou du moins des combinai-

sons de personnages historiques et de mythologie, comme saint Georges.

Et cette admirable eglise de Sainte-Sophie ! e'est un temple arien ; le

genre humain tout entier pourrait y faire sa priere. N'ayant pas eu de

pape, d'inquisition, de scolastique, de moyen age barbare, ayant tou-

jours garde un levain d'arianisme, la Grece lachera plus facilement

qu'aucun autre pays le christianisme surnaturel, a peu pres comme ces

Atheniens d 'autrefois etaient en mcme temps, grace a une sorte de 1c-

gerete mille fois plus profonde que le serieux de nos lourdes races, le plus

superstitieux des peuples et le plus voisin du rationalisme. Les chants

populaires grecs sont encore aujourd'hui pleins d'images et d'idees

pai'ennes. A la grande difference de l'Occident, l'Orient garda durant

tout le moyen age et jusqu'aux temps modcrnes devrais " hcllenistes,"

an fond plus paiens (juc chrctiens, vivants du culte de la vieille patrie

grecque et des vieux auteurs. Ces hcllenistes sont, au xv siecle, les

agents de la renaissance de l'Occident, auquel ils apportent les tcxtcs

fie toute civilisation. Le meme esprit a preside et presidera

aux destinees de la Grece nouvelle. Quand on a Men etudic ce qui

fait de nos jours le fond d'un Hellene cullive, on voit qu'il y a chez lui

i.inisme : il est chretien de forme, comme un Persan

e<-t musulman ; mais au fond il est " hellenistc." Sa religion, e'est

radoration de L'ancien genie grec. II pardonne toute heresie au pliil-

hellene, a celui qni admire WOB paSS^J il est Wen mOUU (liscij)lc de

Paul que de Plutaxque et de Julien.'
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monthly, and when the museums and excavations

of to-day may be any day completely eclipsed by

materials now unknown, or scattered through the

country. Thus, on my second visit to Athens,

I found in the National Bank the wonderful

treasures exhumed by Dr. Schliemann, which are

in themselves enough to induce any student of

Greek antiquity to revisit the town, however well

he may have examined it in former years. When
the Olympian treasures are brought to the National

Museum, and properly arranged, there will be ano-

ther step made, and Athens will again become a

new wonder and a new pleasure to those who
appreciate the art of the age of Pericles. These

considerations tend not only to vindicate the inade-

quateness of this review, but perhaps even to justify

it in the eyes of the exacting reader, who may have

expected a more thorough survey.



CHAPTER VI.

EXCURSIONS IN ATTICA—COLONUS—THE HAR-
BOURS—LAURIUM—SUNIUM.

There are two modern towns which, in natural

features, resemble Athens. The irregular ridge of

greater Acropolis and lesser Areopagus remind one

of the castle and the Monchsberg of Salzburg, one

of the few towns in Europe more beautifully situ-

ated than Athens. The relation of the Acropolis

to the more lofty Lycabettus suggests the castle

of Edinburgh and Arthur's Seat. But here the ad-

vantage is greatly on the side of Athens.

When you stand on the Acropolis and look round

upon Attica, a great part of its history becomes im-

mediately unravelled and clear. You see at once

that you are placed in the principal plain of the

country, surrounded with chains of mountains in

such a way that it is easy to understand the old sto-

ries of wars with Eleusis, or with Marathon, or with

any of the outlying valleys. Looking inland on the

north side, as you stand beside the Erechtheum, you

see straight before you, at a distance of some ten
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miles, Mount Pentelicus, from which all the splen-

did marble was once carried to the rock around

you. This Pentelicus is a sort ofintermediate cross-

chain between two main lines which diverge from

either side of it, and gradually widen so as to form

the plain of Athens. The left or north-western

chain is Mount Parnes ; the right or eastern is

Mount Hymettus. This latter, however, is only

the outer margin of a large mountainous tract,

which spreads all over the rest of South Attica

down to the Cape of Sunium. There are, of course,

little valleys, and two or three villages, one of them

the old deme Brauron, which they now pronounce

Vravron. There is the town of Thorikos, near the

mines of Laurium ; there are two modern villa

called Marcopoulos; but on the whole, both in

ancient and modern times, this south-eastern part

of Attica, south of Hymettus, was, with the excep-

tion of Laurium, of little moment. There is a gap
between Pentelicus and Hymettus, nearly due

north, through which the way leads out to Mara-

thon ; and you can see the spot where the bandits

surprised in 1870 the unfortunate gentlemen who
fell victims to the vacillation and incompetent

people in power at that time.

On the left side of Pentelicus you see the chain

of Parnes, which almost closes with it at a far

distance, and which stretches down all the west

side of Attica, till it runs into the sea as Mount

Corydallus, oppoMtr to the inland of Salamis. In

L
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this long chain of Parnes (which can only be

avoided by going up to the northern coast at

Oropus, and passing into Bceotia close by the sea)

there are three passes or lower points, one far to

the north—that by Dekelea, where the present

king has his country palace, but where of old

Alcibiades planted the Spartan garrison which tor-

mented and ruined the farmers of Attica. This pass

leads you out to Tanagra in Bceotia. Next to the

south, some miles nearer, is the even more famous

pass of Phyle, from which Thrasybulus and his

brave fellows recovered Athens and its liberty.

This pass, when you reach its summit, looks into

the northern point of the Thriasian plain, and also

into the wilder regions of Cithaeron, which border

Bceotia. The third pass, and the lowest—but a

few miles beyond the groves of Academe—is the

pass of Daphne, which was the high road to

Eleusis, along which the sacred processions passed

in the times of the Mysteries ; and in this pass you

still see the numerous niches in which native

tablets had been set in by the worshippers at a

famous temple to Aphrodite.

On this side of Attica also, with the exception of

the Thriasian plain and of Eleusis, there extends

outside Mount Parnes a wild mountainous district,

quite Alpine in character, which severs Attica

from Bceotia, not by a single row of mountains, or

I single pass, but by a succession of glens and

defiles, which at once explain to the classical
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student, when he sees them, how necessary and
fundamental were the divisions of Greece into its

separate districts, and how completely different in

character the inhabitants of each were sure to be.

The way from Attica into Bceotia was no ordinary

high road, nor even a pass over one mountain, but

a series of glens and valleys and defiles, at any of

which a hostile army could be stopped, and each

of which severed the country on either side by a

difficult obstacle. This truly Alpine nature of

Greece is only felt when we see it, and yet must
ever be kept before the mind in estimating the

character and energy of the race. But let us re-

turn to our view from the Acropolis.

If we turn and look southward, we see a broken

country, with several low hills between us and the

sea—hills tolerably well cultivated, and when I saw
them in May, all coloured with golden stubbles,

for the corn had just been reaped. But all the

plain in every direction seems dry and dusty;

arid, too, and not rich alluvial soil, like the plains

of Bceotia. Then Thucydides' words come back to

us, when he says Attica was * undisturbed on ac-

count of the lightness of its soil' (adratnaoror ovaa

<$ia to XtiTToyewv), as early invaders rather looked

out for richer pastures. This reflection, too, of

Thucydides applies equally to the mountains of

Attica round Athens, which are not covered with

rich grass and dense shrubs, like Helicon, like

Parnassus, like the hills of Arcadia, but seem so

L 2
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bare, that we wonder where the bees of Hyrnettus

can find food for their famous honey. It is only

when the traveller ascends the rocky slopes of the

mountain that he finds its rugged surface carpeted

with quantities of little wild flowers, too insignifi-

cant to give the slightest colour to the mountain,

but sufficient for the bees, which are still making

their honey as of old. This honey of Hyrnettus,

which was our daily food at Athens, is now not

very remarkable either for colour or flavour. It is

very dark, and not by any means so good as the

honey produced in other parts of Greece—not to

say on the heather hills of Scotland and Ireland.

I tasted honey at Thebes and at Corinth, which

was much better, especially that of Corinth made

in the hills towards Cleonae, where the whole coun-

try is scented with thyme, and where thousands of

bees are buzzing eagerly through the summer air.

But when the old Athenians are found talking so

much about honey, we must not forget that sugar

was almost unknown to them, and that all their

sweetmeats depended upon honey exclusively.

Hence the culture and use of it assumed an im-

portance not easily understood among moderns,

who are in possession of the sugar-cane.

But amid all the dusty and bare features of the

view, the eye fastens with delight on one great

broad band of dark green, which, starting from the

left side of Pentelicus, close to Mount Parnes in

the north, sweeps straight down the valley, passing
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about two miles to the west of Athens, and reach-

ing to the Peiraeus. This is the plain of the Kephis-

sus, and these are the famous olive woods which

contain within them the deme Colonus, so cele-

brated by Sophocles, and the groves of Academe,
at their nearest point to the city. The dust of

Athens, and the bareness of the plain, make all

walks about the town disagreeable, save either the

ascent of Lycabettus, or a ramble into these olive

woods. The river Kephissus, which waters them,

is a respectable, though narrow river, even in

summer often discharging a good deal of water,

and often dividing itself into trenches and arms,

which are very convenient for irrigation. 1 So there

is a strip of country, fully ten miles long, and

perhaps two wide on the average, which affords

delicious shade and greenness and the song of

birds, instead of hot sunlight and dust and the

shrill clamour of the tettix without.

I have wandered whole days in these delightful

woods, listening to the nightingales, which sing

all day in the deep shade and solitude, as it were

in a prolonged twilight, and hearing the plane tree

whispering to the elm, as Aristophanes has it, and

seeing the white-poplar show its silvery leaves in

the breeze, and wondering whether the huge old

J
1 have seen it very full in June; 1 have also scon it perfectly dry in

, so that it depends upon the Benson whether the traveller will

enjoy the Coolness of the river, or turn with disappointment from til

Stony bed.
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olive stems, so like the old pollared stumps in

AVindsor Forest, could be the actual sacred trees,

the juop'iai, under which the youth of Athens ran

their races. The banks of the Kephissus, too, are

lined with great reeds, and sedgy marsh plants,

which stoop over into its sandy shallows and wave
idly in the current of its stream. The ouzel and

the kingfisher start from under one's feet, and

bright fish move out lazily from their sunny bay

into the deeper pool. Now and then through a

vista the Acropolis shows itself in a frame-work of

green foliage, nor do I know any more enchanting

view of that great ruin.

All the ground under the dense olive trees was
covered with standing corn, for here, as in southern

Italy, the shade of trees seems no hindrance to the

ripening of the ear. But there was here thicker

wood than in Italian corn-fields ; on the other hand,

there was not that rich festooning of vines which

spread from tree to tree, and which give a Neapol-

itan summer landscape so peculiar a charm. A
few homesteads there were along the roads, and

even at one of the bridges a children's school, full

of those beautiful fair children whose heads remind

one so strongly of the old Greek statues. But all

the houses were walled in, and many of them
seemed solitary and deserted. The fear of rapine

and violence was still there. I was told, indeed,

that no country in Europe was so secure, and I.

confess I found it so myself in my wanderings ; but
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when we see how every disturbance or war on the

frontier revives again the rumour of brigandage, I

could not help feeling that the desert state of the

land, and the general sense of insecurity, however

irrational in the intervals of peace, was not sur-

prising.

There is no other excursion in the immediate

vicinity of Athens of any like beauty or interest.

The older buildings in the Peirseus are completely

gone. No trace of the docks or tYiedcigma remains;

and the splendid walls, built asThucydides tells us

with cut stone, without mortar or mud, and fastened

with clamps of iron fixed with lead—this splendid

structure has been almost completely destroyed.

We can find, indeed, elsewhere in Attica— at

Phyle—still better at EleutheraD—specimens of this

sort of building, but at the Peiraeus there are only

foundations remaining. Yet it is not really true

that the great wall surrounding the Peiraeus has

totally disappeared. Even at the mouth of the

harbour, single stones may be seen lying along the

rocky edge of the water, of which the size and the

square cutting prove the use for which they were

originally intended. But if the visitor to the Pei-

raeus will take the trouble to cross the hill, and

walk round the harbour of Munychia, he will find

on the eastern point of the headland a neat Little

cafe, with comfortable seats, and with a beautiful

view. The sea coast all round this headland shows

the bed of the surrounding sea wall, hewn in the
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live rock. The actual structure is preserved in

patches on the western point of this harbour, where

the coast is very steep ; but in the place to which I

refer, we can trace the whole course of the wall a

few feet above the water, cut out in the solid rock.

I know no scanty specimen ofAthenian work which

gives a greater idea of the enormous wealth and

energy of the city. The port of Munychia had its

own theatre and temples, and it is here that Pau-

sanias saw the altar to the gods called the unknown.

The traces ofthe sea wall cease as soon as it reaches

the actual narrow mouth of the little harbour. I do

not know how far towards Phalerum they can be

traced, but when visiting the harbour called Zea on

another occasion, I did not observe them. The
reader will find in any ancient atlas, or in any his-

tory of Greece, a map of the harbours of Athens,

so that I think it unnecessary to append one here.

The striking feature in the present Peiraeus,

which from the entrance of the harbour is very pic-

turesque, is undoubtedly the rapid growth and

extension of factories, with English machinery and

overseers. When last there, I found fourteen of

these establishments, and their chimneys were be-

coming quite a normal feature in Greek landscape.

Those which I visited were working up the cotton

and the wool of the country into calico and other

stuffs, which are unfortunately coming into fashion

among the lower classes, and ousting the old cos-
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tume. I was informed that boys were actually

forbidden to attend school in Greek dress, a regu-

lation which astonishes anyone who knows the

beauty and dignity of the national costume.

A drive to the open roadstead of Phalerum is

more repaying. It is interesting here to observe

how the Athenians passed by the nearest sea, and

even an open and clear roadstead, in order to join

their city to the better harbour and more defens-

ible headland of Peiraeus. Phalerum, as they now
call it, though they spell it with an 77, is the favourite

bathing-place of modern Athens, with an open-air

theatre, and is about a mile and a-half nearer the

city than Peiraeus. The water is shallow, and the

beach is of fine sand, so that for ancient ships,

which I suppose drew little water, it was a conve-

nient landing-place, especially for the disembarking

of troops, which could choose their place anywhere

around a large crescent, and actually land fighting,

if necessary. But the walls of Athens, the long

walls to Peiraeus, and its lofty fortifications, made
this roadstead of no use to the enemy, so long as

Athens held the command of the sea, and could

send out ships from the secure little harbours of

Zea and Munychia, which are on the east side and

in the centre of the headland of Peiraeus. There

was originally a third wall, too, to the east side of

the Phaleric bay, but this seems to have been

early abandoned when the second long wall, or
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middle wall as it was originally called, was com-

pleted. 1

At the opening of the Peloponnesian war, it

appears that the Athenians defended against the

Lacedaemonians, not the two long walls which ran

close together and parallel to Peiraeus, but the

northern of these, and the far distant Phaleric

wall. It cannot but strike any observer as extra-

ordinary how the Athenians should undertake such

an enormous task. Had the enemy attacked any-

where suddenly and with vigour, it seems hard to

understand how they could have kept him out.

According to Thucydides' accurate detail2 the wall

to Phalerum was nearly 4 miles, that to Peiraeus 4}.

There were in addition 5 miles of city wall, and

nearly 3 of Peiraeus wall. That is to say, there

were about 1 7 miles of wall to be protected. This

is not all. The circuit was not closed, but sepa-

rated by about a mile of beach between Peiraeus

and Phalerum, so that the defenders of the two

extremities could in no way promptly assist each

other. Thucydides tells us that a garrison of

16,000 inferior soldiers, old men, boys, and mefics,

sufficed to do this work. We are forced to con-

1 Thucydides, followed by modern historians, has accordingly been

inaccurate in his use of the expression Long Wall;. He sometimes

means the north and Phaleric wall, sometimes the north and south

parallel walls, to the exclusion of the Phaleric wall. The long walls

rebuilt by Canon were the latter pair, and thus not the same long

walls as were finished in 45O B. I ,

'- Ji., 13.
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elude that not only were the means of attacking

walls curiously incomplete, but even the dash and

enterprise of modern warfare cannot have been

understood by the Greeks. For we never hear of

even a bold attempt on this absurdly straggling

fortification, far less of any successful attempt to

force it.

But it is time that we should leave the environs

of Athens, 1 and wander out beyond the borders of

the Athenian plain into the wilder outlying parts of

the land. Attica is after all a large country, if one

does not apply railway measures to it. We think

30 miles by rail very little, but 30 miles by road

is a long distance, and implies land enough to

support a large population, and to maintain many
flourishing towns. We can wander 30 miles from

Athens through Attica in several directions—to

Eleuthera?, on the western Boeotian frontier; to

Oropus, on the north ; and Sunium, on the south.

Thus it is only when one endeavours to know
Attica minutely that one finds how much there is

to be seen, and how long a time is required to see

it. And fortunately enough, there is an expedi-

tion, and that not the least important, where we
can avoid the rough paths and rougher saddles

of the country, and coast in a steamer along a

1 The reader who desires to see the best poetical picture ofm<

Athens should consult the tenth chapter in Mr. Symonds' -
s -

Italy and Greece—one of the most beautiful productions of that charm*

in^ poet in prose.
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district at all times obscure in history, and seldom

known for anything except for being the road to

Sunium. Strabo gives a list of the demes along

this seaboard, 1 and seems only able to write one

fact about them—a line from an old oracle in the

days of the Persian war, which prophesied that

* the women of Colias will roast their corn with

oars,'- alluding to the wrecks driven on shore here

by the north-west wind from Salamis. Even the

numerous little islands along this coast were in his

day, as they now are, perfectly barren. Yet with

all its desolation it is exceedingly picturesque and

varied in outline.

We took ship in the little steamer belonging to

the Sunium Mining Company, who have built a

village called Ergasteria, between Thorikos and

the promontory, and who were obliging enough

to allow us to sail in the boat intended for their

private traffic. We left the Peiraeus on one of

those peculiarly Greek mornings, with a blue sky

and very bright sun, but with an east wind so

strong and clear, so \a/unrp6g, as the old Greeks

would say, that the sea was driven into long white

ts, and the fishing-boats were heeling over

under their sails. These fresh and strong winds,

which are constantly blowing in Greece, save the

people very much from the bad effects of a very

hot southern climate. Even when the temperature

1 IX., § I., p. 2.) \ "Iauchn.)

- lie reads, however, (ppi^ouffi instead of Herodotus ' (ppv^ovcri.
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is high, the weather is seldom sultry; and upon the

sea, which intrudes everywhere, one can always

find a cool and refreshing atmosphere. The Greeks

seem not the least to fear these high winds, which

are generally steady, and seldom turn to squalls.

The smallest boats are to be seen scudding along

on great journeys from one island to another

—

often with a single occupant, who sits holding the

helm with one hand, and the stern sheet with

the other. All the ferry-boats in the Peiraeus are

managed in this way, and you may see their great

sails, like seagulls' wings, leaning over in the gale,

and the spray dashing from the vessel's prow. AVe

met a few larger vessels coming up from Syra, but

on the whole the sea was well nigh as desert as

the coast, so much so that the faithful dog, which

was on board each of those boats, thought it his

serious duty to stand up on the taffrail and bark at

us as a strange and doubtful company.

So, after passing many natural harbours and

spacious bays, many rocky headlands and bluff

islands—but all desert and abandoned by track of

man, we approached the famous cape, from which

the white pillars of the lofty old temple gleamed

brilliantly in the sun. They were the first ami

only white marble pillars which I saw in Gn
Elsewhere, dust and age, if not the hand of man,

have coloured that splendid material with a dull

golden hue ; but here the sea breeze, while eating

away much of the surface, has not soiled them with
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its fresh brine, and so they still remain of the

colour which they had when they were set up. We
should fain conjecture that here, at all events, the

Greeks had not applied the usual blue and red

to decorate this marvellous temple ; that—for the

delight and benefit of the sailors, who hailed it

from afar, as the first sign of Attica—its brilliant

white colour was left to it, to render it a brighter

beacon and a clearer object in twilight and in

mist. I will not yet describe it, for we paid it a

special visit, and must speak of it in greater detail;

but even now, when we coasted round the head-

land, and looked up to its shining pillars, standing

far aloft into the sky, it struck us with the most

intense interest. It was easy, indeed, to see how
Byron's poetic mind was here inspired with some

of his noblest lines.

When we turned from it seaward, we saw

stretched out in echelon that chain of Cyclades,

which are but a prolongation of the headland

—

Keos, Kyphnos, Seriphos, Siphnos, and in the

far distance, Melos—Melos, the scene of Athens'

violence and cruelty, when she filled up, in the

mind of the old historian, the full measure of her

iniquity. And as we turned northward, the long

island, or islet, of Helene, which stretches along

point, like Hydra off that of Argolis, could not

hide from us the mountain ranges of Eubcea, still

touched here and there with snow. A short run

against the wind brought us to the port of Ergas-
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teria, marked very strangely in the landscape by

the smoke of its chimneys—the port where the pre-

sent produce of the mines of Laurium is prepared

and shipped for Scotland.

Here, at last, we found ourselves again among
men; 3000 operatives, many of them with families,

make quite a busy town of Ergasteria. And I

could not but contrast their bold and independent

looks, rough and savage as they seemed, with what

must have been the appearance of the droves of

slaves who worked the mines in old days. We
were rowed ashore from our steamer by two men
called Aristides and Epaminondas, but I cannot

say that their looks betokened either the justice of

the one or the culture of the other.

We found ourselves when we landed in an awk-

ward predicament. The last English engineer

remaining in the Mining Company, at whose invi-

tation we had ventured into this wild district, had

suddenly left, that morning, for Athens. His house

was shut up, and we were left friendless and

alone among 3000 of these Aristides' and Epami-
nondas', whose appearance was, as I have said,

anything but reassuring. We did what was best

to meet the difficulty, and what was not only the

best thing to do, but the only thing, and which

turned out very well indeed. We went to the

temporary director of the mines, a very polished

gentleman, with a charming wife, both of whom
spoke French excellently. We stated our *
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and requested hospitality for the night. Nothing
could be more friendly than our reception. This

benevolent man and his wife took us into their

own house, prepared rooms for us, and promised

to let us see all the curiosities of the country. Thus

our misfortune became, in fact, a very good for-

tune. The night, however, it must be confessed,

was spent in a very unequal conflict with mosqui-

toes—an inconvenience which our good hostess

in vain endeavoured to obviate by giving us a

strong-smelling powder to burn in our room, and

shutting all the windows. But had the remedy

been even successful, it is very doubtful whether it

was not worse than the disease.

We started in the morning by a special train

—

for the company have a private line from the coast

up to the mines—to ascend the wooded and hilly

country into the region so celebrated of old as one

of the main sources of Athenian wealth. As the

train wound its way round the somewhat steep

ascent, our prospect over the sea and its islands

became larger and more varied. The wild rocks

and forests of southern Eubcea—one of the few

districts in Greece which seem to have been as

savage and deserted in old days as they are now

—

detached themselves from the intervening island

of Helena. We were told that wild boars were

still to be found there. In the hills about Laurium,

hares, which Xenophon so loved to hunt in his

Tlean retreat, and turtle doves
;
seemed the only
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game attainable. All the hills were covered with

stunted underwood.

The mines of Laurium appear very suddenly in

Attic history, but from that time onward are a pro-

minent part of the wealth of the Athenians. We
know that in Solon's day there was great scarcity

of money, and that he was obliged to depreciate

the value of the coinage—a very violent and

unprecedented measure, never repeated ; for, all

through later history, Attic silver was so good that

it circulated at a premium in foreign parts just

as English money now does. Accordingly, in

Solon's time we hear no mention of this great and

almost inexhaustible source of national wealth.

All through the reign of the Peisistratids thore

is a like silence. Suddenly, after the liberation of

Athens, we hear of Themistocles persuading the

people to apply the very large revenue from these

mines to the building of a fleet for the purpose

of the war with JEgina.. This sudden appearance

in history of the mines must evidently be dut 1 to

the scantiness of our information. 1 The so-cal I

Xenophon On the Attic Revenues—a tract which is

almost altogether about these mines—knew quite

well that they had been worked from remote anti-

1 The earliest allusion to them is a line in iEscbyhl ' here

they come in so peculiarly, and without any natural suggestion, that

they WOttld seem to have been in his dav a most Striking BOUTCe oi

wealth. AiOSM is inquiring of the chorus about Athens, and whether

era le wealth. The chorus replies (, 13J

apyvpov 7T7777) -ns ainols dart, 9ri<ravpbs x^ov^-

M
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quity ; and there can be, in my mind, no doubt

whatever, that here, as elsewhere in Greece, the

Phoenicians had been the forerunners of the natives

in the art of mining. Here, as in Thasos, I believe

the Phoenicians had their settlements ; and possi-

bly a closer survey of the great underground pas-

sages, which are still there, may give us some

proof by inscriptions or otherwise.

But what happened after the Semitic traders

had been expelled from Greek waters ?—for ex-

pelled they were, though, perhaps, far later from

some remote and unexplored points than we usu-

ally imagine. I suppose that when this took

place, Athens was by no means in a condition to

think about prosecuting trade at Sunium. Sala-

mis, which was far closer, and a more obvious

possession, was only conquered in Solon's day,

after a long and tedious struggle ; and I am per-

fectly certain that the Athenians could have had

no power to hold an outlying dependency, separ-

ated by thirty miles of the roughest mountain

country, when they had not subdued an island

scarcely a mile from the Thriasian plain and not

ten miles from Athens. I take it, then, that the

so-called ovvouu*fi6g, or unifying of Athens, in

pn -historic times, by Theseus, or whoever did

it, was not a cementing of all Attica, including

these remote corners, but only of the settlements

about the plains of Attica, Marathon, and Eleusis;

and that the southern end of the peninsula was
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not included in the Athens of early days. It was,

in fact, only accessible by a carefully constructed

artificial road, such as we hear of afterwards, or

by sea. The Athenians had not either of these

means at so early a period. And it is not a little

remarkable that the first mention of their owner-

ship of the silver mines is associated with the

building of a fleet to contend with yEgina. I

have no doubt that Themistocles' advice has been

preserved without his reasons for it. He persuaded

the Athenians to surrender their surplus revenue

from Laurium, to build ships against the yEgine-

tans, simply because they found that without

ships the ^Eginetans would be practically sole

possessors of the mines. They were far closer

to Laurium by sea than Athens was by land

—

closer, indeed, in every way—and I am led to

suspect that, in the days before Solon, the mines
had been worked by ,/Egina, and not by Athens.

I cannot here enter into my full reasons, but

1 fancy that Peisistratus and his sons— not by
conquest, but by some agreement— got practi-

cal possession of the mines, and were, perhaps,

the first to make all Attica really subject to the

power of Athens. 1 But no sooner are they

pelled, than the yKginetans renew their attacks

or claims on Laurium ; and it is only the Athen-

1
It ' that in the days of Eietruft greatness, when sh< •

Dumber of the Cyclades, Eretrians may have worked the d

These occupants probably preceded the 4£gmetana,

\; 2
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ian fleet which secures to Athens its possession.

We hear of proceedings of Hippias about coin-

age, 1 which are adduced by Aristotle as specimens

of injustice, or sharp practice, and which may
have something to do with the acquisition of the

silver mines by his dynasty. But I must cut short

this serious dissertation.

Our special train brought us up slowly round

wooded heights, and through rich green brakes,

into a lonely country, from which glimpses of

the sea could, however, still be seen, and glimpses

of blue islands between the hills. And so we
came to the settlements of the modern miners.

The great Company, whose guests we were, had

been started some years ago, by French and

Italian speculators, and Professor Ansted had

been there as geologist for some years. But the

jealousy of the Greeks, when they found out that

profit was rewarding foreign enterprise, caused

legislation against the Company ; various com-

plications followed, so that at last they gladly

sold their interest to a native Company. At pre-

sent this Company is still thriving; and I saw in

the harbour a large vessel from Glasgow, which

had come to carry the lead, when prepared in

blocks, to Scotland—all the produce being still

bought by a single English firm.

When the Greeks discuss these negotiations

1 Arist. OBcon.f II. }.
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about the mines, they put quite a different colour

on the affair. They say that the French and

Italians desired to evade fair payment for the

ground-rent of the mines, trusting to the strength

of their respective governments, and the weakness

of Greece. The Company's policy is described in

Greece as an overreaching, unscrupulous attempt

to make great profits by sharp bargains with the

natives, who did not know the value of their

property. A great number of obscure details are

adduced in favour of their arguments, and it

seemed to me that the Greeks are really con-

vinced of their truth. In such a matter it would

be unfair to decide without stating both sides
;

and I am quite prepared to change my present

conviction that the Greeks were most to blame,

if proper reasons can be assigned. But the legis-

lative Acts passed in their Parliament look very

ugly indeed at first sight.

The present Laurium Company never enter the

mines at all, but gather the great mass of scoria-,

which the old Athenians threw out after smelting,

with more imperfect furnaces, and less heat than

ours. These scoria?, which look like stone cinders,

have been so long there that some vegetation has

at last grown over them, and the traveller does

not suspect that all the soil around was raise*

I

and altered by the hand of man. Owing to the

power of Steam, and their railway, the pre?

miners carry down the scoriae on trucks to the
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sea-coast, to Ergasteria, and there smelt them.

The old Athenians had their furnaces in the

middle of the mountains, where many of them arc

still to be seen. They sought chiefly for silver,

whereas the modern Company are chiefly in pur-

suit of lead, and obtain but little silver from the

scoriae.

In many places you come upon the openings of

the old pits, which went far into the bowels of the

mountains, through miles of underground galleries

and passages. Our engine-driver—an intelligent

Frenchman—stopped the train to show us one of

these entrances, which went down almost straight,

with good steps still remaining, into the earth.

He assured us that the other extremity which was

known, all the passage being open, was some two

or three miles distant, at a spot which he showed

us from a hill. Hearing that inscriptions were

found in these pits, and especially that the name
of Nicias had been discovered there, we were very

anxious to descend and inspect them. This was

promised to us, for the actual pits are in the hands

ol another Greek Company, who are searching for

new veins of silver. But when we arrived at the

spot, the officers of the Company were unwilling to

let us into the pits. The proper overseer was

away—intentionally, of course. There were no

proper candles ; then- wen- no means of obtaining

admission: so we were baulked in our inquiry.

But we went far enough into the mouth ofoneoi
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them to see that these pits were on a colossal scale,

well arched up, and, I suppose, had we gone far

enough, we should have found the old support

which the Athenian law was so careful.

The quantity of scoria? thrown out, which seems

now perfectly inexhaustible, is in itself sufficient

evidence of the enormous scale on which the old

mining was carried on. Thus, we do not in the

least wonder at hearing that Xicias had 1000

slaves working in the* mines, and that the profits

accruing to the state from the fines and head-rents

of the mines were very large—on a moderate esti-

mate, ^8000 a-year of our money, which meant in

those days a great deal more.

The author of the tract on * Athenian Revenue'

says that the riches of the mines were absolutely

unbounded ; that only a small part of the silver

district had been worked out, though the digging

had gone on from time immemorial ; and that after

innumerable labourers had been employed, the

mines always appeared equally rich, so that no

limit need be put on the employment of capital.

Still he speaks of opening a new shall as a most

risky speculation. His general estimate app

however, somewhat exaggerated. The writer con-

fesses that the number of labourers was in his day

diminishing, and the majority of the proprietors

were then beginners; so that there must navel

great interruption of work during the Peloj

nesian War. In the age of Philip there were loud
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complaints that the speculations in mining were

unsuccessful; and for obtaining silver, at all events,

no reasonable prospect seems to have been left. In

the first century of our era, Strabo ' says that these

once celebrated mines were exhausted, that new
mining did not pay, and thus people were smelt-

ing the poorer ore, and the scoriae, from which the

ancients had imperfectly separated the metal. This

is exactly the case now-a-days, unless we are to

credit the sudden rumour in the papers (in 1875),

that the Company now working the pits had come
upon a rich treasure of ore and of tools, left behind

at some sudden crisis in ancient days. This I con-

sider as not at all unlikely, though, of course, re-

quiring some better evidence than newspapers, to

be believed.

Our last mention ot tne place in olden times is

that of Pausanias (at the end otthe second century,

A.D.), who speaks of Laurium, with the addition,

that it had once been the seat of the Athenian

silver mines!

There is but one more point suggested by these

mines, which it is not well to pass over, when we
considering the working of them in ancient

times. Nothing is more poisonous than the smoke4

from lead mines; and for this reason, the people at

ria have built a chimney more than a mile

long to the top of a neighbouring hill, where the

1 it., p. 275 (cd. Tauchnitz).
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smoke escapes. Even so, when the wind blows

back the smoke, all the vegetation about the vil-

lage is at once blighted, and there is no greater

difficulty than to keep a garden within two or three

miles of this chimney. As the Athenians did not

take such precautions, we are not surprised to hear

from them frequent notices of the unhealthiness of

the district ; for when there were many furnaces,

and the smoke was not drawn away by high chim-

neys, we can hardly conceive life to have been

tolerable. What then must have been the condition

of the gangs of slaves which Nicias and other res-

pectable and pious Athenians kept in these mines ?

Two or three allusions give us a hideous insight

into this great social sore, which has not been laid

bare, because the wild district of Laurium, and the

deep mines under its surface, have concealed the

facts from the ordinary observer. Xicias, we are

told, let out iooo slaves to Sosias the Thracian, at

an obol a day each—the lessee being bound to

restore them to him the same /'// number.

The meaning of this frightful contract is only too

plain. The yearly rent paid for each slave was

about half the full price paid for him in the market.

It follows, that if the slave lived for three years,

as made a profit of 50 per cent, on his outlay.

No doubt, some part of this extraordinary bargain

must be explained by the great profits which an

experienced minor could make—a fact supported

by the tract on the Revenues, which cannot date
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more than a generation later than the bargain of

Xicias. The lessee, too, was under the additional

risk of the slaves escaping in time of war, when
a hostile army might make a special invasion into

the mountain district for the purpose of inflicting a

blow on this important part of Athenian revenue.

In such cases, it may be presumed that desperate

attempts were made by the slaves to escape, for

although the Athenian slaves generally were the

best treated in Greece, and had many holidays, it

very different with the gangs employed by the

Thracian taskmaster. We are told that they had

360 working days in the year. This, together with

the poison of the atmosphere, tells its tale plainly

enough.

And yet Nicias, the capitalist who worked this

hideous trade, was the most pious and God-fear-

ing man at Athens. So high was his reputation

for integrity and religion, that the people insisted

on appointing him again and again to commands
which he was wholly unfit; and when at last

ruined the great Athenian army before Sy-

racuse, and lost his own life, by his extreme de-

VOUtness, and his faith in the throats and warnings

of the gods—even then the great sceptical historian,

who cared lor none of these things, condones all

his blu ders for tin- sake of his piety and his

ibility.

Of courso, however, an excursion to Laurium,

Interesting as it might be, were absurd without
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visiting the far more famous Sunium— the pro-

montory which had already struck us so much on

our sea voyage round the point—the temple which

Byron has again hallowed with his immortal verse,

and Turner with his hardly less immortal pencil.

vSo we hired horses on our return from the mines,

and set out on a very fine afternoon to ride down

some seven or eight miles from Ergasteria to the

famous promontory. Our route led over rolling

hills, covered with arbutus and stunted firs ; along

valleys choked with deep, matted grass ; by the

side of the sea, upon the narrow ledge of broken

rocks. Nowhere was there a road, or a vestige of

human habitation, save where the telegraph wire

dipped into the sea, pointing the way to the dis-

tant Syra. It was late in the day, and the sun

was getting low, so we urged our horses to a

canter wherever the ground would permit it. But

neither the heat nor the pace could conquer the in-

defatigable esquire who attended us on foot to

show us the way, and hold the horses when we
stopped. His speed and endurance made me
think of old Phidippides and his run to Sparta;

nor, indeed, do any of the feats recorded of the

old Greeks, either in swimming or running, ap-

pear incredible when we witness the feats that

are being performed almosl day by modern

muscle ami endurance. At la^t, after a delightful

two hours' roaming through the homely solitude,

we found ourselves at the foot of the last hill, and
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over us, standing against the sky, the shining pil-

lars of the ruined temple.

There can be no doubt that the temple of Neptune
on Mount Taenarum must have been quite as fine

as to position, but the earthquakes of Laconia have

made havoc of its treasures, while at Sunium

—

though some of the drums in the shafts of the

pillars have been actually displaced several inches

from their fellows above and below, so that the

perfect fitting of the old Athenians has come to

look like the tottering work of a giant child with

marble bricks—in spite of this, thirteen pillars re-

main, 1 a piece of architrave, and a huge platform

of solid blocks ; above all, a site not desecrated

by modern habitations, where we can sit and think

of the great old days, and of the men who set up

this noble monument at the remotest corner of

their land. The Greeks told us that this temple,

that at yEgina, and the Parthenon, are placed

exactly at the angles of a great equilateral tri-

angle, with each side about twenty-five or thirty

miles long. Our maps will not verify this belief.

I he distance from Athens to Sunium appears much
longer than either of the other lines, nor do we find

in antiquity any hint that such a principle was at-

tended to, or that any peculiar virtue was attached

l>> it.

Wo found tli'- platform nearly complete, built

1 Byron, who loved this spot above all others, I think, in Greece,

speaki i still standing in qui day,
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with great square blocks of porous stone, and in

some places very high, though in others scarcely-

raised at all, according to the requirements of the

ground. Over it the temple was built, not with

the huge blocks which we see at Corinth and in the

Parthenon, but still of perfectly white marble, and

with that beautifully close fitting, without mortar,

rubble, or cement, which characterizes the best and

most perfect epoch of Greek architecture. The

stone, too, is the finest white marble, and, being

exposed to no dust on its lofty site, has alone of

all temples kept its original colour— if, indeed, it

was originally white, and not enriched with divers

colours. The earthquake, which has displaced the

stones in the middle of the pillars, has tumbled

over many large pieces, which can be seen from

above scattered all down the slope where they

have rolled. But enough still remains to see the

plan, and imagine the effect of the whole structure.

It is in the usual simple, grand, Doric style, but

lighter in proportions than the older Attic temples
;

and, being meant for distant effect, was probably

not much decorated. Its very site gives it all

the ornament any building could possibly require.

It was our good fortune to see it in a splendid

sunset, with the sea a sheet of molten gold, ami

all the headlands and islands coloured with hazy

purple. The mountains of Eubcea, with their

montory of Geraestus, dosed the view upon the

north-east; but far down into the JEgean reach -d
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island after island, as it were striving to prolong- a

highway to the holy Delos. The ancient Andros,

Tenos, Myconos were there, but the eye sought in

vain for the home of Apollo's shrine—the smallest

and yet the greatest of the group. The parallel

chain, reaching down from Sunium itself, was

confused into one mass, but exposed to view the

distant Melos. Then came a short space of open

sea, due south, which alone prevented us from

imagining ourselves on some fair and quiet in-

land lake; and then to the south-west we saw the

point of Hydra, the only spot in all Hellas whose

recent fame exceeds the report of ancient days.

The mountains of Argolis lay behind JEg'ma.
f
and

formed, with their Arcadian neighbours, a solid

background, till the eye wandered round to the

Acropolis of Corinth, hardly visible in the burn-

ing brightness of the sun's decline. And all this

splendid expanse of sea and mountain, and bay

and cliff, seemed as utterly deserted as the wild-

est western coast of Scotland or Ireland. One or

two little white sails, speeding in his boat some

lonely fisherman, made the solitude, if possible,

more speaking and more intense. There are finer

views, more extensive, and perhaps even more

varied, but none more exquisitely interesting and

more melancholy to the student of Ancient Greece.



CHAPTER VII.

EXCURSIONS IN ATTICA—PENTELICUS - MARA-
THON—DAPHNE—ELEUSIS.

This great loneliness is a feature that strikes the

traveller almost everywhere through the country.

Many centuries of insecurity, and indeed of vio-

lence, have made country life almost impossible;

and now that better times have come, the love and

knowledge of it are gone. The city Athenian no

longer grumbles, as he did in Aristophanes' day,

that an invasion has driven him in from the rude

plenty and simple luxuries of his farming life,

where with his figs and his olives, his raisins and

his heady wine, he made holiday before his gods,

and roasted his thrush and his chestnuts with his

neighbour over the fire. All this is gone. There

remains, indeed, the old political lounger, the

loafer of the market-place, ever seeking to obtain

some shabby maintenance by sycophancy or by

bullying*. This type is not hard to find in modern

Athens, but the old sturdy Aeharnian, as well as

tli<' rich h Ucmaeonid, are tl
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of the past. No part of the country of Attica can

be considered even moderately cultivated, except

a part of the Thriasian plain, and the valley of

Kephissus, reaching from near Dekelea to the

sea. This latter plain, with its fine olive-woods

reaching down across Academus to the region of

the old long walls, is fairly covered with corn and

grazing cattle, with plane trees and poplars. But

even here many of the homesteads are deserted,

and the country seats of the Athenians are often

left empty for years, whenever a band of brigands

appears in the neighbouring mountains, and

threatens the outlying houses with blackmail, if

not with bloodier violence.

Nothing can be truer than the admirable de-

scription of Northern Attica given in M. Perrot's

book on the Attic orators. He is describing

Rhamnus, the home of Antiphon, but his picture

is of broader application. 1

1 'Aujourd'hui tout ce district est presque desert; seuls, quelques

archeologucs et quelques artistes afrrontent ces gorges picrreuses ct ces

scabreux sentiers ; on prend alors ce chemin pour aller de Marathon a

Chalcis et revenir a Athenes par Decelic, entre le Penteliqueet Parnes.

Ces monuments de Rhamnunte offrcnt des traits curieux qui les rendent

interessants pour le voyn^eur erudit ; mais de plus les mines memes et

le site ont assez de beautc pour dedomma^er de leur peine ceux qui

recherchent surtout le pittoresque. Jc n'oublierai jamais les quelques

heures que j'ai passecs Ja. il y a dcja longtemps, par unc radieuse

matinee d'avril. Pendant que nous examinions ce qui rcstait des

anciens sanctuaires et de leurs defenses, notre guide BOUgeait au de-

jeuner ; il avait achcte un agneatl a Tun de ces patrea appcles Vlaquei

qui, avec leurs brcbis ct leurs clitvres cparscs dans les buisson de
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All these remarks are even more strongly exem-

plified by the beautiful country which lies between

Pentelicus and Hymettus, and which is now covered

Avith forest and brushwood. We passed through

this vale one sunny morning, on our way to visit

Marathon. There is, indeed, a road for some
miles—the road to the quarries of Pentelicus—but

a very different one from what the Athenians must

have had. It is now a mere broad track, cut by

wheels and hoofs in the sward; and wherever the

ruts become too deep, the driver turns aside, and
makes a parallel track for his own convenience.

In summer days, the dust produced by this sort of

road is something beyond description ; and the soil

being very red earth, we have an atmosphere which

accounts to some extent for the remarkable colour

of the old buildings of Athens. The way, after

turning round the steep Lycabettus, which, like

Arthur's Seat at Edinburgh, commands the town

myrtcs et de lantisques, sont a peu pres les souls habitants de ce

canton. Quand nous revinmes, l'agneau, soutcnu >ur deux fourches

fichees en terre par un jeune pin sylvestre qui servait de broche, cuisait

tout entier devant un feu clair, et la graisse coulait a grosses gonttl

lescharbons ardents. Devant notre tapis etendu a l'ombrc avuit etc

prcparee une jonchee de verts branchages Mir lesquels le succulent

roti, rapidement decoupe* par le contelas d'un berger, laissa btentdt

tombcr cotelettes et gigots.

4 Cc qui nous tit prolonger la notre haltc apres que notre appctit tut

satisfait, ce fut La vue magnifiqite dont on jouissait de la plate-forme ou

nous ctions ctablis dans un coin d ..lit la

mer, veloutee de chatoyanta retlets par le solefl, j^ar la brise, pax lei

nuages qui passaicnt au eicl. En face de nous se drc»aient let hautcs

N
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close by, passes up the right side of the undulating

plain of Attica, with the stony but variegated

et severes cotes de l'Eubee, domines par la pyramide du Dirphys. Co
tier sommet etait encore tout blanc des neiges de l'hiver ; au contraire

?

si nous nous retournons vers les gorges qui se creusaient autour de nous

dans la montagne, entre des parois de marbre rougies et comme halees

par le soldi, c' etait ie printemps de la Grece dans tout son epanouisse-

ment et son eclat. Dans le fond des ravins, la ou un peu d'eau filtrait

sous les cailloux, arbres de Judge et cytises melaient leurs brillantes

couleurs au tendre feuillage des platanes, et sur les pentes les plus

apres des milliers de genets en lleur etincelaient parmi la verdure des

genevriers, des chenes et des oliviers francs.

'Dans l'antiquite, toute cette portion du territoire athenien, qui faisait

jiartie.de ce que Ton appelait la Diakria ou le " haut pays," sans avoir

de gros villages ni unc population aussi dense que celle des plaines

d'Athcnes ou d'Elcusis, devait pourtant presenter un aspect assez

different de celui qu'elle offre aujourd'hui; je me la rcpresente assez

semblable a ce que sont maintenant certains districts montueux de la

Grece moderne oil le desir d'eviter le contact des Turcs avait rejete et

cantonne les Hellenes : il en etait ainsi du Magne, de la Tzaconie, des

environs de Karytena en Arcadie. Partout la, une industrieuse perse-

verance a mis a profit tout ce que pouvaient offrir de ressources le sol et

le climat. Sur des pentes abruptes et presque verticales, de petits

murs en pieties seches s'efforcent de retenir une mince couche de terre

vegetale ; malgre ces precautions, les grandes pluies de l'hiver et les

le l'ele en emportent une partie jusqu'au fond de la vallee, sans

jamais sc lasser, hommes, femmes, enfants, travaillent sans rclache a

reparer ces deg&s. Que de fois, admirant la patience de ces sobres e1

tenaces monlagnaids, je les ai suivis des yeux pendant qu'ils allaienl

li Dtement, le dos courbg sous lenrs hottes pleines, gravissant des

loxmem on d'tooita escaliers taillcs a memc la roche qui

leur renvoyait I irdeurs du soleil ! Au bout de quelques

annees, il n .\-i\xc one parcelle du terrain dans chacun de ces

petits champs qui n'ait fait j)lusieurs fois le voyage, qui n'ait glisse*

jus<|u'au bord du torrent pOUI etre ensuite rauienee pelletce par pelle-

ax une des texxassefl saperieiires. Ces sacrifices sont recompenses.

ng dn miMean, U oa les cotes s'ecartent et laissent entre elles on
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slopes of Hymettus upon the right, and Pentelicus

almost straight ahead. As soon as the suburbs are

peu d'espacc, l'eau, soigneusement menagee, mesuree par heures et par

minutes a chaque proprietaire, court bruyante et claire dans les rigoles
;

• He arrose des vergers ou croissent, suivant les lieux, soit l'oranger, le

citronnier et la grenadier, soit les arbres de nos climats tempo

pecher, le pommier et le poirier ; a leur ombre grossissent la fi

l'enorme courge. Plus haut, sur les versants les moins roidcs et les

moins pierreux, la ou la legere charrue inventee par TriptoK

uouve assez de place pour tracer le sillon, l'orge et le seigle verdissent

u printcmps, et, dans les bonnes annees, profitent pour murir des

tardifs soleils d'automne. Ce qui d'ailleurs reussit le mieux dans ces

montagnes, ce qui paye vraiment les habitants de leurs peines, c'est

i Olivier, dont les puissantcs racines etreignent le roc et scmblent faire

corps avec lui ; c'est la vigne, qui, d'etage en etage, grimpe presqiu

jusqu'aux sommets. A l'un et a l'autre, pour dormer une huile et un

vin qui seraient les plus savoureux du mondc, s'ils ctaient micu\

prepares, il suffit debeaucoup de soleil, d'un peu de terre et de quelques

- de hoyau qui viennent a propos ameublir le sol et le dcgager des

plantes parasites.

' C'est ainsi que dans l'Attique, au temps de sa prosperitc, memc les

cantons aujourd'hui les plus deserts et les plus steriles devaicnt Ctre

habites et cultives. Sur beaucoup de ces croupes ou le roc affleure

j)resque partout, oil verdit a peine, aux premiers jours du printemp-.

une hcrbe courte, diapree d'ancmones ct de cistes, qui jaunira d

mois de mai, il y avait jadis une couchc plus qui—c de tcrre vc -etale.

Dans les ravins, la ou j'ai perdu plus d'une fois mon chemin en pour-

suivant la perdrix rouge ou la becasse £ liavcu desmaquis toufTus, on a,

nt bien des siecles, fait la vendangeet la cnefllette des

ce dont temoignent, sur les pentes les mieux exposees aux rayons

du midi ou du couchant, des restes de murs et de terrassements que Ton

distingue encore dans l'epaisseUT du fourrc. Dans fefl

i ultureetait a pen pies impossible, des bois depms,anjoard'hnJ presqne

entitlement dctruits, empftchaient la montagne de Be dennder; dans K-
( l.iirieres et cntrc les rOCS mimes pouSS.dent la sauge, la campanule et le

thym, tontes ces plantes aromatiqnes, tons ces vigonieni aibottei

M plait i tondie la dent des moutons et des che\ I

X 2
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passed we meet but one or two country seats, sur-

rounded with dark cypress and pepper trees ; but

outside the sombre green is a tall, dazzling, white

wall, which gives a peculiarly Oriental character to

the landscape. There is cultivation visible when

you look to the westward, where the village of Ke-

phissia lies, among the groves which accompany

the Kephissus on its course ; but up towards Pen-

telicus, along the track which must once have been

crowded with carts, and heavy teams, and shouting-

drivers, when all the blocks of the Parthenon were

being hurried from their quarry to adorn the Acro-

polis—along this famous track there is hardly a

sign of culture. Occasionally, a rough stubble field

showed that a little corn had been cut—an occa-

sional station, with a couple of soldiers, shows why

more has not been sown. The fear of brigands has

paralysed industry, and even driven out the scanty

rural population.

It strikes me, when speaking of this road, that

the Greek roads cannot have been at all so well

constructed as the Roman, many of which are still

to be seen in England. Though I went upon the

track of many of them, I but once noticed the ves-

tige of an old Greek road. There are here and there

wretched remains of Turkish roads—rough angular

stones laid down across the hills, in a close irregular

pavement ; but ofthe great builders of the Parthenon

and of Phyle, of Eleutherai and of Eleusis, hardly a

patch of road-work has, so far as J know, remained.
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There is, indeed, one exception in this very

neighbourhood, to which we may now naturally

turn. The traveller who has wondered at the

huge blocks of the Propylaea and the Parthenon,

and who has noticed the exquisite quality of the

stone, and the perfect smoothness which it has

preserved to the present day, will naturally desire

to visit the quarry on Pentelicus from which it was

brought. The marble of Paros is probably the only

stone found superior to it for the purposes of sculp-

ture. It is, however, harder, and of larger grain,

so that it must have been more difficult to work.

Experts can tell the difference between the two

marbles, but I confess that, though M. Rousopou-

los endeavoured to teach it to me from specimens

in the Acropolis Museum, I was unable to attain

a clear knowledge of the distinction. The large

blocks of Pentelican marble, however beautiful and

fine in grain, seem not unfrequently to have con-

tained flaws, and possibly the ascertaining of this

defect may of old have been one of the most diffi-

cult duties of the architect. It is supposed to have

been done by sounding the block with a hammer,
a process which the Greeks would call kv&jvIZuv.

There are at present, close to the east front of the

Parthenon, several of these rejected blocks, and the

lapse of ages has brought out the flaw visibly,

because damp lias had time to penetrate the stone,

and stain its pure whiteness with a dark seam.

But when it came fresh from its native bod,
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and was all pure white, I presume the difnculty

must have been considerable. Possibly these

blocks on the Parthenon were injured in their

transit, and left the quarries in sound condition.

For in going up the steep road to these quarries,

in more than one place a similar great block will

be found tumbled aside, and left lying at the very

spot where we may suppose some accident to have

happened to crack it. This road, which in its high-

est parts has never been altered, is a steep descent,

rudely paved with transverse courses of stone,

like steps in pattern, and may have had wooden
slides laid over it, to bring down the product of

the quarries to the valley. It is well worth while

going up for a night to the fine monastery not far

off, where there is ample shade from waving trees

and plenty of falling water, in the midst of steep

>lopes wooded with the fir—a cool and quiet re-

treat in the fierce summer heat. 1 From this place

to the quarries is less than an hour's walk. The
moderns still draw stone from them, but far below

the spots chosen by the ancients; and of course,,

the remains of the old industry are on an infinitely

grander scale.

It is a laborious climb up a road covered with

^mall fragments of stone. But at last, beneath a

great face of marble all chipped with the work of an-

1 iroWal 5' afj.lv isrrtpOc Kara Kparhs hovtovro

alytipoi TTT(\tai re' Tu S' iyyvOtv Upbu vSutp

NvfJ.rfiUl> 4£ 6.VTpUU> KCLTtlfi6fXtV01' Ktkdpvfc

- I ,1 M ::. VII., I35.
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cient hands, there is a large cool cavern, with water

dripping from the roof into ice-cold pools below,

and beside it a quaint grotto chapel, with its light

still burning, and stone seats around, where th«-

traveller may rest. This place seems to have been

the main source of the old Athenian buildings.

The high face of the rock above it is chipped,

as I have said, with small and delicate cut-

ting, and hangs over, as if they had removed it

beneath, in order to bring down the higher pieces

more easily. Of course, they could not, and pro-

bably if they could, would not, have blasted the

stone; and, so far as I know, we are not informed

by what process they managed to loosen and bring

down the great blocks from their sites. The surface

of the rock testifies to the use of some small and

delicate chisel. But whatever the process, they

must have had machinery of wThich we have lost all

record, for no amount of manual work could possibly

have accomplished what they did in a few years, and

accomplished it with a delicacy which shows com-

plete control of their materials. The beautifully

fitted walls of the chamber inside the left wing of

the Propylaea preserve an interesting piece of detail

<>n the face of each square block, which is perfectly

fitted to its fellows; there still remains a rough knob
jutting out from the centre, evidently the handle

used for lifting the stone, and usually removed

when all the building was completely finished. The
expenses ol war and the dolours of a lor
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caused the Propylaea to remain unfinished, and so

this piece of construction has survived.

The view from the top of Pentelicus is, of course,

very striking, and those who have no time or in-

clination to spend a day at Marathon itself are

usually content with a very fine view of the bay,

and the opposite mountains of Eubcea, which can

thence be had. But it is indeed a pity, now that

the country is generally quite safe, that after so

long a journey as that from England to Athens,

people should turn back without completing the

additional twenty miles which brings them to the

site of the great battle itself.

As we leave the track which leads up to the mon-
astery above mentioned, the country becomes gra-

dually covered with shrubs, and then with stunted

trees—generally old fir-trees, all hacked and carved

and wounded for the sake of their resin, which is

so painfully obtrusive in Greek wine. But in one

place there is, by way of change, a picturesque

bridge over a rapid rocky-bedded river, which is

completely hidden with rich flowering oleanders,

and in which we found sundry Attic women, of the

poorer class, washing their clothes. The woods in

this place were wonderfully rich and scented, and

the sound of the turtle doves was heard in the land.

ently we came upon a thickly-wooded corner,

which was pointed out to us as the spot where our

unfortunate countrymen were captured in 1870, and

curried up the slopes of Pentelicus, to be sacrificed
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to the blundering 'of the English Minister or the

Greek Ministry—I could not decide which—and

more certainly to their own chivalry; for while all

the captured Greeks escaped during the pursuit,

our English gentlemen would not break their pa-

role. These men are now held by the better Greeks

to be martyrs for the good of Greece ; for the out-

rage first forced the Government to take really

vigorous measures for the safety of the country.

The whole band were gradually captured and exe-

cuted, till at last Takos, their chief, was caught in

Peloponnesus, three or four years ago, and hanged

at Athens. So it came that we found the country ap-

parently as safe as Ireland, and we required neither

escort, nor arms, nor any precautions whatever.

We had, indeed, a missive from the Greek Prime

Minister, which we presented to the Chief Police

Officer of each town—a gentleman in the usual

.scarlet cap and white petticoats, but carrying a

great dog-whip as the sign of his office. This

custom, strange to say, dates from the days of

Aristophanes. But the Prime Minister warned us

tli at, though things were now safe, there was no

permanent security. Any revolution in the neigh-

bourhood such, for example, as that in Her/

vina, which at that time had not yet broken out ,

Likely, he said, to send over the Turkish frontier

a number of outlaws or other fugitives, who would

support themselves by Levying blackmail on the

lantry, and then on travellers. I venture,
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therefore, to suspect that the northern parts of

Greece may any day become unsafe. We were
assured that the Morea, which does not afford an
easy escape into Turkey, has been for years per-

fectly secure, and we found it so in our subsequent

journeys. So, then, any traveller desirous of seeing

the Peloponnesus only—Sparta, Olympia, Man-
tinea, Argos, Corinth— may count on doing so

with safety. Not so the visitor to Thermopylae,

Delphi, Thebes, Marathon. 1 The Professors of the

University with whom I talked were, indeed, of a

more sanguine opinion. They did not anticipate

any recurrence of the danger: they considered

Greece one of the safest and quietest of countries.

Moreover, in one point they all seemed agreed. It

was perfectly certain that the presence of bandits

would be at once known at Athens. Why this was
so, I was not informed, nor whether travellers would
be at once informed also. In no case therefore

should I advise any friend to visit Greece without

proper introductions to our amiable and discreet

Minister, on whose advice, and on whose advice

alone, one should implicitly rely.

So much for the safety of travelling in Greece,

which is naturally suggested by the melancholy

fate of Mr. Vyner and his friends. But one point

more. It is both idle and foolish to imagine that

1 Surely this U B strong argument for removing the frontier of

Greece from Thermopylae, from within reach, I may say, of Attica, to

the vale o( n some remoter northern limit.
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revolvers and daggers are the best protection

against Greek bandits, should they re-appear.

They never attack where they are visible. The
first notice given to the traveller is the sight of

twenty or thirty muzzles pointed at him from the

covert, with a summons to surrender. Except,

therefore, the party be too numerous to be so sur-

rounded and visiy so that some could fight, even

were others shot—except in such a case, arms are

only an additional prize, and a tempting one, for

the clephts. It is, indeed, very seldom that the

carrying of arms is to be recommended to any tra-

veller in any land.

As we ascended the long saddle of country which

lies between Pentelicus and Hymettus, we came
upon a fine olive-wood, with the same enormous

stems which had already excited our wonder in the

groves of Academe. Indeed, some of the stems in

this wood were the largest we had seen, and made
us think that they may have been there since the

days when the olive oil of Attica was one of its

most famous products, and its export was even for-

bidden. Even then there were ancient stumps

—

fuopfat, as they were called—which were sacred, and

which no man who rented or bought the land might

remove; a restriction which seems hard to us, but

was not so in Greece, where corn grows freely in

the shade of trees, and is even habitually planted

in orchards. But at all events, these old, gnarled,

hollowed stumps, with their tufts of branch*
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ing from the pollared trunk, are a really classical

feature in the country, and deserve, therefore, a

passing notice.

When we had got well between the mountains, a

new scene unfolded itself. We began to see the

famous old Euripus, with the mountains of Eubcea
over against us; and down to the south, behind

i [ymettus, till we reach the extremity of Sunium,
stretched a long tract of mountainous and barren

country which never played a prominent part in

history, but where a conical hill was pointed out

to us as the site of the old deme Brauron. It is,

indeed, surprising how little of Attica was ever

celebrated. Close by the most famous city of the

world are reaches of country which are as obscure

to us as the wilds of Arcadia ; and we may suspect

that the shepherds who inhabited the <t>i\\ia, or

rocky pastures in the Attic hills, were not much
superior to those whom we now meet herding their

goats in the same region.

The plain of Marathon, as everybody knows, is

a long crescent-shaped strip of land by the shore,

surrounded by an amphitheatre of hills, which may
be crossed conveniently in three places, but most

easily towards the south-west, along the road

which we travelled, and which leads directly to

Athens. When the Athenians marched through

this broad and easy passage, they found that the

ians had landed at the northern extremity of

the plain—I suppose, because the water was there
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sufficiently deep to let them land conveniently.

Most of the shore, as you proceed southwards, is

lined on the seaboard by swamps. The Greek

army must have marched northwards, along the

spurs of Pentelicus, and taken up their position

near the north of the plain. There was evidently

much danger that the Persians should force a

passage through the village of Marathon, further

towards the north-west. Had they done this,

they might have rounded Pentelicus, and de-

scended the main plain of Attica, from the valley

below Dekelea. Perhaps, however, this pass was
then guarded by an outlying fort, or by some de-

fences at Marathon itself. The site of the battle

is absolutely fixed by the great mound, upon

which was placed a lion, which has been carried

off, no one knows when or whither. This mound
is exactly an English mile from the steep slope of

one of the hills, and about half a mile from the sea

at present ; nor was there, when I saw it, any diffi-

culty in walking right to the shore, though a river

flows out there, which shows, by its sedgy banks

and lofty reeds, a tendency to create a marshy tract

in rainy weather. But the mound is so placed

that, if it marks the centre of the battle, the Athe-

nians must have faced nearly north ; and, if they

faced the sea eastward, as is commonly stated, this

mound must mark the scene of the conflict on their

left wing. The mound is very large—I suppose thirty

feet high—altogether of earth, so far as we could
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see, and bears traces of having been frequently

ransacked in search of antiquities.

Like almost every view in Greece, the prospect

from this mound is full of beauty and variety—
everywhere broken outlines, everywhere patches

of blue sea, everywhere silence and solitude.

Byron is so much out of fashion now, and so

much more talked about than read—though even

that notice of him is fast disappearing— that I

will venture to remind the reader of the splendid

things he has said of Greece, and especially of

this very plain of Marathon. He was carried

away by his enthusiasm to fancy a great future

possible for the country, and to believe that its

desolation and the low condition of the inhabit-

ants were simply the result of Turkish tyranny,

and not of many natural causes, conspiring for

twenty centuries. He paints the Greek brigand

or pirate as many others have painted the * noble

savage,' with the omission of all his meaner vices.

But, in spite of all these faults, who is there who
has felt as he the affecting aspects of this beauti-

ful land—the tomb of ancient glory—the home of

ancient wisdom—the mother of science, of art, of

philosophy, of politics—the champion of liberty

—

the envy of the Persian and the Roman— the

teacher, even still, of modern Europe ? It is

surely a great loss to our generation, and a bad

sign of its culture, that the love of more modern

poets lias weaned them from the study of one not
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less great in most respects, but far greater in one

at least—in that burning enthusiasm for a national

cause, in that red-hot passion for liberty which,

even when misapplied, or wasted upon unworthy

objects, is ever one of the noblest and most stir-

ring instincts of higher man.

But Byron may well be excused his raving about

the liberty of the Greeks, for truly their old conflict

at Marathon, where a few thousand ill-disciplined

men repulsed a larger number of still worse dis-

ciplined Orientals, without any recondite tactics—
perhaps even without any very extraordinary hero-

ism—how is it that this conflict has maintained a

celebrity which has not been equalled by any of

the great battles of the world, from that day down

to our own r The courage of the Greeks, as I

have elsewhere shown, 1 was not of the first order.

Herodotus praises the Athenians in this very

battle for being the first Greeks that dared to

look the Persians in the face. Their generals all

through history seem never to feel sure of victory,

and always endeavour to harangue their soldiers

into a fury. Instead of advising coolness, they

specially incite to rage— op-yy irpooyifStyiev, says

one of them in Thucydides—as if any man not in

this state would be sure to estimate the danger

fully, and run away. It is, indeed, true that the

ancient battles were hand to hand, and therefore

1 Social life .•'•' Gtwtct, p. -3.
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parallel to our charges of bayonets, which are said

to be very seldom carried out by two opposing

lines, as one of them almost always gives way
before the actual collision takes place. This must

often have occurred in Greek battles, for, in one

fought at Amphipolis, Brasidas lost seven men,

at a battle at Corinth, mentioned by Xenophon

—

an important battle, too— the slain amounted to

eight ;
! and these battles were fought before the

days when whole armies were composed of mer-

cenaries, who spared one another, as Ordericus

Vitalis says, 'for the love of God, and out of good

feeling for the fraternity of arms.' So, then, the

loss of 192 Athenians, including some distin-

guished men, was rather a severe one. As to the

loss of the Persians, I so totally disbelieve the

Greek accounts of such things, that it is better to

pass it by in silence.

Perhaps most readers will be astonished to hear

of the Athenian army as undisciplined, and of the

science of war as undeveloped, in those times. Yet

I firmly believe this was so. The accounts of battles

by almost all the historians are so utterly vague,

and so childishly conventional, that it is evident

these gentlemen were not only quite ignorant of

1 Xen. Hell., iv., 3, \ 1. To cite a parallel in modern history: a

writer in the Pall Mall (iazette (July 12, 1876) says: ' I witnessed a

battle during the War of Greek Independence. It lasted three days
;

the quantity of ammunition expended was enormous, and the result was

one man wounded !'
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the science of war, but could not easily find anyone

to explain it to them. We know that the Spartans

—the most admired of all Greek warriors—were

chiefly so admired because they devised the system

of subordinating officers to one another within the

same detachment, like our gradation from colonel

to corporal. Orders were passed down from officer

to officer, instead of being bawled out by a herald

to a whole army. But this superiority of the Spar-

tans, who were really disciplined, and went into

battle coolly, like brave men, certainly did not

extend to strategy, but was merely a question of

better drill. As soon as any real strategist met

them, they were helpless. Thus Iphicrates, when
he devised Wellington's plan of meeting their

attacking column in line, and using missiles, suc-

ceeded against them, even without fire-arms : thus

Epaminondas, when he devised Napoleon's plan of

massing troops on a single point, while keeping

his enemy's line occupied, defeated them without

any considerable struggle. As for that general's

great battle of Mantinea, which seems really to

have been introduced by some complicated stra-

tegical movements, it is a mere hopeless jumble

in our historians. But both generals were in the

distant future when the battle of Marathon was

being fought.

Vet what signifies all this criticism : In spit'

all scepticism, in spite of all contempt, tin

of Marathon, whether badly or well fought, and

o
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the troops at .Marathon, whether well or ill trained,

will ever be more famous than any other battle or

army, however important or gigantic its dimen-

sions. Even in this very war, the battles of Sala-

mis and Plataea were vastly more important and

more hotly contested. The losses were greater,

the results were more enduring, yet thousands

have heard of Marathon to whom the other names

are unknown. So much for literary ability—so much

for the power of talking well about one's deeds.

Marathon was fought by Athenians; the Athenians

eclipsed the other Greeks as far as the other Greeks

eclipsed the rest of the world, in literary power.

This battle became the literary property of the

city, hymned by poet, cited by orator, told by aged

nurse, lisped by stammering infant ; and so it has

taken its position, above all criticism, as one of the

great decisive battles which assured the liberty of

the West against Oriental despotism.

The plain in the present day is quite bare of

trees, and, as Colonel Leake observed, appears to

have been so at the time of the battle, from the

vague account of its evolutions. There is a little

corn and a few other crops about the great tumu-

lus; and along the seashore, whither we went to

bathe, there was a large herd of cows and oxen

—

a sight not very usual in Greece. When we rushed

into the shallow blue water, striving to reach

swimming depth, we could not but think of the

ne when Kynaegirus and his companions rushed
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in armed to stop the embarkation of the Persians.

On the shore, then teeming with ships of war, with

transports, with fighting and flying men, there was

now no sign of life, but ourselves in the water, and

the lazy cattle and their silent herdsman looking

upon us in wonder ; for, though very hot, it was only

May, and the modern Greek never thinks it safe to

bathe till at least the end of June—in this like his

Italian neighbour. There was not a single ship or

boat in the straits ; there was no sign of life or

of population on the coast of Eubcea. There was
everywhere that solitude which so much struck

Byron, as it strikes every traveller in Modern
Greece. There was not even the child or beggar,

with coins and pieces of pottery, who is so trouble-

some about Italian ruins, and who has even lately

appeared at the Parthenon, the theatre of Argos,

and a few other places in Greece. We asked the

herdsman for remnants of arms or pieces of money

:

he had seen such things picked up, but knew no-

thing of their value. Lord Byron tells us he was
offered the purchase of the whole plain (six miles

by two) for about ^900. It would have been a fine

illation for an antiquarian : but I am surprised,

%s he was, rather at the greatness than at the small-

ness of the price. The Greek government would pro-

bably now give the fee-simple to anyone who would

pay the ordinary taxes on property, which were not,

1 was told, very heavy. But still the jealousy of the

nation would not tolerate a foreign speculator.
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I have already spoken (p. 146) of the position of

the pass of Daphne, and how it leads the traveller

over the ridge which separates the plain of the

Kephissus from the Thriasian plain. I have also

spoken at length of the country about the Ke-

phissus, with its olive woods and its nightingales.

When we go through the pass of Daphne—a gentle

and easy ascent on both sides—a perfectly new

view opens before us. "We see under us the Thria-

sian plain, well covered with ripening corn and

other crops ; we see at the far side of the crescent-

shaped bay the remains of Eleusis. Behind it

and all round to the right up to where we stand,

is an amphitheatre of hills—the spurs of Mount

Parnes, which from Phyle reach due south down to

where we stand, and due west to the inland of

the Thriasian plain, till they meet and are con-

founded with the slopes of Cithaeron, which extend

for miles away behind Eleusis. On the sea-side,

to our left, lies the island of Salamis, so near the

coast that the sea seems a calm inland lake, lying

tortuously between the hills.

Many points of Greek history become plain to

us by this view. We see how true was the epithet

' rocky Salamis,' for the island, though it looks very

insignificant on our maps, contains lofty moun-

tains, with very bare and rocky sides. The student

of Greek geography in maps should note this fea-

ture. Thus, Ithaca on the map does not suggest the

real Ithaca, which from most points looks like a
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high and steep mountain standing out of the sea.

We begin to see how the island was equally con-

venient (as the Irish say) to both Megara and

Attica, if we consider that Eleusis was strictly a

part of Attica. The harbour of the Peiraeus, for

example, would be quite useless if an enemy were

watching it from Salamis. But we also come

to see the sense of the old legend, that Eleusis

had originally a separate king or government

from that of Athens, and that the two cities once

carried on war against each other. The towns are

but a few miles apart; but their respective plains

are so distinctly and completely separated by the

pass of Daphne, that not one acre of the territory

of Eleusis can be seen from Athens, nor of Athens

from Eleusis. So also, lastly, we come to feel how
natural is the remark of Thucydides, that the

population of Athens, when the Lacedaemonians

invaded Attica, and came no farther than the

Thriasian plain, did not feel the terrors of a hostile

invasion, as the enemy was not in sight; but when
he crossed the pass, and began to ravage Acharna?,

and the vale of Kephissus, then indeed, though

Eleusis. was just as near, and just as much their

own, they felt the horrors of the invasion, and were

for the first time deeply dejected. This is a good

example of that combined farness and neam
which is so characteristic about most neighbouring

cities in Greece.

The wretched modern village o( Eleusis is pic-
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turesquely situated near the sea, on the old site,

and there are still to be seen the ruins, not only of

the famous temple of Demeter, but also of the

Propyla?a, built apparently in imitation of that of

Mnesicles on the Acropolis at Athens, though the

site of both temple and Propylsea are at Eleusis

low, and in no way striking.

These celebrated ruins are wretchedly defaced.

Not a column or a wall is now standing, and we
can see nothing but vast fragments of pillars and

capitals, and a great pavement, all of white marble,

along which the ancient wheel-tracks are distinctly

visible. There are also under-ground vaults of

small dimensions, which, the people tell you, were

intended for the Mysteries. We that know what

vast crowds attended there will not give credence

to this ignorant guess ; and indeed we learn from

distinct evidence that the great ceremony took

place in a large building specially constructed for

the purpose. The necessary darkness was obtained

by performing the more solemn rites at night ; not

by going down beneath the surface of the earth.

It is, of course, the celebrated Mysteries—the

Greater Eleusinia, as they were called—which give

to the now wretched village of Eleusis, with its

hopeless ruins, so deep an interest. This wonder-

ful feast, handed down from the remotest antiquity,

maintained its august splendour all through the

greater ages of Greek history, down to the times

of decay and trifling— when everything else in
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the country had become mean and contemptible.

Even Cicero, who was of the initiated himself, a

man of wide culture, and of a sceptical turn of

mind —even Cicero speaks of it as the great product

of the culture of Athens. ' Much that is excellent

and divine,' says he, 1
' does Athens seem to me to

have produced and added to our life, but nothing

better than those Mysteries, by which we are

formed and moulded from a rude and savage life

to humanity ; and indeed in the Mysteries we per-

ceive the real principles of life, and learn not onlv

to live happily, but to die with a fairer hope/

These are the words of a man writing, as I have

said, in the days of the ruin and prostration of

Greece. Can we then wonder at the enthusiaslic

language of the Homeric Hymn,- of Pindar/ of

Sophocles 4

, of Aristophanes, 5 of Plato, 6 of Iso-

crates, 7 of Chrysippus s
r Every manner of writer

—

religious poet, worldly poet, sceptical philosopher,

orator—all are of one mind about this, far the

greatest of all the religious festivals of Greece.

To what did it owe this transcendent character \

It was not because it worshipped exceptional gods,

for the worship of Demeter and Cora was an old

iind widely diffused cult all over Greece ; and there

were other Eleusinia in various places. It was not

because the ceremony consisted o( mysteries,

'. v. 480. 5 A'an. 455. . -. \.

1 Thn • PI t-rfj.

1

- in
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hidden acts and words, which it was impious to

reveal, and which the initiated alone might know.

For the habit of secret worship was practised in

every state, where special clans were charged with

the care of special secret services, which no man
else might know. Nay, even within the ordinary-

homes of the Greeks there were these Mysteries.

Neither was it because of the splendour of the

temple and its appointments, which never equalled

the Panathensea at the Parthenon, or the riches of

Delphi, or Olympia. There is only one reasonable

cause, and it is that which all our serious author-

ities agree upon. The doctrine taught in the

Mysteries was a faith which revealed hopeful things

about the world to come; and which—not so much
as a condition, but as a consequence, of this clearer

light, this higher faith—made them better citizens

and better men. This faith was taught them in

the Mysteries through symbols, 1 through prayer

and fasting, through wild rejoicings ; but, as Aris-

totle expressly tells us, it was reached not by

intellectual persuasion, but by a change into a

moral state—in fact, by being spiritually

. ed.

Mere, then, we have the strangest and most

striking analogy to oar religion in the Greek my-

1 There seems no doubt that some of these symbols, derived from

old nature-worship, were very }^ross, and quite inconsistent with

•:i notions of religion. Jiut even these wen features hallowed

the spirit of the celebrants, whose reverence blinded

their eyes, while lifting up their heart-,.
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thology; for here we have a higher faith publicly

taught—any man might present himself to be ini-

tiated—and taught, not in opposition to the popular

creed, but merely by deepening it, and showing to

the ordinary worldling its spiritual power. The
belief in the Goddess Demeter and her daughter,

the queen of the nether world, was, as I have said,

common all over Greece ; but even as now-a-days

we are told that there may be two kinds of belief

of the same truths—one of the head and another

of the heart—just as the most excellent man of the

world, who believes all the creeds of the Church, is

called an unbeliever, in the higher sense, by our

Evangelical Christians : so the ordinary Greek,

though he prayed and offered at the Temple of

Demeter, was held by the initiated at the Mysteries

to be wallowing in the mire of ignorance, and

stumbling in the night of gloom—he was held to

live without real light, and to die without hope,

in wretched despair. 1

1 In the fragments of Plutarch, de anima
i
there are some very striking

ges on this subject. ' Alter this,' he says, evidently describing

part of the ceremony, ' there came a ^reat light, there were shown

pure places and meadows, with dances, and all that was splendid

and holy to see and hoar, in which he who is now perfected by initi-

ation, and has obtained freedom and remission, joins in the devotions,

with his head crowned, in company with holy and pure men, and

beholds from thence the unclean uninitiated crowd of the living in deep

mire and mist, trodden down and crowded by each other, but in fear

of death, adhering to their ills through want of faith in the .

!. Since from these \ mi may clearly see that the connex:

the -will with the body tfl a coercion against nature.'
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The very fact that it was not lawful to divulge

the Mystery has prevented the many writers who
knew it from giving us any description by which

we might gain a clear idea of this wonderful rite.

We have hints of various sacred vessels, of va-

rious priests known by special technical names ; of

dramatic representations of the rape of Cora, and

of the grief of her mother ; of her complaints before

Zeus, and the final reconciliation. We hear of

scenes of darkness and fear, in which the hopeless

state of the unbelievers was portrayed ; of light

and glory, to which the convert attained, when at

last his eyes were opened to the knowledge of good
and evil.

But all these things are fragmentary glimpses,

as are also the doctrines hinted of the Unity of

God, and of atonement by sacrifice. There remains

nothing clear and certain, but the unanimous

verdict as to the greatness, the majesty, and

the awe of the services, and as to the great spiri-

tual knowledge and comfort which they conveyed.

The consciousness of guilt was not, indeed, first

taught by them, but was felt generally, and felt

very keenly by the Greek mind. These Mysteries

were its Gospel of reconciliation with the offended

gods.



CHAPTER VIII.

FROM ATHENS TO THEBES—THE PASSES OF MOUNT
CITHiERON, ELEUTHER^E, PLAT^EA.

No ordinary student, looking at the map of Attica

and Bceotia, can realize the profound and complete

separation between these two countries. Except at

the very northern extremity, where the fortified town

of Oropus guarded an easy boundary, all the fron-

tier consists, not merely of steep mountains, but of

parallel and intersecting ridges and gorges, which

contain indeed a few Alpine valleys, such as that

of CEnoe, but which are, as a rule, wild and barren,

easily defensible by a few against many, and totally

unfit for the site of any considerable town, or any

advanced culture. As I before stated, the traveller

can pass through by Dekelea, or he can pass most

directly by Phyle, the fort which Thrasybulus

seized, when he desired to reconquer Athens with

his democratic exiles. The historians usually tell

us 'that he seized andfortified Phyle;
1

a statement

which the present remains seem to render very

doubtful, indeed. It is quite impossible that the

great hill-fort of the very finest Attic building,
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which is still remaining, and admired by all, could

have been 'knocked up' by Thrasybulus and his

exiles. The careful construction and the enormous
extent of the building compel us to suppose it the

work of a rich state, and of a deliberate plan of

fortification. It seems very unlikely, for these

reasons, that it was built after the days of Thrasy-

bulus, or that so important a point of attack should

have been left unguarded in the greater days of

Athens. I am therefore convinced that the fort,

being built long before, and being, in fact, one of

the well-known fortified demes through Attica, had
been to some extent dismantled, or allowed to fall

into decay, at the end of the Peloponnesian War,
but that its solid structure made it a matter of very

little labour for the exiles to render it very strong

and easily defensible.

This is one of the numerous instances in which
a single glance at the locality sets right an his-

torical statement that has eluded suspicion for

ages. The fort of Phyle, like that of Eleutherae,

of which 1 shall speak, and like those of Messene
and of Orchomenus, is built of square blocks of

stone, carefully cut, and laid together without a

particle of rubble or cement, but so well fitted as

to be able to resist the wear of ages better than

almost any other building. I was informed by

M. Emile Burnouf, that in the case of a fort at Me-
gara, which I did not see, there are even polygonal

blocks, of which the irregular and varying angles
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are fitted with such precision that it is difficult, as

in the case of the Parthenon, to detect the joinings

of the stones. The blocks are by no means so-

colossal in these buildings as in the great ruins

about Mycenae; but the fitting is closer, and the

sites on which we find them very lofty, and with

precipitous ascents. This style of building is

specially mentioned by Thucydides (1. 93) as being

employed in the building of the walls of the Pei-

raeus in the days of Themistocles, apparently in

contrast to the rude and hurried construction of

the city walls. But he speaks of the great stones

being not only cut square, but fastened with

clamps of iron soldered with lead. I am not aware

that any traces of this are found in the remaining

hill-forts. The walls of the Peiraeus have, unfortu-

nately, long since almost totally disappeared.

We did not pass into Bceotia by the way of

Phyle, preferring to take the longer route through

Eleusis. But no sooner had we left Eleusis than

we began to ascend into the rough country, which

is the preface to the wild mountain passes of

Kithaeron. It is, indeed, very difficult to rind where

one range of mountains begins and another ends,

anywhere throughout Greece. There is general lv

one high peak, which marks a whole chain ov

system of mountains, and after which the system is

called; but all closer specification seems lost, on

account of the immense number of ridges and

points which crowd upon the view in all directions.
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Thus the chain of Parnes, after throwing out a

spur towards the south, which divides the Athenian

and the Thriasian plains, sweeps round the latter in

a sort of amphitheatre, and joins the system of Cith-

asron (Kithaeron), which extends almost parallel

with Parnes. A simple look at a map tells these

things better than any description. The only thing

which must be specially enforced is, that all the

region where a plain is not expressly named is

made up of broken mountain ridges and rocky

defiles, so that it may fairly be called an Alpine

country. A fellow-traveller, who had just been in

Norway, was perpetually struck with its resem-

blance to the Norwegian highlands. These things

bring home to us the separation of the old Greek

territories in a way which is hardly insisted upon

in our histories.

I will only mention one other fact which points

in the same direction. We have a river Kephissus

in the plain of Athens. As soon as we cross the

pass of Daphne we have another Kephissus in the

J hria^ian plain. Within a day's journey, or nearly

so, we have another Kephissus, losing itself in the

lake Copais, not far from Orchomenus. This repe-

tition of the same name shows how little inter-

course people have in the country, how little they

travel, and how there is no danger of confusini;

these identical names. Such a fact, trifling as it is,

illustrates very powerfully the isolation which the

k mountains produce.
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There is a good road from Athens to Thebes—

a

very unusual thing in Greece—and we were able to

drive with four horses, after a fashion which would

have seemed very splendid in old days. But,

strange to say, the old Greek fashion of driving

four horses abreast, two being yoked to the pole,

and two outriggers, or napaaupoi, as they were

called, has disappeared from Greece, whereas it

still survives in southern Italy. On the other

hand, the Greeks are more daring drivers than the

Italians, being indeed braver in all respects, and,

when a road is to be had, a very fast pace is gene-

rally kept up.

As usual, the country was covered with brush-

wood, and with numbers of old gnarled fir-trees,

which bore everywhere upon their stems the great

wounds of the hatchet, made to extract the resin

for the flavouring of wine. Rare flocks of goats,

with their peculiar, dull, tinkling bells— bells

which have the same make and tone all through

Calabria, through Sicily, and through Greece

—

were the only sign of human occupation or of

population. But when you look for houses, their

is nothing in the shape of wall or roof, save an

occasional .station, where, but a few years since,

soldiers were living, to keep the road safe from

bandits. At last we came upon the camp of some

shepherds—a thing reminding one tar more oi 1

gipsy camp than anything else—a few dark-brown

skins falling over two upright pol- i to form
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a roof-shaped tent, of which the entrance looked

so absolutely black as to form quite a patch in

the landscape. There is mere room for lying in

these tents by night ; and, I suppose, in the sum-

mer weather most of the shepherds will not con-

descend even to this shelter.

After some hours' drive, we reached a grassy

dell, shaded by large plane-trees, where a lonely

little public-house—if I may so call it—of this

construction invited us to stop for watering the

horses, and inspecting more closely the owner.

There was the usual supply of such places—red

and white wine in small casks, excellent fresh

water, and lucumia, or Turkish delight. Not only

had the owner his belt full of knives and pistols,

but there was hanging up in a sort of rack a most

picturesque collection ofswords and guns—all made

in Turkish fashion, with ornamented handles and

stocks, and looking as if they might be more dan-

gerous for the sportsman than for his game. While

we were being served by this wild-looking man, in

this suspicious place—in fact, it looked like the

daily resort of bandits—his wife, a comely young

woman, dressed in the usual dull blue, red, and

white, disappeared through the back way, and hid

herself among the trees. This fear of being seen

by strangers—no doubt caused by jealousy among

men, and, possibly, by an Oriental tone in the

country—is a striking feature through most parts

of Greece. It is said to be a remnant of the Turk-
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ish influence, but seems to me to lie deeper, and to

be even an echo of the old Greek days. The same
feeling seems prevalent in most parts of Sicily.

In the towns there you seldom see ladies in the

streets ; and in the evenings, except when the

play-going public is returning from the theatre,

there are only men to be seen.

After leaving this resting-place, about eleven in

the morning, we did not meet a village, or even

a single house, till we had crossed Cithaeron, after

six in the evening, and descried the modern ham-
let of Plataea on the slopes to our left. But once

or twice through the day a string of four or five

mules, with bright richly striped rugs over their

wooden saddles, and men dressed still more brightly

sitting lady-fashion on them, were treading their

way along the winding road. The tinkling of

the mules' bells and the wild Turkish chaunts

of the men were a welcome break in the uniform

stillness of the road. The way becomes graduallv

wilder and steeper, though often descending to

cross a shady valley, which opens to the right and

left, in a long narrow vista, and shows blue far-

off hills of other mountain chains. One of these

valleys was pointed out to us as (Enoe, an out-

lying deme of Attica, fortified in Periclean days,

and which the Peloponnesian army attacked,

Thucydides tells us, and failed to take, on their in-

vasion of Attica at the opening of the war. There
are two or three strong square towns in this valley.
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close to the road, but not the least like an old Greek

fort, and quite incapable of holding any garrison.

The site is utterly unsuitable for an ancient fort,

and there seemed no remains of any walled town.

These facts led me to reflect upon the narration

of Thucydides, who evidently speaks of CEnoe as

the border fort of Attica, and yet says not a word

about Eleuthera?, which is really the border, the

great fort, and the key to the passes of Cithaeron.

The first solution which suggests itself is, that the

modern Greeks have given the wrong names to

these places, and that by CEnoe Thucydides really

means the place now known as Eleutherae. 1 Most

decidedly, if the fort which is now there existed

at the opening of the Peloponnesian War, he can-

not possibly have overlooked it in his military his-

tory of the campaign. And yet it seems almost

certain that we must place the building of this

fort at the epoch of Athens' greatness, when Attic

influence was paramount in Bceotia, and when

the Athenians could, at their leisure, and without

hindrance, construct this fort, which commands the

passes into Attica, before they diverge into various

valleys, about the region of the so-called CEnoe.

For, starting from Thebes, the slope of Cithse-

i Colour] Leake already felt these difficulties, and moves Eleu-

therae a few males to the lOUth-west. But CEnoe and Eleuthera?

must have been close together, from the allusion in the Antiope of

Euripides. Cf. Eurip., fru^'. 179 (ed. Dindorf), and the passages

quoted there.
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ron is a single unbroken ascent up to the rid

through which, nearly over the village of Plataea,

there is a cut that naturally indicates the pass.

But when the traveller has ascended from Thebes

10 this point, he finds a steep descent into a

mountainous and broken region, where he must

presently choose between a gorge to the right or

to the left, and must wander about zig-zag amon<<

mountains, so as to find his way towards Athen>.

And although I did not examine all the passes

accurately, it was perfectly obvious that, as soon

as the first defile was left behind, an invader

could find various ways of eluding the defenders

of Attica, and penetrating into the Thriasian

plain, or, by Phyle, into that of Athens. Accord-

ingly, the Athenians chose a position of remark-

able strength, just inside the last crowning ascent,

where all the ways converge to pass the crest of

the mountain into Plataea. Here a huge rock,

interposing between the mountains on each side,

strives, as it were, to bar the path, which ac-

cordingly divides like a torrent bed, and passes on

either side, close under the walls of the fort which

occupies the top of the rock. From this point the

summit of the pass is about two or three miles

ilistant, and easily visible, so that an outpost

there, commanding a view of the whole Theban
plain, could signal any approach to the fort with

imple notice.

Looking backward into Attica, the whole moun-
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tainous tract of CEnoe is visible ; and, though we
cannot now tell the points actually selected, there

is no difficulty in finding several which could

easily pass the signal from Eleutherae to Phyle or

Daphne, and thence to Athens. We know that fire

signals were commonly used among the Greeks,

and we can here see an instance where news could

be telegraphed some thirty miles over a very diffi-

cult country in a few moments. Meanwhile, as

succours might be some time in arriving, the fort

was of such size and strength as to hold a large

garrison, and stop any army which could not

afford to mask it, by leaving there a considerable

force. 1

The site was, of course, an old one, and the

name Eleutherae, if correctly applied to this fort,

points to a time when some mountain tribe main-

tained its independence here against the govern-

ments on either side in the plain, whence the

place was called the * Free* place. There is further

evidence of this in a small irregular fort which

was erected almost in the centre of the larger

and later enclosure. This older fort is of polygonal

masonry, very inferior to the other, and has fallen

into ruins, while the later walls and towers are in

many places perfect. The outer wall follows the

nature of the position, the principle being to find

1 This the Peloponnesians did at CEnoe, according to Thocydides

;

.ps therefore at thu veiy place.
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everywhere an abrupt descent from the fortifica-

tion, so that an assault must be very difficult. On
the north side, where the rock is precipitous, the

wall runs along in a right line ; whereas on the

south side, over the modern road, it dips down the

hill, and makes a semicircular sweep, so as to

crown the steepest part of a gentler ascent. Thus

the whole enclosure is of a half-moon shape. But,

while the straight wall is almost intact, the curved

side has in many places fallen to pieces. The
building is the most perfect I have ever seen of the

kind, made of square hewn stones, evidently quar-

ried on the rock itself. The preserved wall is about

200 yards long, t\ feet wide, and apparently not

more than 10 or 12 feet high; but, at intervals of

25 or 30 yards, there are seven towers twice as

deep as the wall, while the path along the battle-

ment goes right through them. Each tower has a

doorway on the outside of it, and close beside this

there is also a doorway in the wall, somewhat

larger. These doorways, made by a huge lintel,

about 7J feet long, laid over an aperture in the

building, with its edges very smoothly and care-

fully cut, are for the most part absolutely perfect.

As I could see no sign of door-posts or bolts—

a

feature still noticeable in all temple gates— it

is evident that wooden doors and door-posts were

fitted into these doorways—a dangerous thing

do, were not the entrances strongly protected by

the towers close beside them and over them. There
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were staircases, leading from the top of the wall

outwards, beside some of the towers. The whole
fort is of such a size as to hold not merely a garri-

son, but also the flocks and herds of the neighbour-

ing shepherds, in case of a sudden and dangerous

invasion; and this, no doubt, was the primary in-

tention of all the older forts in Greece and else-

where. 1

The day was, as usual, very hot and line, and the

hills were of that beautiful 'purple blue which Mr.
Leighton so well reproduces in the backgrounds
of his Greek pictures; but a soft breeze brought

occasional clouds across the sun, and varied the

landscape wTith deeper hues. Above us on each

side were the noble crags of Cithaeron, with their

grey rocks and their gnarled fir-trees. Far below,

a bright mountain stream was rushing beside the

pass into Attica ; around us wrere the great walls

of the old Greeks, laid together with that sym-

metry, that beauty, and that strength which marks

all their work. The massive towers are now de-

fending a barren rock; the enclosure which had

seen so many days of war and rapine was lying

"pen and deserted; the whole population was gone
long centuries ago. There is still liberty there,

and ther- ice—but the liberty and the peace

of solitude.

There was do photograph of this very fine building existing when

i was in Greece. The only drawing of it J have seen is in the plate- ol

il Tour in Grace -a splendid book.
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A short drive from Eleutheree brought us to the

top of the pass, 1 and we suddenly came upon one

of those views in Greece which, when we think of

them, leave us in doubt whether the instruction

they give us, or the delight, is the greater. Th<*

whole plain of Thebes, and, beyond the inter-

vening ridge, the plain of Orchomenus, with its

shining lake, were spread out before us. The sites

of all the famous towns were easily recognisable.

Plataea only was straight beneath us, on the slopes

of the mountain, and as yet hidden by them. The

plan of all Bceotia unfolded itself with great dis-

tinctness—two great plains, separated by a low

ridge, and surrounded on all sides by chains of

mountains. On the north there are the rocky hills

which hem in Lake Copais from the Eubcean

strait, and which nature Had pierced before the

days of history, aided by Minyan engineers, whose

KaTafiodfja, as they were called, were tunnelled

drains, which drew water from thousands of acres

of the richest land. On the east, where we stood,

was the gloomy Cithaeron—the home of awful

mythical crimes, and of wild Bacchanalian orgies,

the theme of many a splendid poem and many a

.striking tragedy. To the south lay the pointed

1

l hi- pass (seized by the Persian cavalry before the battle of Plata*,

m order to stop the Greek provision trains) w.i.n called r^r* Kt<pa\cu

by the Thebans, but Zpv6s «e<p. by the Athenians (Herod. i\.
|

evidently the same old name diversely interpreted by diverse I

ttymologicn.
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peaks of Helicon—a mountain (or mountain chain)

full of sweetness and light, with many silver

streams coursing down its sides to water the Boeo-

tian plains, and with its dells, the home of the

Muses as long since as the bard of Ascra—the

home, too, of Eros, who, long after the reality of

the faith had decayed, was honoured in Thespise

by the crowds of visitors who went up to see the

famous statue of the god by Praxiteles. This

Helicon separates Bceotia from the southern sea,

but does not close up completely with Cithseron,

leaving way for an army coming from the isthmus,

where Leuctra stood to guard the entrance. Over
against us, on the west, lay, piled upon one another,

the dark wild mountains of Phocis, with the giant

Parnassus raising its snow-clad shoulders above

the rest. But, in the far distance, the snowy Corax of

iEtolia stood out in rivalry, and showed us that

Parnassus is but the advanced guard of the wild

Alpine country, which even in Greece proved too

rugged a nurse for culture.

We made our descent at full gallop down the

windings of the road—a most risky drive; but

the coachman was daring and impatient, and we
felt, in spite of the danger, that peculiar delight

which accompanies the excitement of going at

Hong pace. We had previously an even more
perilous experience in coming down the steep

and tortuous descent from the Laurium mines to

Ergasteria in the train, where the sharp turns were
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apparently full of serious risk. Above our h-

were wheeling great vultures—huge birds, almost

black, with lean, featherless heads—which added

to the wildness of the scene. After this rapid

journey, we came upon the site of Plataea, marked

by a modern village of the name, on our left, and

below us we saw the winding Asopus, and the

great scene of one of the most famous of all Greek

battles—the battle of Plataea. This little town is

situated much higher up the mountain than I had

thought, and a glance showed us its invaluable

position as an outpost of Athenian power towards

Bceotia. With the top of the pass within an hour's

walk, the Plataeans could, from their streets, see

every movement over the Theban plain : they could

see an invasion from the south coming up by Leuc-

tra ; they could see troops marching northward

towards Tanagra and (Enophyta. They could

even see into the Theban Cadmea, which lay far

below them, and then telegraph from the top of

the pass to Eleutherae, and from thence to Athens.

We can, therefore, understand at once Phiuea's

importance to Athens, and why the Athenians built

,i strong fortified post on their very frontier, within

easy reach of it.

All the site of the great battle is well marked
ami well known—the fountain Gargaphia, the SO-

called island, and the Asopus, flowing lazily in a

deep-cut sedgy channel, in most places far too

deep to ford. Over our heads were still circling
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the great black vultures ; but, as we neared the

plain, we met in addition a large black-and-white

eagle, which we had not seen in Attica. There

is some cultivation from Plataea to Thebes, but

strangely alternating with wilderness. We were

told that the people have plenty of spare land,

and, not caring to labour for its artificial improve-

ment, till a piece of ground once, and then let it

lie fallow for a season or two. The natural rich-

ness of the Boeotian soil thus supplies them with

ample crops. But it is strange to think how im-

possible it is, even in these rich and favoured

plains, to induce a fuller population.

The question of the depopulation of Greece is no

new one—it is not due to the Slave inroads—it is

not due to Turkish misrule. As soon as the poli-

tical liberties of Greece vanished, so that the

national talent found no scope in local govern-

ment—as soon as the riches of Asia were opened

to Greek enterprise— the population diminished

with wonderful rapidity. All the later Greek

travellers are agreed about the fact. ' The whole

of Greece could not put in the field,' says one, * as

many soldiers as came of old from a single city.'

' Of all the famous cities of Bceotia,' says another,

1 but two—Thespiae and Tanagra—now remain.'

The rest are mostly described as ruins (tpt'nria).

No doubt, every young enterprising fellow went

off to Asia as a soldier or a merchant; and this

taste for emigrating has remained strong in the
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race till the present day, when most of the business

of Constantinople, of Smyrna, and of Alexandria

is in the hands of Greeks. But, in addition to this,

the race itself seems at a certain period to have

become less prolific ; and this, too, is a remarkable

feature lasting to our own time. In the several

hospitable houses in which I was entertained

through the country I sought in vain for children.

The young married ladies had their mothers to

keep them company, and this was a common
habit ; the daughter does not willingly separate from

her mother. But, whether by curious coincidence

or not, the absence of children in these seven or

eight houses was very remarkable. I have been

since assured that this was an accident, and that

large families are very common in Greece. The

statistics show a considerable increase of popula-

tion of late years.

The evening saw us entering into Thebes—the

town which, beyond all others, retains the smallest

vestiges of antiquity. Even the site of the Cadmea
isnot easily distinguishable. Two or three hill

in and about the town are all equally insignificant,

and all equally .suitable, one should think, for a

fortress. The discovery of the old foundations of

the walls has, however, determined the matter, and

settled the site to be that of the highest part"of the

present town. Its strength, which was celebrated,

must have been due nearly altogether to artificial

fortification, (or though the old city w>i^ in a de
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valley to the north-west, yet from the other side

there can never have been any ascent steep enough
to be a natural rampart. The old city was, no
doubt, always more renowned for eating and
drinking than for art or architecture, and its

momentary supremacy under Epaminondas was
too busy and too short a season to be employed in

such pursuits. But, besides all this, and besides

all the ruin of Alexander's fury, the place has

been visited several times with the most destructive

earthquakes, from the last of which (in 1852) it has

not even now recovered. There are still through

the streets houses torn open, and walls shaken

down ; there are gaps made by ruins, and half-

restored shops. Thus the antiquities of Thebes

consist of a few inscribed slabs and fragments

which are as usual collected in a dark out-house,

where it is not easy to make them out. I was not

at the trouble of reading these inscriptions, for in

this department the antiquarians of the University

\thens are really very zealous and competent,

and I doubt whether any inscription now disco-

vered fails to come into the Greek papers within

a few months. From these they of course pass into

the Corpus Inscriptionum Grcccarum, a collection

daily increasing, and periodically re-edited. I may
observe that, not only for manners and customs,

but even for history, these undeniable and seldom

suspicious sources are rapidly becoming our surest

and even fullest authority.
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In the opinion of the inhabitants, by far the most

important thing about the town is the tomb of the

Evangelist S. Luke, which is situated in a chapel

close by. The stone is polished and worn with the

feet and lips of pilgrims, and all such homes of

long devotion are in themselves interesting ; but it

seems odd that the Evangelist should have his

tomb established in a place so absolutely decayed

and depopulated as was the region of Thebes, even

in his day. The tombs of the early preachers and

missionaries are more likely to be in the thickest

of thoroughfares, amid the noise and strife of men.

Thebes is remarkable for its excellent supply of

water. Apart from the fountain Dirke, several

other great springs rise in the higher ground close

to it, and are led by old Greek conduits of marble

to the town. One of these springs was large

enough to allow us to bathe—a most refreshing

change after the long and hot carriage drive, espe-

cially in the ice-cold water, as it came from its

deep hiding place. We returned at eight in the

evening to dine with our excellent host—a host

provided for us by telegraph from Athens—where
we had ample opportunity of noticing some of the

peculiarities of modern Greek life.

The general elections were then pending. M.

Boulgaris had just ichouit as the French say; and

the King, after a crisis in which a rupture o^ the

Constitution had been expected, decided to try

a constitutional experiment, and called to office
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M. Trikoupi, an advanced Radical, who had been

prosecuted about a year before for writing strong

articles against the Government in the Athenian

daily press. M. Trikoupi, withal, is a highly edu-

cated and reasonable man, well acquainted with

England and English politics, and apparently

anxious to govern by strictly constitutional means.

Our new friend at Thebes was the Radical candidate,

and was at the very time of our arrival canvassing

his constituency. Every idle fellow in the town

seemed to think it his duty to come up into his

drawing-room, in which we were resting, and sit

down to encourage him and advise him. No hint

that he was engaged in entertaining strangers had

the smallest effect : and so noisy politics were in-

flicted upon us till the welcome announcement of

dinner, to which, for a wonder, his constituents did

not follow him. He told me that though all the

country was strongly in favour of M. Trikoupi,

yet he could hardly count upon a majority with

certainty, for he had determined to let the elections

follow their own course, and not control them with

soldiers. Eor in this most constitutional country,

with their freedom, as usual, closely imitated from

England, soldiers stood, up to the summer of 1875,

round the booths, and hustled out anyone who did

not come to vote for the Ministerial candidate. M.
Trikoupi refused to take this traditional precau-

tion, and, as the result showed, lost his sure ma-

jority.
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But when I was there, and before the actual

elections had taken place, the Radical party were

very confident. They were not only to come in

triumphant, but their first act was to be the prose-

cution of the late Prime Minister, M. Boulgaris,

for violating the Constitution, and his condem-

nation to hard labour, with confiscation of his

property. I used to plead the poor man's case

earnestly with these hot-headed politicians, by

way of amusement, and was highly edified by

their arguments. The ladies, as usual, were by far

the fiercest, and were ready, like their goddess of

old, to eat raw the flesh of their enemies. I used

to ask them whether it would not be quite out of

taste if Mr. Disraeli, then in power, were to prose-

cute Mr. Gladstone for violating the Constitution

in his Irish Church Act, and have him condemned

to hard labour. The cases, they replied, were quite

different. No Englishman could ever attain, or

even understand, the rascality of the late Greek
Minister. Feeling that there might be some force

in this argument, I changed ground, and asked

them were they not afraid that if he were perse-

cuted in so violent a way, he might, instead oi

occupying the Opposition benches, betake himself

to occupy the mountain passes, and, by robbing a

few English travellers, so discredit the new Gov-
ernment as to be worse and more dangerous in

Opposition than in power. No, they said, he will

not do that; he is too rich, l.ut, said I, if vou
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confiscate his property, he will be poor. True,

they replied ; but still he will not be able to do it

:

he is too old. It seemed as if the idea that he

might be too respectable never crossed their

minds. 1 What was my surprise to hear within

six months that this dreadful culprit had come
into power again at the head of a considerable

majority

!

We were afterwards informed by a sarcastic

observer that many of the Greek politicians are

paupers, ' who will not dig, and to beg they are

ashamed ;' and so they sit about the cafes ofAthens

on the look-out for one of the 10,000 places which

have been devised for the patronage of the Minis-

try. But, as there are some 30,000 expectants, it

follows that the 20,000 disappointed are always at

work seeking to turn out the 10,000. Hence a

crisis every three months ; hence a Greek ambas-

sador may hardly reach his destination before he is

recalled ; hence, too, the exodus of all thrifty and

hard-working men to Smyrna, to Alexandria, or

to Manchester, where their energies are not wasted

in perpetual political squabbling. The greatest

misconduct with which a man in office can be

1 I trust none will imagine that I intend the least disrespect to M.

Boulgaris, who is, according to far better authority than that quoted in

the text, an honourable and estimable man. But some of his Ministers

have been since convicted of malpractices concerning certain arch-

bishopricks, which were bought for money. The trial is now a matter

of history, to which an allusion is sufficient.
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charged is the holding of it for any length of time

;

the whole public then join against him, and cry-

out that it is high time for him, after so long an

innings, to make way for some one else.

I had added, in the first edition of this book,

some further observations on the apparent absurd-

ity of introducing the British Constitution, or some

parody of it, into every new state which is rescued

from barbarism or from despotism. I am not

the least disposed to retract what I then said

generally, but it is common justice to the Greeks

to say that later events are showing them to be

among the few nations where such an experiment

may succeed. When the dangerous crisis of the

Turco-Russian war supervened, instead of rushing

to arms, as they were advised by some fanatical

English politicians, they set about to reform their

Ministry ; and, feeling the danger of perpetually

changing the men at the helm, they insisted on

the heads of the four principal parties forming a

coalition, under the nominal leadership of M.

Canaris. 1 This great political move, one of the

most remarkable of our day, was attempted, as

far as I can make out, owing to the deliberate

pressure of the country, and from a solid interest

in its welfare. Even should it fail in the present

1 At the time (Sept., 1S77) when these WOrdfl atv being written, there

arc sonic Signs of a break up in this coalition, owing to the untoward

death of M. Canaris, but I trust the good sense of the nation mayaveit

such a misfortune.
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case, it is an earnest that the Greeks are learning-

national politics, and that a liberal constitution is

not wasted upon them. There are many far more

developed and important nations in Europe, which

would not be capable of such a sacrifice of party-

interests and party ambition.

We left Thebes, very glad that we had seen it,

but not very curious to see it again. Its site makes

it obviously the natural capital of the rich plain

around it ; and we can also see at once how the

larger and richer plain of Orchomenus is separated

from it by a distinct saddle of rising ground, and

was naturally, in old times, the seat of a separate

power. But the separation between the two dis-

tricts, which is not even so steep or well marked

as the easy pass of Daphne between Athens and

Eleusis, makes it also clear that the owners of

either plain would certainly cast the eye of desire

upon the possessions of their neighbours, and so at

an early epoch Orchomenus was subdued. For

many reasons this may have been a disaster for

( i recce. The Minyae of Orchomenus, as people

called the old nobles who settled there in pre-

historic days, were a great and rich society, build-

ing forts and treasure-houses, and celebrated, even

in Homer's day, for wealth and splendour.

Hut, perhaps owing to this very luxury, they

were subdued by the unartistic, vulgar Thebans,

who, during centuries of power and importaiK ;e,

never rise to greatness save through the transcen-
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dent genius of Pindar and of Epaminondas. No
real greatness ever attached to their town. When
people came from a distance to see art in Bceotia,

they came to little Thespise, in the southern hills,

where the Eros of Praxiteles was the pride of the

citizens. Tanagra, too, in the terra cottas of which

I have spoken 'above, p. 55), shows taste and re-

finement; and we still look with sympathy upon

the strangely modern fashions of these graceful

and elegant figures. At Thebes, so far as I know,

no trace of fine arts has yet been discovered. The
great substructure of the Cadmea, the solid marble

water-pipes of their conduits, a few inscriptions

—

that is all. It corroborates what we find in the

middle and new comedy of the Greeks, that Thebes

was a place for eating and drinking, a place for

other coarse material comforts—but no place for

real culture or for art. Even their great poet,

Pindar, a poet in whom most critics find all the

highest qualities of genius—loftiness, daring, ori-

ginality—even this great man—no doubt from the

accidents of his age—worked by the job, and bar-

gained for the payment of his noblest odes.

Thus, even in Pindar, there is something to re-

mind us of his Theban vulgarity; and it is, there-

fore, all the more wonderful, and all the more

freely to be confessed, that in Epaminondas we
find not a single Saw or failing, and that he stands

out as far the noblest of all the great men whom
Greece ever produced. It were possible to main-

1

1 2
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tain that he was also the greatest, but this is a

matter of opinion and of argument. Certain it is

that his influence made Thebes, for the moment,

not only the leader in Greek politics, but the leader

in Greek society. Those of his friends whom we
know seem not only patriots, but gentlemen—they

cultivated with him music and eloquence, nor did

they despise philosophy. So true is it, that in this

wonderful peninsula genius seemed possible every-

where, and that from the least cultivated and most

vulgar town might arise a man to make all the

world about him admire and tremble.

I will make but one more remark about this

plain of Bceotia. There is no part of Greece so

sadly famed for all the battles with which its soil

was stained. The ancients called it Mars' Orchestra,

or exercising ground ; and even now, when all the

old life is gone, and when not a hovel remains to

mark the site of once well-built towns, we may in-

deed ask why were these towns celebrated ? Simply

because in old Greek history their names served to

specify a scene of slaughter, where a campaign, or

it may be an empire, was lost or won. Plata^a,

Leuctra, Haliartus, Coronea, Chseronea, Delium,

CEnophyta, Tanagra—these are in history the land-

marks of battles, and, with one exception, land-

marks of nothing else. Thebes is mainly the nurse

of the warriors who fought in these battles, and

but little else. So, then, we cannot compare Bceotia

to the rich plains of Lombardy—they, too, in their
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day, aye, and in our own day, Mars' Orchestra

—

for there literature and art have given fame to

cities, while the battles fought around their walls

have been forgotten by the world.

I confess we saw nothing of the foggy atmo-

sphere so often brought up against the climate of

Bceotia. And yet it is, of course, more foggy than

it was of old, for then the lake Copais was drai

whereas now the old tunnels, cut, or rather en-

larged, by the Minyae, are choked, and thousands

of acres of the richest land are covered with marsh

and lake. M. Trikoupis, the then Prime Minister,

told me that a plan had been proposed which

would drain the lake more completely than the old

Catabotlira, and, at the cost of less than one million

sterling, bring into permanent cultivation some

thousands of acres—in fact, the largest and richest

plain in all Greece. I asked him where he meant

to find a population to till it, seeing that the

present land was about ten times more than suf-

ficient for the inhabitants. He told me that some

Greek colonists, who had settled in the north,

under the Turks or Servians (I forget which), v

desirous of returning to enjoy the sweets of Hel-

lenic liberty. It was proposed to give then.

reclaimed tract. If these good people will reason

from analogy, they will be slow to trust their for-

tunes to their old fellow-countrymen. So lonj

they are indigent tiny will be unmolested

—

eon-

tabit vacuus coram lati\ r—but as soon as
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they prosper, or are supposed to prosper, we might
have the affair of Laurium repeated. The natives

might be up in arms against the strangers who
had come to plunder the land of the wealth in-

tended by nature for others. The Greek Parlia-

ment might be persuaded to make retrospective

laws and restrictions, and probably all the more

active and impatient spirits would leave a country

if prosperity implied persecution, and where people

only awake to the value of their possessions after

they have sold them to others.

For I think this Greek jealousy no accidental fea-

ture, but one specially engrained in the texture of

their nature from the earliest times. Nothing can

be a more striking or cogent proof of this than the

way in which Herodotus sets down jealousy as one

of the attributes of the Deity. For the Deities of

all nations being conceptions formed after the ana-

logy of human nature around them, there can be

no doubt that the honest historian put it down as

a necessary factor in the course and constitution of

nature. We can only understand Greek history by

keeping these things perpetually in mind, and even

now it explains the apparent anomaly, how a nation

so essentially democratic—who recognise no nobi-

lity and no distinctions of rank—can be satisfied

with a king of foreign race. They told me them-

selves, over and over again, that the simple reason

was this: no Greek could tolerate another set over

him, SO that even such an office as President of a
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Greek Republic would be intolerable, if held by
one of themselves. And this same feeling m old

times is the real reason of the deadly hate mani-

fested against the most moderate and humane des-

pots. However able, however kindly, however

great such a despot might be ; however the state

might prosper under him, one thing in him was in-

tolerable—he had no natural right to be superior to

his fellows, and yet he was superior. I will not

deny the existence of political enthusiasm, and of

real patriotism among Greek tyrannicides, but I am
quite sure that the universal sympathy of the nation

with them was partly based upon this deep-seated

feeling.

It is said that, in another curious respect, the old

and modern Greeks are very similar—I mean the

form which bribery takes in their political struggles.

It has been already observed and discussed by Mr.

Freeman, how, among the old Greeks, it was the

politician who was bribed, and not the constituents

;

whereas among us in England, the leading politi-

cians are above suspicion, while the constituents

are often corruptible enough. Our Theban friend

told me that in modem Greece the ancient form of

bribery was still in fashion ; and that, except in

I [ydra and one other place—probably, if I remem-

ber rightly, Athens—the bribing of constituents

was unknown
;
while the taking of bribes by Minis-

ters seems net to be very uncommon. N I two

years ago, men of sufficient importance to be Cain-
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net Ministers were openly brought into court, and

indicted for the sale of three archbishoprics, those

of Patras and Corinth among the number. There

is no doubt that this public charge points to a

sort of bribery likely to take place in any real de-

mocracy, when the men at the head of affairs are

not men of great wealth and noble birth, but often

ordinary, or even needy persons, selected by ballot,

or popular vote, to fill for a very short time a very

responsible office.



CHAPTER IX.

THE PLAIN OF ORCHOMENUS, LEBADEA, CHiE-

RONEA.

The road from Thebes to Lebadea (Livadia) leads

along the foot of Helicon all the way—Helicon,

which, like almost all celebrated Greek mountains,

is not a summit, but a system of summits, or even a

chain. Looking from the plain, the contrast of the

dark Cithaeron and the gentle sunny Helicon strikes

the traveller again and again. After the ridge, or

saddle, is passed which separates the plain ofThebes

from that of Orchomenus, the richness of the soil

increases, but the land becomes very swampy and

low, for at every half-mile comes a clear silver river,

tumbling from the slopes of Helicon on our left,

crossing the road, and flowing to swell the waters

of Lake Copais—a vast sheet with undefined e^i

half marsh, half lake—which has now no outl

the sea, and which is only kept from covering all

the plain by evaporation in the heats of summer.
I i it at fields of sedge and rushes, giant reeds, and

marsh plants unknown in colder countries, mark
each river-course as it Dears the lake; and, as might
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be expected in this lonely fen country, all manner
of insect life and all manner of amphibia haunt the

sites of ancient culture. Innumerable dragon-flies,

of the most brilliant colours, were flitting about the

reeds, and lighting on the rich blades of grass

which lay on the water's surface ; and now and then

a daring frog would charge boldly at so great a

prize, but retire again in fear when the fierce insect

dashed ag-ainst him in its impetuous start. Large

land tortoises, with their high-arched shells, yellow

and brown, and patterned like the section of a

great honeycomb, went lazily along the moist

banks, and close by the water which they could

not bear to touch. Their aquatic cousins, on the

other hand, were not solitary in habit, but lay in

lines along the sun-baked mud, and at the first

approach of danger dropped into the water one

after the other with successive flops, looking for all

the world like a long row of smooth black pebbles

which had suddenly come to life, like old Deuca-

lion's stones, that they might people this solitude.

The sleepy and expressionless faces of these tor-

toises were a great contrast to the heads of the

water-snakes, which were very like them in form,

but wonderfully keen and lively in expression.

.-, too, would glide into the water, when so

strange a thing as man came near, but would pre-

sently raise their heads above the surface, and eye

with wonder and suspicion, and in perfect stillness,

th'- approach of their natural enemy. The Copaic
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eels, so celebrated in the Attic comedy as the

greatest of all dainties, are also still to be caught

;

but the bright sun and cloudless sky made vain all

my attempts to lure this famous darling of Greek

epicures. We noticed that while the shrill cicada,

which frequents dry places, was not common here,

great emerald-green grasshoppers were flying

about spasmodically, with a sound and weight

like that of a small bird.

As we passed along, we were shown the sites of

Haliartus and Coronea—Haliartus, where the cruel

Lysander met his death in a skirmish, and so gave

a place in history to an obscure village—Coronea,

where the Spartans first learned to taste the tem-

per of the Theban grenadiers, and where King
Agesilaus well-nigh followed his great rival to the

funeral pyre. As I said before, all these towns are

only known by battles. Thespia? has an indepen-

dent interest, and so has Ascra. The latter \v;b

the residence of the earliest known Greek poet of

whose personality we ran be sure; Thespia\ with

its highly aristocratic society, which would not let

a shopkeeper walk their place of assembly for

years after he had retired from business, was the

site of fair temples and statues, and held it^ pi

and fame long after all the rest <>f th<> surrounding

cities had sunk into decay. The:- adistinct

remains of surrounding walls about both Haliartus

and Con.nea, but surely nothing that would repay

tli>' labour of excavations. All these Boeotian
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towns were, of course, fortified, and all of them lay

close to the hills ; for the swampy plain was un-

healthy, and in older days the rising lake was said

to have swallowed up towns which had been

daringly built close upon its margin. But the

supremacy of Orchomenus in older, and Thebes in

later days, never allowed these subject towns to

attain any importance or any political significance.

After some hours' riding, we suddenly came upon
a deep vista in the mountains on our left—such

another vista as there is behind Coronea, but nar-

rower, and inclosed on both sides with great and
steep mountains. And here we found the cause of

the cultivation of the upper plain—here was the

town of Lebadea (Livadia), famed of old for the

august oracle of Trophonius—in later days the

Turkish capital of the province surrounding. To
this the roads of all the neighbourhood converge,

and from this a small force can easily command the

deep gorges and high mountain passes which lead

through Delphi to the port ofKirrha. Even now
there is more life in Livadia than in most Greek

towns. All the wool of the country is brought in

and sold there, and, with the aid of their great

water power, they have a considerable factory,

where the wool is spun and woven into stuff. A
large and beautifully clear river comes down the

gorge above the town—or rather the gorge in which

the town Lies—and tumbles in great falls between

the streets and under the houses, which have
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wooden balconies, like Swiss chalets, built over the

stream. The whole aspect of the town was not

unlike a Swiss town ; indeed, all the features of

the upland country are ever reminding the traveller

of his Swiss experience.

But the people are widely different. It was a

great saint's day, and all the streets were crowded

with people from many miles round. The women,
as is usual in all Greek towns, except Arachova,

were not to be seen in any numbers. As among
the ancients, they do not walk about the streets

except for some special ceremony or amusement.

But no women's costume is required to lend

brightness to the colouring of the scene ; for here

every man had his petticoat or kilt of dazzling

white, his grey or black embroidered waistcoat,

his great white sleeves, and his scarlet skull-cap,

with its blue tassel. Nothing can be imagined

brighter than a dense crowd in this dress. They
were all much excited at the arrival of strangers,

and crowded around us without the least idea or

care about being thought obtrusive. The simple

Greek peasant thinks it his right to make what re-

marks he likes, and what observations he chooses,

upon any stranger, and has not the smallest idea

of the politeness of reticence on such occasions.

We were received most hospitably by the me-
dical officer of the district, who had an amiable

young wife, who spoke Greek only, and a lively

old mother-in-law, living, as usual, permanently
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in the house, to prevent the young lady from being

lonely. Like all the richer Greeks in country

parts, they ate nothing till twelve, when they had

a sort of early dinner called breakfast, and then

dined again at half-past eight in the evening.

This arrangement gave us more than enough time

to look about the town when our day's ride was

over ; so we went, first of all, to see the site of Tro-

phonius' oracle.

As the gorge becomes narrower, there is, on the

right side, a small cave, from which a sacred

stream flows to join the larger river. Here nume-

rous square panels, cut into the rock to hold votive

tablets, now gone, indicate a sacred place, to which

pilgrims came to offer prayers for aid, and thanks-

giving for success. The actual seat of the oracle

is not certain, and is supposed to be some cave or

aperture now covered by the Turkish fort on the

rock immediately above ; but the whole glen, with

its beetling sides, its rushing river, and its cavern-

ous vaulting, seems the very home and preserve

of superstition. We followed the windings of the

defile, jumping from rock to rock up the river bed,

and were soon beyond the observation of all the

crowding boys, who, like the boys of any other town,

could not satisfy their curiosity at strangeness of

face and costume. As we went on for some miles,

the country began to open, and to show us a bleak

and solitary mountain region, where the chains of

Helicon and Parnassus join, and shut out the sea
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of Corinth from Boeotia by a great bar some thirty

miles wide. Not a sound could be heard in this

wild loneliness, save the metallic pipe of a water

ouzel by the river, and the scream of hawks about

their nests, far up on the face of the cliffs.

As the evening was closing in, we began to

retrace our steps, when we saw in two or three

places scarlet caps over the rocks, and swarthy

faces peering down upon us with signs and shouts.

Though nothing could have been more suspicious

in such a country, I cannot say that we felt the

least uneasiness, and we continued our way without

regarding them. They kept watching us from the

heights, and when at last we descended nearer to

the town, they came and made signs, and spoke

very new Greek, to the effect that they had been

out scouring the country for us, and that they had

been very uneasy about our safety. This was, in-

deed, the case ; our excellent Greek companion, who
felt responsible to the Greek Government for our

safety, and who had stayed behind in Livadia to

make arrangements, had become so uneasy, that he

had sent out the police to scour the country. So we
were brought in with triumph by a large escort of

idlers and officials, and presently sat down to

dinner at the fashionable hour, though in anything
but fashionable dress. The entertainment would
have been as excellent' as even the intentions of

our host, had not our attention been foolishly dis-

tracted by bugs walking up the table-cloth. It is.
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indeed, but a small and ignoble insect, yet it pro-

duces a wonderful effect upon the mind ; for it

inspires the most ordinary man with the gift of

prophecy : it carries him away even from the

pleasures of a fair repast into the hours of night

and mystery, when all his wisdom and all his

might will not save him from the organized skir-

mishing of his desultory foe.

It may be here worth giving a word of en-

couragement to the sensitive student, whom these

hints are apt to deter from venturing into the wilds

of Greece. In spite of frequent starvation, both for

want of food and for want of eatable food; in spite

of frequent sleeplessness and even severe exercise

at night, owing to the excess of insect population
;

l

such is the lightness and clearness of the air, such

the exhilarating effect of great natural beauty, and

of solitary wandering, free and unshackled, across

the wild tracts of valley, wood, and mountain, that

fatigue is an almost impossible feeling. Eight or

ten hours' riding every day, which in other country

and other air would have been almost unendurable,

was here but the natural exercise which any ordi-

nary man may conveniently take. It cannot be

denied that the discomforts of Greek travelling are

1 This plague seems unavoidable in a southern climate, wherever

the houses, however good, are built of wood, and docs not argue, as

some of my reviewer-, supposed it did, any ungrateful reflection upon

my refined and generous hosts. In tin Morea, where houses are built

ol masooiy, even badly-kept houses arc comparatively safe.
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very great, but with good temper and patience

they can all be borne ; and when they are over,

they form a pleasant feature in the recollections of

a glorious time. Besides, these discomforts are

only the really classical mode of travelling. Dio-

nysus, in Aristophanes' Frogs, asks, especially

about the inns, the very questions which we often

put to our guide ; and if his slave carried for him
not only ordinary baggage, but also his bed and

bedding, so now-a-days there are many places

where the traveller dare not lie down—I was
going to say to rest—except in his own rugs.

The next day was occupied in a tour across the

plain to Orchomenus, then to Cha?ronea, and back

to Livadia in the evening, so as to start from

thence for the passes to Delphi. Our ride was, as

it were, round an isosceles triangle, beginning

with the right base angle, going to Orchomenus

north-east as the vertex, then to Chaeronea at the

left base angle, and home again over the high

spurs of mountain which protrude into the plain

between the two base angles of our triangle. For

about a mile, as we rode out of Livadia, a wretched

road of little rough paving-stones tormented us

—

the remains of Turkish engineering, when Livadia

was their capital. Patches of this work arc still to

be found in curious isolation over the mountains,

to the great distress of both mules and riders; for

the stones are very small and pointed, and, when'

they have been worn smooth, exceedingly slippery

R
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But we soon got away into deep rich meadows
upon the low level of the country adjoining the

lake, where we found again the same infinitely

various insect life which I have already described.

A bright merry Greek boy, in full dress (for it was

again a holiday), followed in attendance on each

mule or pony, and nothing could be more pictu-

resque than the cavalcade, going in Indian file

through the long grass, among the gay wild

flowers, especially when some creek or rivulet

made our course to wind about, and so brought the

long line of figures into more varied grouping. As
for the weather, it was so uniformly splendid that

we almost forgot to notice it. Indeed, strangers

justly remark what large conversation it affords us

in Ireland, for there it is a matter of constant un-

certainty, and requires forethought and conjecture.

"While we were in Greece, in the months of April,

May, and most of June, there is nothing to be

said, except that we saw one heavy shower at

Athens, and two hours' rain in Arcadia, and that

the temperature was not excessively hot.

In two or three hours we arrived at the site of

old Orchomenus, of late called Scripou, but now
rting, like all Greek towns, to its original

name. There is a mere hamlet, some dozen houses,

at the place, which is close to the stone bridge

built over the Kephissus—the Boeotian Kephis-

sus—at this place. This river appears to be the

main feeder of the Copaic lake, coming down, as
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we saw it, muddy and cold with snow-water from

the heights of Parnassus. It runs very rapidly, like

the Iser at Munich, and is at Orchomenus about

double the size of that river. Of the so-called

treasure-house of the Minyae, nothing remains but

the stone doorposts and the huge block lying

across them ; and even these are almost imbedded

in earth. It was the most disappointing ruin ]

had seen in Greece, for it is always quoted with

the treasure-house of Atreus at Mycenae as one

of the great specimens of pre-historic building.

It is not so interesting in any sense as the corre-

sponding raths in Ireland. Indeed, but for Pau-

sanias' description, it would, I think, have excited

but little attention.

On the hill above are the well-preserved remains

of the Acropolis, of which the stones are so regu-

lar, and so carefully cut, that it looks at first sight

modern, then too good for modern work, but in no

case polygonal, or of an age parallel to the so-

called treasury. There is a remarkable tower built

on the highest point of the hill, with a very perfect

staircase up to it. The whole of the work is very

like the work of Eleuthera?, and seems to be

of the best period of Greek wall-building. Nothing

surprises the traveller m<>n> in Greece than the

number of these splendid hill-forts, or town-for-

. which an- never noticed by the historians

as anything remarkable— in fact, the art and the

habit of fortifying must have been so universal,

R 2
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that it excited no comment. This strikes us all the

more when so reticent a writer as Thucydides, who
seldom gives us anything but politics, goes out of his

way to describe the wall-building of the Peiraeus.

lie evidently contrasts it with the hurried and

irregular construction of the city walls, into which

even tombstones were built ; but if wre did not

study the remains still common in Greece, we
might imagine that the use of square hewn stones,

the absence of mortar and rubble, and the clamp-

ing with lead and iron were exceptional, whereas

that sort of building is the most usual sort in

Greece. The walls of the Peiraeus cannot even

have been the earliest specimen, for the great

portal at Mycenae, though somewhat rougher and

more huge in execution, is on the same principle.

The only peculiarity of these walls may have been

their height and width, and upon that point it is

not easy to get any monumental evidence now.

The walls of the Peiraeus have disappeared com-

pletely, though the foundations are still traceable
;

others have stood, but perhaps on account of their

lesser height.

In a large and hospitable monastery we found

the well which Pausanias describes as close beside

the shrine of the Graces, and here we partook of

breakfast, attended by our muleteers, who always

accompany their employer into the reception-room

of his host, and sit by at meat, ready to attend,

and always joining if possible in the conversation
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at table. Some excellent specimens of old Greek
pottery were shown us in the monastery, appa-

rently, though not ostensively, for sale, there being

a law prohibiting the sale of antiquities to foreign-

ers, or for exportation. In their chapel the monks
pointed out to us some fragments of marble pillar-,

and one or two inscriptions—in which I was since

informed that I might have found a real live di-

gamma, if I had carefully examined them. The
digamma is now common enough at Olympia and

elsewhere. I saw it best, along with the koph, whfch

is, I suppose, much rarer, in the splendid bronze

plates containing Locrian inscriptions, which are

in the possession of Mr. Taylor at Corfu. These

plates have been ably commented on, with fac-

simile drawings of the inscriptions, by a Greek

writer, G.N. Ecnomides (Corfu, 1850, and Athens,

1869).

It was on our way up the valley to Chaeronea,

along the rapid stream of the Kephissus, that we
came, in a little deserted church, upon one of the

most remarkable extant specimens of a peculiar

epoch in Greek art As usual, it was set up in the

dark, and we were repeatedly obliged to entreat

the natives to clear the door, through which alone

>uld obtain any light to see the work. It is a

funeral stele, closely similar to the celebrated stele

and its relief at Athens, which is inscribed as

stele of Aristion, and dating from the time of the

Persian wars. The work before us was inscrib I
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the work of Anxenor the Naxian—an artist other-

Avise unknown to us ; but the style and finish is very

remarkable, and more perfect than the stele ofAris-

tion. It is a relief carved on an upright slab of grey

Boeotian marble—I should say about four feet in

height—and representing a bearded man wrapped

in a cloak, resting on a long stick propped under his

arm, 1 with his legs awkwardly crossed, and offering

a large grasshopper to a dog sitting before him.

The hair and beard are conventionally curled, the

whole effect being very like an Assyrian relief;

but this is the case with all the older Greek sculp-

ture, which may have started in Ionia by an im-

pulse from the far east. The occurrence of the

dog, a feature which strikes us frequently in the

later Attic tombs, supports what I had long since-

inferred from stray hints in Greek literature, that

dogs among the old Greeks, like the modern, were

held in the highest esteem as the friends and com-

panions of man. It is the greatest pity that this

splendid and well-preserved monument of early

Greek art should lie hidden in so obscure and out-

of-the-way a corner of Greece ; isolated, too, and

with little of antiquarian interest in its immediate

neighbourhood. When we went there, it had never

yet been photographed, but there were some hopes

of its being soon taken by an enterprising young

artist, whom we mot at work afterwards in the

1 Cf. Polygnotus' picture of Agamemnon [Pans. x. 30, 3), ffKfarpy
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theatre of Argos. On my second visit, I found a

cast of it in the Ministry of Public Instruction at

Athens. TheAristion relief at Athens can be stud-

ied in accurate copies.

The great value of these reliefs consists apart

from their artistic value] in their undoubted genu-

ineness. For we know that in later days, both in

Greece and Italy, a sort of pre-Raphaelite taste

sprung up among amateurs, who admired and pre-

ferred the stiff old awkward groping at nature to

the perfect symmetry and grace of perfect art.

Pausanias, for example, speaks with enthusiasm of

these antique statues and carvings, and generally

mentions them first, as of most importance. Thus,

after describing various archaic works on the Acro-

polis of Athens, he adds, ' But whoever places

works made with artistic skill before those which

come under the designation of archaic, may, if he

likes, admire the following.' ' As a natural result,

a fashion came in of imitating them, and we have,

especially in Italy, many statues in this style which

seem certainly to be modern imitations, and not

even Greek copies of old Greek originals. But

these imitations are so well done, and so equal

by lapse of centuries to the real antiques, that

though there are scholars who profess to distin-

guish infallibly the archaistic, as they call it, from

T7JTO IjKOVTUV, Kal Ta5e i(TTLV 01 6td<Ta<Tdai. I.
-"
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the archaic, it is always a very difficult task, and

about many of them there is doubt and debate.

But here at Orchomenus—a country which was

so decayed as to lose almost all its population

two centuries before Christ, where no amateurs of

art would stay, and where Plutarch was, as it were,

the last remains in his town of literature and re-

spectability—here there is no danger whatever of

this spurious work; and thus here, as indeed all

through Greece, archaic work is thoroughly trust-

worthy. But the unfortunate law of the land

—

which insists upon all these relics, however isolated,

being kept in their place of finding—is the might-

iest obstacle to the study of this interesting phase

of culture, and Ave must only await the publication

of some complete set of photographs, from which

we can make reliable observations. The Greeks

will tell you that the preservation of antiquities in

their original place, first of all, gives the inhabi-

tants an interest in them, which might be true,

but that there are very often no inhabitants : and

next, that it encourages travelling in the country.

This also is true; but surely the making of decent

roads, and the establishing of decent inns, and

I asy communications, would do infinitely more,

and are indeed necessary, before the second stimu-

lus can have its effect.

Not far from this little church and its famous

relief, v.. in sight of the Acropolis (called

Petrachus] of Chaeronea, and soon arrived at the
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town, so celebrated through all antiquity, in spite

of its moderate size. The fort on the rock is, in-

deed, very large—perhaps the largest we saw in

Greece, with the exception of that at Corinth; and,

as usual in these buildings, follows the steepest

escarpments, raising the natural precipice by a

coping of beautifully hewn and fitted square stones.

The artificial wall is now not more than four or five

feet high ; but even so, there are only two or three

places where it is at all easy to enter the inclosure,

which is fully a mile of straggling outline on the

rock. The view from this fort is very interesting.

Commanding all the plain of the lake Copais, it

also gives a view of the sides of Parnassus, and of

the passes into Phocis, which cannot be seen till

the traveller reaches this point. Above all, it looks

out upon the gap of Elatea, about ten miles north-

west, through which the eye catches glimpses of

secluded valleys in northern Phocis.

This gap is, indeed, the true key of this side

of Bceotia, and is no mere mountain pass, but a

narrow plain, perhaps a mile wide, which must
have afforded an easy transit for an army. But

the mountains on both sides are tolerably steep,

and so it was necessary to have a fortified town,

as Elatea was, to keep the command of the p]

As we grazed through the narrow plain, the fa-

mous passage of Demosthenes came home to US,

which begins: ' It was evening, and the news
came in that Philip had I, ami was fortifying
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Elatea.' The nearest point of observation or of

control was the rock of Chaeronea, and we may say

with safety that it was from here the first breath-

less messenger set out with the terrible news for

Thebes and Athens. This, too, was evidently tin

pass through which Agesilaus came on his return

from Asia, and on his way to Coronea, where his

great battle was fought, close by the older trophy

of the Theban victory over Tolmides. 1

Having surveyed the view, and fatigued our-

selves greatly by our climb in the summer heat,

we descended to the old theatre, cut into the rock

where it ascends from the village—the smallest and

steepest Greek theatre I had ever seen. Open-air

buildings always look small for their size, but most

of those erected by the Greeks and Romans were

so large that nothing could dwarf them. Even the

theatre of such a town as Taormina in Sicily

—

which can never have been populous— is, in addi-

tion to its enchanting site, a very majestic structure,

I will not speak of the immense theatres of Mega-

lopolis and of Syracuse. But this little place at

Chceronea, so steep that the spectators sat imme-

diately over one another, looked almost amusing

when cut in the solid rock, after the manner of its

enormous brethren. The guide-book says it is one

of the most ancient theatres in Greece—why, I

know not. It seems to me rather to have been

1

(Jf. Plut. Agesilaus, cap. xvii.
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made when the population was diminishing- ; and

any rudeness which it shows arises more from

economy, than want of knowledge.

But, small as it is, there are few more interest-

ing places than the only spot in Chaeronea where

avc can say with certainty that here Plutarch sat

—

a man who, living in an age of decadence, and

in a country village of no importance, has, never-

theless, as much as any of his countrymen, made
his genius felt over all the world. Apart from the

-rcat stores of history brought together in his

Lives, which, indeed, even now are our only

source for the inner life and spirit of the greatest

Greeks of the greatest epochs—the moral effect

of these splendid biographies, both on poets and

politicians through Europe, can hardly be over-

rated. From Shakespeare and Alfieri to the wild

savages of the French Revolution, all kinds of

patriots and eager spirits have been fascinated

and excited by these wonderful portraits. Alfieri

even speaks of them as the great discovery of his

life, wrhich he read with tears and with rage. There

is no writer of the Silver Age who gives us any-

thing like so much valuable information about

earlier authors, and their general character. More
especially the inner history of Athens in her best

days, the personal features of Pericles, Cimon,

Alcibiades, Nicias, as will as of Themistocles and

of Aristides, would be completely, or almost com-

pletely, Lost, if this often despised but invaluable
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man had not written for our learning. And he is

still more essentially a good man—a man better

and purer than most Greeks—another Herodotus

in fairness and in honesty. A poor man who lived

at Ilowth, and was himself reputed by his neigh-

bours ' a terrible historian,' remarked to a friend of

mine, who used to lend him Scott's novels, ' that

Scott was a great historian,' and being asked his

reason, replied, * He makes you to love your kind.'

There is a deep sense in this vague utterance, and

in this sense it may be eminently applied to our

dear old Plutarch. * Here in Chaeronea,' says

Pausanias, ' they prepare unguents from the

flowers of the lily and the rose, the narcissus and
the iris. These are balm for the pains of men.
Nay, that which is made of roses, if even old

images of wood are anointed with it, saves them,

too, from decay.' He little knew how eternally

true his words would be, for though the rose and

the iris grow wild and neglected, and yield not

now their perfume to soothe the ills of men, yet

from Chaeronea comes the eternal balm of Plutarch's

wisdom, to sustain the oppressed, to strengthen

the patriot, to purify with nobler pity and terror

the dross of human meanness. Nay, even the

< rumbling images of his gods arrest their decay by
the strength of his morals, and revive their beauty

in the sweetness of his simple faith.

'I here is a rich supply of water, bursting from

a beautiful old Greek fountain, near the theatre
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—indeed, the water supply all over this country i >

excellent. There is also an old marble throne in

the church, about which they have many legends,

but no history. The costume of the girls, whom we

saw working in small irrigated plots near the

houses, was beautiful beyond that in other Greek

towns. They wore splendid necklaces of gold and

silver coins, which lay like corslets of chain mail on

the neck and breast ; and the dull but rich em-

broidery of wool on their aprons and bodices was

quite beyond what we could describe, but not

beyond our highest appreciation.

As the day was waning, we were obliged to leave

this most interesting place, and set off again on

our ride home to Lebadea. Wo had not gone a

mile from the town when we came upon the most

pathetic and striking of all the remains in that

country—the famous lion of Cha?ronea, which the

Thebans set up to their countrymen who had fallen

in the great battle against Philip of Macedon, in

the year 338 B. c. We had been looking out for this

monument, and on our way to Chaeronea, seeing a

lofty mound in the plain, rode up to it eagerly,

hoping to find the lion. But we were disappointed,

and were told that the history- of this larger mound
was completely unknown. It evidently commemo-
rates some battle, and is a mound over the d

but whether those slain by Sylla, or those with

Tolmides, or those of some other conflict, no man
can say. It seems, however, perfectly undisturl
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and grown about with deep weeds and brushwood,

so that a hardy excavator might find it worth open-

ing, and, perhaps, coins might tell us of its age.

The mound where we found the lion was much
humbler and smaller, in fact hardly a mound at all,

but a rising knoll, with its centre hollowed out, and

in the hollow the broken pieces of the famous lion.

It had sunk, wTe are told, into its mound of earth,

originally intended to raise it above the road

beside, and lay there in perfect safety till the pre-

sent century, when four English travellers claim to

have discovered it (June 3, 181 8). They tried to

get it removed, and, failing in their efforts, covered

up the pieces carefully. 1 .Since that time they seem

to have lain undisturbed, and are still in such a

state that a few days' labour, and a few pounds of

expense, would restore the work. It is of blueish-

grey stone*2—they call it Boeotian marble or lime-

1 An account of the discovery, by the only surviving member of (lie

party, Mr. G. L. Taylor, has been published by Mr. W. S. Vaux in the

Trans, of the Roy. Soc. of Lit., 2nd series, vol. viii., pp. I, sqq. The

latter gentleman called attention to his paper when the subject was

being discussed in the Academy last year. A very different story was

told to Colonel Mure, and has passed from his Travels into Murray's

CJuiJe. The current belief among the Greeks seems still to be that a

Greek patriot called Odysseus, perceiving the stone protruding from

the clay, and, on striking it, hearing its hollow ring, dug it out and

broke it in pieces, imagining it v> be .1 record of Philip's victory ovei

ic liberty. Some ill-natured people added that he hoped to find

treasure within it.

rot white marble, as Mr. Cresy implies, op. cit, p. 4. lie gives

the measurement i, which are enormous, the head

oe weighing about three tons, i think lie overrates the weight.
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stone—and is a work of the highest and purest

merit. The lion is of that Asiatic type which has

little or no mane, and seemed to us couchant or

sitting in attitude, with the head not lowered to

the fore paws, but thrown up. 1 The expression of

the face is ideally perfect—rage, grief, and shame
are expressed in it, together with that noble calm-

ness and moderation which characterize all good

Greek art. The object of the monument is quite

plain without reading the affecting, though simple,

notice of Pausanias :
' On the approach to the city,'

says he, ' is the tomb of the Boeotians who fell in

the battle with Philip. It has no inscription ; but

the image of a lion is placed upon it as an emblem
of the spirit of these men. The inscription has

been omitted—I suppose, because the gods had
willed that their fortune should not be equal to

their valour.' So, then, we have here, in what may
fairly be called a dated record, one of the finest

specimens of the sepulchral monuments of the best

1 Mr. Taylor and his friends thought it must have stood in the

attitude of the now abolished lion on Northumberland House. This

did not appear so to us; but it is difficult to decide. The restoration

by Sicgd in the Man. ofi ch. of Rome, f , which

Mr. A. S. Murray most kindly sent me a draw:.

a sitting one, like that of the sitting lion in front of the Arsenal at

e. There is a small sitting lion from (/alymmv, of the

Brit. Museum. Tne Greeks are now fully aHve to the

value of this monument, and anxious tor fa restoration. There had been

todian appointed to watch over it. even when 1 1 but he

need to be absent when we paid our visit
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age of Greece. It is very much to be regretted

that this splendid figure is not put together and

photographed. Nothing- would be more instruc-

tive than a comparison with the finest of modern
monuments—Thorwaldsen's Lion at Lucerne—the

work, too, of the only modern sculptor who can for

one moment be spoken of in comparison with the

ancient Greeks. But the lion of Chasronea now
owes its existence and safety to the accident that

no neighbouring peasant has in old times lacked

stones for a wall, or for a ditch ; and when Greece

awoke to a sense of the preciousness of these

things, it might have been gone, or dashed into

useless fragments.

As we saw it, on a splendid afternoon in June, it

lay in perfect repose and oblivion, the fragments

large enough to tell the contour and outline ; and

in the mouth of the upturned head, wild bees

were busy at their work, and the honeycomb was

there between its teeth. The Hebrew story came

fresh upon us, and we longed for the strength

which tore the lion of old, to gather the limbs and

heal the rents of his marble fellow. The lion of

Samson was a riddle to the Philistines which they

could not solve ; and so 1 suppose this lion of

Chaeronea was a riddle, too—a deeper riddle to

better men—why the patriot should fall before the

despot, and the culture of Greece before the Caesar-

ism of Macedonia. Even within Greece, there is

no loss for remarkable parallels. This, the last
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effulgence of the setting sun of Greek liberty, was
commemorated by a lion and a mound, as the

opening struggle at Marathon was also marked by

a lion and a mound. At Marathon the mound is

there and the lion gone—at Chseronea, the lion is

there and the mound gone. But doubtless the

earlier lion was far inferior in expression and in

beauty, and was a small object on so large a tomb.

Later men made the sepulchre itself of less import-

ance, and the poetic element more prominent; and

perhaps this very fact tells the secret of their

failure, and why the refined sculptor of the lion

was no equal in politics and war to the rude carver

of the relief of the Marathonian warrior.

These and such like thoughts throng the mind
of him who sits beside the solitary tomb ; and it

may be said in favour of its remoteness and diffi-

culty of access, that in solitude there is at least

peace and leisure, and the scattered objects of

interest are scanned with affection and with care.



CHAPTER X.

ARACHOVA—DELPHI—THE BAY OF CIRRHA.

The pilgrim who went of old from Athens to the

shrine of Delphi, to consult the august oracle on
some great difficulty in his own life, or some great

danger to his country, saw before him the giant

Parnassus as his goal, as soon as he reached the

passes of Cithaeron. For two or three days he went
across Bceotia with this great landmark before

him, but it was not till he reached Lebadea that

he found himself leaving level roads, and entering

defiles, where great cliffs and narrow glens gave to

his mind a tone of superstition and of awe which

ever dwelt around that wild and dangerous coun-

try. Starting from Lebadea, or, by another road,

from Chaeronea, he must go about half way round

Parnassus, from its east to its south-west aspect;

and this can only be done by threading his way
along torrents and precipices, mounting steep

ascents, and descending into wild glens. This

journey among the Alps of Phocis is perhaps the

most beautiful in all Greece—certainly the most
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beautiful of all the routes known to me through the

highlands.

The old priests of Delphi, who were the first

systematic road-builders among the Greeks, had

made a careful way from Thebes into Phocis, for

the use of the thronging pilgrims to their shrine.

It appears that, by way of saving the expense of

paving it all, they laid down or macadamised in

some ,way a double wheel-track or fixed track,

upon which chariots could run with safety ; but w<

hear from the oldest times of the unpleasantness of

two vehicles meeting on this road, and of the dis-

putes that took place as to which of them should

turn aside into the deep mud. 1 We may infer from

this that the lot of pedestrians cannot have been

very pleasant. Xow, all these difficulties have

vanished with the road itself. There are nothing

but faintly-marked bridle-paths, often indicated

only by the solitary telegraph wires, which reach

over the mountains, apparently for no purpose

whatever; and all travellers must ride or walk in

sing lefile, if they will not force their way through

covert and forest.

These wild mountains do not strike the mind
with the painful feeling of desolation which i^

produced by the abandoned plains. At no time

can they have supported a large population, and

1 This teems to be implied in the account of the murder o( Laius b\

CEdipus, on this very road, a- it i^ described in Sophoch -

Tyrannus.

S 2
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we may suppose that they never contained more

than scattered hamlets of shepherds, living, as

they now do, in deep-brown hairy tents of hides

at night, and wandering along the glens by day,

in charge of great herds of quaint-looking goats

with long beards and spiral horns. The dull tink-

ling of their bells, and the eagle's yelp, are the

only sounds which give variety to the rushing of

the wind through the dark pines, and the falling

of the torrent from the rocks. It is a country in

which the feeling grows not of solitude, but of

smallness—a land of huge form and feature, meet

dwelling for mysterious god and gloomy giant,

but far too huge for mortal man.

Our way lay, not directly for Delphi, but for the

curious town of Arachova, which is perched on the

summit of precipices, some 4000 feet or more above

the level of the sea. We rode from eight in the

morning till the evening twilight to reach this

place, and all the day through scenes which gave

us each moment some new delight and some new
astonishment, but which could only be described

by a painter, not by any pages of writing, how-

ever poetical or picturesque. It is the misfortune

of such descriptions on paper, that the writer

alone has the remembered image clear before

him; no reader can grasp the detail, and frame

for himself a parallel picture.

We felt that we were approaching Arachova,

when we saw the steep slopes aboye and below our
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path planted with vineyards, and here and there

a woman in her gay dress working on the steep

incline, where a stumble would have sent her

rolling many hundreds of feet into some torrent

bed. At one particular spot, where the way

turned round a projecting shoulder, we were struck

by seeing at the same time, to the north, the blue

sea under Eubcea, and, at the south, the Gulf of

Corinth where it nears Delphi—both mere patches

among the mountains, like the little lakes which

one sees among the Irish moors, but both great

historic waters—old highroads of commerce and

of culture. From any of the summits, such a

view from sea to sea would not be the least re-

markable ; but it was interesting and unusual to

see it from a mule's back on one of the high-roads

of the country. A moment later, the houses of

Arachova itself attracted all our attention, lying

as they did over against us, and quite near, but

with a great gulf between us and them, which we

were fortunately able to ride round. The town

has a curious, scattered appearance, with inter-

rupted streets and uncertain plan, owing not only

to the extraordinary nature of the site, but to the

fact that huge boulders, I might say rocks, have

been shaken loose by earthquakes from above,

and have come tumbling into the middle of the

town. They crush a house or two, and stand

there in the middle of a street. Presently some

one comes and builds a house up against the side
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of this rock ; others venture in their turn, and so

the town recovers itself, till another earthquake

makes another rent. Since 1870 these earth-

quakes have been very frequent. At first they

were very severe, and ruined almost all the town

;

but now they are very slight, and so frequent

that we were assured that they happened at some

hour every day. I believe this is practically true,

though we, who arrived in the evening and left

early next day, were not so fortunate as to feel

the shock ourselves. But the whole region of

Parnassus shows great scars and wounds from

this awful natural scourge.

Arachova is remarkable as being one of the

very few towns of Greece of any note which is

not built upon a celebrated site. Everywhere

the modern Greek town is a mere survival of the

old. I remember but three exceptions—Arachova,

Hydra, and Tripolitza, 1 and of these the latter two

arose from special and known circumstances. The

prosperity of Arachova is not so easily explicable.

In spite of its wonderful and curious site, the trade

of the place is, for a Greek town, very consider-

able. The wines which they make are of the

highest repute, though to us the free use of resin

makes them all equally worthless. Besides, they

work beautifully patterned rugs of divers-coloured

1 Indeed Tripolitzji lies between the ancient sites of Mantinea and

!, arid quite clott to the latter.
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wool—rugs which are sold at high prices all over

the Greek waters. They are used in boats, on sad-

dles, on beds—in fact for every possible rough use.

The patterns are stitched on with wool, and the

widths sown together in the same way, with effec-

tive rudeness.

We had an excellent opportunity of seeing all

this sort of work, as we found the town in some

excitement at an approaching marriage ; and we
went to see the bride, whom we found in a

spacious room, with low wooden rafters, in th»-

company of a large party of her companions, and

surrounded on all sides by her dowry, which con-

sisted, in eastern fashion, almost altogether of

' changes of raiment.' All round the room these

rich woollen rugs lay in perfect piles, and from the

low ceiling hung in great numbers her future hus-

band's white petticoats; for in that country, as

everywhere in Greece, the men wear the petticoats.

The company were all dressed in full costume

—

white sleeves, embroidered woollen aprons, gold

and silver coins about the neck, and a bright red

loose belt worn low round the figure. To complete

the picture, each girl had in her left hand a dis-

taff, swathed about with rich, soft, white wool,

from which her right hand and spindle were deftly

spinning thread, as she walked about the room

admiring the trousseau, and joking with us and

with her companions. The beauty of the Aracho-

vite women is as remarkable as the strength and
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longevity of the men, nor do I know any moun-
taineers equal to them, except those of some of the

valleys of the Tyrol. But there, as is well known,
beauty is chiefly confined to the men ; at Arachova
it seemed fairly distributed. "We did not see any
one girl of singular beauty. The average was
remarkably high ; and, as might be expected,

they were not only very fair, but of that peculiarly

clear complexion, and vigorous frame, which seem
almost always to be found when a good climate

and clear air are combined with a very high level

above the sea.

We saw, moreover, what they called a Pyrrhic

dance, and which consisted of a string of people,

hand-in-hand, standing in the form of a spiral, and
moving rhythmically, while the outside member of

the train performed curious and violent gymnastics.

The music consisted in the squealing of a horrible

clarionette, accompanied by the beating of a large

drum. The clarionette-player had a leathern band-
age about his mouth, like that which we see in

the ancient reliefs and pictures of double-flute-

players. According as each principal dancer was
fatigued, he passed off from the end of the spiral

line, and stuck a silver coin between the cap and
forehead of the player. The whole motion was
extremely slow throughout the party—the centre of

the coil, which is often occupied by little children,

hardly moving at all, and paying little attention

to the dance.
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In general, the Greek music which I heard

—

dance music, and occasional shepherds' songs

—

was nothing but a wild and monotonous chant,

with two or three shakes and ornaments on a high

note, running down to a long drone note at the

end. They repeat these phrases, which are not

more than three bars long, over and over again,

with some slight variations of appoggiatura. I was

told by competent people at Athens, that all this

music was not properly Greek, but Turkish, and

that the long slavery of the Greeks has completely

destroyed the traditions of their ancient music.

Though this seemed certainly true of the music

which I heard, I very much doubt that any ancient

feature so general as music can have completely

disappeared. When there are national songs of a

distinctly Greek character transmitted all through

the Slavish and Turkish periods, it seems odd that

they should be sung altogether to foreign music.

Without more careful investigation, I should be

slow to decide upon such a question. Unfortu-

nately, our specimens of old Greek music are very

few, and probably very insignificant, all the extant

works on music by the ancients being devoted to

theoretical questions, which are very difficult and

not very profitable. To this subject I must devote

a special discussion, with what illustration it is

now possible to obtain.

The inhabitants wished us to stay with them

some days, which would have given us an oppor-
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tunity of witnessing the wedding ceremony, and
also of making excursions to the snowy tops of

Mount Parnassus. But we had had enough of that

sort of amusement in a climb up Mount ./Etna, a

short time before, and the five hours' toiling on the

snow in a thick fog was too fresh in our memory.
Besides, we were bound to catch the weekly steamer

at Itea, as the port of Delphi is now called ; and
eight additional days, or rather nights, in this

country might have been too much for the wildest

enthusiast. For the wooden houses of Arachova

are beyond all other structures infested with life,

and not even the balconies in the frosty night air

were safe from insect invasions.

We, therefore, started early in the morning, and

kept along the sides of precipices on our way to the

oracle of Delphi. It is not wonderful that the

Arachovites should be famous for superstitions and

legends, and that the inquirers into the remnants

of old Greek beliefs in the present day have found

their richest harvest in this mountain fastness,

where there seems no reason why any belief should

ever die out. More especially the faith in the

terrible god of the dead, Charos, who represents not

only the old Charon, but Pluto also, is here very

deep-seated, and many Arachovite songs and

balkuk speak of his awful and relentless visits.

Longevity is so usual, and old age is so hale and

green in these Alps, that the death of the young

comes home with far greater force and pathos here
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than in unhealthy or immoral societies, and thus

the inroads of Charos are not borne in sullen

silence, but lamented with impatient complaints.

At eleven o'clock, we came, in the fierce summer
sun, to the ascent into the * rocky Pytho,' where

the terraced city of old had once harboured pil-

grims from every corner of the civilized world.

The ordinary histories which we read give us but

little idea of the mighty influence of this place in

the age of its faith. We hear of its being consulted

by Crcesus, or by the Romans, and we appreciate

its renown for sanctity; but until of very late years

there was small account taken of its political and

commercial omnipotence. The date of its first rise

is hidden in remote antiquity. As the story goes,

a shepherd who fed his flocks here observed the

goats, when they approached the vaporous cavern,

springing about madly, as if under some strange

influence. He came up to see the place himself,

and was immediately seized with the prophetic

frenzy. So the reputation of the place spread, first

around the neighbouring pastoral tribes, and then

to a wider sphere.

This very possible origin, however, does not dis-

tinctly assert what may certainly be inferred—

I

mean the existence of some older and ruder wor-

ship, before the worship of Apollo was here esta-

blished. Two arguments make this clear. In the

first place, old legends consistently speak of the

arrival of Apollo here; of his conflict with th« v
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powers of earth, under the form of the dragon

Python ; of his having undergone purification for

its murder, and having been formally ceded pos-

session by its older owners. This distinct allusion

to a previous cult, and one even hostile to Apollo,

but ultimately reconciled with him, is sustained by

the fact that Pausanias describes in the Temple of

Apollo itself two old stones—one apparently an

aerolith—which were treated with great respect,

anointed daily with oil, and adorned with garlands

of flowers. One of these was to the Greeks the

centre of the earth [o^akoq\ and beside it were

two eagles in gold, to remind one of the legend

that Zeus had started two eagles from the ends of

the earth, and that they met at this exact spot

midway. These old and shapeless stones, which

occur elsewhere in Greek temples, point to the

older stage of fetish worship, before the Greeks

had risen to the art of carving a statue, or of wor-

shipping the unseen deity without a gross material

symbol.

The late researches of M. A. Lebegue, at Delos,

have given us another instance. He found that

the old shrine of Apollo has been made in imita-

tion of a cave, and that in the recess of the shrine,

made with large slabs of stone forming a gable

over a natural fissure in the rock, there was an

ancient, rude, sacred stone, on which were re-

maining the feet of the statue, which had after-

wards been added to give dignity to the improved
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worship. M. Lebegue's monograph on these re-

searches is well worth reading.

Homer speaks in the Iliad of the great wealth of

the shrine ; and the Hymn to the Pythian Apollo

supposes its whole antecedents completed. But

seeing that the god Apollo, though originally an

Ionian god, as at Delos, was here worshipped dis-

tinctively by the Dorians, we shall not err if we
consider the rise of the oracle to greatness coinci-

dent with the rise and spreading of the Dorians

over Greece—an event to which we can assign no

date, but which, in legend, comes next after the

Trojan War, and seems on the threshold of real

history. The absolute submission of the Spartans,

when they rose to power, confirmed the authority

of the shrine, and so it gradually came to be the

Metropolitan See, so to speak, in the Greek re-

ligious world. It seems that the influence of this

oracle was, in old days, always used in the direc-

tion of good morals and of enlightenment. When
neighbouring states were likely to quarrel, the

oracle was often a peacemaker, and even acted as

arbitrator—a course often adopted in earlier Greek

history, and in which they again anticipated the

best results of our nineteenth-century culture. So
again, when excessive population demanded an

outlet, the oracle was consulted as to the proper

place, and the proper leader to be selected ; and

so all the splendid commercial development of the

sixth century B. C, if not produced, was at least
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guided and promoted, by the Delphic Oracle.

Again, in determining the worship of other gods

and the founding of new services to great public

benefactors, the oracle seems to have been the

acknowledged authority—thus taking the place of

the Vatican in Catholic Europe, as the source and

origin of new dogmas, and of new worships and

formularies.

At the same time the treasure-house of the shrine

was the largest and safest of banks, where both

individuals and states might deposit treasure

—

nay, even the states seem to have had separate

chambers—and from which they could also borrow

money, at fair interest, in times of war and public

distress. The rock of Delphi was held to be the

navel or centre of the earth's surface, and certainly

in a social and religious sense this was the case

for all the Greek world. Thus the priests were

informed, by perpetual visitors from all sides, of

all the last news—of the general aspect of poli-

tics—of the new developments of trade—of the

latest discoveries in outlying and barbarous lands

—and were accordingly able, without any super-

natural inspiration, to form their judgments on

wider experience and better knowledge than any-

body else could command. This advice, which

was really sound and well-considered, was given

to people who took it to be divine, and acted upon

it with implicit faith and zeal. Of course the re-

sult was in general satisfactory, and so even individ-
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uals came to use it as a sort of high confessional,

to which they came as pilgrims at some important

crisis of their life ; and finding by the response

that the god seemed to know all about the affairs

of every city, went away fully satisfied with the

divine authority of the oracle.

This great and deserved general reputation was

not affected by occasional rumours of bribed re-

sponses or of dishonest priestesses. Such things

must happen everywhere ; but, as Lord Bacon long

ago observed, human nature is more affected by

affirmatives than negatives—that is to say, a few

cases of brilliantly accurate prophecy will outweigh

a great number of doubtful advices or even cases

of acknowledged corruption. So the power of the

Popes has lasted in some respects undiminished to

the present day, and they are still regarded by

many as infallible, even though historians have

published many dreadful lives of some of them,

and branded them as men of worse than average

morals.

The greatness—nay, the almost omnipotence

—

of the Delphic Oracle lasted from the invasion

of the Dorians down to the Persian War, cer-

tainly more than three centuries ; when the part

which it took in the latter struggle gave it a

blow from which it seems never to have recovered.

When the invasion of Xerxes was approaching*,

the Delphic priests, informed accurately of the

immense power of the Persians, made up their
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minds that all resistance was useless, and coun-

selled absolute submission or flight. Accord-

ing to all human probabilities they were right,

for nothing but a series of blunders could pos-

sibly have checked the Persians. But surely the

god ought to have inspired them to utter patrio-

tic responses, and thus to save themselves in case

of such a miracle as actually happened. I cannot

but suspect that they hoped to gain the favour of

Xerxes, and remain under him what they had

hitherto been, a wealthy and protected corpora-

tion. Perhaps they even saw too far, and per-

ceived that the success of the Greeks would bring

the Ionic states into prominence ; but we must not

credit them with too much. The result, however,

told greatly against them. The Greeks won, and

the Athenians got the lead—the Athenians, who
very soon developed a secular and worldly spirit,

and who were by no means awed by responses

which had threatened them and weakened their

hands, when their own courage and skill had

brought them deliverance—just as, in the case of

modern Europe, the theological spirit made way
for greater enlightenment. And we can imagine

even Themistocles, not to speak of Pericles and

Antiphon, looking upon the oracles as little more

than a convenient way of persuading the mob to

follow a policy which it was not able to under-

stand. But I must not turn these sketches into

an historical treatise.
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It is with some sadness that we turn from the

splendid past of Delphi to its miserable present.

The sacred cleft in the earth, from which rose the

cold vapour that intoxicated the priestess, is

blocked up and lost. As it lay within the shrine

of the temple, it may have been filled by the fall-

ing ruins, or still more completely destroyed by an

earthquake. But, apart from these natural possibi-

lities, we are told that the Christians, after the

oracle was closed by Theodosius, filled up and

effaced the traces of what they thought a special

entrance to hell, where communications had been

held with the Evil One.

The three great fountains or springs of the

town are still in existence. The first and most stri-

king of these bursts out from between the Pha>
driades—two shining peaks, which stand up 1000

feet over Delphi, and so close together as to leave

only a dark and mysterious gorge or fissure, not

twenty feet wide, intervening. The aspect of these

twin peaks, so celebrated by the Greek poets, with

their splendid stream, the Castalian fount, burst-

ing from between them, is indeed grand and start-

ling. A great square bath is cut in the rock, just

at the mouth of the gorge ; but the earthquake of

1870, which made such havoc of Arachova, has

been busy here also, and has tumbled a huge
block into this bath, thus covering the old work,

as well as several votive niches cut into the

rocky wall. This was the place where arriv-

T
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ing pilgrims purified themselves with hallowed

water.

In the great old days the oracle gave responses

on the seventh of each month, and even then,

only when the sacrifices were favourable. If the

victims were not perfectly without blemish, they

could not be offered ; if they did not tremble

all over when brought to the altar, the day was
thought unpropitious. The inquirers entered the

great temple in festal dress, with olive garlands

and stcmmata, or fillets of wool, led by the oatot,

or sacred guardians of the temple, who were five

of the noblest citizens of Delphi. The priest-

esses, on the contrary— there were three at

the same time, who officiated in turn— though

Delphians also, were not considered of noble

family. When the priestess was placed on the

sacred tripod by the chief interpreter, or -n-pocpiiT^g,

over the exhalations, she was seized with frenzy

—

often so violent that the oaiot were known to

have fled in terror, and she herself to have be-

come insensible, and to have died. Her ravings

in this state were carefully noted down, and then

reduced to sense, and of old always to verses, by

the attendant priests, who of course interpreted

disconnected words with a special reference to

tin; politics or other circumstances of the in-

quirers.

I his was done in early days in perfect good

faith. With the decline of religion there were of
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course many cases of corruption and of partiality,

and, indeed, the whole style and dignity of the

oracle gradually decayed with the decay of Greece

itself. Presently, when crowds came, and states

were extremely jealous of the right of precedence

in inquiring of the god, it was found expedient to

give responses every day, and this was done to

private individuals, and even for trivial reasons.

So also the priests no longer took the trouble to

shape the responses into verse ; and wrhen the

Phocians in the sacred war (B.C. 355-46) seized the

treasures, and applied to military purposes some

10,000 talents, the shrine suffered a blow from which

it never recovered. Still, the quantity of splendid

votive offerings which were not convertible into

ready money made it the most interesting place in

Greece, next to Athens and Olympia, for lovers of

the arts ; and the'statues, tripods, and other curio-

sities described there by Pausanias, give a wonder-
ful picture of the mighty oracle even in its decay.

The greatest sculptors, painters, and architects had
lavished labour and design upon the buildings.

Though Nero had carried off 500 bronze statues,

the traveller estimated the remaining works of art

at 3000, andj<yet they seem to have been almost

all statues, and not to have included tripods, pic-

tun's, and other gifts. The Emperor Constantino

brought away A. D. 330) a great number of thes

adorn his capital — more especially the br<

trinod, formed of three intertwined serpents, with
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their heads supporting a golden vessel, which

Pausanias, the Spartan King, had dedicated as

the leader of Greece to commemorate the great

victory over Xerxes. This tripod was found stand-

ing in its place at Constantinople by our allied

armies in 1852, and contains the list of states

according to the account of Herodotus, who de-

scribes its dedication, and who saw it at Delphi.

When the Emperor Julian, the last great cham-

pion of paganism, desired to consult the oracle

on his way to Persia, in 362 A.D., it replied: 'Tell

the king the fair-wrought dwelling has sunk into

the dust : Phcebus has no longer a shelter or a

prophetic laurel, neither has he a speaking foun-

tain ; the fair water is dried up.' Thus did the

shrine confess, even to the ardent and hopeful Ju-

lian, that its power had passed away, and, as it were

by a supreme effort, declared to him the great truth

which he refused to see—that paganism was gone

for ever, and a new faith had arisen for the nations

of the Roman Empire.

About the year 390, Theodosius took the god at

his word, and closed the oracle finally. The temple

—with its cella of 100 feet—with its Doric and

Ionic pillars—with its splendid sculptures upon

the pediments—sank into decay and ruin. The

walls and porticos tumbled down the precipitous

cliffs; the prophetic chasm was filled up by the

Christians with fear and horror; and, as if to

foil any attempt to recover from ruins the site
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and plan, the modern Greeks built their miser-

able hamlet of Castri upon the spot ; so that it is

only among the walls and foundations laid bare by

earthquakes that we can now seek for marble

capitals and votive inscriptions.

One or two features are still unchanged. The
three fine springs, to which Delphi doubtless owed

its first selection for human habitation, are still

there—Castalia, of which we have spoken ; Cassotis,

which was led artificially into the very shrine of the

god ; and Delphussa, which was, I suppose, the

water used for secular purposes by the inhabitants.

The stadium, too, a tiny racecourse high above the

town, in the only place where they could find a level

150 yards, is still visible; and we see at once what

the importance of games must have been at a sacred

Greek town, when such a thing as a stadium should

be attempted here. 1 The earliest competitions had

been in music—that is, in playing the lyre, in

recitation, and probably in the composition of

original poems; but presently the physical con-

tests of Olympia began to outdo the splendour of

Delphi. Moreover, the Spartans would not corn-

in minstrelsy, which they liked and criticised,

but left to professional artists. Accordingly, the

ists of Delphi were too practical a corporal

not to widen the programme of their games, and

1 The hippodrome for the chariot races was, however, in the plain

ith, as Pausanias tells as \. 57. 4).
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Pindar has celebrated the Pythian victors as hardly

second to those at the grand festival of Elis.

There is yet one more element in the varied

greatness of Delphi. It was here that the re-

ligious federation of Greece—the Amphictyony of

which we hear so often—held its meetings alter-

nately with the meetings at the springs of Thermo-

pylae. When I stood high up on the stadium at

Delphi, the great scene described by the orator

/Eschines came fresh upon me, when he looked

upon the sacred plain of Krissa, and called all

the worshippers of the god to clear it of the sacri-

legious Amphissians, who had covered it with

cattle and growing crops. The plain, he says, is

easily surveyed from the place of meeting—a state-

ment which shows that the latter cannot have been

in the town of Delphi ; for a great shoulder of the

mountain effectually hides the whole plain from

every part of the town.

The Pylaea, or place of assembly, was, however,

outside, and precisely at the other side of this huge

shoulder, so that what iEschines says is true ; but it

is not true, as every ordinary student imagines, that

he was standing in Delphi itself. He was, in fact,

completely out of sight of the town, though not a

mile from it. There is no more common error than

this amongour mere book scholars—and I dare say

there are not many who realize the existence of

this suburban Pylsea, and its situation close to, but

invisible from, Delphi. It certainly never came
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home to me till I began to look for the spot from

which ^Eschines might have delivered his famous

extempore address.

When we rode round to the real place, we
found his words amply verified. Far below us

stretched the plain from Amphissa to Kirrha, at

right angles with the gorge above which Delphi is

situated. The river-courses of the Delphic springs

form, in fact, a regular zig-zag. When they tumble

from their great elevation on the rocks into the

valley, they join the Pleistus, running at right

angles towards the west; when this torrent has

reached the plain, it turns again due south, and

flows into the sea at the Gulf of Kirrha. Thus, look-

ing from Pylaea, you see the upper part of the plain,

and the gorge to the north-west of it, where Am-
phissa occupies its place in a position similar to

the mouth of the gorge of Delphi. The southern

rocks of the gorge over against Delphi shutout the

sea and the actual bay ; but a large rich tract,

covered with olive-woods, and medlars, and olean-

ders, stretches out beneath the eye—verily a plain

worth fighting for, and a possession still more pre-

cious, when it commanded the approach of pilgrims

from the sea ; so that the harbour duties and tolls

of Kirrha were once a large revenue, and their

threatened the oracle with poverty. This levying

of tolls on the pilgrims to Delphi became qui

national question in the days of Solon; it

in a great war, Led by the Amphictyonic Council.
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Kirrha was ruined, and its land dedicated to the

god, in order to protect the approach from future

difficulties. So this great tract was, I suppose,

devoted to pasture, and the priests probably levied

a rent from the people who chose to graze their

cattle on the sacred plain. The Amphissians, who
lived, not at the sea side, but at the mountain

side of the plain, were never accused of robbing or

taxing the pilgrims ; but having acquired for many-

generations the right of pasture, they advanced to

the idea of tilling their pastures, and were undis-

turbed in this privilege, till the mischievous orator,

u^Eschines, for his own purposes, fired the Delphians

with rage, kindled a war, and so brought Philip

into Greece. These are the historical circumstances

which should be called to mind by the traveller,

who rides down the steep descent from Delphi to

the plain, and then turns through the olive-woods

to the high road to Itea, as the port of Delphi is

now called.

A few hours brought us to the neighbourhood

of the sea. The most curious feature of this valley,

as we saw it, was a long string of camels tied

together, and led by a small and shabby donkey.

Our mules and horses turned with astonishment to

examine these animals, which have survived here

alone of all the places into which they were intro-

duced long ago by the Turks.

The port of Itea is one of the stations at which
1

rr ek coasting steamers now call, and, accord-
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ingly, the place is growing in importance. If a

day's delay were allowed to let tourists ride up to

the old seat of the oracle, and if the service were

better regulated, I suppose no traveller would

choose any other route on his way to Athens. For

he would see all the beautiful coasts of Acarnania

and ^Etolia on the one side, and of Achaia on the

other; he could then take Delphi on his way, and

would thus arrive at Corinth. Here again, a day, or

part of a day, should be allowed to see the splendid

Acro-Corinthus, of which more in another chapter.

The traveller might thus reach Athens with an

important part of Greece already visited, and have

more leisure to turn his attention to the monuments
and curiosities of that city and of Attica. It is worth

while to suggest these things, because most men
who go to Greece find, as I did, that, with some

better previous information, they could have econo-

mised both time and money. I should almost

advise that the steamer—which sails from Brin-

disi—should be abandoned at Itea, from which the

traveller can easily get horses to Delphi and Ara-

chova, and from thence to Chaeronea, Lebadea, and

through Thebes to Athens. So he would arrive

there on a land tour, which would make him

acquainted with all Bceotia. He might next sail

from Athens to Corinth, and then take horse and
ride into the Peloponnese

; going first to Mycenae
and Argos, and then taking another steamer

round to Sparta, and riding up through I
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Arcadia and Elis, so as to come out at Patras, or

by boat to Zante, where the steamer homewards

would pick him up. Of course, special excursions

through Attica, and to the islands, are not included

in this sketch, as they can easily be made from

Athens.

But surely, no voyage in Greece can be called

complete which does not include a visit to the

famous shrine of Delphi, where the wildness and

ruggedness of nature naturally suggest the powers

of earth and air, that sway our lives unseen

—

where the quaking soil and the rent rocks speak a

strength above the strength of mortal man—and

where a great faith, based upon his deepest hopes

and fears, gained a moral empire over all the nation,

and exercised it for centuries, to the purifying and

the ennobling of the Hellenic race. The oracle is

long silent, the priestess forgotten, the temple not

only ruined, but destroyed ; and yet the grand re-

sponses of that noble shrine are not forgotten, nor

are they dead. For they have contributed their

part and added their element to the general ad-

vancement of the world, and to the emancipation

of man from immorality and from superstition

into the true liberty of a good and enlightened con-

science.



CHAPTER XI.

ELIS—OLYMPIA AND ITS GAMES—THE VALLEY OF

THE ALPHEUS.

The thousands of visitors, whose ships thronged

the bay of Katakolo every four years in the great

old times, cannot have been fairly impressed with

the beauty of the country at first sight. Most

other approaches to the coast of Greece are far

more striking. For although, on a clear day,

the mountains of Arcadia are plainly visible, and

form a fine background to the view, from the great

bar of Erymanthus on the north, round to the top of

Lykaeon far south-west, yet the foreground has not,

and never had, either the historic interest or the

beauty of the many bays and harbours in other

parts of Greece. Yet I am far from asserting that

it is actually wanting even in this respect. As we
saw the bay in a quiet summer sunset, with its

placid water reflecting a sleeping cloud and a few-

idle sails in its amber glow, with its wide circle of

low hills and tufted shore bathed in a golden h<

which spread its curtain of light athwart all the

distance, so that the great snowy comb of Eryman-

thus alone seemed suspended by some mystery in

the higher blue—the view was not indeed \
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Greek, for it was neither striking nor stimulating,

but it was still beautiful, and no unsuitable dress

wherein the land might clothe itself to welcome the

traveller, and foretell him its sunny silence and its

golden mystery.

The carriage-way along the coast passes by sand-

hills, and sandy fields of vines, which were being

tilled when we saw them by kindly but squalid

peasants, some of whom lived in wretched huts of

skins, enclosed with a rough fence. But these were

probably only temporary dwellings, for the thrift

and diligence of the southern Greek seems hardly

compatible with real penury. Mendicancy, except

in the case of little children who do it for the

nonce, seems unknown in the Morea.

A dusty ride of two hours, relieved now and

then for a moment by the intense perfume from the

orange blossoms of gardens fenced with mighty

aloes, brought us to the noisy and stirring town of

] '\ rgos. We found this town, one of the most thriv-

ing in Greece, quite as noisy as Naples in propor-

tion to its size, fulljof dogs barking, donkeys braying,

and various shopkeepers screaming out their wares
—(specially frequent were the young shrill-voiced

s so employed. Nowhere does the ultra-demo-

cratic temper of new Greek social life show itself

more manifestlyjthan in these disturbed streets. Not

only doe every member ofhuman society, however
young or ill-disposed, Let his voice be heard with-

out reserve, but it seems considered an infrac-
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tion upon liberty to silence yelping dogs, braying

donkeys, or any other animal which chooses to dis-

turb its neighbours.

The whole town, like most others in Greece, even

in the Arcadian highlands, is full of half-built and

just-finished houses, showing a rapid increase of

prosperity, or perhaps a return of the population

from country life into the towns which have always

been so congenial to the race. But if the latter

be the fact, there yet seems no slackening in the

agriculture of the country, which in the Morea is

strikingly diligent and laborious, reaching up steep

hill sides, and creeping along precipices, winning

from ungrateful nature every inch of niggard soil.*

This is indeed the contrast of northern and southern

Greece. In Bceotia the rich plains of Thebes and

Orchomenos are lying fallow, while all the rugged

mountains of Arcadia are yielding wine and oil.

The Greeks will tell you that it is the result of

the security established by their Government in

those parts of Greece which are not accessible from

the Turkish frontier. They assert that if their

sent frontier were not at Thermopylae but at Ten

or even farther north, the rich plains of northern

Greece would not lie idle through fear of the ban-

dits, which every disturbance excites about the

boundaries of ill-guarded kingdoms.

The carriage road from Pyrgos up to Olympia \

just finished, and it is now possible to drive all the

* Cf. the 1 led from M. G •-•. p. 17'
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way from the sea, but we preferred the old method

of travelling on horseback to the terrors of a newly-

constructed Greek thoroughfare. There is, more-

over, in wandering on invisible highways, along

meadows, through groves and thickets, and across

mountains, a charm which no dusty carriage road

can ever afford. We soon came upon the banks of

the Alpheus, which we followed as our main index,

though at times we were high above it, and at times

in the meadows at the water-side ; at times again

mounting some wooded ridge which had barred the

way of the stream, and forced it to take a wide cir-

cuit from our course, or again crossing the deep

cuttings made by rivulets which come down from

northern Elis to swell the river from mile to mile.

Our path must have been almost the same as was

followed by the crowds which came from the west to

visit the Olympic games in classical days : they

must have ascended along the windings of the

river, and as they came upon each new amphi-

theatre of hills, and each new tributary stream,

they may have felt the impatience which we felt

that this was not the sacred Af/is
y
and that this

was not the famous confluence of the Kladeos.

JiUt the season in which they travelled—the begin-

ning of July—can never have shown them the val-

] v in its true beauty. Instead of a glaring dry

bed of gravelj and meadows parched with heat, we
found the Alpheus a broad and rapid river, which

we crossed on horseback with difficulty; we found
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the meadows green with sprouting corn and bright

with flowers, and all along the slopes the trees were

bursting into bud and blossom, and filling the air

with the rich scent of spring. Huge shrubs of

arbutus and of mastich closed around the paths,

while over them the Judas tree and the wild pear

covered themselves with purple and with white,

and on every bank great scarlet anemones opened

their wistful eyes in the morning sun.

When we came to the real Olympia the prospect

was truly disenchanting. However interesting

excavations may be, they are always exceeding-

ly ugly. Instead of grass and flowers, and pure

water, we found the classic spot defaced with great

mounds of earth, and trodden bare of grass. We
found the Kladeos flowing a turbid drain into the

larger river. We found hundreds of workmen, and

wheelbarrows, and planks, and trenches, instead of

solitude and the song of birds. So it was that we
found the famous temple of Zeus.

This temple was in many respects one of the

most celebrated in Greece, especially on account

of the great image of Zeus, which Phidias himself

wrought for it in gold and ivory, and of which Pau-

sanias has left us a very wonderful description

(v. 1 1, sqq.) This statue was carried away to Con-

stantinople, and of course its precious material ex-

cluded all chance of its surviving through centuries

of ignorance and bigotry. The temple itself, to

judge from its appearance, was somewhat older
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than the days of Phidias, for it is of that thickset

and massive type which we only find in the earlier

Doric temples, and which rather reminds us of

Paestum than ofAthenian remains. It was built by a

local architect, Libon, and of a very coarse limestone

from the neighbourhood, which was covered with

stucco, and painted chiefly white, to judge from

the fragments which remain. But it seems as if

the Eleans had done all they could to add splen-

dour to the building, whenever their funds per-

mitted. The tiles of the roof were not of burnt

clay, but of Pentelican marble, the well-known and

beautiful invention of the Naxian Byzes. More-

over, Phidias and a number of his fellow-workers

or subordinates at Athens, as well as other artists,

had been invited to Olympia, to adorn the temple,

and to them we owe the pediments, probably also

the metopes, and many of the statues, with which

all the sacred inclosure round the edifice was

literally thronged. Subsequent generations added

to this splendour : a gilded figure of Victory, with a

gold shield, was set upon the apex of the gable

;

gilded pitchers at the extremities; gilded shields

fastened all along the architraves by Mum-
mius, from the spoils of Corinth, and the great

status of Zeus within still remained, the wonder

and the delight of the ancient world.

But with the fall of paganism and the formal

extinction of the Olympic games (394 A. D.) the

glories of the temple fell into decay. The great
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statue in the shrine was carried away to Byzantium
;

many of the votive bronzes and marbles which stood

about the sacred grove were transported to Italy

;

and at last a terrible earthquake, apparently in the

fifth century, levelled the whole temple almost

with the ground. The action of this extraordinary

earthquake is still plainly to be traced in the now
uncovered ruins. It upheaved the temple from the

centre, throwing the pillars of all the four sides

outwards, where most of them lie with their drums

severed, but still complete in all parts, and only

requiring mechanical power to set them up again.

Some preliminary shakes had caused pieces of the

pediment sculptures to fall out of their place, for

they were found at the foot of the temple steps;

but the main shock threw the remainder to a great

distance, and I saw the work of Alkamenes being

unearthed more than 25 yards from its proper site.

In spite of this convulsion, the floor of the temple,

with its marble work, and its still more beautiful

mosaic, is still there, and it seemed doubtful to the

Germans whether there is even a crack now to be

found in it. About the ruins there gathered some
little population, for many fragments wore found

built into walls of poor and late construction ; but

this work of destruction was fortunately arrested by

a sudden overflow of the Alpheus, caused by the

bursting of one of the mountain lakes about Phe-

neus. The river then covered all the little plain of

Olympia with a deep layerof fine sand ami of mud.

u
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A thicket of arbutus and mastich sprang from this

fertile soil, and so covered all traces of antiquity,

that when Chandler visited the place, ioo years

ago, nothing but a part of the cella wall was over

o*round, and this was since removed by neighbour-

ing builders. But the site being certain, it only

required the enterprise of modern research to lay

bare the old level so fortunately altered by the

interposition of nature. The traveller who now

visits Olympia can see the whole site and contour

of the great temple, with all its prostrate pillars

lying around it. He can stand on the very spot

where once was placed the unrivalled image—the

masterpiece of Phidias' art. He can see the old

mosaic in coloured pebbles, with its exquisite de-

sign, which later taste—probably Roman—thought

well to cover with a marble pavement. But far

above all, he can find in adjoining sheds not only

the remains of the famous Nike of Paeonius, which

stood on a pedestal close to the east front, but the

greater part of the splendid pediment sculptures,

which will henceforth rank with the grandest relics

of the highest and purest Greek art. We have

reason to hope that these noble compositions may

vet be restored with tolerable completeness, when

they will stand next to the pediments of the Par-

thenon in conception and in general design.

For even if the restoration were never accom-

plished, there is enough in the fragments of the

iigures already recovered to show the great genius
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of both sculptors, but particularly of Alkamenes,

the author of the western pediment. This per-

fectly agrees with the note of Pausanias, who adds,

in mentioning this very work, that Alkamenes

was considered in his day an artist second only to

Phidias.

It was objected to me by learned men on the

spot, that the eastern pediment, being the proper

front of the temple, must have been the more

important, and that Paeonius, as we know from

an inscription, boasts that he obtained the exe-

cuting of it by competition, thus proving that he

was, at least in this case, preferred to his rivals.

But the decided superiority of Alkamenes' work
leads me to suppose that the boast of Paeonius

only applies to the eastern pediment, and that

probably the western had been already assigned

to Alkamenes. Nor do I agree with the view that

the eastern pediment must have been artistic-

ally the most important. In several Greek tem-

ples

—

e.g., the Parthenon, the temple at Phigalea,

and in this—the great majority of visitors must
have approached it from the rear, which should

accordingly have been quite the prominent side

for artistic decoration. Let me add that far more
action was permitted in the groups on this side,

while over the entrance the figures were staid and
in repose, as if to harmonize with the awe and
silence of the entering worshipper. Be these things

as they may, the work of Alkamenes is certainly

U 2
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superior to that which remains to us of Pseonius,

not only in the pediment, but in his figure of

winged Victory, which was, I think, greatly over-

praised by the critics who saw it soon after its

discovery.

The general composition of the groups in the

pediments and friezes has been described by Pau-

sanias (v. 10, §$ 6-10), in a passage of great interest,

which will now give rise to much controversy.

The general impression of Drs. Hirschfeld and

Weil, when I was at the place, was against the

accuracy of Pausanias, wThom they considered to

have blindly set down whatever the local cicerones

told him. He says, however, that the eastern

pediment, in which, as already remarked, it was

not usual to represent violent action, depicted the

preparation of the chariot race between Pelops

and (Enomaus. In the centre was Zeus, whose

torso has been recovered, and at the narrow ends

of the field were figures of the Alpheus and

Kladeos, to the right and left of the spectator

respectively. These figures are partly recovered

—

graceful young men lying on the ground, and

apparently raising their heads (still missing) to

witness the contest.

It is worth pausing for a moment upon this dis-

position, which was so usual as to be almost

< onventional in the pediments sculptured during

the best epochs of Greek art. In the; centre, where

the field was very high, and admitted of a colossal
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figure, it was usual to represent the god whose

providence guided the events around him, and this

god was represented calm and without excitement.

Then came the mythical event grouped on both

sides ; but at the ends, where the field narrowed

to an angle, it was usual to represent the calm-

ness or impassiveness of external nature. This was

not done in Greek sculpture by trees and hills, but

by the gods who symbolized them. So thoroughly

was nature personified in Greek art, that its pictur-

esqueness was altogether postponed to its living

conscious sympathy with man, and thus to a Greek

the proper representation of the rivers of Olympia

was no landscape, but the graceful forms of the

river gods—intelligent and human, yet calm spec-

tators, as nature is wont to be. The very same

idea is carried out more characteristically in the

pediment of Alkamenes, where, in spite of the

• -nt conflict ofCentaurs and Lapithae, the central

and extreme figures, as I shall presently notice, are

perfectly unmoved witnesses of lawless violence.

The arrangement of the rest of the eastern pedi-

ment was evidently quite symmetrical. On Zeus'

right hand was (Knomaus, his wife Sterope, his

charioteer Myrtilus sitting before the four horses,

and two grooms; on his left, Pelops, Hippodamia,

and a like number of horses and attendants. A
good many pieces of these figures have been found,

sufficient to tempt Professor Curtius to a conjectural

• ration of the pediment, which, however, 1 b
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The western pediment, of which more and more
striking fragments are being recovered, is more diffi-

cult to restore, because Pausanias is unfortunately

not nearly so precise in describing it, and because,

moreover, he is suspected of a serious blunder

about the central figure. Contrary to the prece-

dent just mentioned, he says that this central

figure is Pirithous, whose wife is just being car-

ried off by the Centaurs, and who ought therefore

to be in violent excitement. But there had been

found, just before we arrived at Olympia, a colos-

sal head, of the noblest conception, which seems

certainly to belong to the pediment sculptures,

and which must be the head of this central figure.

It is perfectly calm and divine in expression, and

almost forces upon the spectator the conclusion

to which all the best judges lean, that it must

be an Apollo, and that this was the central figure,

while Pirithous was more actively engaged. There

was on each side of this figure a Centaur carry-

ing off, the one a maiden (I suppose the bride)

and the other a boy, and Kseneus and Theseus

at each side, coming to the rescue.

But on the other figures Pausanias is silent ;

and there were certainly two beautiful moun-

tain or river nymphs at the extremities—lying

figures, with a peculiar head-dress of a thick

bandage wrapped all round the hair—which arc

ngthe most perfect of the figures recovered. It

is also certain that Pirithous must have been

somewhere on the pediment; and this would sug-
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gest another figure to correspond to him at the

other side, for these sculptures were always sym-

metrical. In this case Pausanias has omitted four

figures at least in his description, and seems to

have besides mistaken the largest and most impor-

tant of all. The Germans, cite in proof of these

strictures his passing remark on the Metopes,

representing the labours of Herakles, on one of

which was (he says) Herakles about to relieve

Atlas, whereas this slab, which has been found,

really represents Herakles carrying the globe, and

one of the Hesperidse assisting him with one hand,

while Atlas is bringing to him the apple.

But this is a mere passing clause, and does not

deserve such minute criticism. However the recon-

struction of the grouping may succeed, the figures

and fragments of figures from the struggle of the

Centaurs and Lapithae are magnificent, and will

rank with the most splendid Greek work of the

period. More especially, there is the figure of the

of Pirithous (I suppose) with the Centaur's arm
and hoof still visible grasping her, which in the

large and monumental expression of its calm agony

strikes me as perhaps the finest conception 1 1

saw in marble. Fortunately it is not n

describe these figures more minul .ill who
desire to .study them will find them presently

photographed in the second fasciculus of the I

man Government's Ausgrabung in Olymp

work of which the importance cannot

estimated.
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All these great figures and fragments were hud-

dled ^together, when we visited them, in wretched

sheds, where it was difficult to see them, and far

more difficult to appreciate them, or dwell with satis-

faction upon their beauty. It is said to be the duty

of the Greek'government to provide these buildings,

and if so, they are greatly to be blamed for allowing

such inconvenience, even in a temporary arrange-

ment. We should have refrained from complaint,

did we hope to see them soon transferred to Athens.

Of course the^remains of the actual temple are

but a small part of what the excavators hope to

find. The whole aUi's, or sacred grove, which filled

the angle between the two rivers, was peopled with

a perfect forest of statues, of which Pausanias, in

his casual notes, as he wandered through it, men-
tions more'than 200. There was a portrait statue

there by Phidias—perhaps the only one known

;

there was a group of Hermes and Dionysus, by
Parxiteles, which is said to have been found during

the present summer, and, if this be true, it will be

the first certain work of that master's hand which

we
]

There were also statues by Alkame-

. who has now ceased to be a mere name in the

history of Greek art, and has taken the high place

so long withheld from him by the jealousy of time.

All those were votive statues, set up by victors at

or \ i
f tors in war, and in the early times

not portraits strictly speaking, but ideal

figui on they were more realistic, and
:

:i the lil I the offerer, a privilege
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said at one time only to have been accorded to

those who had won thrice at Olympia.

The commemoration of gymnastic victories by
these statues seems to have completely supplanted

the older fashion of triumphal odes, which in Pin-

dar's day were so prized, and so dearly bought from

lyric poets. When these odes first came to be com-

posed, sculpture was still struggling with the diffi-

culties of human expression, and there is no one

who would not feel the great artistic superiority of

Pindar's verse to the cold stiffness of the archaic

reliefs of the same epoch, which attempt portraiture.

The portrait of Aristion by Aristokles, the similar

relief by Anxenor the Xaxian, of which a cast is

now in the Ministry of Public Instruction at Athens,

and the relief of the discus thrower in the Var-

vakion, are sufficient examples of what sculptured

portraits were in comparison with the rich music

of Simonides and Pindar. But while lyric poetry

passed into the higher service of tragedy, or

degenerated into the extravagance of the later

dithyramb, sculpture sprang into such exquisite

perfection, and was of its very nature so enduring

and fixed a monument, that the Olympic victor

the surest avenue to immortal fame.

And so it was up to Pausanias' day, whei

traveller could study the records of the game
Olympia, or even admire the most perfect of the

statues in the palaces of Roman Emperors, whither

they wer«> transferred.
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But the day came when the poets were avenged
upon the sculptors. Olympia sank under general

decay and sudden catastrophe. Earthquakes and
barbarians ravaged its treasury, and while Pindar
was being preserved in manuscript, until his re-

surrection in the days of printing, the sudden
invasion of the Alpheus saved the scanty remains

in the A Ifis from destruction only by covering-

them with oblivion. Now, in the day of its resur-

rection, pedestal after pedestal with its votive in-

scription has been unearthed, but, except the Ni/cr

of Paeonius, no actual votive statue had been
recovered when I saw the excavations, after two
years of labour.

The river Alpheus, which has done such excel-

lent work in its inundations, does not confine itself

to concealing antiquities, but sometimes discovers

them. Its rapid course eats away the alluvial

bank which the waters have deposited ages ago,

and thus encroaches upon old tombs, from which
various relics are washed down in its turbid

stream. The famous helmet dedicated by Hiero,

son of Deinomenes, was discovered in the river

in this way; and there is also in the Ministry of

Public Instruction a large circular band of bronze,

riveted together where the ends meet, with very

archaic zigzag and linear patterns, which was found

in thf • same way some twenty years ago, and which

seems to m • of great interest, in exhibiting a kind

workmanship akin to the decorations in th<
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Schliemann treasure of Mycenae. There is also a

rude red earthen pot in the Turkish house on the

Acropolis at Athens, which is decorated with the

same kind of lines. It is very important to point

out these resemblances to travellers, for there is such

endless detail in Greek antiquities, and so little

has yet been classified, that every observation may
be of use to future students, even though it may
merely serve as a hint for closer research.

The Stadium and Hippodrome, which lie further

away from the river, and right under the conical

hill called Kronion, have not yet, I believe, been

specially investigated ; but they will no doubt offer

us many new and interesting evidences on the

management of the famous Olympian games.

These games were not at all what most people

imagine them to be. I will therefore delay th>>

reader with some details concerning this most in-

teresting side of old Greek life.

The establishment of games at Olympia was

assigned by the poets to mythical ages, and not

only is there a book of the Iliad devoted to funeral

games, but in Pindar's eleventh Olympic Ode this

particular establishment is made coeval with the

labours of Herakles. Whether such evidence is

indeed conclusive may fairly be doubted. The
twenty-third book of the Iliad shows traces ofbeing

a later portion of the poem, and the mythical fou

ers enumerated by Pausanias v. ;

and inconsistent that we van see how obscure the

question appeared to (
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did we not find at the end of the enumeration the

following significant hint :
—

* But after Oxylus—for

Oxylus, too, established the contest— after his reign

it fell out of use till the Olympiad of Iphitus,' that

is to say, till the first 01., which is dated 776 B.C.,

Oxylus being the companion ofthe Herakleida?,who
obtained Elis for his portion. Pausanias adds that

when Iphitus renewed the contest, men had forgot-

ten the old arrangements, and only gradually came
to remember them, and whenever they recollected

any special competition they added it to the games.

This is the excellent man's theory to account for

the gradual addition of long races, of wrestling-,

discus throwing, boxing, and chariot racing, to the

original sprint race of about 125 yards, which was
at first the only known competition.

The facts seem to me rather to point to the late

growth of games in Greece, which probably first

began at Olympia in the eighth century, but which

only rose to importance during the reign of the

despots throughout Greece, when the aristocrats

were prevented from murdering one another, and

compelled to adopt more peaceful pursuits. 1 It was

in the end of the seventh and opening of the sixth

turies that the Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian

tes show by their successive establishments the

rapid spread of the fashion, and a vast number of

local contests diffused through every district in

1 The fact that some of these public meet;: • -elated with the

tyrants docs not, I think, disprove what U here advanced.
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Greece the taste and the training for such compe-

titions. These games lasted all through classical

Greek history—the Olympian even down to later

times, for they were not abolished till nearly 1200

years (01. 294) had elapsed since their historical

foundation. But the day of their real greatness

was gone long before. Cicero indignantly repu-

diates the report that he had gone to see such

games, just as a pious earl, within our memory,

repudiated the report that he had attended the

fight between Sayers and Heenan. The good

generals of earlier centuries, such as Alexander the

Great and Philopcemen, set their faces against ath-

letics as bad training for soldiers. Nay, even ear-

lier, the Spartans, though they could contend with

success in the pentathlon^ when they chose, did not

countenance the fiercer competitions, as engender-

ing bad feeling between rivals, and, what was worse,

compelling a man to declare himself vanquished,

and feel disgraced. The Athenians also, as soon

as the sophists reformed education, began to rate

intellectual wrestling as far superior to any bodilv

exercise. Thus the supremacy of Athens and

Sparta over the other Greek cities in the fifth cen-

tury marked, in my opinion, the real turning-point

in the Greek estimate of athletics, and the fact that

the great odes of Pindar sing the glories o( no
Spartan, and only twice, very briefly, those of

Athenians, seems to indicate that even then men
began to think of more serious rivalries and more
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exciting spectacles than the festive meetings at

< Hympia. In the very next generation the poets

had drifted away from them, and Euripides de-

spises rather than admires them. The historians

take little notice of them.

Two circumstances only tended strongly to keep

them up. In the first place, musical competitions

(which had always been a part of the Pythian) and

poetical rivalries were added to the sports, which

were also made the occasion of mercantile business,

of social meetings, and not seldom of political agi-

tation. The wise responses of the Delphic oracle

were not a little indebted to the information ga-

thered from all parts of the Hellenic world at the

games, some important celebration of which, whe-

ther at Nemea, the Isthmus, or the greater meet-

ings, occurred every year.

Secondly, if the art of poetry soon devoted itself

to the higher objects of tragedy, and created for

itself the conflict which it celebrated, the art of

sculpture became so closely connected with athlet-

ics as to give them an a3sthetic importance of the

highest kind all through Greek history. The an-

cient habit of setting up ideal statues of victors,

which were made special likenesses if the subject

specially distinguished, supplied the Greeks

with a series of historical monuments and a series

o\ physical types not elsewhere to be matched, and

thus perhaps the most interesting part of Pausa-

nias' invaluable guide-book to Greece is his collec-
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tion of notes (lib. vi., 1-20] on various statues set up

in this way at Olympia, of which he mentions about

two hundred, though he only professes to make a

selection, and though several of the finest had

already been carried off by Roman emperors.

These things kept alive the athletic meetings in

Greece, and even preserved for them some celebrity.

The sacred truce proclaimed during the national

games was of inestimable convenience in times

of long and bitter hostilities, and doubtless enabled

friends to meet who had else been separated for

life. But the Panathenaic festivals were better

exponents of fourth century taste in Greece. There

music and the drama predominated. Professional

displays became equally admired as a pastime and

despised as a profession ; and I have no doubt that

the athlete who spent his life going about from one

contest to another in search of gymnastic triumphs

was held in like contempt by Brasidas and by

Cleon, by Xenophon and by Agesilaus.

In the days of Solon things had been very diffe-

rent. He appointed a reward of 500 drachmas, then

a very large sum, for victors at Olympia, 100 for

those at the Isthmus, and for the others in propor-

tion. Pindar sings as if, to the aristocrats of

;na, or the tyrants of Sicily, no higher earthly

prizes were attainable. But we must not trail

these evidences—the habit or the echo of the sixth

century b. c.—to the days of political and educated

Greece, when public opinion altered very consider-
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ably on the advantage and value of physical com-
petition. This being once understood, I will proceed

to a short analysis of the sports, and will attempt to

criticise the methods adopted by the old Greeks to

obtain the highest physical condition, the nature of

the competitions they established, and the results

which they appear to have attained.

The Greeks of Europe seem always to have been

aware that physical exercise was of the greatest im-

portance for health, and consequently for mental

vigour, and the earliest notices we have of education

include careful bodily training. Apart from the

games of children, which were much the same as

ours, there was not only orchestic or rhythmical

dancing in graceful figures, in which girls took part,

and which corresponded to what are now vulgarly

called callisthenics
y
but also gymnastics, in which

boys were trained to those exercises which they

afterwards practised as men. In addition to the

palccstras, which were kept for the benefit of boys

as a matter of private speculation in Athens, and

probably in other towns, regular gymnasia were

established by the civic authorities, and put under

strict supervision, as state institutions, to prevent

either idleness or immorality. 1 In these gymnasia,

where young men came in the afternoon, stripped,

1 The very stringent laws quoted by vEschines in Timarchum may pos-

sibly be spurious, since we know bom other allusions that they were

not enforced. But more probably they existed as a dead letter, which

could be revived if occ;t-ion required.
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oiled themselves, and then got a coat of dust or

fine sand over the skin, running, wrestling, boxing,

jumping, and throwing with the dart were com-

monly practised.

This sort of physical training I conceive to have

grown up with the growth of towns, and with the

abandonment of hunting and marauding, owing to

the increase of culture. Among the aristocrats of

epical days, as well as among the Spartans, who
lived a village life, surrounded by forest and moun-
tain, I presume field-sports must have been quite

the leading amusement ; nor ought competitions in a

gymnasium to be compared for one moment to this

far higher and more varied recreation. The con-

trast still subsists among us, and our fox-hunting,

salmon-fishing, grouse-shooting country gentleman

has the same inestimable advantage over the city

athlete, whose special training for a particular

event has a necessary tendency to lower him into

a professional. There is even a danger of some

fine exercises, which seemed common ground for

both, such as boating and cricket, being vulgarised

by the invasion of this professional spirit, which

implies such attention to the body as to exclude

higher pursuits, and rewards by special victories

and by public applause rather than by the intrin-

sic pleasure of sport for its own sake. Thus die

Spartans not only objected to boxing and the pan-

kratiom, in which the defeated competitor had to

ask for mercy ; they even for general purposes pn -

x
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ferred field-sports, for which they had ample oppor-

tunities, to any special competitions in the strength

ofparticular muscles. But in such places as Athens

and its neighbourhood, where close cultivation had

caused all wild country and all game to disappear,

it was necessary to supply the place of country sport

1 y the training of the gymnasium. This sort of ex-

ercise naturally led to contests, so that for our pur-

pose we need not separate gymnastic and agonistic,

but may use the details preserved about the latter to

tell us how the Greeks practised the former.

There is no doubt that the pursuit of high mus-

cular condition was early associated with that of

health, and that hygiene and physical training

were soon discovered to be closely allied. Thus

Herodicus, a trainer, who was also an invalid, was

said to have discovered from his own case the me-

thod of treating disease by careful diet and regimen,

and to have thus contributed to the advancement

of Greek medicine. Pausanias also mentions (vi.

3, 9) the case of a certain Hysmon, an Elean, who,

when a boy, had rheumatism in his limbs, and on

this account practised for the pentathlon, that he

might become a healthy and sound man. His

training made him not only sound, but a celebrated

victor.

It would be very interesting to know in detail

vvhat rules the Greeks prescribed for this purpose.

Pausanias tells us (vi. 7, 9) that a certain Dromeus,

who won ten victories in long races at various
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games (about 01. 74), was the first who thought of

eating meat in his training, for that up to that time

the diet of athletes had been cheese from wicker

baskets (tic tu>v raXapiov).
1

It must be remembered
that meat diet was not common among the Greeks,

who, like most southern people, lived rather upon
fish, fruit, and vegetables, so that the meat dinners

of Bceotia were censured as heavy and rather dis-

gusting. However, the discovery of Dromeus was

adopted by Greek athletes ever after, and we hear

of their compulsory meals of large quantities of

meat, and their consequent sleepiness and slug-

gishness in ordinary life, in such a way as to make
us believe that the Greeks had missed the real secret

of training, and actually thought that the more
strong nutriment a man could take, the stronger

he would become. The quantity eaten by athletes

is universally spoken of as far exceeding the quan-

tity eaten by ordinary men, not considering its

heavier quality.

Our suspicion that, in consequence, Greek athletic

p< rformances were not in speed greater than, if even

equal to, our own, is however hard to verify, as we

1 This must mean dry, as opposed to eft The modern

O make their cheese lor keeping, even now, in wicker bat

and distinguish it from x^uP^ s "rvpos, which still means cream

cheese, ami winch they'cairy to market in woollen bags, rhere v.

.1 market for it in Athens in Aristophanes' day. This is OB Ofl

the innumerable point-, which can be explained by a knowledge of the

at customs in Greece, it was pointed out to me by Mr. Geana-
dius, the learned. ,;eek Minister in London.

X J
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are without any information as to the time in which

their running feats were performed. They had no

watches, or nice measures of short moments of time,

and always ran races merely to see who would

win, not to see in how short a time a given distance

could be done. Nevertheless, as the course was over

soft sand, and as the vases picture them rushing

along in spread-eagle fashion, with their arms like

the sails ofa windmill—in order to aid the motion of

their bodies, as the Germans explain (after Philostra-

tos)—nay, as we even hear of their having started

shouting, if we can believe such a thing, their time

performances in running must have been decidedly

poor. 1

In the Olympic games the running, which had

originally been the only competition, always came

first. The distance was once up the course, and

seems to have been about 125 yards. After the

year 720 B.C. races of double the course, and long

races of about 3000 yards were added

;

2 races in

armour were a later addition, and came at the

end of the sports. It is remarkable that among

1 I should, however, call attention to an exceptional vase in the little

Turkish house on the Acropolis, probably of late date, in which a run-

represented with his elbows back and hands closed, and near his

-ides, in very good form.

2 It is noted as a special wonder that the same man should win the

print and long races at Olympia, which shows that the latter must have

!<een mainly a test of staving power. The Spartan Ladas died at the

winning-post, and this endurance was thought rather a wonderful feat,

but of course his death may have resulted from bad training, or from

I disease.
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all these varieties hurdle races were unknown,

though jumping was assigned a special place, and

thought very important. We have several extraordi-

nary anecdotes of endurance in running long jour-

neys cited throughout Greek history, and even now

the modern inhabitants are remarkable for this

quality. I have seen a young man keep up with a

horse ridden at a good pace across rough country

for many miles, and have been told that the Greek

postmen are quite wonderful for their speed and

lasting. But this is compatible with very poor

performances at prize meetings.

There were short races for boys at Olympia of

half the course. Eighteen years was beyond the

limit of age for competing, as a story in Paus-

anias implies, and a boy who won at the age of

twelve was thought wonderfully young. The same

authority tells us of a man who won the short race

at four successive meetings, thus keeping up his

pace for sixteen years—a remarkable case. There

seems to have been no second prize in any of the

historical games, a natural consequence of the

abolition of material rewards.' There was, natur-

ally, a good deal of chance in the course of the

contest, and Pausanias evidently knew cases where

the winner was not the best man. For example,

' ' Know ye not,' lays St. Paul, ' that all run, and one recehreth the

crown?'—a quite different condition of things from that of the -

where every Competitor, like the boy- .it a private school, COO

with a prize.
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the races were run in heats of four, and if there

was an odd man over, the owner of the last lot

drawn could sit down till the winners of the heats

Avere declared, and then run against them without

any previous fatigue. The limitation of each heat

to four competitors arose, I fancy, from their not

wearing colours (or even clothes), and so not being

easily distinguishable. They were accordingly

walked into the arena through an underground

passage in the raised side of the stadium, and the

name and country of each proclaimed in order by a

herald. This practice is accurately copied in the pre-

sent Olympic games held at Athens every four years.

The next event was the wrestling' match, which

is out of fashion at our prize meetings, though still

a favourite sport in many country districts. There

is a very ample terminology for the various tricks

and devices in this contest, and they have been

explained with much absurdity by scholiasts, both

ancient and modern. It seems that it was not

always enough to throw your adversary, 1 but that

an important part of the sport was the getting

uppermost on the ground; and in no case was a

man declared beaten till he was thrown three

times, and was actually laid on his back. It is

not worth while enumerating the various technical

terms, but it may be observed that a good deal of

1 Possibly this special sort of wrestling has been confused with the

f-inkration, from which it can have differed but little, if it indeed sub-

as a distinct form of wrestling.
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what we should call foul play was tolerated. There

was no kicking, such as there used to be in wrestling

matches in Ireland, because there were no boots,

but Pausanias mentions (vi. 4, 3) a man who did

not know how to wrestle, but defeated his oppon-

ents by breaking their fingers. We shall return to

this point when speaking of the pankratiou.

"When the wrestling was over there followed the

throwing of the discus and the dart, and the long

leap, but in what order is uncertain ; for I cannot

accept as evidence the pentameter line of Simoni-

des, which enumerates the games of the pentathlon,

seeing that it would be impossible to vary them

from the order he gives without great metrical diffi-

culties. Our only safe guide is, I think, the date

of the origin of each kind of competition, as it

was plainly the habit of the Greeks to place the

new event next after those already established.

The sole exception to this is in the establishing of

contests for boys, which seem always to have come

immediately before the corresponding competition

for men. But we only know that both wrestling and

the contest of five events (pentathlon) dated from the

1 8th 01., and are not informed in what order each

was appointed. 1

The discus-throwing was mainly to test distance,

but the dart-throwing to strike a mark. The dis-

cus was either of stone or of metal, and was very

1 The single competitions in running and wrestling were distinct

from those in the pentathlon, and rewarded by separate croi
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heavy. I infer from the attitude of Myron's disco-

bolus, as seen in our copies, that it was thrown with-

out a preliminary run, and rather hurled standing.

This contest is to be compared with our hammer-
throwing, or putting of weights. We are, however,

without any accurate information either as to the

average weight of the discus, or the average dis-

tance which a good man could throw it. There is,

indeed, one ancient specimen extant, which was
found at ^Egina, and is now preserved among the

bronze antiquities at Munich. It is about eight

inches in diameter, and something under four

pounds in weight. But there seem to have been three

sizes of dtecus, according as they were intended for

boys, for grown youths (ayivEioi), or for men, and it

is not certain to which class this discus belongs.

Philostratos mentions ioo cubits as a fine throw,

but in such a way as to make it doubtful whether

he is not talking at random, and in round numbers.

Similarly, we have no details concerning the jave-

lin contest. But I suspect that here, if anywhere,

the Greeks could do what we cannot; for the

savages of to-day, who use spears, can throw them

with a force and accuracy which is to us quite sur-

prising. It is reported by trustworthy travellers

that a Kaffir who comes suddenly on game will

put a spear right into an antelope at ten or twelve

yards' distance by an underhand chuck, without

taking time to raise his arm. This is beyond the

ability of any English athlete, however trained.
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The question of the long jump is more interest-

ing", as it still forms a part of our contests. It is

not certain whether the old Greeks practised the

running jump, or the high jump, for we never hear

of a preliminary start, or of any difficulty about

* breaking trig,' as people now call it. Further-

more, an extant epigram on a celebrated athlete,

Phayllus of Kroton, asserts that he jumped clean

over the prepared ground (which was broken with

a spade) on to the hard ground beyond—a distance

of fifty feet. We cannot, of course, credit this

feat, if it were a single long jump, yet we can find

no trace of anything like a hop, step, and jump, so

that it seems wonderful how such an absurdity

should be gravely repeated in an epigram. But

the exploit became proverbial, and to leap vnlp rci

oKa/mfxara (beyond the digging) was a constantly

repeated phrase.

The length of Phayllus' leap would be even more

incredible if the competition was in a standing

jump, and yet the figures of athletes on vases

which I have seen strongly favour this supposi-

tion. They are represented not as running, but as

standing and swinging the dumb-bells or aArif/MC

jumpers), which were always used by the older

( rreeks, as assisting them materially in increasing

their distance. I can imagine this being the 1

in a standing jump where a man rose with the for-

ward swing of the weights, but in a running jump
the carrying of the weights must surely impede
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rather than assist him. I know that Irish peasants,

who take off very heavy boots to jump, often carry

one in each hand, and throw them backward vio-

lently as they rise from the ground ; but this prin-

ciple is not admitted, so far as I know, by any

scientific authority, as of the slightest assistance.

We hear of no vaulting or jumping with a pole,

so that in fact the leap seems an isolated contest,

and of little interest except as determining one of

the events of the pentathlon, in which a man must

win three in order to be declared victor. This

pentathlon, as comprising gentlemanly exercise

without much brutality, was especially patronized

by the Spartans. It was attempted for boys, but im-

mediately abandoned, the strain being thought

excessive for growing constitutions.

There remain the two severest and most objec-

tionable sports—boxing and the pankration. The
former came first (01. 23), the other test of strength

not being admitted till 01. 33. But one special

occasion is mentioned when a champion, who was

competing in both, persuaded the judges to change

the order, that he might not have to contend

against a specially famous antagonist when already

wounded and bruised. For boxing was, even from

Homeric times, a very dangerous and bloody amuse-

ment, in which the vanquished were always severely

punished. The Greeks were not content with naked

fists, but always used a special apparatus, called

i/iavTtr, which consisted at first of a weight carried
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in the hand, and fastened by thongs of hide round

the hand and wrist. But this ancient cestus came
to be called the gentle kind (juttAt'xat) when a later

and more brutal invention introduced " sharp

thongs on the wrist," and probably increased the

weight of the instrument. The successful boxer in

the Iliad (Epeius) confesses that he is a bad warrior,

though he is the acknowledged champion in his

own line ; but evidently this sport was not highly

esteemed in epic days. In historical times it seems

to have been more favoured. There was no doubt

a great deal of skill required for it, but I think the

body of the evidence goes to prove that the Greeks

did not box on sound principles, and that any pro-

minent member of the P. R. with his naked fists

would have easily settled any armed champion of

Olympian fame. Here are my reasons :

—

The principle of increasing the weight of the fist

as much as possible is only to be explained by the

habit of dealing swinging or downward strokes,

and is incompatible with the true method of stri-

king straight home quickly, and giving weight to

the stroke by sending the whole body with it. In

Virgil's description a boxer is even described

getting up on tip-toe to strike his adversary

on the top of the head—a ridiculous manoeuvre,

which must make his instant ruin certain, if his

opponent knew the first elements of the art. 1

this downward stroke was used appears also from

the anecdote in Pausanias, where a father
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his son, who was ploughing, drive in the share

which had fallen out with strokes of his fist, without

a hammer, immediately entered him for the boys'

boxing match at Olympia. The lad got roughly

handled from want of skill, and seemed likely to lose,

when the father called out :
" Boy ! give him the

plough stroke!" and so encouraged him, that he

forthwith knocked his adversary out of time.

It is almost conclusive as to the swinging stroke

that throughout antiquity a boxer was not known
as a man with his nose broken, but as a man with

Ju's cars cr?ishcd. Virgil even speaks of their re-

ceiving blows on the back. Against all this there

are only two pieces of evidence—one of them in-

credible—in favour of the straight home stroke.

In the fight between Pollux and Amykos, descri-

bed by Theocritus [Idyll 22), Pollux strikes his man
on the left temple, tca\ iTrzinrzazv w/i^, which may mean,
" and follows up the stroke from the shoulder." But
this is doubtful. The other is the story of Pausan-

ias (viii. 40, 3), that when Kreugas and Damoxenos
boxed till evening, and neither could hit the other,

they at last agreed to receive stroke about, and after

Kreugas had dealt Damoxenos one on the head,

the latter told him to hold up his hand, 1 and then

drove his fingers right into Kreugas, beneath the

1 This is the moment chosen by Canova in his celebrated representa-

tion of these boxers in the Vatican, a fact of which I was ignorant

till it was pointed out to me, in correcting an error 1 had made about

them, by Mr. .MI). Campbell, of Glasgow.
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ribs, and pulled out his entrails. Kreugas of course

died on the spot, but was crowned as victor, on the

ground that Damoxenos had broken his agreement

of striking one blow in turn, by striking him with

five separate fingers ! But this curious decision was
only one of many in which a boxing competitor was

disqualified for having fought with the intention of

maiming his antagonist.

Little need be added about the pankration, which

combined boxing and wrestling, and permitted

every sort of physical violence except biting. In

this contest a mere fall did not end the affair, as

was usual in wrestling, but the conflict was always

continued on the ground, and often ended in one of

the combatants being actually choked, or having

his fingers and toes broken. One man, Arrachion,

at the last gasp, broke his adversary's toe, and

made him give in, at the moment he was himself

dying of strangulation. Such contests were not to

the credit either of the humanity or of the good taste

of the Greeks, and would not be tolerated even in

the lowest of our prize rings.

I will conclude this sketch by giving some ac-

count of the general management of the prize

meetings.

There was no want of excitement and of circum-

stance about them. In the case ofthe f>ur great onea

there was even a public truce proclaimed, and! the

competitors and visitors were guaranteed a safe
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journey to visit them and to return to their homes.

The umpires at the Olympic games were chosen ten

months before at Elis, and seem to have numbered

one for each clan, varying through Greek history

from two to twelve, but finally fixed at ten. They

were called both here and at the other great games
'

EXXavoSlicai, judges ofthe Hellenes, thus recognising

their national character. Three superintended the

pentathlon, three the horse races, and the rest the

other games. They had to reside together in a

public building, and undergo strict training in all

the details of their business, in which they were

assisted by heralds, trumpeters, stewards, &c. Their

office was looked upon as of much dignity and im-

portance.

When the great day came, they sat in purple

robes in the semicircular end of the racecourse—

a

piece of splendour which the modern Greeks imi-

tate by dressing the judges of the new Olympic

games in full evening dress and white kid gloves.

The effect even now with neatly-clothed candidates

is striking enough; what must it have been when a

row of judges in purple looked on solemnly at a

pair of men dressed in oil and dust— /. c. in mud

—

wrestling or rolling upon the ground? The crowd

cheered and shouted as it now does. Pausanias

mentions a number of cases where competitors were

disqualified for unfairness, and in most of them the

man's city took up the quarrel, which became quite
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a public matter; but at the games the decision was

final, nor do I remember a case where it was after-

wards reversed. 1 They were also obliged to exact

beforehand from each candidate an oath that he

was of pure Hellenic parentage, that he had not

taken, or would not take, any unfair advantage,

and that he had spent ten months in strict train-

ing. This last rule I do not believe. It is absurd

in itself, and is contradicted by such anecdotes as

that of the sturdy ploughboy quoted above, and

still more directly by the remark of Philostra-

tos (Tv/iv. 38}, who ridicules any inquiry into the

morals or training of an athlete by the judges. Its

only meaning could have been to exclude random
candidates, if the number was excessive, and in

later times some such regulation may have sub-

sisted, but I do not accept it for the good classical

days. There is the case of a boy being rejected for

looking too young and weak, and winning in the

next Olympiad among the men. But in another

instance the competitor disqualified (for unfairness)

went mad with disappointment. Aristotle notes

that it was the rarest possible occurrence for a boy

champion to turn out successful among the full-

1 The first case of cheating was said to have taken place in the 98th

Ol. (388 b.c), when the Thessalian Eupoloa was convicted of bribing

the three boxen opposed to him, one ofwhom had won at the previous

meeting. Such crimes were commemorated by bronze figures ol Zens

(called Zfircs at Elis), which were of the value of the lines inflicted, and

had inscriptions warning all athletes of the dangers and the disgrace of

cheating.
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grown athletes, but Pausanias seems to contradict

him, a fair number of cases being cited among the

selection which he makes.

There is yet one unpleasant feature to be noted,

which has disappeared from our sports. Several

allusions make it plain that the vanquished, even

vanquished boys, were regarded as fit subjects for

jibe and ridicule, and that they sneaked home by

lanes and back-ways. When the most ideal account

which we have of the games gives us this informa-

tion, we cannot hesitate to accept it as probably a

prominent feature, which is, moreover, thoroughly

consistent with the character of the old Greeks as I

conceive it.
1

The general conclusion to which all these details

lead us is this, that with all the care and with all

the pomp expended on Greek athletic meetings,

despite the exaggerated fame attained by victors,

and the solid rewards both of money and of privi-

leges accorded them by their grateful country, the

results attained physically seem to have been infer-

ior to those of English athletes. There was, more-

over, an element of brutality in them, which is very

shocking to modern notions : and not all the ideal

splendour of Pindar's praises, or of Pythagoras'

art, can raise the Greek pankratiast as an athlete

much above the level of a modern prize-fighter,

liut, nevertheless, by the aid of their monumental

I he render will find soitt.' illustrations of it in jny Social Greek c.

p. fj'j, 3rd edition.
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1

statues, their splendid lyric poetry, and the many
literary and musical contests which were com-

bined with the gymnastic, the Greeks contrived, as

usual, to raise very common things to a great na-

tional manifestation of culture which we cannot

hope to equal.

For common they were, and very human, in the

strictest sense. Dry-as-dust scholars would have

us believe that the odes of Pindar give a complete

picture of these games, as if all the booths about

the course had not been filled with idlers, pleasure-

mongers, and the scum ofGreek society. Tumbling,

thimble-rigging, and fortune-telling, along with

love-making and trading, made Olympia a scene

not unlike the Derby. When the drinking parties

ofyoung men began in the evening, there may even

have been a soup$on of Donnybrook Fair about it,

but that the committee of management were pro-

bably strict in their discipline. From the Isthmian

games the successful athletes, with their training

over, retired, as most athletes do, to the relaxation

afforded by city amusements. One can imagine

how amply Corinth provided for the outburst of

liberty after the long and arduous subjection of

physical training.

But all these things are perhaps justly forgotten,

and it is ungrateful to revive them from oblivion.

The dust and dross of human conflict, the blood and

the gall, the pain and the revenge—all this was laid

aside like the athlete's dress, and could not hide the

Y
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glory of his naked strength and his iron endurance.

The idleness and vanity of human admiration have

vanished with the motley crowd, and have left us

free to study the deeper beauty of human vigour

with the sculptor, and the spiritual secrets of its

hereditary origin with the poet. Thus Greek gym-
nastic, with all its defects—perhaps even with its

absurdities—has done what has never been even

the dream of its modern sister ; it stimulated the

greatest artists and the highest intellects in society,

and through them ennobled and purified public

taste and public morals.

When we left Olympia, and began to ascend

the course of the Alpheus, the valley narrowed,

and soon was no wider than the broad bed of

the stream. The way leads now along the shady

slopes high over the river, now down in the sandy

flats left bare in the summer season. There are

curious zones of vegetation distinctly marked along

the course of the valley. On the river bank, and

in the little islands formed by the stream, are

laurels, myrtles, and great plane trees. On the

steep and rocky slopes are thick coverts of mas-

tich, arbutus, dwarf-holly, and other evergreens

which love to clasp the rocks with their roots; and

they are all knit together by great creeping plants,

the wild vine, the convolvulus, and many that are

new and nameless to the northern stranger. On
the heights, rearing their great tops against the
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sky, are huge pine trees, isolated and still tattered

with the winter storms.

'Ces adieux a l'Elide,' adds M. Beule, 'laissent

une pure et vive impression. Rarement la nature

se trouve en si parfaite harmonie avec les souve-

nirs. On dirait un theatre eternel, toujours pret

pour les joies pacifiques, ^oujours pare pour les

fetes, et qui, depuis dix-huit siecles, attend ses

acteurs qui ont disparu.'

I



CHAPTER XII.

ARCADIA—ANDRITZENA—BASS^E—MEGALOPOLIS

—

TRIPOLITZA.

There is no name in Greece which raises in the

mind of the ordinary reader more pleasing and

more definite ideas than the name Arcadia. It has

become indissolubly connected with the charms of

pastoral ease and rural simplicity. The sound of

the shepherd's pipe and the maiden's laughter, the

rustling of shady trees, the murmuring of gentle

fountains, the bleating of lambs and the lowing of

oxen—these are the images of peace and plenty

which the poets have gathered about that ideal

retreat. There are none more historically false,

more unfounded in the real nature and aspect of

the country, and more opposed to the sentiment

of the ancients. Rugged mountains and gloomy

defiles, a harsh and wintry climate, a poor and

barren soil, tilled with infinite patience; a home

that exiled its children to seek bread at the risk of

their blood, a climate more opposed to intelligence

and to culture than even Boeotian fogs, a safe re-

treat of bears and wolves—this is the Arcadia of
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old Greek history. Politically it has no weight

whatever till the days of Epaminondas, and the

foundation of Megalopolis. Intellectually, its rise

is even later, and it takes no national part in the

great march of literature from Homer to Menander. 1

It was only famed for the marketable valour of its

hardy mountaineers, of whom the Tegeates had held

their own even against the power of Sparta, and

obtained an honourable place in her army. It was
also noted for rude and primitive cults, of which

later men praised the simplicity and homely pietv

—at times also, the stern gloominess, which did

not turn from the offering of human blood.

I must remind the reader that rural beauty

among the ancients, as well as among the Renais-

sance visions of an imaginary Arcadia as a rustic

paradise, by no means included the wild pictur-

esqueness which we admire in beetling cliffs and

raging torrents. These were inhospitable and sav-

age to the Greeks. It was the gentle slope, the

rich pasture, the placid river framed in deep

foliage— it was, in fact, landscape-scenery likr

the valleys of the Thames, or about the gray

abbeys of Yorkshire, which satisfied their notion

of perfect landscape, and in this the men of the

Renaissance were perfectly agreed with them.

I low, then, did this false notion of our Arcadia

1 This is not contradicted by the bet of there being isolated Arcadian

poets, such u Echembrotns and Aristarchna, distinguished in foreign

schools of art.
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spring up in modern Europe ? How is it that even

our daily papers assume this sense, and know it to

be intelligible to the most vulgar public ? The his-

tory of the change from the historical to the poeti-

cal conception is very curious, and worth the

trouble of explaining, especially as we find it

assumed in many books, but accounted for in

none.

It appears that from the oldest days the wor-

ship of Pan had its home in Arcadia, particularly

about Mount Maenalus, and that it was already

ancient when it was brought to Athens at the time

of the Persian Wars. The extant Hymn to Pan,

among the Homeric Hymns, which may have been

composed shortly after that date, is very remark-

able for its idyllic and picturesque tone, and shows

that with this worship of Pan were early asso-

ciated those trains of nymphs and rustic gods, with

their piping and dance, which inspired Praxiteles

with his inimitable Fauns. These images are even

transferred by Euripides to the Acropolis, where

he describes the daughters of Aglauros dancing on

the sward, while Pan is playing his pipe in the

grotto underneath {Ion, vv. 492, sqq.). Such facts

seem to show a gentle and poetical element in the

M'*rn and gloomy mountaineers, who lived, like

the Swiss of our day, in a perpetual struggle with

nature, and had all their lives harassed with toil,

and saddened with thankless fatigue. This con-

clusion is sustained by the evidence of a far later
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witness, Polybius, who in his fourth book mentions

the strictness with which the Arcadians insisted

upon an education in music, as necessary to soften

the harshness and wildness of their life. He even

maintains that the savagery of one town was caused

by a neglect of this salutary precaution. So it

happens that, although Theocritus lays his pas-

toral scenes in the uplands of Sicily, and the later

pastoral romances, such as the exquisite Daphnis

and Chloe
y

are particularly associated with the

voluptuous Lesbos, Virgil, in several of his Ec-

logucs, makes constant allusion to the musical talent

of Arcadian shepherds, and in his tenth brings

the unhappy Gallus into direct relation with Ar-

cadia in connexion with the worship of Pan in

Maanalus. But this prominent feature in Virgil

—borrowed, I suppose, from some Greek poet,

though I know not from whom—bore no imme-

diate fruit. His Roman imitators, Calpurnius and

.V mesianus, make no mention of Arcadia, and if

they had, their works were not unearthed till the

year 1534, when the poetical Arcadia had been

already, as I shall show, created. There seems

no hint of the idea in early Italian poetry 1

; for

according to the histories of mediaeval literature,

the pastoral romance did not originate until the

very end of the Fourteenth century, with the Par*

1 The Ectoguet of Petrarch are modelled upon those of Virgil to the

exclusion of the most characteristic features borrowed by the Litter

from rheocritus.
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tuguese Ribeyro, and he lays all the scenes of his

idylls not in a foreign country, but in Portugal, his

own home. Thus we reach the year 1500 without

any trace of a poetical Arcadia. But at that very

time it was being created by the single work of

a single man. The celebrated Jacopo Sannazaro,

known by the title of Actius Sincerus in the

affected society of literary Naples, exiled himself

from that city in consequence of a deep and unre-

quited passion. He lay concealed for a long time,

it is said, in the wilds of France, possibly in Egypt,

but certainly not in Greece, and immortalized his

grief in a pastoral medley of prose description and

idyllic complaint called Arcadia, 1 and suggested,

1 The following extract from the first prose piece of the book will

show how absolutely imaginary is his Arcadia, with its impossible com-

bination of trees, and its absence of winter:

—

' Giace nella sommita di Partenio, non umile monte della pastorale

Arcadia, un dilettevole piano, di ampiezza non molto spazioso, pero-

che il sito del luogo non consente, ma di minuta e verdissima erbetta

si ripieno, che, se le lascive pecorelle con gli avidi morsi non vi pascer-

esso, vi si potrebbe d'ogni tempo ritrovare verdura. Ove, se io non

m'inganno, son forse dodici o quindici alberi di tanto strana ed ecces-

siva bellezza, che chiunque le vedesse, guidichercbbe che la maestra

natura vi si fosse con sommo diletto studiata in formarli. Li quali al-

quanto distanti, ed in ordine non artificioso disposti, con la loro rarita la

naturale bellezza del luogo oltra misura annobiliscono. Quivi sen /a

nodo veruno si rale il dritiss'mo abetc, nato a sostencrc i pcricoli del

mare; e con piu apcrti rami la robusta qucrcia, e l'alto frassino, c lo

amenissimo platano vi si distendano, con le loro ombre non picciola

parte del bello e copioso prato occupando ; ed ewi con piu breve fronda

l'albcro, di che Ercok coronare si solca, nel cui pedale le miserc ligliu-

olc di Clirnei.c furono trasformatc : ed in un do' lati si scerne il node-
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I believe, by the Gallus of Virgil. Though the

learned and classical author despised this work
in comparison with his heroic performance on the

Conception of the Virgin Mary, the public of the

day thought differently. Appearing in 1502, the

Arcadia of Sannazaro went through sixty editions

during the century, and so this single book created

that imaginary home of innocence and grace which

has ever since been attached to the name. Its

occurrence henceforward is so frequent as to re-

quire no further illustration in this place.

But let us turn from this poetical and imaginary

country to the real land—from Arcadia to Arcadia,

as it is called by the real inhabitants. As every-

body knows, this Arcadia is the Alpine centre of

the Morea, bristling with mountain chains, which

reach their highest points in the great bar of

Erymanthus, to the N. W., in the lonely peak of

'Cyllene hoar,' to the N. E., and in the less conspi-

cuous, but far more sacred Lykaeon, to the S. W.
Yet these are but the greatest among chains of

great mountains, which seem to traverse the

roso castagno, il fronzuto bosco, c con puntate foglic lo eccelso pino

carico di dvrissimi frutti ; ncll' altro l'ombroso faggio, la incorruttilnle

tiglia, il fragile tamarisco, insieme con la orientak palma, dold ed

rati) premio dd vincitori. Ma fra tutti nd messo, presso on chiaro I

sorge verso il cielo un dritto ciprcsso,' &c, &C. The worii

over, full of direct imitations of Virgil, not, I fancy, of Theocritus

also, as the Italian eonunentors suppose, for that poet was no:

quately printed till 1495, which must have near the da

the actual composition of th
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country in all directions, and are not easily dis-

tinguished, or separated into any connected sys-

tem. 1 They are nevertheless interrupted, as we
found, by two fine oval plains—both stretching

north and south, both surrounded with a beautiful

panorama of mountains, and both, of course, the

seats of the old culture, such as it was, in Arcadia.

That which is southerly and westerly, and from

which the rivers still flow into the Alpheus and
the western sea2

, is guarded at its south end by
Megalopolis. That which is more east, which is

higher in level, and separated from the former

by the bleak bar of Maenalus, is the plain of Man-
tinea and Tegea, now represented by the impor-

tant town of Tripolitza. These two parallel plains

give some plan and system to the confusion of moun-
tains which cover the ordinary maps of Arcadia.

The passage from Elis into Arcadia is nowhere

marked by any natural boundary. You ride up

the valley of the Alpheus, crossing constantly the

streams, great and small, which come flowing into

it from the spurs of Erymanthus, from northern

Arcadia, and the adjoining highlands of Elis. The

Ii i| worth noting that the Arcadian vision in the Shepherd of

i I' rmas, describing a scene of twelve mountains of varied and contrasted

aspect, though intended for an allegorical purpose, is really faithful to

nature, and suggests that the author knew something of the country he

describes.

1 Pauaaiai places the source of the Alpheus higher up, and close to

.1 : .. • ;
i plain.
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stream called Erymanthus, which is the old bound-

ary, is now of no note, and the only confluent water

worth mentioning is the Ladon, which meets the Al-

pheus at some hours' ride above Olympia, but which

counted of old as a river of Arcadia. This Ladon

seems to have specially struck Pausanias with its

beauty, as he returns to it several times; and later

observers, such as M. Beule, have corroborated him,

saying that on the banks of this river you may in-

deed find the features of the poetical Arcadia

—

grassy slopes and great shady trees, without the

defiles and precipices so common in the inner coun-

try. The Ladon and its valley in fact, though

in Arcadia, partake of the character of the neigh-

bouring Elis: it is the outer boundary of the real

Alps. The Alpheus, on the contrary, which is a

broad, peaceful stream when it passes into tamer

country, comes through the wildest part of central

Arcadia ; and if you follow its course upward, will

lead you first past the ancient site of Hersea, a few

miles above the Ladon, and then through rugged

and savage mountains, till you at last ascend to the

valley of Megalopolis, round which it winds in a

great curve. We did not follow this route, nor did

we ascend the valley of the Ladon, in spite of its

reputed beauties. For we were bound for Andrit-

zena, a ride of eleven hours from Olympia, which

lav to the S.E., and within easy distance of the

temple of Basse. We therefore forded the Al-

pheus, just above the confluence of the Ladon,
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where the two rivers form a great delta of sand,

and the stream is broad and comparatively shallow.

The banks were clothed with brushwood, and above

it with a green forest, along the grassy margin of

which scarlet anemones were scattered like our

primroses among the stems of the trees, and varied

with their brightness the mosses and hoary lichen.

From this point onward we began to cross narrow

defiles, and climb up steeps which seemed impos-

sible to any horse or mule. We entered secluded

mountain valleys, where the inhabitants appeared

to live apart from all the world, and looked with

wonder upon the sudden stranger. We rested

beside tumbling rivers, rushing from great wooded
mountain sides, which stood up beside us like walls

of waving green. The snow had disappeared from

these wild valleys but a few weeks, and yet even the

later trees were already clothed with that yellow

and russet brown which is not only the faded rem-

nant, but also the forerunner, of the summer green.

And down by the river's side, the gray fig trees

were putting forth great tufts at the end of every

branch, while the pear trees were showering their

snowy blossoms upon the stream. But in one re-

spect, all this lonely solitude showed a marked con-

trast to the wilds of northern Greece. Every inch

of available ground was cultivated ; all the steep

hill sides were terraced in ridges with infinite

labour ; the ravages of the winter's torrent were

being actively repaired. There was indeed in some
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sense a solitude. No idlers or wanderers were to

be seen on the way. But the careful cultivation of

all the country showed that there was not only

population, but a thrifty and careful population.

All the villages seemed encumbered with the re-

mains of recent building; for almost all the houses

were new, or erected within very few years. The
whole of this Alpine district seemed happy and

prosperous. This, say the Greeks, is the result of

its remoteness from the Turkish frontier, its almost

insular position—in fact, of its being under undis-

turbed Hellenic rule. No bandit has been heard of

in Arcadia since the year 1847. Life and property

are, I should think, more secure than in any part

of England. If all Greece were occupied in this

way by a contented and industrious peasantry, un-

disturbed by ambition from within or violence from

without, the kingdom must soon become rich and
prosperous. It was not uncommon to find in these

valleys two or three secluded homesteads, miles

from any village. This is the surest sign both of

outward security and of inward thrift, when people

cut themselves off from society for the sake of

ample room and good return for their industry.

Late in the evening we entered the steep streets of

the irregular but considerable town ofAndritzena.

We experienced in this place some of the rude-

ness of Greek travel. As the parly was too large

to be accommodated in a private house, we sought

the shelter of a £e»o$oxt7ov, as it is still called—an
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inn with no chairs, no beds, one tiny table, and

about two spoons and forks. We were lodged in

fact within four bare walls, with a balcony outside

the room, and slept upon rugs laid on the floor.

The people were very civil and honest—in this a

great contrast to the inn at Tripolitza, of which I

shall speak in due time—and were, moreover, con-

siderably inconvenienced by our arrival during the

Passion Week of the Greek Church, when there is

hardly anything eaten. There was no meat, of

course, in the town. But this was not all. No form

of milk, cheese, or curds, is allowed during this fast.

The people live on black bread, olives, and hard-

boiled eggs. They are wholly given up to their

processions and services ; they are ready to think

of nothing else. Thus we came not only to a place

scantily supplied, but at the scantiest moment of

the year. This is a fact of great importance to

travellers in Greece, and one not mentioned, I

think, in the guide-books. Without making care-

ful provision beforehand by telegraph, no one

should venture into the highlands of Greece during

this very Holy Week, and it should be remem-

bered that it does not coincide with the Passion or

Holy Week of the Latin Church. It was just one

week later on this occasion ; so that, after having

suffered some hardships from this unforeseen cause

in remote parts of Italy, we travelled into the same

difficulty in Greece. But I must say that a Greek

fast is a very different thing from the mild and
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human fasting of the Roman Catholic Church. We
should have been well nigh starved, had I not ap-

pealed, as was my wont, to the physician, 6 Kvpioc

i'ar/ooc, of the town, a very amiable and cultivated

man, and really educated in the most philosophical

views of modern medicine. He was well ac-

quainted, for example, with the clinical practice of

the Dublin school, as exemplified in the works of

Graves and Stokes. I may observe, from a com-

parison of many instances, that in this matter of

medicine, as indeed generally, the Greeks show

their superior intelligence and enterprise as com-

pared with the nations around them. They study

in the great centres of European thought. They
know the more important languages in which this

science can be pursued. A traveller taken ill

in the remote valleys of Arcadia would receive

far safer and better treatment than would be his

lot in most parts of Italy.

The gentleman to whom I appealed in this case

did all he could to save us from starvation. He
procured for us excellent fresh curds. He obtained

us the promise of meat from the mountains. He
came to visit us, and tell us what we required to

know of the neighbourhood. Thus we were able to

spend the earlier portion of the night in compara-

tive comfort. But, as might have been expected,

when the hour for sleep had arrived, our real diffi-

culties began. I was protected by a bottle of spirits

of camphor, with which my rugs and person were
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sufficiently scented to make me an object of aver-

sion to my assailants. But the rest of the party

were not so fortunate. It was, in fact, rather an

agreeable diversion, when we were roused, or

rather, perhaps, distracted, shortly after midnight,

by piercing yells from a number of children, who

seemed to be slowly approaching our street.

On looking out a very curious scene presented

itself. All the little children were coming in slow

procession, each with a candle in its hand, and

shouting Kyrie Elcison at the top of its voice. After

the children came the women and the older men (I

fancy many of the younger men were absent), also

with candles, and in the midst a sort of small bier,

with an image of the dead Christ laid out upon it,

decked with tinsel and flowers, and surrounded

with lights. Along with it came priests in their

robes, singing in gruff bass some sort of Litany.

The whole procession adjourned to the church of

the town, where the women went to a separate

gallery, the men gathered in the body of the build-

ing, and a guard of soldiers with fixed bayonets

stood around the bier of their Christ. Though the

congregation seemed very devout, and many of

them in tears at the sufferings of their Saviour, they

nevertheless all turned round to look at the stran-

gers who chanced to witness their devotions. To

those who come from without, and from a different

cult, to see the service of a strange nation in a strange

tongue, the mesquin externals are the first striking
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point, and we wonder how deep devotion and true

piety can exist along with what is apparently mean
and even grotesque. And yet it is in these poor

and shabby services, it is with this neglect or in-

souciance of detail, that purer faith and better

morals are found than in the gorgeous pageants

and careful ceremonies of metropolitan cathe-

drals.

We rose in the morning eager to start on our

three hours' ride to Bassae, where Ictinus had built

his famous but inaccessible temple to Apollo the

Helper. The temple is very usually called the

temple of Phigalia, and its friezes are called

Phigalian, I think, in the British Museum. This

is so far true that it was built for and managed
by the people of Phigalia. But the town was a

considerable distance off—according to Pausanias

forty stadia, or about five miles—and he tells us

they built the temple at a place called B.:

(the glades) near the summit of Mount Kotilion.

Accordingly it ought to be consistently called the

temple at or of Bassae.

The morning, as is not unusual in these Alps,

was lowering and gloomy, and as we climbed

out of the town up a steep ascent on our patient

mules, the rain began to fall in great threatening

drops. But we would not be daunted. The way
led among gaunt and naked mountain .sides, and

often down the bed of winter torrents. The late-

ness of the spring, for the snow was now hardly

z
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gone, added to the gloom ; the summer shrubs

and the summer grass were not yet green, and

the country retained most of its wintry bleak-

ness. Now and then there met us in the solitude a

shepherd coming from the mountains, covered in

his white woollen cowl, and with a lamb of the

same soft dull colour upon his shoulders. It was

the day of preparation for the Easter feast, and

the lamb was being brought by this picturesque

shepherd, not to the fold but to the slaughter.

Yet there was some strange and confused sugges-

tion in the serious face surrounded by its sym-

phony of white, in the wilderness around, in the

helpless patience of the animal, and all framed in

a background of gray mist, and dripping with

abundant rain. As we wound our way through

the mountains, we came to glens of richer colour,

and friendlier aspect. The sound of merry boys

and baying dogs reached up to us from below as we

skirted high up along the steep sides, still seeking

a higher and higher level. Here the primrose and

violet took the place of the scarlet and the purple

anemone, and cheered us with the sight of northern

llowers, and with the fairest produce of a northern

spring.

At last we attained a weird country, in which

the ground was bare, save where a sheltered and

sunny spot showed bunches of violets with long

stalks, hanging in tufts, rare purple anemones,

and here and there a great full iris; yet these
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patches were so exceptional as to make a strong

contrast with the brown soil. But the main fea-

tures were single oak-trees with pollared tops and

gnarled branches, which stood about all over these

lofty slopes, and gave them a strangely melancholy

and dilapidated aspect. They showed no mark

of spring, no shoot or budding leaf, but the russet-

brown rags of last year's clothing hung here and

there upon the branches. These wintry signs,

the gloomy mist, and the insisting rain gave

us the feeling of chill October. And yet the

weird oaks, with their branches tortured as it were

by storm and frost—these crippled limbs, which

looked as if the pains of age and disease had laid

hold of the sad tenants of this Alpine desert—were

coloured with their own peculiar loveliness. .VII

the stems were covered with a delicate silver-gray

lichen, save where great patches of velvety, faded

green, moss spread a warm mantle about them.

This beautiful contrast of gray and yellow green

may be seen upon many of our own oak trees in the

winter, and makes these the most richly coloured of

all the leafless stems in our frosty landscape. But

here there were added among the branches huge

tufts of mistletoe, brighter and yellower than the

moss, yet of the same grassy hue, though of differ-

ent texture. And there were trees so clothed with

this foreign splendour, that they looked like some

Strange species of great evergreen. It seemed
as if the summer's foliage must have really im-

/ 2
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paired the character and the beauty of this curious

forest.

At last we crossed a long flat summit, and

began to descend, when we presently came upon

the temple from the north, facing us on a lower

part of the lofty ridge. As we approached, the

mist began to clear away, and the sun shone

out upon the scene, while the clouds rolled back

towards the east, and gradually disclosed to us

the splendid prospect which the sanctuary com-

mands. All the southern Peloponnesus lay before

us. We could see the western sea, and the gulf

of Koron to the south ; but the long ridge of

Taygetus and the mountains of Malea hid from

us the eastern seas. The rich slopes of Messene,

and the rugged highlands of northern Laconia

and of Arcadia, filled up the nearer view. But

there still remained here and there a cloud which

made a blot in the picture, and marred the com-

pleteness of the landscape.

Nothing can be stranger than the remains of a

beautiful temple in this Alpine solitude. Greek

life is a sort of protest for cities and plains and

human culture, against picturesque Alps and ro-

mantic scenery. Yet here we have a building of

the purest age and type set up far from the cities

and haunts of men, and in the midst of such a

lie as might be chosen by the most romantic and
' ntimental modern. It was dedicated to Apollo

the Helper for his deliverance of the country from
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the same plague which devastated Athens at the

opening of the Peloponnesian War 1

, and was built

by the geatest architect of the day, Ictinus, the

builder of the Parthenon.

It was reputed in Pausanias' day the most beau-

tiful temple in Peloponnesus, next to that ofAthene

Alea at Tegea. Even its roof was of marble tiles,

and the cutting of fhe limestone soffits of the ceil-

ing is still so sharp and clear, that specimens have

been brought to Athens, as the most perfect of the

kind. The friezes, discovered years ago (181 2),

and quite close to the surface, by Mr. Cockerell and

his friends, were carried away, and are now one of

the greatest ornaments of the British Museum.
Anyone who desires to know every detail of the

building, and see its general effect when restored,

must consult Cockerell's splendid work on this and

temple of^Egina. It affords many problems to

architect. The r©w of pillars within the cella

were engaged or attached to the wall, by a joining

at right angles with it, the last pair only reach-

ing forward towards the spectator as he entered.

The temple faces north, contrary to the usual habit

of the Greeks. In the very centre was found a

Corinthian capital—another anomaly in a Doric

temple, and at the epoch of Periclean art. In

Mr. Cockerell's restoration of the interior, thiscapi-

' This b what Pan s, though modem sd

fa] about ft.
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tal is fitted to a solitary pillar in the centre of the

cella, and close to the statue of the god, which

apparently faced sideways, and looked towards the

rising sun. It is, perhaps, safer to assume that it

was set up much later, with some votive tripod

upon it, and that it does not belong to the original

structure. The frieze in this temple was not along

the outside wall of the cella, but inside, and over

the pillars, as the narrow side aisle (if I may so

call it) between the pillars and cella wall was
broken by the joining of the former, five at each

side, with the latter. I cannot but fancy that this

transference of the friezes to the inner side of the

wall was caused by the feeling that the Parthenon

friezes, upon which such great labour and such

exquisite art had been employed, were after all

very badly seen, and in a place not worthy of them.

Anyone who will look up at the remaining band

on the west front of the Parthenon from the foot of

the pillars beneath will, I think, agree with nm
There are many peculiarities in the Ionic capitals

of the cella, and in the ornamentation of this

second monument of Ictinus' genius, which have

occupied the architects, but on which I will not

here insist. The general effect is one of smallness,

as compared with the Parthenon; of lightness and

grace, as compared with the temple at Olympia, the

Doric pillars being here somewhat more slender than

those of the Parthenon, though the other propor-

tions an.- not unlike. The style of the frieze has
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been commented upon in all our histories of Greek

art. The effect produced is, moreover, that of

lateness, as compared with the Athenian sculp-

tures ; there is more exaggerated action, flying

drapery and contorted limbs, and altogether a

conscious striving to give a strong effect. But

the execution, which was probably entrusted to

native artists under Attic direction, is inferior to

good Attic work, and in some cases positively

faulty. Unfortunately, this part of the temple is

in London, not at Bassa?.

The ruin, as we saw it, was very striking, and

unlike any other we had visited in Greece. It

is built of the limestone which crops up all over

the mountain plateau on which it stands ; and, as

the sun shone upon it after recent rain, was of a

delicate bluish-gray colour, so like the surface of

the ground in tone, that it almost seemed to have

grown out of the rock, as its natural product. The
pillars are indeed by no means monoliths, but set

together of short drums, of which the inner row

are but the rounded ends of long blocks which

reach back to the cella wall. But as the grain of

the stone runs across the pillars, they have become
curiously wrinkled with age, so that the artificial

joinings are lost among the wavy transverse lines,

which make us imagine the pillars sunk with years

and fatigue, and weary of standing in this wild

and gloomy solitude. Tfcere is a great oak I

Mich as I have already described, cl
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the temple, and the colouring of its stem forms a
curious contrast to the no less beautiful shading

of the time-worn pillars. Their ground being a

pale grayish-blue, the lichens which invade the

stone have varied the fluted surface with silver,

with bright orange, and still
4 more with a delicate

rose madder. Even under a mid-day sun, these rich

colours were very wonderful, but what must be the

effect at sunset ?

There is something touching in the unconscious

efforts of nature to fill up the breaks and heal

the rents which time and desolation have made
in human work. If a gap occurs in the serried

ranks of city buildings by sudden accident or

natural decay, the site is forthwith concealed with

hideous boarding ; upon which, presently, star-

ing portraits of latest clown or merriest mounte-

bank mock as it were the ruin within, and adver-

tise their idle mirth— an uglier fringe around

the ugly stains of fire and the heaps of formless

masonry. How different is the- hand of Nature

!

"Whether in the northern abbey or in the southern

fane, no sooner are the monuments of human

patience and human pride abandoned and for-

gotten, than Nature takes them into her gentle

care, '[covers them with ivy, with lichen, and with

moss, plants her shrubs about them, and sows

them with countless flowers. And thus, when a

later age repents the ingratitude of its forerunners,

and turns with new piety to atone for generations
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of forgetfulness, Nature's mantle has concealed

from harm much that had else been destroyed, and

covered the remainder with such beauty, that we
can hardly conceive these triumphs of human
art more lovely in their old perfection than in their

modern solitude and decay.

The way from Andritzena to Megalopolis leads

down from the rugged frontiers of Arcadia and

Messene, till we reach the fine rolling plain which

has Karytena at its northern, and Megalopolis near

its southern, extremity. Our guides were in high

spirits, and kept singing in turn a quaint love

song, which after the usual timeless flourishes and

shakes at the opening, -ended in the following

phrase, which their constant repetition stamped

upon my memory :

—

—

*

^^
i

9
',

The way was at first steep and difficult—we were

still in the land of the violet and primrose. But

after an hour's ride we came in,to a forest which

already showed summer signs ; and here we found

again the anemone, the purple and white cistus,

among shrubs of mastich and arbutus. Here, too,

we found, and for the first time, the cyclamen,

which is such a favourite in the green-houses of

England. We passed a few miles to the south

of Karytena, with its wonderful, and apparently
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impregnable Frankish fortess perched like an

eagle's nest on the top of a huge cliff, from which

there must be a splendid outlook not only down
the valley of Megalopolis, but into the northern

passes from Achaia, and the mountains of Elis.

I can conceive no military post more important

to the Arcadian plain, and yet it seems to have

attained no celebrity in ancient history. From
this fortress to the southern end of the plain, where

the passes lead to Sparta and to northern Messene,

there lies extended a very rich vein of country

about twenty-five miles long, and ten or twelve

broad, with some undulation, but practically a

plain, well irrigated with rapid rivers, and waving

with deep grass and green wheat. There are

flourishing villages scattered along the slopes of

the mountains, and all the district seems thoroughly

tilled, except the region south of the town, where

forests of olives give a wilder tone to the landscape.

I confess I had not understood the history of the

celebrated foundation of Megalopolis, until I came
to study the features of this plain. Here, as else-

where, personal acquaintance with the geography

of the country is the necessary condition of a living

knowledge of its history. As is well known, im-

mediately after the battle of Leuctra the Arcadians

proceeded to build this metropolis, as a safeguard

or makeweight against the neighbouring power of

Sparta. Pausanias, who is very full and instruct-

on tlie founding of the city, tells us that the
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founders came from the chief towns of Arcadia

—

Tegea, Mantinea, Kleitor, and Maenalus. But ti.

cities had no intention of merging themselves in

the new capital. In fact Mantinea and Tegea were

in themselves fully as important a check on Sparta

in their own valley, and were absolutely necessary

to hold the passes northward to Argos, which lay

in that direction. But the nation insisted upon all

the village populations in and around the western

plain (which hitherto had possessed no leading city)

amalgamating into Megalopolis, and deserting their

ancient homes. Many obeyed ; Pausanias enume-

rates about forty of them. Those who refused were

exiled, or even massacred by the enraged majority.

Thus there arose suddenly the great city, the latest

foundation of a city in Classical Greece. But in

his account it seems to me that Pausanias has

omitted to take sufficient note of the leading spirit

of all the movement—the Theban Epaminondas-

No doubt his Arcadian informants were too tho-

roughly blinded by national vanity to give him the

real account, if indeed they knew it themselves.

They represented it as the spontaneous movement
of the nation, and even stated it to have been done

in imitation of Argos, which in older times, when in

almost daily danger of Spartan war, had abolh

all the townships through Argolis, and thus in-

creased its power and consolidated its population.

But the advice and support of Epaminondas,

which made him the real founder, t another
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model. The traveller who comes, after he has

seen northern Greece, into the plain of Megalo-

polis, is at once struck with its extraordinary like-

ness to that of Thebes. There is the same circuit

of mountains, the same undulation in the plain, the

same abundance of water, the same attractive sites

on the slopes for the settlements of men. It was
not then Argos, with its far remote and not very

successful centralization, but Thebes, which was

the real model; and the idea was brought out

into actuality not by Arcadian but by Theban
statesmanship. Any Theban who had visited the

plain could not but have this policy suggested

to him by the memory of his own home. But
here Epaminondas seems to have concealed his

influence, and carried out his policy through

Arcadian agents, merely sending iooo Thebans,

under Pammenes, to secure his allies against hos-

tile disturbances, whereas he proceeded to the

adation of Messene in person, and with great

circumstance, as the dreams and oracles, the dis-

cussions about the site, and the pomp at the cere-

mony amply show, even in the cold narrative of

Pausanias. But Megalopolis, though a great and

brilliant experiment, was not a lasting success. It

laid out on too large a scale, and in after years

.me rath at wilderness than a great city.

It was full of splendid buildings—the theatre, even

,

' one of the most gigantic in Greece. But

the violences of its foundation, which tore from
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their homes and household gods many citizens of

ancient and hallowed sites, were never forgotten.

It was long a leading city in politics, but never be-

came a favourite residence, and fell early into decay.

'Although,' says Pausanias (8. 33), 'the great city

was founded with all zeal by the Arcadians, and

with the brightest expectations on the part of the

Greeks, I am not astonished that it has lost all its

elegance and ancient splendour, and most of it is

now ruined, for I know that Providence is pleased

to work perpetual change, and that all things alike,

both strong and weak, both coming into life and

passing into nothingness, are changed by a Fortune

which controls them with an iron necessity. Thus

Mycenae, Xineveh, and the Boeotian Thebes are for

the most part completely deserted and destroyed,

but the name of Thebes has descended to the mere
acropolis and very few inhabitants. Others, formerly

of extraordinary wealth, the Egyptian Thebes and

the Minyan Orchomenus and Delos, the [common
mart of the Greeks, are some of them inferior in

wealth to that of a private man of not the ricl

class; while Delos, being deprived of the charge of

the Oracle by the Athenians who settled there, is,

as regards Delians, depopulated. Of Babylon the

temple of Belus remains, but of this Babylon, once

the greatest city under the sun, there IS nothing

left but the wall, as there is of Tiryns in^Arg

These the Deity has reduced to naught. But the

city of Alexander in Egypt, and of Seleucus on the
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Orontes, built the other day, have risen to such

greatness and prosperity, because Fortune favours

them. * * * * Thus the affairs of men have

their seasons, and are by no means permanent.'

These words of Pausanias have but increased in

force with the lapse of centuries. The whole

ancient capital of the Arcadians has well nigh

disappeared. The theatre, cut out from the deep

earthen river bank, and faced along the wings

with massive masonry, is still visible, though over-

grown with shrubs ; and we wonder at the actor's

voice which could have carried through such a

space.

The ancient town lay on both sides of the river

Helisson, which is a broad and silvery stream,

but not difficult to ford, as we saw it in spring,

and Pausanias mentions important public build-

ings on both banks. Now there seems nothing but

a mound, called 1jie tomb of Philopcemen, on the

north side, with a few scanty foundations. On
the south side the stylobate of at least one temple

ill almost on the level of the soil, and myriads

of fragments of baked clay tell us that this material

was largely used in the walls of a city where a

rich alluvial soil afforded a very scanty supply of

stone—a rare difficulty in Greece. The modern
town lies a mile to the south of the river, and quite

r, of the old si to, so that excavations might be

made without considerable cost, and, with con-

rable results. Jiut the absence of any really
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archaic monuments may perhaps damp the ardour

of the archaeologists.

The aspect of the present Megalopolis is very

pleasing. Its streets are wide and clean, though

for the most part grown over with grass, and a

single dark-green cypress takes, as it were, the

place of a spire among the flat roofs. We found

the town in holiday, and the inhabitants—at least

the men—in splendid attire. For the women of

the Morea have, alas ! abandoned their national

costume, and appear in tawdry and ill-made

dresses. Even the men who have travelled have

adopted the style of third-rate Frenchmen or Ger-

mans, and go about in tall hats, with a dirty gray

plaid wrapped about their shoulders. To see these

shoddy-looking persons among a crowd of splendid

young men in Palikar dress, with the erect car-

riage and kingly mien which that very tight cos-

tume produces, is like seeing a miserable street cur

among a pack of fox-hounds. And yet we were

informed that, for political r ,
and in order to

draw the Greeks from their isolation into European

habits, the national dress is now forbidden in the

schools !

We were welcomed with excellent hospitality in

the town, as soon as it was ascertained that

not Germans, and received by a fine old gentleman,

whose sons, two splendid youths in full costume,

attended us in person. Being peo] moderate

means, they allowed us, with a truer friendli-
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ness than that of more ostentatious hosts, to pay

for most of the materials we required, which they

for us of the best quality, at the lowest price, and

cooked and prepared them for us in the house.

We enquired of the father what prospects were

open to his handsome sons, who seemed born to be

soldiers— the ornaments of a royal pageant in

peace, the stay of panic in battle. He complained

that there was no scope for their energies. Of
course, tilling of the soil could never satisfy them.

One of them was secretary to the Dcmarchns> on
some miserable salary. He had gone as far as

Alexandria to seek his fortune, but had come home
again, with the tastes and without the wealth of

a rich townsman. So they are fretting away their

life in idleness. I fear that such cases are but too

common in the country towns of Greece.

The people brought us to see many pieces of

funeral slabs, of marble pillars, and of short and

late inscriptions built into house walls. They

also sold us good coins of Philip of Macedon at

a moderate price. A systematic digging about

the old site would probably bring to light many
important remains. There is a carriage road from

Megalopolis to Argos, but the portion inside the

town seemed only just finished, so we preferred

riding as far as Tripoli. Probably [future travel-

landing at Argos will find it quite practic-

able to drive from the coast to this central plain

of Arcadia, and then begin their riding. By this
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means even ladies might easily cross the Morea.

Two days' driving to Megalopolis, two days' riding

to Olympia, and an easy day's drive to Katakolo,

would be the absolute time required for the transit.

But the difficulty is still to find a comfortable

night's lodging between the first and second days'

ride, both of them long and fatiguing journeys.

Andritzena is too near Megalopolis, and not to be

recommended without introductions. But there is

probably some village on another • route which

would afford a half-way house. From Tripoli and

from Megalopolis, which command their respective

plains, excursions could be made to Mantinea, to

Sparta, and even to Kalamata, where a coasting

steamer calls periodically.

As we rode up the slopes of Mount Ma?nalus,

which separates the plain of Tegea from that of

Megalopolis, we often turned to admire the splendid

view beneath, and count the numerous villages

now as of old under the headship of the great

town. The most striking feature was doubtless

the snowy ridge of Taygetus, which reaches south-

ward, and showed us the course of the Eurotas

on its eastern side, along which a twelve hours'

ride brings the traveller to Sparta. The country

into which we passed was wild and barren in

the extreme, and, like most so-called mountains

in Greece, consisted of a series of parallel and
of intersecting ridges, with short valleys or high

plateaus between them. This journey, perhaps

2 A
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the bleakest in all Peloponnesus, until it ap-

proaches the plain of Tegea, is through Mount
Mcrnalus, the ancestral seat of the worship of Pan,

and therefore more than any other tract of Arcadia

endowed with pastoral richness and beauty by the

poets. There may be more fertile tracts further

north in these mountains. There may in ancient

times have been forest or verdure where all is now
bare. But in the present day there is no bleaker

and more barren tract than these slopes and sum-

mits of Maenalus, which are wholly different from

the richly wooded and well carpeted mountains

through which we had passed on the way from

Elis. Even the asphodel, which covers all the

barer and stonier tracts with its fields of bloom,

was here scarce and poor. Dull tortoises, and

quick-glancing hoopoes, with their beautiful head-

dresses, were the only tenants of this solitude.

There was here and there a spring of delicious

water where we stopped. At one of them the best

of our ponies, an unusually spirited animal, escaped

up the mountain, with one of our royal-looking

young friends, who had accompanied us in full cos-

tume, for want of other amusement, in hot pursuit

<>f him. We thought the chase utterly hopeless,

as the pony knew his way perfectly, and would

not let anyone approach him on the bare hill sides;

go we consolidated our baggage, and left them to

t ir fate. But about two hours afterwards the

young Greek came galloping after us on the pony,
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which he had caught—he had accomplished

apparently impossible feat.

At last, after a very hot and stony ride, with

colour and less beauty than we had ever yet

id in Greece, we descended into the great valley

of Tripoli, formerly hold by Tegea at the south, and

Mantinea at the north. The modern town lies

between the ancient sites, but nearer to Tegea,

which is not an hour's ride distant. The old

Tripolis, of which the villages were absorbed by

Megalopolis, is placed by the geographers in quite

another part of Arcadia, near Gortys, and due

north of the western plain. The vicissitudes of

the modern town are well known ; its importance

under the Turks, its terrible destruction by

Egyptians in the War of Liberation ; even now,

though not a house is more than fifty years old, it

is one of the largest and most important towns in

the Morea.

The whole place was in holiday, it being

Greek Easter Day, and hundreds of men in full

costume crowded the large square in the middle

of the town. There is a considerable manufac-

ture of what are commonly called Turkey car:

and of silk ; but the carpets have of late y
all the beauty and harmony of colour for

which they wore so justly admired, and are now
Iry and Vulvar in the extreme. They

sold by weight, and are not dear, but they v.

tceedingly ugly that we could not buy them.

2 \ 2
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This decadence of taste is strange when compared

with the woollen work of Arachova. If the colours

of the Arachovite rugs were transferred to the

carpets of Tripoli, nothing could be more effective,

or more likely to attract English buyers. I could

not learn that any passing travellers, save some Ger-

mans, are now ever tempted to carry them home.

It is my disagreeable duty to state that we found

the inn at Tripoli no better than other country inns

in Arcadia, and full of noise and disturbance. But

beyond this, the innkeeper, a gentleman in mag-

nificent costume, with a crimson vest and gaiters

covered with rich embroidery, turned out a dis-

graceful villain, in fact quite up to the mark of the

innkeepers of whom Plato in his day complained.

We had no comforts, we had bad food, we had the

locks of our baggage strained, not I fancy by thieves,

but by curious neighbours, who wished to see the

contents; we had dinner, a night's lodging, and

breakfast, for which the host charged us, a party of

four and a servant, 118 francs. And be it remem-

bered that the wine of the country, which we drank,

is cheaper than ale in England. We appealed at

once to the magistrate, a very polite and reasonable

man, who cut it down to 84 francs, still an exorbi-

tant sum, and one which our friend quietly pocketed

without further remonstrance.-. It is therefore ad-

visable either to go with introductions, which we

had (but a party of four is too serious an invasion

to make them of use;, or to stipulate beforehand < on-
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cerning prices. I mention such conduct as excep-

tional—we met it only here and at Nauplia ; but 1

fear Tripoli is not an honest district. A coat and

rug- which were dropped accidentally from a mule

were picked up by the next wayfarer, who carried

them off, though we had passed him but a few

hundred yards, and there could be no doubt as to

the owners. Our guides knew his village, and our

property was telegraphed for, but never reappeared.

The site of Tegea, where there is now a consider-

able village, is more interesting, being quite close

to the passes which lead to Sparta, and surrounded

by a panorama of rocky mountains. The morning

was cloudy, and lights and shades were coursing

alternately over the view. There were no trees,

but the surface of the rocks took splendid changing

hues—gray, pink, and deep purple—while the rich

soil beneath alternated between brilliant green and

ruddy brown. As the plain of Megalopolis re-

minded me of that of Thebes, so this plain of Tegea,

though infinitely richer in soil, yet had many
tures singularly like that of Attica, especially its

bareness, and the splendid colours of its barren

mountains. But the climate is very different at

this great height above the sea ; the nights, and

even the mornings and evenings, were still chilly,

and the crops arc still green when the harvest has

begun in Attica. There are a good many remains,

dally of the necropolis of regea, to be found

scattered through the modern village, chiefly in
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walls of new houses. One of these reliefs contained

i. very good representation of a feast—two men and

two women, the latter sitting, and alternately with

the men ; the whole work seemed delicate, and of a

good epoch.

The way to Argos is a good carriage road through

the passes of Mt. Parthenion, and is not unlike

the bleak ride through Maenalus, though there is a

great deal more tillage, and in some places the hill

sides are terraced with cultivation. It was in this

mountain that the god Pan met the celebrated run-

ner Phidippides, who was carrying his despatch

about the Persian invasion from Athens to Sparta,

and told him he would come and help the Athen-

ians at Marathon. This Mt. Parthenion, bleak

and bare like Mt. Maenalus, and yet like it pecu-

liarly sacred to Pan, 'affords tortoises most suit-

able for the making of lyres, which the men who
inhabit the mountain are afraid to catch, nor do

they allow strangers to catch them, for they think

them sacred to Pan.' We saw these tortoises, both

i n Maenalus and Parthenion, yet to us suggestive not

of harmony but of discord. Two of them were en-

gaged in mortal combat by the road side. They
rushing at each other, and battering the edges

of their shells together, apparently in the attempt

to overturn each other. After a long and even

conflict, one of them fled, pursued by the other at

full speed, indeed far quicker than could be ima-

gined. We watched the battle till we were tired,
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and left the pursuer and the pursued in the excite-

ment of their deadly struggle.

These were the principal sights and adventures

of our tour across Arcadia. The following night

we rested in real luxury at the house of our old

guest friend, Dr. Papalexopoulos, whose open man-

sion had received us two years before, on our fir^t

visit to Argos.



CHAPTER XIII.

CORINTH—TIRYNS—ARGOS—NAUPLIA.

The gulf of Corinth is a very beautiful and narrow

fiord, with chains of mountains on either side,

through the gaps of which you can see far into the

Morea on one side, and into Northern Greece on
the other. But the bays or harbours on either coast

are few, and so there was no city able to wrest the

commerce of these waters from old Corinth, which

held the keys by land of the whole Peloponnesus,

and commanded the passage from sea to sea. It

is, indeed, wonderful how Corinth did not acquire

and maintain the first position in Greece. It may,

perhaps, have done so in the days of Periander,

and we hear at various times of inventions and

discoveries in Corinth, which show that, commer-
cially and artistically, it was among the leading

< [ties of Greece. But, whenever the relations of the

various powers become clear, as in the Persian or

Peloponnesian Wars, we find Corinth always at the

i of the second-rate states, and never amon.uf

the first. This is possibly to be accounted for by

the predominance of trade interests, which are the
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source of such material prosperity that men have

too much to lose, and will not devote time and

labour to politics, or stake their fortunes for the

defence of principle. Thus it seems as if the Corin-

thians had been the shopkeepers of Greece.

But as soon as the greater powers of Greece de-

cayed and fell away, we find Corinth immediately

taking the highest position in wealth, and even in

importance. The capture of Corinth, in 146 B.C.,

marks the Roman conquest of all Greece, and the

art-treasures carried to Rome seem to have been

as great and various as those which even Athens

could have produced. No sooner had Julius Caesar

restored and rebuilt the ruined city, than it sprang

at once again into importance, and among the

societies addressed in the Epistles of St. Paul, none

seems to have lived in greater wealth or luxury. It

was, in fact, well nigh impossible that Corinth

should die. Nature had marked out her site as

one of the great thoroughfares of the old world ; and

it was not till after centuries of blighting misrule

by the wretched Turks that she sank into the

less decay from which not even another Julius

IX could rescue her. 1

These were our reflections as we passed up the

gulf on a splendid summer evening, the mountains

D the foundation of the new Greek kingdom, it wa

debated whether Corinth should not be the capital
;
but the coi

prevalence of fever in the district, with oth rrnined the

of Athens in prefen
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of Arcadia showing on their snowy tops a deep
rose colour in the setting sun. And passing by
^Egion and Sikyon, we came to anchor at the

harbour of Lechreum. There is now a public con-

veyance which takes the traveller across the isth-

mus to Kenchreae, where a boat is in readiness to

bring him to Athens. But, with the usual absurdity

of this service, no time is allowed for visiting Cor-

inth and its Acropolis. We, however, stayed for

the night in the boat, and started in the morning
for our ride into the Peloponnesus. This arrange-

ment is almost necessary, as the port of Lechseum
cannot afford the traveller even the luxury of a

decent meal. The Greek steamers are, besides,

of considerable interest to any observant person.

They seem always full of passengers and dogs,

and as the various classes mix indiscriminately on

deck, all sorts of manners and culture can be easily

compared.

The fondness of the Greeks for driving a bargain

is often to be noticed. Thus, a Greek gentlemen

on this boat, perceiving that we were strangers in

pursuit of art and antiquities, produced two very

fine gold coins of Philip and Alexander, which he
offered for ^5. That of Philip was particularly

beautiful—a very perfect Greek head in profile,

crowned witli laurel, and on the reverse a chariot

and four, with the legend, <I><At7T7roc. Not being

a very expert judge of coins, and supposing that

be had asked more than the value, I offered him
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£2 \os. for this one, which was considerably the

larger; but he would not take any abatement. He
evidently was not anxious to sell them, but merely

tookhis chance of getting- a good price, and inv

ing it again at better interest. Seeing that the coin

seemed but little heavier than our sovereign, and is

not uncommon in collections, I fancy the price he

asked was excessive. The Athenian shops, which

are notorious for their prices to strangers, had

similar coins, for which about £4 was asked. On
this, and a thousand other points, the traveller

should be instructed by some competent person

before he sets out. Genuine antiquities seem to me
so common in Greece, that imitations are hardly

worth manufacturing. Even with a much greater

market, the country can supply for generations an

endless store of real remains of ancient Greece.

But, nevertheless, the prices of these things are

already very high. The ordinary tourist does not

reach these shores, so that the only seekers after

them are enthusiasts, who will not hesitate to give

•n fancy prices for what they like.

The form of the country, as you ascend from

Lechaeum to Corinth, is very marked and peculiar.

At some distance from the flat shore the road leads

up through a steep pass of little height, which is

cut through a long ridge of reck, almost Life

wall, and over which Lies a higher plateau of land.

The .same feature is again repeated a mile inl.

as the traveller approaches the site of ancient
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Corinth. These plateaus, though not lofty, are

well marked, and perfectly distinct, the passes

from one up to the next being quite sufficient to form

a strong place of defence against an attacking

force. How far these rocky parapets reach I did

not examine. Behind the highest plateau rises the

great cliff on which the citadel was built. But
even from the site of the old city it is easy to

obtain a commanding view of the isthmus, of the

two seas, and of the Achaean coast up to Sikyon.

The traveller who expects to find any sufficient

traces of the city of Periander and of Timoleon,
and, I may say, of St. Paul, will be grievously

disappointed. In the middle of the wretched
straggling modern village there stand up seven

enormous rough stone pillars of the Doric Order,

evidently of the oldest and heaviest type ; and these

are the only visible relic of the ancient city, looking

altogether out of place, and almost as if they had
come there by mistake. These pillars, though in-

sufficient to admit of our reconstructing the temple,

are in themselves profoundly interesting. Their

shaft up to the capital is of one block, about twenty-

one feet high and six feet in diameter. It is to be

observed, that over these gigantic monoliths the

architrave, in which other Greek temples show
the Largest blocks, is not in one piece, but two,

>f beams laid together longitudinally. 1

' M . Viollct-le-cluc, in hi •VArchitecture
%
vo\. i.p. 45,

.is the reason of this. Apart from the greater facility of raising



*
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The length of the shafts [up to the neck of the

capital) measures about four times their diameter,

on the photograph which I possess ; I do not

suppose that any other Doric pillar known to

us is so stout and short. The material is said

almost universally to be limestone, but if my eyes

served me aright, it was a very porous and now
rough sandstone, not the least like the bluish

limestone in which the lions of the gate of Mycena?

are carved. The pillars are said to have 1

covered with stucco, and were of course painted.

Perhaps even the figures of the pediment were

modelled in clay, as we are told was the case in the

oldest Corinthian temples, when first the fashion

came in of thus ornamenting an otherwise flat and

unsightly surface. The great temple of Paestum

—

which is, probably, the next oldest, and certainly

the finest extant specimen of the original Doric

style—has no figures in the pediment, and seem--

never to have had them, except, indeed, they were

painted in fresco on the stucco, with which it

probably covered. Those who have seen the temple

at Pa?stum are, perhaps, the only visitors who will

be able to frame to themselves an image of the

very similar structure at Corinth, which Turks and

earthquakes have reduced to seven columns. There

smaller blocks, most limestones are subject to flaws, which are dis-

closed only by pressure. Hence it was much safer to support the en-

tablature on two Separate heanis, one of which might sustain, at

least temporarily, the building, in case the other should crack.
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must have been in it the same simplicity, the same
almost Egyptian massiveness, and yet the same
unity of plan and purpose which excludes all idea

of clumsiness or disproportion.

The longer one studies the Greek orders of archi-

tecture, the more the conviction grows that the

Doric is of all the noblest and the most natural.

When lightened and perfected by the Athenians of

Pericles' time, it becomes simply unapproachable

;

but even in older and ruder forms, it seems to

me vastly superior to either of the more florid

orders. All the massive temples of Roman times

were built in the very ornate Corinthian, which

may almost be called the Graeco-Roman, style

;

but, notwithstanding their majesty and beauty,

they are not to be compared with the severer

and more religious tone of the Doric remains.

I may add that the titles by which the orders

are distinguished seem ill-chosen and without

meaning, except, perhaps, that the Ionic was

most commonly used, and probably invented, in

Asia Minor. The earliest specimen 1 of the Corin-

thian Order is at Athens ; the most perfect of

the Doric is at Athens also, while Ionic temples

are found everywhere. But it is idle now to at-

tempt to change such definite and well-sanctioned

names.

Straight over the site of the town is the great

he single pillar at Phigalia, which 1 have mentioned above, may

My be older (ef. p. 3}i).
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ruck known as the Acro-Corinthus. A winding

path leads up on the south-west side to the Turkish

drawbridge and gate, which are now deserted

and open ; nor is there a single guard or soldier to

watch a spot once the coveted prize of contending

empires. In the days of the Achaean League it

called one of the fetters of Greece, and indeed

it requires no military experience to see the extra-

ordinary importance of the place. Strabo speaks

of the Peloponnesus as the Acropolis of Greece

—

Corinth may fairly be called the Acropolis of the

Peloponnesus. It runs out boldly from the surg-

ing mountain-chains of the peninsula, like an

outpost or sentry, guarding all approach from the

north. In days when news was transmitted by fire

signals, we can imagine how all the southern

country must have depended on the watch upon

the rock of Corinth. It is separated by a wide

plain of land, ending in the isthmus, from the

Geranean Mountains, which come from the north

and belong to a different system.

Next to the view from the heights of Parnassus, I

suppose the view from this citadel is held the finest

in Greece. 1 I speak here of the large and diverse

views to be obtained from mountain heights. To

1 Strabo, who had apparently travelled but little through Greece,

Bpeaka with admiration of this view, whieh he had evidently seen. The

fortrew of Karytena i-- tome twenty or thirty feet higher in situation

and far more picturesque from below, but is too much surrounded by

other higfa mountains to admit of a prospect like that from the AdO-
Corinthus.
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me, personally, such a view as that from the pro-

montory of Sunium, or, above all, from the harbour

of Nauplia, exceeds in beauty and interest any
bird's-eye prospect. Anyone who looks at the map
of Greece will see how the Acro-Corinthus com-

mands coasts, islands, and bays. The day was too

hazy when we stood there to let us measure the

real limits of the view, and I cannot say how near

to Mount Olympus the eye may reach in a suitable

atmosphere. But a host of islands, the southern

coasts of Attica and Bceotia, the Acropolis of

Athens, Salamis and ^Egina, Helicon and Par-

nassus, and endless ^Etolian peaks were visible

in one direction ; while, as we turned round, all

the waving reaches of Arcadia and Argolis, down
to the approaches towards Mantinea and Karytena,

lay stretched out before us. The plain of Argos,

and the sea at that side, are hidden by the moun-
tains. But without going into detail, this much
may be said, that if a man wants to realize the fea-

tures of these coasts, which he has long studied on

maps, half an hour's walk about the top of this rock

will give him a geographical insight which no years

of study could attain.

The surface is very large, at least half a mile each

way, and is covered inside the bounding wall Avith

the remains of a considerable Turkish town, now in

ruins and totally deserted, but evidently of no small

importance in the days of the Weir of Liberation.

The building of this town was a great misfortune
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to antiquarians, for every available remnant of old

Greek work was used as material for the modern
houses. At all parts ofthe walls may be seen white

marble fragments of pillars and architraves, and

I have no doubt that a careful dilapidation of

the modern abandoned houses would amply repay

the outlay. There are several pits for saving

rain-water, and some shallow underground passa-

ges of which we could not make out the purpose.

The pits or tanks must have been merely intended

to save trouble, for about the middle of the plateau,

which sinks considerably towards the south, we
were brought to a passage into the ground, which

led by a rapid descent to the famous well of Pirene,

the water of which was so perfectly clear that we
walked into it on going down the steps, as there

was actually no water-line visible. It was twelve

or fourteen feet deep, and perhaps twenty-five feet

long, so far as we could make it out in the twilight

underground. The structure of marble over the

fountain is the only piece of old Greek work we
could find on the rock. It consists of three sup-

ports, like pillars, made of several blocks, and over

them a sort of architrave. Then there is a gap in the

building, and from the large number of fragments

of marble lying at the bottom of the well we con-

cluded that the frieze and cornice had fallen out.

The pediment, or rather its upper outline, is still

in its place, clear of the architrave, and built into the

rock so as to remain without its supporting cornice.

2 B
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There are numerous inscriptions as you descend,

which I did not copy, because I was informed they

had already been published, though I have not

since been able to find them
; but they are, of

course, to be found in some of the Greek archaeo-

logical newspapers. They appeared to me at the

time to be either hopelessly illegible, or suspi-

ciously clear. This great well, springing up near

the top of a barren rock, is very curious, espe-

cially as we could see no outlet. The water was

deep under the surface, and there was no sign of

welling up, or of outflow anywhere ; but to make

sure of this would have required a long and care-

ful ride round the whole ridge. Our guide-book

spoke of rushing streams and waterfalls tumbling

down the rock, which we searched for in vain, and

which may have been caused by a winter rainfall

without any connexion with the fountain.

But we had already delayed too long upon this

citadel, where we would have willingly spent a day

or two at greater leisure. Our guide urged us to

start on our long ride, which was not to terminate

till we reached the town of Argos, some thirty miles

over the mountains.

The country into which we passed was very

different from any we had yet seen, and still it was

intensely Greek. All the hills and valleys showed

a very white, chalky soil, which actually glittered

like snow where it was not covered with verdure or

trees. Road, as usual, there was none ; but all
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these hills and ravines, chequered with snowy

white, were clothed with shining arbutus trees, and

shrubs resembling dwarf holly. The purple and

the white cistus, which is so readily mistaken for a

wild rose, 1 was already out of blow, and showed

but a rare blossom. Here and there was a plain

or valley with great fields of thyme about the

arbutus, and there were herds of goats wandering-

through the shrubs, and innumerable bees gather-

ing honey from the thyme. The scene was pre-

cisely such as Theocritus describes in the uplands

of Sicily ; but in all our rides through that delight-

ful island,- we had never found the thyme and

arbutus, the goats and bees, in such truly Theo-

critean perfection. We listened in vain for thu

shepherd's pipe, and sought in vain for some
Thyrsis beguiling his time with the oaten reed. It

was almost noontide—noon, the hour of awe and

mystery to the olden shepherd, when Pan slept

his mid-day sleep, 3 and the wanton satyr was

abroad, prowling for adventure through the silent

woods; so that, in pagan days, we might have

1 iroWbs 1>( Kal ws froZa niffQos iiravdu.—Thk.OCR. v. 131.

- There is a tract of sea-coast on the cast side of Italy, about half-

way between Ancona and Monte Gargano, which has this Theocritcan

character to perfection. Even the railway passenger can appreciate the

curious contrast it affords to the splendid orchards and gardens about

Ban, which are still further south.

oil Ofpis, u> Troi/i^v, to u.t<rr\ix$piv6v, ov di/xis 6.uutv

avplcrb'tv. tov Ylava 5*8ojko^€S -
-f\ yap air' fcypftl

Ta-'iKa K(K/.i.riu'S afiiravtrai, laii yap iriKpos,

Kal 01 o<) Spiuf ?o \o\a ttot\ fnt>\ KaO-qrai. -THEOCR. I. I ;.

2 B 2
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been afraid of the companionship of melody. But

now the silence was not from dread of Pan's dis-

pleasure, but that the sun's fiercer heat had warned

the shepherds to depart to the snowy heights of

Cyllene, where they dwell all the summer in Alpine

huts, and feed their flocks on the upland pastures,

which are covered with snow till late in the spring.

They had left behind them a single comrade,

with his wife and little children, to care the weak

and the lame till their return. We found this family

settled in their winter quarters, which consisted of

a square enclosure of thorns (dpiyKog av/p^ou )> built

up with stones, round a very old spreading olive-

tree. At the foot of the tree were pots and pans,

and other household goods, with some skins and

rude rugs lying on the ground. There was no at-

tempt at a roofor hut of any kind, though, of course,

it might be set up in a moment, as we had seen in

the defiles of Parnassus, with skins hung over

three sticks—two uprights, and the third joining

their tops, so as to form a ridge.

To make the scene Homeric, as well as Theocri-

tean, 1 two large and very savage dogs rushed out

upon us at our approach, but the shepherd hurried

out after them, and drove them off by pelting them

vigorously with stones. ' Surely,' he said, turn-

rovs jxtv '6yt \d((raiv a-rrb x^ov^ s 'Aaffov atlpwv

<pevyt(x(V &\\> biriau} 5ej5i<r<T€To, t/jtjx^ 5e <p<»i>i)

T)irti\fi fxd\a iruffiv, iprjTvcraaKf 8* vKayixov

Xaipwv iv (pptcrlu iiffiu, SOovveKeu aZ\iv tpvvro.

Tufocr. \x\. 73.
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ing to us breathlessly from his exertions, * you had

met, O strangers ! with some mischief, if I had not

been here/ The dogs disappeared, in deep anger,

into the thicket, and, though we stayed at the place

for some time, never reappeared to threaten or

to pursue us on our departure. We talked as best

we could to the gentle shepherdess, one of we
children had a fearfully scalded hand, for which we
suggested remedies, to her occult and wonderful,

though at home so trite as to be despised by the

wise. She gave us in return great bowls of heated

milk, which was being made into cheese, and into

various kinds of curds, which are the very best

produce of the country. They would take no

money for their hospitality, but did not object to

our giving the children coins to play with—to

them, I am sure, a great curiosity.

Most of our journey was not, however, through

pastures and plains, but up and down steep ravines,

where riding was so difficult and dangerous that

we were often obliged to dismount and lead our

horses, livery hour or two brought us to a foun-

tain springing from a rock, and over it generally

a great spreading fig-tree, while the water was

framed in on both sides with a perfect turf of

maiden-hair fern. The only considerable valley

which we saw was that of Cleomr, which we pa

some miles on our left, and about which there was

a great deal of golden corn, and many shady plane

trees. Indeed, the corn was so plentiful, that
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we saw asses grazing in it quite contentedly, with-

out any interference from thrifty farmers. We had

seen a very similar sight in Sicily, where the enor-

mous deep-browm Sicilian oxen, with their forward-

pointing horns, were stretching their huge forms

in fields of half-ripe wheat, which covered all the

plain without fence or division. There, too, it

seemed as if this was the cheapest grazing, and

as if it were unprofitable labour to drive the cattle

to some untilled pasture. As for the treading-out

of corn, I saw it done at Argos by a string of

seven horses abreast, wTith two young foals at the

outside, galloping round a small circular thresh-

ing-floor in the open field, upon which the ripe

sheaves had been laid in radiating order. I have

no doubt that a special observer of farming opera-

tions would find many interesting survivals both

in Greece and the two Sicilies.

Towards evening, after many hours of travel,

we turned aside on our way down the plain of

Argos, to see the famous ruins of Mycenae. But
we will now pass them by, as the discoveries of

Dr. Schliemann, and a second visit to the ruins

after his excavations, have opened up so many
questions, that a separate chapter must be de-

voted to them.

The fortress of Tiryns, which I have alread}

mentioned, and which we visited next day, may
fitly be commented on before approaching the

younger, or at least more artistically finished,
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Mycenae. It stands several miles nearer to the

sea, in the centre of the great plain of Argos,

and upon the only hillock which there affords any

natural scope for fortification. Instead of the

square, or at least hewn, well-fitted blocks of My-
cenae, we have here the older style of rude masses

piled together as best they would fit, the interstices

being filled up with smaller fragments. This is

essentially Cyclopean building. 1 There is a

smaller fort, of rectangular shape, on the southern

and highest part of the oblong hillock, the whole

of which is surrounded by a lower wall, which takes

in both this and the northern longer part of the

ridge. It looks, in fact, like a hill-fort, with a

large inclosure for cattle around it.

Just below the north-east angle of the inner fort,

and where the lower circuit is about to leave it,

there is an entrance, with a massive projection of

huge stones, looking like a square tower, on its right

side, so as to defend it from attack. The most

remarkable feature in the walls are the covered

galleries, constructed within them at the south-

east angle. The whole thickness of the wall is

often over twenty feet, and in the centre a rude

Pausanias speaks of Afycense and Tiryns as of like structure, which

i-. Dot true. He often refers with wonder to these walls, ami n

upon the care with which Greek historians had described foreign

situ-, hkc the Pyramids, while equally wonderful things in Gi

Kit unnoticed. Thus, he >.i\s that no paii of mules could stir from

its place the smallest of the blocks in the walls ofTirjmS, ('.':.

and ix. l€, s.
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arched way is made—or rather, I believe, two
parallel ways ; but the inner gallery has fallen in,

and is almost untraceable—and this merely bv
piling together the great stones so as to leave an

opening, which narrows at the top in the form of

a Gothic arch. Within the passage, there are five

niches in the outer side, made of rude arches in the

same way as the main passage. The length of the

gallery I measured, and found it twenty-five yards,

at the end of which it is regularly walled up, so

that it evidently did not run all the way round.

The niches are now no longer open, but seem to

have been once windows, or at least to have had
some look-out points into the hill country.

It is remarkable that, although the walls are

made of perfectly rude stones, the builders have

managed to use so many smooth surfaces looking

outward, that the face of the wall seems quite clean

and well built. 1 At the south-east corner of the

higher and inner fort, we found a large block ofred

granite, quite different from the rough gray stone

of the building, with its surface square and smooth,

1 The same effect is observable in Staigue Fort, in the county of

Kerry, and has led some people to imagine that its stones were rudely

(juarried. Cf. the sph n h<] photographs of this Irish Tiryns in Lord

Dunraven'- n h Architecture. The gentleman who reviewed

the present book in the American Nation is so impressed with the

evenness of this latter -tun tare, that he seems to ascribe both it and

the squareness, and even the inner curvature of the great blocks in

the- treasure-house of Atreus to what lie calls the triturition of nature,

'. I appose, by the natives with Band-paper!

!
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and all the four sides neatly bevelled, like the portal

stones at the treasury of Atreus. I found two other

similar blocks close by, which were likewise cut

smooth on the surface. The intention of these

stones we could not guess, but they show that some
ornament, and some more finished work, must have

once existed in the inner fort. Though both the

main entrances have massive towers of stone raised

on their right, there is a small postern at the oppo-

site or west side, not more than four feet wide,

which has no defences whatever, and is a mere hole

in the wall.

I enter into these details because they vary a

good deal from the descriptions of other very trust-

worthy travellers. I do not mean to impute to

them carelessness or inaccuracy, 1 but rather desire

to insist that the truth can only be certainly known
by every honest observer putting down strictly

what he sees and obsen

The whole ruin is covered in summer with this-

tles, such as English people can hardly imagine.

The needles at the points of the leaves arc fully an

inch long, extremely fine and strong, and sharper

1 I must say that most pictures of Tiryns in hooks on Greek antiqui-

ties arc quite false.

- It seems to mo a curious comment upon this remark, that the re-

viewer mentioned on the last page should gravely insinuate that my
statements were so inaccurate a- l | doubts of my ever having

visited the place] I have since verified everj statement here ad-

vanced, both by a new inspection and by careful study

authorities.
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than any two-edged sword. No clothes except a

leather dress can resist them. They pierce every-

where with the most stinging pain, and make anti-

quarian research in this famous spot a veritable

martyrdom, which can only be supported by a very

burning thirst for knowledge, or the sure hope of

future fame. The rough masses of stone are so

loose that one's footing is insecure, and when the

traveller loses his balance, and falls among the

thistles, he will wish that he had gone to

Jericho instead, or even fallen among thieves on

the way.

We rode down from Mycenae to Argos late in

the evening, along the broad and limpid stream of

the river Inachus, which made us wonder at the

old epic epithet, very thirsty, given to this cele-

brated plain. 1 Though the night was getting dark,

we could see and smell great wild fields of rose-red

oleander, blooming along the river banks, very like

the rhododendrons of our demesnes. And, though

not a bird was to be heard, the tettix, so dear to the

old Greeks, and so often the theme of their poets,

was making the land echo with its myriad chirp-

ing. Aristophanes speaks of it as crying out with

1 iroXvltyiov. .' ' of Hesiod (quoted by Enstathms in //., p.

350) notes this epithet, in order to account for its being no longer true,

"Apyos avv5f>ov tov Aavahs iroi^atv tvvhpov. Strabo (vill. p. 256) cx-

1 it by confining the epithet to the- town of Argos, which Homer

inly di<l Dot, and by admitting that the country was will watered.

miaa (IL [5, 5) Wya that all the riven ran dry, except in rainy

ther, which is seldom true now.
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mad love of the noon-day sun. 1 We found it no

less eager and busy in late twilight, and far into

the night. I can quite understand how the old

Greek, who hated silence, and hated solitude still

more, loved this little creature, which kept him

company even in the time of sleep, and gave him

all the feelings of cheerfulness and homeliness

which we, northerns, in our wretched climate, must

seek from the cricket at the fire-side.

At ten o'clock we rode into the curious dark

streets of Argos, and, after some difficulty, were

shown to the residence of M. Papalexopoulos,

who volunteered to be our host—a medical man
of education and ability, who, in spite of a very

recent family bereavement, opened his house to the

stranger, and entertained us with what may well

be called in that country real splendour. I may
notice that he alone, of all the country residents

whom we met, gave us wine not drenched with

resin—a very choice and remarkable red wine, for

which the plain of Argos is justly celebrated. In

this comfortable house we slept, I may say, in soli-

aAA* avd-qpuiv \(t/j.u>V(i)i>, <pvK\wv t Iv kuKttois vaiw

i)vln' tiv & deairecrios o£u fxtKos dxeTas

dd\irtai fj.t<TT)pf3
t
)ii'oTs y]\to/j.av))s fioa. (AvCS

t
[<X i

The little-known lines in the Shield of Hercules are also worth quoting

J93. W»] :~
_

flfxos 5f x*- 0( P<i> KuavoirTfpos, i'|\(Va h'tti;,

"iV t<pt(<lntvos, eipos avtipunrotcriv atiSav

ap\(Tat, f t« it6<tis na\ fipwois OijKvs »

•

Kal T( irasri/j.(pi6s rt na\ i$QS \iti ai»8/;r

15ti iv alvoroLTtf, Sir,' IplOS Jkfcu
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tarv grandeur, and awoke in high spirits, without

loss or damage, to visit the wonders of this old

centre of legend and of history.

It is very easy to see why all the Greek myths
have placed the earliest empires, the earliest arts,

and the earliest conquests, in the plains of Argolis.

They speak, too, of this particular plain having

the benefit of foreign settlers and of foreign skill.

If we imagine, as we must do, the older knowledge

of the East coming up by way of Cyprus and Crete

into Greek waters, there can be no doubt that the

first exploring mariners, reaching the barren island

of Cerigo, and the rocky shore of Laconia, would

feel their way up this rugged and inhospitable

coast, till they suddenly came in sight of the deep

bay of Argolis, stretching far into the land, with a

broad plain and alluvial soil beyond its deepest

recess. Here, first, they would find a suitable land-

ing-place, and a country fit for tillage; and here,

accordingly, we should expect to find, as we actu-

ally do, the oldest relics of habitation, beyond

the huts of wandering shepherds or of savages.

.So the legend tells us that Cyclopes came from

Lycia to King Proetus of Argos, or rather of

the Argive plain, and built him the giant fort of

Tiryns. 1

This was evidently the oldest great settlement.

Then, by some change of fortune, it seems that

' yclupes, conning bnilderg, and even workers in metal, are t<>

. med from the rude and lavage Cyclopes repre-

infesting Thrinacria, in the western seas.
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Mycenae grew in importance, not impossibly be-

cause of the unhealthy site of Tiryns, where the

surroundings are now low and marshy, and were,

probably, even more so in those days. But the epoch

of Mycenae's greatness also passed away in histo-

rical times; and the third city in this plain came
forward as its ruler—Argos, built under the huge

Larissa, or hill fort, which springs out from the sur-

rounding mountains, and stands like an outpost

over the city. 1 Even now it is still an important

town, and maintains, in the midst of its smiling

and well-cultivated plain, a certain air of bright-

ness and prosperity which is seldom to be seen

elsewhere through the country.

AVe went first to visit the old theatre, certainly the

most beautifully situated,- and one of the largest

I had ever seen. It is far finer than even that of

1 In the days of the composition of the Iliad we see the power and

greatness of Mycenae distinctly expressed by the power of Agamemnon,

who appears to rule over all the district and many islands. Yet the

threat hero, Diomedes, is made the sovereign ofArgos and Tiryns in his

immediate neighbourhood. This difficulty has made some critics sup-

pose that all the acts of Diomedes were foisted in by some of the A
reciters of the Iliad. Without adopting this theory, which seems to

me extravagant, I would suggest that, in the poet'-, .lav. V
rapidly growing into first-rate importance, while all the older legends

attested the greatness of Mycciue. Thus the poet, who was obi;.;

put together the materials given him by divers older and shorter
1

was under the difficulty of harmonizing the fresherlegends about .'

with the older about M\rena\
:

I prefer this view even to that from the theatre oi I'aormina in

Sicily, which is so justly celebrated, and which many people will think

the finest in Europe.
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Syracuse, and whoever has seen this latter will

know what such a statement implies. If the Greek
theatre at Syracuse has a view of the great harbour

and the coast around, this view can only have been

made interesting by crowded shipping and flitting

sails, for the whole incline of the country is very

gradual, and not even the fort of Ortygia presents

any bold or striking outline.

The Argive theatre was built to hold an enor-

mous audience. We counted sixty-six tiers of seats,

in four divisions—thus differing from the descrip-

tion of Colonel Leake, which we had before us at

the time. As he observes, there may be more seats

still covered with rubbish at the bottom—indeed

this, like all the rest of Argos, ought to yield a

rich harvest to the antiquarian, being still almost

virgin soil, and never yet ransacked with any care.

From the higher seats of the theatre of Argos,

which rise much steeper than those ofSyracuse, there

is a most enchanting prospect to the right, over

a splendid rich plain, covered, when we first saw

it, with the brilliant emerald-green of young vines

and tobacco plants, varied with the darker hue of

plane-trees and cypresses. After the wilderness

through which we had passed, this prospect was

intensely delightful. Straight before us, and to the

left, was the deep blue bay of Argolis, with the

white fortifications of Nauplia crowning its pictur-

esque Acropolis. All around us, in every other

direction, was a perfect amphitheatre of lofty
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mountains. This bay is, for its size, the most

beautiful I ever saw, and the opinion which we
then formed was strengthened by a sunset view of

it from the other side—from Xauplia—which was,

if possible, even finer, and combined all the ele-

ments which are conceivable in a perfect land-

scape. Near the theatre there is a remnant of

Cyclopean building, apparently the angle of a

wall, made of huge uncut blocks, like those at

Tiryns. There are said to be some similar sub-

structures on the Larissa, which is however itself a

mediaeval ruin, and therefore, to us, of slight inte-

rest.

All the children about brought us coins, of every

possible date and description, but were themselves

more interesting than their coins. For here, in

Southern Greece, in a very hot climate, in a level

plain, every second child is fair, with blue eyes,

and looks like a transplanted northern, and not

like the offspring of a southern race. After the

deep-brown Italian children, which strike the tra-

veller by their southernness all the way from

Venice to Reggio, nothing is more curious than

these fairer children, under a sunnier and hotter

sky; and it reminds the student at once how, even

in Homer, yellow hair and a fair complexion is

noted as belonging to the King of Sparta. This

type seems to me common wherever there has not

arisen a mixed population, such as that of Athens

or Syra, and where the inhabitants appear to live
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as they have done for centuries. Fallmerayer's

cleverness and undoubted learning persuaded many
people, and led many more to suspect, that the old

Greek race was completely gone, and that the pre-

sent people were a mixture of Turks, Albanians,

and Slavs. To this many answers suggest them-

selves—to me, above all things, the strange and

accurate resemblances in character between ancient

and modern Greeks—resemblances so strong that,

when people at Athens came to read my studies on

social life in old Greece, they at once said that these

sketches were drawn from the modern Greeks.

And yet at the time I knew nothing whatever of

the country as it now is, and took my materials ex-

clusively from classical literature.

But this is a kind of evidence not easily stated

in a brief form, and consists after all of a large

number of minute details. The real refutation

of Fallmerayer's theory consists in exposing the

alleged evidence upon which it rests. He put forth

with great confidence citations from MS. authori-

ties at Athens, which have not been verified ; nay,

he is even proved to have been the dupe of some

clever forgeries. A careful examination of the

scanty allusions to the state of Greece during the

time of its supposed Slaviza/io/i, and the evidences

obtained from the lives of the Greek saints who be-

long to this epoch, have proved to demonstration

that the country was never wholly occupied by for-

eigners, or deserted by its old population. The
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researches of Ross, Ellissen, and lastly of Hopf, 1

have really set the matter a: rest ; but unfor-

tunately English students will for some time to

come be misled by the evident leaning of Finlay

towards the Slav hypothesis. As has been fairly

remarked by later critics, Finlay did not test the

documents cited by Fallmerav^r ; and until this

was done, the case seemed conclusive enough for

the total devastation of Greece during four hundred

years, and its occupation by a new population.

But all this is now relegated to the sphere of fable.

There is, of course, a large admixture of Slavs

and Albanians in the countr he constant inva-

sions and partial conquests lor several centuries

could not but introduce it. Still, Greece has re-

mained Greek in the main, and the foreigners have

not been able to hold their own against the stronger

nationality of the true Hellenes.

Another weighty argument -
1 tometobefrom

language. 2 There is really ver* little difference

1 Cf. his exhaustive article on the Mediae^ » History of Greece, in

Ersch and Gruber's Encyclopedia, vol. lxxxv i id more especially his

refutation of Fallmerayer's theory, pp. ioo-i
|

2 A great authority, whose opinion I dec: I Prof. Sayi

goes so far as to say that language is by itself DO proof of race, but only

of social contact. I will not venture to dem I ;t there are in-'

where this is so, and where invading s; .ve adopted the

language of the vanquished, though quite fon to them.

this is the exception, and not the rule, MM

probability in favour of a well preserved la ige indicating a well

preserved race.

2 C
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between the language of Plato and that of the pre-

sent Greeks. There is, of course, development

and decay, there are changes of idiom and cor-

ruptions of form, there are a good many Slav

names, but the language is essentially the same.

The present Greek will read the old classics with

the same trouble with which our peasants could read

Chaucer. It is, in fact, most remarkable, assum-

ing that they are the same people, how their lan-

guage has not changed more. This appears to me
an argument of great force. Had the invaders dur-

ing the middle ages really become the main body

of the population, how is it that they abandoned

their own tongue, and adopted that of the Greeks ?

Surely there must be at least a fusion of differ-

ent tongues, if the population were considerably

leavened. There are still Albanian districts in

Greece. They are to be found even in Attica,

and not many miles from Athens. But these

populations are still tolerably distinct from the

Greeks ; their language is quite different, and un-

intelligible to Greeks who have not learned it.

Again, the Greek language is not one which

spread itself easily among foreigners, nor did

it give rise to a number of daughter languages,

like the Latin. In many Hellenic colonies, barbar-

ians learned to speak Greek with the Greeks, and

to adopt their language at the time ; but in all

these cases, when the Greek influence vanished,

the language decayed, and finally made way for
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the old language which it had temporarily dis-

placed. Thus the evidence of history seems to

suggest that no foreigners were ever really able

to make that subtle tongue their own ; and even

now we can feel the force of what AristotL'

says—that however well a stranger might speak,

you could recognise him at once by his use of the

particles.

These considerations seem to me conclusive

that, whatever admixtures may have taken place,

the main body of the'people are what their language

declares them to be, essentially Greeks. Any care-

ful observer will not fail to see through the wilder

parts of the Morea types and forms which are equal

to those which inspired the old artists. There are

still among the shepherd boys splendid lads who
would adorn a Greek gymnasium, or excite the

praise of all Greece at the Olympian games. There

are still maidens fi£ to carry the sacred basket of

Athene. Above all, there are still many old men,

fit to be chosen for their stalwart beauty to act as

thallophori in the Panathenaic procession.

These thoughts often struck us as we went

through the narrow and crowded streets of Argos,

in search of the peculiar produce of the place

—

raw silks, rich-coloured carpets and rugs, and or-

namental shoes in dull red * morocco' leather.

We were brought to see the little museum of the

town—a very small one, with a single inscription,

and eight or ten pieces of sculpture. But the in-

2 C 2
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scription, which is published, is exceedingly clear

and legible, and the fragments of sculpture are all

both peculiar and excellent. There is a female

head of great beauty, about half life size, and

from the best, or certainly a very good, period of

Greek art, which has the curious peculiarity of one

eye being larger than the other. It is not merely

the eyeball, but the whole setting of the eye,

which is slightly enlarged, nor does it injure

the general effect. The gentlemen who showed

this head to me, and who were all very enthu-

siastic about it, had indeed not noticed this fea-

ture, but recognised it at once when pointed out

to them. Beside this trunkless head is a head-

less trunk of equal beauty—a female figure with-

out arms, and draped with exquisite grace in a

manner closely resembling the famous Venus of

Melos. The figure has one foot slightly raised,

and set upon a duck, as is quite plain from the

general form of the bird, and though the webbed

feet are much worn away, and the head gone.

M. Emile Burnouf told me that this attribute of a

duck would determine it to be either Athene or

Artemis. If so, the general style of the figure,

which is very young and slight, speaks in favour

of its being an Artemis. I trust photographs of this

excellent statue may soon be made, and that it

may become known to art students in Europe.

We also noticed a relief larger than life, on a

square block of white marble, of the head of Me-
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dusa. The face is calm and expressionless, exactly

the reverse of Lionardo da Vinci's matchless paint-

ing-, but archaic in character, and of good and clear

workmanship. The head-dress, which has been

finished only on the right side, is very peculiar,

and consists of large scales starting from the fore-

head, and separating into two plaits, which become

serpents' bodies, and descend in curves as low as

the chin, then turning upward and outward again,

till they end in well-formed serpents' heads. The
left serpent is carved out perfectly in relief, but not

covered with scales.

I was unable to obtain any trustworthy account

of the finding of these marbles, but they were

all fresh discoveries, especially the Medusa head,

which had been only lately brought to the museum,
when we were at Argos. It is highly probable that

future visitors will find this valuable collection

much increased; and here, in this important town,

it is most advisable that there should be a local

museum.

If we look at Dorian art, as contrasted with

Ionian, there can be no doubt that the earliest

centre was Corinth in the Peloponnesus, to which

various discoveries in art are specially ascri:

in architecture, there were many leading ideas,

such as the setting up of clay figures in the tym-

panum of their temples, and the use of panels or

soffits, as they were called, in ceilings, which came
first from Corinth. But when we des
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known times, there are three other Dorian states

which quite eclipse Corinth, I suppose because the

trading instinct, as is sometimes the case, crushed

out or weakened her enthusiasm for art. These

.states are ^gina, Sikyon, and Argos. Sikyon rose

to greatness under the gentle and enlightened des-

potism of Orthagoras and his family, of whom it

was noticed that they retained their sovereignty

longer than any other dynasty of despots in Greece.

JEgina. seems to have disputed the lead with Cor-

inth as a commercial mart, from the days of Phei-

don, whose coinage of money was always said to

have been first practised at JEgina. 1 The promi-

nence of JEgina in Pindar's Epinikian Odes shows

not only how eagerly men practised athletics, and

loved renown there, but how well able they were

to pay for expensive monuments of their fame.

Their position in the Persian war, among the

bravest of the Greeks, corroborates the former part

of my statement ; the request of an Ionian Greek

lady, captured in the train of Mardonius, to be

transported to iEgina, adds evidence for the

second, as it shows that, to a person of this de-

scription, /Egina was the field for a rich harvest,

and we wonder how its reputation can have been

greater in this respect than that of Corinth. 2 But,

a short time after, the rise of the Athenian naval

1 This fact strengthens my conviction that at an early period A-

•a -.iked the silver mines of Laurium.

1 C£ Pin !'»r the Corinthian kralpau
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power crushed the greatness of ^Egina, and it

sank, first to insignificance, and then to absorp-

tion into the Attic power.

Thus Sikyon and Argos remained, and it was

precisely these two towns which produced a special

school of art, of which Polycletus was the most dis-

tinguished representative. Dorian sculpture had

originally started with figures of athletes, which

were dedicated at the temples, and were a sort of

collateral monument to the odes of poets—more

durable, no doubt, in the minds of the offerers, but,

as time has shown, perishable and gone, while the

winged words of the poet have not lost even the

first bloom of their freshness. However, in con-

trast to the flowing robes and delicately-chiselled

features of the Ionic school, the Dorians repro-

duced the naked human figure with great accuracy
;

while in the face they adhered to a stiff simplicity,

regardless of individual features, and still more

regardless of any expression save that of a vacant

smile. This type, found in its most perfect de-

velopment in the yEginetan marbles, was what

lay before Polycletus, when he rose to greatm-^.

1 le was the contemporary and rival of Phidias, and

is said to have defeated him in a competition for

the temple of Hera at Samos, where two or three

of the greatest sculptors modelled a wounded
Amazon, and Polycletus was adjudged the first

place. There is some probability that one of th«»

Amazons now in the Vatican is a copy of this
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famous work; and, in spite of a clumsily-restored

head and arms, we can see in this figure the great

simplicity and power of the artist in treating a

rather ungrateful subject—that of a very powerful

and muscular woman.
The Argive school, owing to its traditions,

affected single figures much more than groups ; and
this, no doubt, was the main contrast between

Polycletus and Phidias'—that, however superior

the Argive might be in a single figure, the genius

of the Athenian was beyond all comparison in

using sculpture for groups and processions as an

adjunct to architecture. But there was also in

the sitting statue of Zeus, at Olympia, a certain

majesty which seems not to have been equalled by
any other known sculptor. The Attic artist who
appears, however, to have been much nearer to

Polycletus in style was Myron, whose Discobolus has

reached us in some splendid copies, and who seems

to have had all the Dorian taste for representing

single athletic figures, with more life and more
daring action about them than was attempted by

Polycletus. 1

Herodotus notices somewhere that, at a certain

period, the Argives were the most renowned in

•ce for music. It is most unfortunate that our

knowledge of this branch of Greek art is so frag-

1 The bronze cow of Myron seems also to have been a wonderfully-

admired work, to judge from the crowd of epigrams written upon it,

h will survive.
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mentary that we are wholly unable to tell in what

the Argive proficiency consisted. We are never

told that the Doric scale was there invented ; but,

very possibly, they may have taken the lead among
their brethren in this direction also, for it is well

known that the Spartans, though excellent judges,

depended altogether upon foreigners to make music

for them, and thought it not gentlemanly to do

more than criticise.

The drive from Argos to Nauplia leads by Ti-

ryns, then by a great marsh, which is most luxuri-

ously covered with green and with various flowers,

and then along a good road all the way into the

important and stirring town of Nauplia. This

place, which was one of the oldest settlements, as

is proved by Pelasgic walls and tombs high upon

the overhanging cliffs, was always through history

known as the port of Argos, and is so still, though

it rose under the Turks to the dignity of capital of

the whole province of Greece. The citadel has at

all times been considered almost impregnable.

The situation of the town is exceptionally beautiful,

even for a Greek town ; and the sunset behind the

Arcadian mountains, seen from Nauplia, with the

gulf in the foreground, is a view which no man can

ever forget.

A coasting steamer, which goes right round all

the Peloponnesus, took us up with a great com-

pany, which was hurrying to A.th ins for the elec-

tions, and brought us round the coast ofArgolis,
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stopping at the several ports on the way. This

method of seeing either Greece or Italy is highly

to be commended, and it is a great pity that so

many people adhere strictly to the quickest and

most obvious route, so missing many of the really

characteristic features in the country which they

desire to study. Thus the Italian coasting steamers,

which go up from Messina by Naples to Genoa,

touch at many not insignificant places (such as

Gaeta), which no ordinary tourist ever sees, and

which are nevertheless among the most beautiful

in all the country. The same may be said of

the sail from Nauplia to Athens, which leads you

to Hydra, or Idra, as they now call it, to Poros and

to ^Egina, all very curious and interesting places

to visit.

The island of Hydra was, in old days, a mere

barren rock, scarcely inhabited, and would probably

never have changed its reputation but for a pirate

settlement in a very curious little harbour, with a

very narrow entrance, which faces the main shore

of Argolis. As you sail along the straight coast

line, there seems no break or indentation, when
suddenly, as if by magic, the rocky shore opens for

about twenty yards, at a spot marked by several

caves in the face of the cliff, and lets you see into

a circular harbour of very small dimensions, with

an amphitheatre of rich and well-built houses rising

up all round the bay. Though the water is very

deep, there is actually no room for a large fleet,
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and there seems not a yard of level ground, except

where terraces have been artificially made. High
rocks on both sides of the narrow entrance hide all

prospect of the town, except from the point directly

opposite the entrance.

The Hydriotes, who were rich merchants, and, I

suppose, successful pirates in the Turkish days,

were never enslaved, but kept their liberty and

their wealth by paying a tribute to the Porte.

They developed a trading power which reminds

one strongly of the old Greek cities ; and so faithful

were they to one another, that it was an ordinary

habit for citizens to entrust all their savings to a

captain starting for a distant port, to be laid out

by him to the best advantage. It is said that they

were never defrauded of their profits. The Turks

may, perhaps, have thought that by gentle treat-

ment they would secure the fidelity of the Hy-

driotes, whose wealth and power depended much
on Turkish protection ; but they were greatly ;

taken. There was, indeed, some hesitation among
the islanders, when the War of Liberation broke

out, what part they should take; but at last the

spirit of nationality actually outweighed private

interests, and the Hydriotes sacrificed everything

by the marvellously eager and brave way in which

they threw themselves into the national conflict.

By far the most brilliant feats in the war \wiv

those performed by the Hydriote sailors, who re-

mind one very much of the Zealanders in the
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wars of Holland against the Spanish power.

"Whether their bravery has been exaggerated is

hard to say : this, at all events, is clear, that

they earned the respect and admiration of the

whole nation, nor is there any nobility so recog-

nised in Greek society as descent from the Hydriote

chiefs who fought for the Liberation.

With the rise of the nation the wealth and im-

portance of Hydra has strangely decayed. Prob-

ably the Piraeus, with its vast advantages, has na-

turally regained its former predominance, now that

every part of the coast and every port are equally

free. Still, the general style and way of living

at Hydra reminds one of old times ; and if the

island itself be sterile, the rich slopes of the oppo-

site coast, covered with great groves of lemon-

trees, are owned by the wealthy descendants of the

old merchants.

A few hours brings the steamer past Poros and

through narrow passages among islands to^Egtna,

as they now call it. We have here an island whose

history is precisely the reverse of that of Hydra.

great days of ^Egina (as I mentioned above)

were in very old times, from the age of Pheidon

rgos, in the seventh century B. c, up to the rise

thens' democracy and navy, when this splendid

centre of literature, art, and commerce was absorbed

in the greater Athenian empire.

There is at present a considerable town on the

i -t, and some cultivation on the hills; but the
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whole aspect ofthe island is very rocky and barren,

and as it can hardly ever have been otherwise, we
feel at once that the early greatness of ./Egina was,

like that of Hydra in the last century, a purely

commercial greatness. The people are very hospi-

table and interesting. Nowhere in Greece did I see

more apparent remains of the purest Greek type.

Our hostess, in particular, was worthy to take her

place in the Parthenon frieze, and among the

children playing on the quay there were faces of

marvellous beauty.

With enterprise and diligence, a trading nation or

city may readily become great in a small island

or barren coast, and no phenomenon in history

proves this more strongly than the vast empire

of the Phoenicians, who seem never to have owned
more than a few miles of barren coast about Tyre

and Sidon. They were, in fact, a great people

without a country. The Venetians similarly raised

an empire on a salt marsh, and at one time owned
many important possessions on Greek coasts and

islands, without * any visible means of subsistence,'

as they say in the police courts. In the same way,

Pericles thought nothing of the possession of At;

provided the Athenians could hold their city walls

and their harbours. He knew that with a mari:

supremacy they must necessarily be lords of so

vast a stretch of coasts and islands, that the barren

hills of Attica might be completely left out of ac-

count. Assuredly, if in early and savage conditions
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nature rules man, at a more advanced period man
seems almost absolutely to control nature.

There is yet another and a very interesting way
from Nauplia to ./Egina, which may be strongly

recommended to the traveller who does not arrive

in due time to catch the weekly steamer. Horses

can be hired at Nauplia, which can perform, in

about seven hours, the journey to the little village

of Epidauros (now pronounced Epidavros). Here

a boat can be obtained, which, with a fair wind,

can reach ^Egina in three, and the Piraeus in about

six hours. But, like all boating expeditions, this

trip is uncertain, and may be thwarted by either

calm or storm.

We left Nauplia on a very fine morning, while the

shepherds from the country were going through

the streets, shouting ya\a, and serving out their

milk from skins, of which they held the neck in one

hand, and loosened their hold slightly to pour it

into the vessel brought to them by the customer.

These picturesque people—men, women, and chil-

dren—seem to drive an active trade, and yet arc

not, I believe, to be found in the streets of any other

Greek town.

The way through the Argolic country is rough

and stony, not unlike in character to the ride from

Corinth to Mycenae, but more barren, and for the

most part less picturesque. On some of the hill-

tops are old ruins, with fine remains of masonry,

apparently old Greek work. The last two or three
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hours of the journey are, however, particularly-

beautiful, as the path goes along the course of a

rich glen, in which a tumbling river hurries towards

the sea. This glen is full of verdure and of trees.

We saw it in the richest moment of a southern

spring, when all the trees were bursting into leaf,

or decked with varied bloom. It was the home,

too, of thrushes, and many other singing birds,

which filled the air with music—as it were a rich

variation upon the monotonous sound of the mur-

muring river. There is no sweeter concert than

this in nature, no union of sight and sound which

fills the heart of the stranger in such a solitude with

deeper gladness. I know no fitter exodus from

the beautiful Morea—a farewell journey which will

dwell upon the memory, and banish from the mind

all thoughts of discomfort and fatigue.

In the picturesque little land-locked bay of Epi-

davros, there was a good-sized fishing boat riding

at anchor, which we immediately chartered to con-

vey us to Athens. The skipper took some time to

gather a crew, and to obtain the necessary papers

from the local authorities, but after some pressure

on our part we got under weigh with a fair wind,

and ran out of the harbour into the broad rock-

studded sheet of water which separates Argolis from

iEgina, and from the more distant coast of Attica.

There is no more delightful or truly Greek mode of

travelling than to run through islands and under

rocky coasts in these boats, which are roomy and
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comfortable, and, being decked, afford fair shelter

from shower or spray. But presently the wind
began to increase from the north-west, and our

skipper to hesitate whether it were safe to con-

tinue the journey. He proposed to run into the

harbour of /Egina for the night. We acquiesced

without demur, and went at a great pace to our

new destination. But no sooner had we come into

the harbour, and cast anchor, so that the boat lay

steady with her head to the wind, than another

somewhat larger boat which came sailing in after

us ran right into her amidships. The shock started

up all my companions, who were lying asleep

in the bottom of the boat, and the situation looked

rather desperate, for we were in the middle of a

large harbour, a long way from land. It was night,

and blowing hard, and all our crew betook them-

selves to weeping and praying, while the other boat

did her best to sheer off and leave us to our fate.

However, some of us climbed into her by the bow-

sprit, which lay across our deck, while others got

up the baggage, and proceeded to examine at what

pace the water was coming in. A boat from the

shore came out in time to take us off safely, but

when we had landed, our skipper gravely proposed

that we should pay for the boat, as she was injured

in our service ! Of course, we laughed him to

scorn, and having found at JEgina, a steam launch

belonging to Captain Miaoulis, now Minister of

Marine, we went in search of him, and besought him
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to take us next day to the Peiraeus. The excellent

man not only granted our request, but entertained us

on the way with the most interesting anecdotes of his

stay in England as a boy, when he came with his

father to seek assistance from our country during

the war of Liberation. Thus we came into the

Peiraeus, not as shipwrecked outcasts, but under

the protection of one of the most gallant and dis-

tinguished officers of the Greek navy.

2 D



CHAPTER XIV.

MYCENiE.

I HAVE set apart Mycenae in this edition for a

separate Chapter, because the discoveries of Dr.

Schliemann there, since my first visit, have raised

so many new problems, and have so largely in-

creased public curiosity about it, that a book ot

travels in Greece cannot venture to avoid the sub-

ject; and yet, long before Dr. Schliemann's day,

the learned and deliberate travellers who visited

the Morea, and wrote their great books, found

ample scope for description, and large room for

erudite discussion. It is a curious thing to add, but

strictly true, that all the new facts brought out by the

late excavations have, as yet, contributed nothing

to our knowledge about the history of the place,

and that almost every word of what has been sum-

med up from all existing sources twenty years ago,

by Ernst Curtius, can still be read with far more

profit than the rash speculations which appear

almost weekly in the periodical press.

It is impossible to approach Mycenae from any

side without being struck with the picturesqueness
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of the site. If you come down over the mountains

from Corinth, as soon as you reach the head of the

valley of the Inachus, which is the plain of Argos,

you turn aside to the left, or east, into a secluded

corner— ' a recess of the horse-feeding Argos,' as

Homer calls it, and then you find on the edge of th<*

valley, and wThere the hills begin to rise one be-

hind the other, the village of Charvati. When you

ascend from this place, you find that the lofty

Mount Elias is separated from the plain by two

nearly parallel waves of land, which are indeed

joined at the northern end by a curving saddle, but

elsewhere are divided by deep gorges. The loftier

and shorter wave forms the rocky citadel of

Mycenae—the Argion, as it was once called. The
lower and longer was part of the outer city, which

occupied both this hill and the gorge under the

Argion. As you walk along the lower hill, you find

the Treasure-house ofAtreus, as it is called, built

into the side which faces the Acropolis. But there

are other ruined treasuries on the outer slope,

and the newly-opened one is just at the joining

saddle, where the way winds round to lead you up

the greater hill to the giant gate with the Lion

portal. If we represent the high levels under the

image of a fishing-hook, with the shank placed

downwards (south), and the point lying to the

right (east), then the Great Treasury is at that

spot in the shank which is exactly opposite the

point, and faces it. The point and barb are the

2 D 2
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Acropolis. The New Treasury is just at the turn of

the hook, facing inwards (to the south). This will

give a rough idea of the site. It is not necessary

to enter into details, when so many maps and plans

are now in circulation. But I would especially

refer to the admirable illustrations in Dr. Schlie-

mann's Mycencc, where all these matters are made
perfectly plain and easy.

When we first visited the place, it was in the

afternoon of a splendid summer's day ; the fields

were yellow and white with stubbles or with dust,

and the deep gray shadow of a passing cloud was

the only variety in the colour of the upper plain.

For here there are now no trees, the corn had

been reaped, and the land asserted its character as

very thirsty Argos. But as we ascended to higher

ground, the groves and plantations of the lower

plain came in sight, the splendid blue of the bay

began to frame the picture, and the setting sun

cast deeper shadow and richer colour over all the

view. Down at the river-bed great oleanders were

spreading their sheets of bloom, like the rhododen-

drons in our climate, but they were too distant to

form a feature in the prospect.

I saw the valley of Argos again in spring, in

our * roaring moon of daffodil and crocus;' it was

the time of growing corn, of scarlet anemone and

purple cistus, but there too of high winds and

glancing shadows. Then all the plain was either

brilliant green with growing wheat, or ruddy brown
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with recent tillage ; there were clouds about the

mountains, and changing colours in the sky,

and a feeling of freshness and life, very different

from the golden haze and dreamy calmness of a

southern June.

I can hardly say which of these seasons was

the more beautiful, but I will always associate the

summer scene with the charm of a first visit to this

famous spot, and still more with the venerable and

undisturbed aspect of the ruins before they had

been profaned by modern research. It is, I sup-

pose, ungrateful to complain of these things, and

we must admit that great discoveries outbalance

the aesthetic damage done to an ancient ruin by-

digging unsightly holes and piling mounds of

earth about it; but who can contemplate without

sorrow the covering of the finest piece of the

Cyclopean wall at Mycena? with the rubbish taken

away from over the tombs ? Who will not regret

the fig-tree which spread its shade over the portal

of the House of Atreus ? This fig-tree is still to be

seen in the older photographs, and is in the woodcut

of the entrance given in Dr. Schliemann's book,

but the visitor of to-day will look for it in vain.

On the other hand, the opening at the top, which

had been there since the beginning of this century,

but which was closed when I first visited the

chamber, had been again opened, and so it was

much easier to examine the inner arrangement of

the building.
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I am not sure that this wonderful structure was
visited or described by any traveller from the days

of Pausanias till after the year 1800. At least I

can find no description from any former traveller

quoted in the many accurate accounts which the

present century has produced. Chandler, in 1776,

intended to visit Mycenae, but accidentally missed

the spot on his way from Argos to Corinth—

a

thing more likely to happen then, when there was

a good deal of wooding in the upper part of the

plain. But Clarke, Dodwell, and Gell all visited

and described the place between 1800 and 1806,

and the latter two published accurate drawings of

both the portal and the inner view, which was pos-

sible, owing to the aperture made at the summit.

About the same time, Lord Elgin had turned his

attention to the Treasury, and had made excava-

tions about the place, finding several fragments

of very old engraved basalt and limestone, whirl 1

had been employed to ornament the entrance.

Some of these fragments are now in the British

Museum. But, though both Clarke and Leake

allude to ' Lord Elgin's excavators,' they do not

specify what was performed, or in what condition

the place had been before their researches. There

is no published account of this interesting point,

which is probably to be solved by the still unpub-

lished journals said to be in the possession of the

present Earl. This much is, however, certain, that the

imber was not first entered at this time ; for Dr.
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Clarke speaks of its appearance as that of a place

open for centuries. We know that systematic

rifling of ancient tombs took place at the close of

the classical epoch ; we can imagine it repeated in

every age of disorder or barbarism ; and the ac-

counts we hear of the Genoese plundering the great

mounds of the Crimea show that even these civi-

lised and artistic Italians thought it no desecration

to obtain gold and jewels from unknown, long-

forgotten sepulchres. It seems, therefore, impos-

sible to say at what epoch—probably even before

Pausanias—this chamber was opened. It is per-

fectly certain that the story in Dr. Schliemann's

book 1

, which he quotes from a Greek newspaper,

and which attributes the plundering of it to Veli

Pasha, in 18 10, is positively groundless, and in

direct contradiction to the irrefragable evidence I

have above adduced. It is not impossible that the

Pasha may have probed the now ruined chamber*

on the outer side of the hill; but the account of

what he found is so mythical, that the whole story

may be rejected as undeserving of credit.

I need not attempt a fresh description of the

Great Treasury, in the face of such ample and accu-

rate reports as those I have indicated. It is in

no sense a rude building, or one of a helpless and

barbarous age, but, on the contrary, the product of

enormous appliances, and of a perfect knowledge

of all the mechanical requirements for any building,

1 Mycencr, p. p.
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if we except the application of the arch. The
stones are hewn square, or curved to form the

circular dome within, with admirable exactness.

Above the enormous lintel-stone, nearly 27 feet long,

and which is doubly grooved, by way of ornament,

all along its edge over the doorway, there is now a

triangular window or aperture, which was certainly

filled with some artistic carving like the analo-

gous space over the lintel in the gate of the Acro-

polis. Shortly after Lord Elgin had cleared the

entrance, Gell and Dodwell found various pieces of

green and red marble carved with geometrical

patterns, some of which are reproduced in Dod-

well's book. Gell also found some fragments in a

neighbouring chapel, and others are said to be

built into a wall at Nauplia. There are supposed to

have been short columns standing on each side in

front of the gate, with some ornament surmount-

ing them ; but this seems to me to rest on doubtful

evidence, and on theoretical reconstruction. Dr.

Schliemann, however, asserts them to have been

found at the entrance of the second treasury which

Mrs. Schliemann excavated, though his account is

somewhat vague (Mycence, p. 140). There is the

strongest architectural reason for the triangular

aperture over the door, as it diminishes the enorm-

ous weight to be borne by the lintel ; and here,

no doubt, some ornament very like the lions on

the other gate may have been applied.

The extreme darkness of the chamber during
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our first visit prevented me from discovering, even

with the aid of torches, the nail marks which all

the earlier travellers found there, and which are

now again easily to be seen. So also the outer

lintel-stone is not by any means the largest, but is

far exceeded by the inner, which lies next to it, and

which reaches on each side of the entrance a long

\\ ay round the chamber, its inner surface being

curved to suit the form of the wall. Along this

curve it seemed to me not less than thirty feet in

length. The measurements are precisely given

by Dr. Schliemann.

When we first entered by the light of torches,

we found ourselves in the great cone-shaped cham-

ber, which, strange to say, reminded me of the

Pantheon at Rome more than any other building I

know, and is, nevertheless, built on a very different

principle. The stones are not, indeed, pushed for-

ward one above the other, as in ruder stone roofs

through Ireland ; but each of them, which is on the

other surfaces cut perfectly square, has its inner

face curved so that the upper end comes out several

inches above the lower. So each stone carries

on the conical plan, having its lower line fitting

closely to the upper line of the one beneath, and

the whole dome ends with a great fiat stone laid on

the top. 1

1 According to P&USanltt, the treasury of Minyas was differently

built; for the top stone of its flat dome was the keystone (apuovia) of

the whole. The stone roofs in Ireland seem to me far more curious in
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Dodwell still found copper nails of some inches

in length, which he supposed to have been used to

fasten on thin plates of shining metal ; but I was

at first unable to see even the holes in the roof,

which other travellers had believed to be the places

where the nails were inserted. However, without

being provided with magnesium wire, it was then

impossible to light the chamber sufficiently for a

positive decision on this point. A comparatively

small side chamber is hollowed out in the rock and

earth, without any stone casing or ornament what-

ever, but has a similar triangular aperture over its

doorway. Dr. Schliemann now tells us he dug two

trenches in this chamber, and that, besides finding

some hewn pieces of limestone, he found in the

middle a circular depression (apparently of stone),

twenty-one inches deep, and about one yard in

diameter, which he compares to a large wash-bowl.

Anyone who has visited New Grange will be struck

with the likeness of this description to the large

stone saucers which are still to be seen there, and

of which I will speak presently.

There has been much controversy about the use

to which this building was applied, and we cannot

now attempt to change the name, even if we could

prove its absurdity. Pausanias, who saw Mycense

construction, for two reasons : first, because the stones used are so very

small; and, secondly, because there can be, of course, no pressure on

a roof like the pressure brought to bear on a subterranean chamber

from above.
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in the second century A. D., found it in much the

same state as we do, and was no better informed

than we, though he tells us the popular belief that

this and its fellows were treasure-houses like that

of the Minyae at Orchomenus, which was very much
greater, and was, in his opinion, one of the most

wonderful things in all Greece. But it does not

seem to me that his opinion, which, indeed, is not

very clear, need in the least shackle our judgments.

The majority of scholars are inclined to the theory

that it is a tomb. In the first place, there are three

other similar buildings quite close to it, which Pau-

sanias mentions as the treasure-houses of the sons

of Atreus, but their number makes it most unlikely

that any of them could be for treasure. Surely such a

house could only be owned by the reigning king,

and there is no reason why his successor should

make himself a new vault for this purpose. In the

next place, these buildings were all underground

and dark, and exactly such as would be sele<

for tombs. Thirdly, they are not situated within

the enclosure of the citadel of Mycenae, but arc

outside it, and probably outside the original town

altogether—a thing quite inconceivable if they

were meant for treasure, but most reasonable, and

according to all analogy, if they were used as

tombs. This, too, would of course explain the

plurality of them—different kings having built

them, just like the pyramids of Chufu, Safra, and

Menkerah, on the plain of Memphis in Egypt It
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is even quite easy and natural to explain on this

hypothesis how they came to be thought treasure-

houses. It is known that the sepulchral tumuli of

similar construction in other places, and possibly

built by kindred people, contained much treasure,

left there by way of honour to the deceased. Hero-

dotus describes this in Scythian tombs, some of

which have been opened of late, and have verified

his assertions. 1 The lavish expense at Patroclus"

funeral, in the Iliad, shows the prevalence of similar

notions among early Greeks, who held, dowm to

yEschylus' day, that the importance of a man
among the dead was in proportion to the circum-

stance with which his tomb was treated by the

living. It may, therefore, be assumed as certain

that these strongholds of the dead, if they wrere

such, were filled with many precious things in

gold and other metals, intended as parting gifts

in honour of the king who was laid to rest.

Long after the devastation of Mycenae, I suppose

that these tombs were opened in search of treasure,

and not in vain ; and so nothing was said about

the skeleton tenant, while rumours went abroad

of the rich treasure-trove within the giant portal.

Thus, then, the tradition would spring up and grow,

that the building was the treasure-house of some
old legendary king.

These antiquarian considerations have led us

1 Cf. Macpherson's Antiquities of Kcrtch.
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away from the actual survey of the old vault, for

ruin it cannot be called. The simplicity and

massiveness of its structure have defied age and

violence, and, except for the shattered ornaments,

and a few pieces over the inner side of the window,

not a stone appears ever to have been moved from

its place. Standing- at the entrance, you look out

upon the scattered masonry of the walls of Mycenae,

on the hillock over against you. Close behind this

is a dark and solemn chain of mountains. The
view is narrow and confined, and faces the north,

so that, for most of the day, the gate is dark

and in shadow. We can conceive no fitter place

for the burial of a king, within sight of his citadel,

in the heart of a deep natural hillock, with a great

solemn portal symbolising the resistless strength

of the barrier which he had passed into an un-

known land. But one more remark seems neces-

sary. This treasure-house is by no means a Greek

building in its features. It has the same perfection

of construction which can be seen at Eleuthera?,

or any other Greek fort, but still the really analo-

gous buildings are to be found in far distant lands

—in the raths of Ireland, and the barrows of th< i

Crimea.

I have had the opportunity of comparing the

structure and effect of the great sepulchral monu-
ments in the county of Meath, in Ireland. Two of

these, Dowth and Xew Grange, are opened, and

can be entered almost as easily as the treasury of
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Atreus. They lie close to the rich valley of the

Boyne, in that part of the country which was

pointed out by nature as the earliest seat of wealth

and culture. Dowth is the ruder and less orna-

mented, and therefore not improbably the older,

but is less suited for the present comparison than

the greater and more ornate New Grange.

This splendid tomb is not a whit less remark-

able, or less colossal in its construction, than those

at Mycenae, but differs in many details. It was not

hollowed out in a hill-side, but was built of great

upright stones, with flat slabs laid over them, and

then covered with a mountain of earth. An enor-

mous circle of giant boulders stands round the foot

of the mound. Instead of passing through a short

entrance into a great vaulted chamber, there is

a long narrow corridor, which leads to a much

smaller, but still very lofty room, nearly twenty

feet high. Three recesses in the walls of this latter

each contain a large, round saucer, so to speak,

made of single stone, in which the remains of the

dead seem to have been laid. This saucer is very

shallow, and not more than four feet in diameter.

The great stones with which the chamber and pas-

sage are constructed are not hewn or shaped, and

so far the building is rather comparable with that

of Tiryns than of Mycenae. But all over the faces

of the stones are endless spiral and zig-zag or-

naments, even covering built-in surfaces, and

thus invisible, so that this decoration must have
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been applied to the slabs prior to the building".

On the outside stones, both under and over the

entry, there is a well-executed carving of mon 1

finished geometrical designs.

Putting aside minor details, it may be said that

while both monuments show an equal display of

human strength, and an equal contempt for human
toil, which were lavished upon them without stint, the

Greek building shows far greater finish of design

and neatness of execution, together with greater

simplicity. The stones are all carefully hewn and

fitted, but not carved or decorated. The triangular

carved block over the lintel, and the supposed metal

plates on the interior, were both foreign to the ori-

ginal structure. On the contrary, while the Irish

tomb is a far greater feature in the landscape—

a

landmark in the district—the great stones within

are not fitted together, or hewn into shape, and

yet they are covered with patterns and designs

strangely similar to the carvings found by Dod-

well and Dr. Schliemann at the Argive tombs.

Thus the Irish builders, with far greater rudeness,

show a greater taste for ornament. They care less

for design and symmetry—more for beauty of de-

tail. The Greek essay naturally culminates in the

severe symmetry of the Doric Temple—the Irish

in the glorious intricacy of the illuminations of the

Book of Kills.

The second treasury lately excavated by Mrs.

Schliemann has been disappointing in its results.
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Though it seems not to have been disturbed tor

ages, it has evidently been once rifled, for no-

thing save a few fragments of pottery were found

within. Its entrance is much loftier than that of

the house of Atreus, but the general building

is inferior, the stones are far smaller, and by no

means so well fitted, and it produces altogether

the impression of being either a much earlier and

ruder attempt, or a poor and feeble imitation.

Though Dr. Schliemann asserts the former, I am
disposed to suspect the latter to be the case.

A great deal of what was said about the tomb of

Agamemnon, as the common people, with truer

instinct, call the supposed treasure-house, may be

repeated about the fortifications of Mycenae. It is

the work of builders who know perfectly how to

deal with their materials—who can hew and fit

great blocks of stone with perfect ease ; nay, who
prefer, for the sake of massive effect, to make their

doorway with such enormous blocks as even mod-
ern science would find it difficult to handle. The
sculpture over the gate fortunately remains almost

entire. Two lions, standing up at a small pillar,

were looking out fiercely at the stranger. The
heads are gone, having probably, as Dr. Schlie-

mann first observed, been made of bronze, and

riveted to the stone. The rest of the sculpture is

intact, and is of a strangely heraldic character. It

is a piece of blueish limestone, 1 quite different from

1 There has been strange diversity of opinion about the nature of
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the rough breccia of the rest of the gate. The lintel-

stone is not nearly so vast as that of the treasure-

house : it is only fifteen feet long, but is somewhat

thicker, and also much deeper, going back the full

depth of the gateway. Still, it must weigh a good

many tons ; and it puzzles us to think how it can have

been put into its place, with the appliances then in

vogue. The joint use of square and polygonal ma-

sonry is very curious. Standing within the gate,

one side is of square-hewn stones, the other of irre-

gular, though well-fitted, blocks. On the left side,

looking into the gate, there is a gap of one block

in the wall, which looks very like a window 1

, as it is

not probable that a single stone was taken, or fell out

of its place afterwards, without disturbing the rest.

What makes it, perhaps, more possible that this

window is intentional, is the position of the gate,

which is not in the middle of the walled causeway,

as you enter, but to the right side.

When you go in, and climb up the hill of the

Acropolis, you find various other portions of Cyclo-

pean walls, forming inner circuits, as if there had

been one citadel within another, as is also the case

at Tiryns. But the outer wall goes all round the

this stone. Dodwell and Leake call it basalt. Moreover, Dodwel

thought it greenish. Some one else thinks it yellowish. The French

expedition and Coithu call it limestone. Dr. Schliemann says it i>

the same breccia as the rest of the gate. It is in the face of these

opinions that I persist in the statement that it is bluish, and limestone.
1 This, I perceive, is Dr. Schliemann's opinion also.

2 E
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hill where it is steepest, sometimes right along a

precipice, and everywhere offering an almost insur-

mountable obstacle to an ancient assailant. On the

east side, facing the steep mountain, which is sepa-

rated from it by a deep gorge, is a postern-gate,

consisting merely of three stones, but these so mas-

sive, and so beautifully hewn and fitted, as to be

hardly less striking than the lion-gate. At about

half the depth of these huge blocks, there is a

regular groove cut down both sides and along the

top, in order to hold the door.

The whole summit of the great rock is now stony

and bare, but not so bare that I could not gather

scarlet anemones, which found scanty sustenance

here and there in tiny patches of grass, and glad-

dened the gray colour of the native rock and

the primeval walls. The view from the summit,

when first I saw it, was one of singular solitude

and peace ; not a stone seemed to have been dis-

turbed for ages ; not a human creature, or even a

browsing goat, was visible, and the traveller might

sketch or scrutinize any part of the fortress with-

out fear of intrusion, far less of molestation. When
I again reached the site, in the spring of 1877, a

it change had taken place. Dr. Schliemann

had attacked the ruins, and had made his world-

renowned excavations inside and about the lion-

gate. To the gate itself this was a very great gain.

All the encumbering earth and stones have been

removed, so that we can now admire the full propor-
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tions of the mighty portal. He discovered a tiny-

porter's lodge inside it. He denied the exist«

of the wheel-tracks which we and others fancied

we had seen there on our former visit.

But proceeding from the gate to the lower side,

where the hill slopes down rapidly, and where the

great irregular Cyclopean wall trends away to the

right, Dr. Schliemann found a deep accumulation

of soil. This was, of course, the only place on an

otherwise bare rock where excavations could pro-

duce any result. And the result was beyond the

wildest anticipations. The whole account of what

he has done is now before the public in his very

splendid book, of which the illustrations are quit-

an epoch in the history of ornament, and in s]

of their great antiquity will suggest to our modern
jewellers many an exquisite pattern. The sur.

what he found is this :

—

He first found in this area a double circuit of thin

upright slabs, joined together closely, and joined

across the top with flat slabs morticed into them, the

whole circuit being like a covered way, about tl

high. Into the inclosed circle a way leads from

the lion-gate ; and what 1 noted particularly \\\ s

this, that tlic whole circle, which was over thirty

yards in diameter, was separated from the big

ground by a very miserable bounding wall, wh
though quite concealed before the excavations, ami

then rtainly very old, looked for all the

world lik< Mime Turkish piece of masonry.
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As soon as this stone circle was discovered, it was
suggested that old Greek agoras were round, that

they were often in the citadel at the king's

gate, and that people were sometimes buried in

them. Dr. Schliemann at once baptized the place

as the agora of Mycenae. It was a circle with

only one free access, and that from the gate ; it

had tombstones standing in the midst of it, and

there were the charred remains of sacrifices about

them. The number of bodies already exhumed be-

neath preclude their being all founders or heroes

of the city. These and other indications seem to

me to disprove clearly that the circle was an agora,

but it is more probably a place of sepulture, inclosed,

as such places always were, with a fence, which

seems made in imitation of a palisade of wood.

Inside this circuit of stone slabs were found

—

apparently at the same depth, but on this Dr.

Schliemann is not explicit—very curious and very

archaic carved slabs, with rude hunting scenes

of warriors in very uncomfortable chariots, and

varied spiral ornaments filling up the vacant

spaces. These sculptures are unlike any Hellenic

work, properly so called, and point back to a

very remote period, and probably to the intro-

duction of a foreign art among the rude in-

habitants of early Greece. Deeper down were

found more tombstones, all manner of archaic

pottery, arrow-heads, and buttons of bone; there

also found some rude construction of hewn
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stones, which may have served as an altar or a

tomb.

Yet further down, and close to the rock, were

lying together a number of skeletons, which

seemed to have been hastily or carelessly buried; 1

but in the rock itself, in rudely hewn chambers,

were found fifteen bodies buried with a splendour

seldom equalled in the history of the world. These

people were not buried like Greeks. They were

not laid in rock chambers, like the Scythian

kings. They were sunk in graves under the earth,

which were large enough to receive them, had they

not been filled up round the bottom with rudely-

built walls, or pieces of stone, so as to reduce the

area, but to create perhaps some ventilation for the

lire which had partly burnt the bodies where they

were found. Thus the splendidly- attired and

jewelled corpses, some of them with masks and

breastplates of gold, were, so to speak, jammed
down by the earth and stones above them into a

very narrow space ; and there appears to have been

no arrangement for protecting them and their trea-

sure from complete confusion with the soil which

settled down over them. This, if the account of

the excavation be accurate, seems the most pecu-

liar feature in the burial of these great personages,

1 If Agamemnon be indeed an historical personage, and if Dr.

Schlicmann will insist that he has found him and his companions, let

me surest that this group of skeletons represents what the legend tells

us abont his ignominious burial more accurately. They were found

at 21 feet of depth below the surface. Cf. Mycmm
l p. l6t.
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but finds a parallel in the curious tombs of Hall-

stadt, which afford many analogies to Mycenae. 1

Ofcourse Dr. Schliemann knows precisely who the

entombed are. He boldly announced in the Times,

and the public believed him, that he had found Aga-
memnon and his companions, who were murdered

when they returned from the siege of Troy. The
burial is indeed quite different from any such cere-

mony described in the Homeric poems. The num-
ber of fifteen is not to be accounted for by any of

the legends. There is no reason to think all the

tombs have been discovered ; one, or at least part of

the treasure belonging to it, was since found out-

side the circle. While I am writing, it is an-

nounced that yet another has been found by M.
Stamatakes. ^Eschylus, our oldest and best au-

thority, places the tomb of Agamemnon, not at

Mycenae, but at Argos. They all agree that he

was buried with contempt and dishonour. I sup-

pose there never was a random hypothesis with so

many proofs against it, and yet Dr. Schliemann

shows no hesitation. The result is that when the

public comes to hear the Agamemnon theory dis-

proved, it is apt to take another leap in the dark,

and look upon the whole discovery as suspicious,

and as possibly something modern.

Such an inference would be as absurd as to ac-

< 5pt the hypothesis of Dr. Schliemann. The tombs

J i re brought out by Mr. A. S. Murray, in the
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are undoubtedly very ancient, possibly far more

ancient than the supposed date of Homer, or even

of Agamemnon. The treasures which have been

rarried to Athens, and which I saw and handled

at the National Bank, are not only really valuable

masses of gold, but have a good deal of beauty of

workmanship, both in design and decoration.

Though the masks are very ugly and barbarous,

and though there is in general no power shown of

moulding any animal figure, there are very beau-

tiful cups and jugs, there are most elegant geome-

trical ornaments—zigzags, spirals, and the like

—

and there are even imitations of animals, of much
artistic merit. The celebrated silver bull's head,

with golden horns, is a piece of work which would

not disgrace a goldsmith of our own day; and this

may be said of many of the ornaments. Anyone
who knows the Irish gold ornaments in the Aca-

demy Museum in Dublin perceives a wonderful sort

of family likeness in the old Irish spirals and deco-

rations, yet not more than might occur among two

separate nations working with the same materials

under similar conditions. But I feel convinced

that the best things in the tombs at Mycenae were

not made by native artists, but imported, probably

from Egypt. This seems proved even by the va-

rious materials which have been employed— ivory,

alabaster, fine linen, in one case eveii an ostrich

egg. So we will, perhaps, in the end come
back upon the despised legends ol Cadmus and
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Danaus, and find that they told us truly of an old

cultured race coming from the South and the

East to humanize the barbarous progenitors of

the Greeks.

But these wonderful discoveries are far too fresh

and too dazzling to permit us to begin theorising

about them. We must for a long time to come

content ourselves with gathering and sifting the

real facts. I will only here point out the remark-

able unity of style between the ornaments found at

a depth of 30 feet in the tombs, the sculptured

tombstones 12 or 14 ft. over them, and the lions

on the gate of the citadel. Perhaps the likeness in

this last case can hardly be established with cer-

tainty. But still among the small gold ornaments

in the tombs were found several of two animals

placed opposite each other in this strictly heraldic

fashion, and even on the engraved gems this sym-

metry is curiously frequent. It seems, then, that

the art of Mycenae had not changed when its early

history came to a close, and its inhabitants were

forced to abandon the fortress, and become citizens

of the neighbouring Argos.

We are, indeed, told expressly by Pausanias and

Diodorus, that this event did not take place till

after the Persian wars, when old Hellenic art was

already well defined, and was beginning to make

rapid progress. But this express statement, which

i saw reason to question since my former remarks

on the subject in this book, I am now determined
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to reject, in the face of the inconsistencies of these

historians, the silence of all the contemporaries of

the alleged conquest, and the remarkably archaic

remains which Dr. Schliemann has unearthed.

Mycenae, along with Tiryns, Midea, and the other

towns of the plain, was incorporated into Argos at

a far earlier date, and not posterior to the bril-

liant rule of Pheidon. So it comes that historical

Greece is silent about the ancient capital of the

Pelopids, and the poets transfer all its glories to

Argos. Once, indeed, the name did appear on the

national records. The offerings to the gods at

Olympia, and at Delphi, after the victory over the

Persians, recorded that a few patriots—four hun-

dred in all—from Mycenae and from Tiryns had
joined the Greeks at Plataea, while the remainder

of the Argives preserved a base and cowardly neu-

trality. The Mycenaeans were very few in number
;

sixty are mentioned in connection with Thermo-
pylae by Herodotus. They were probably exiles

through Greece, who had preserved their traditions

and their descent, and longed to give a public stab

to Argive Medism. The Tirynthians may even
have been the remnant of the slave population,

which Herodotus tells us seized the citadel ofTiryns,

when driven out from Argos twenty years before,

and who lived there for some years. In the crisis

of Plataea the Greeks were not dainty or critical,

and they may have readily conceded the title of

Tirynthian to these doubtful citizens, out of hatred
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and disgust at the neutrality of Argos. However
these things may be, the mention of Mycenaeans

and Tirynthians on this solitary occasion afforded

an obvious warrant to Diodorus for his date of the

destruction of Mycenae. But I am convinced that

his authority, and that of Pausanius, who follows

him, must be deliberately rejected.

On the other hand the origin of Mycenae, and its

greatness as a royal residence, must be thrown

back into a far deeper antiquity than anyone had

yet imagined. If Agamemnon and his house re-

present Hellenic princes, of the type of Homer's

knowledge and acquaintance, they must have arisen

after some older, and apparently different dynas-

ties had ruled, and had buried their dead at Myce-

nae. But it is also possible that the Homeric bards,

describing professedly the acts of a past age,

imposed their new manners, and their own cul-

ture, upon the Pelopids, whom they only knew by

vague tradition, and that thus their drawing is false ;

while the chiefs they glorify were the ancient pre-

Hellenic rulers of the country. This latter sup-

position is so shocking a heresy against " Homer"
that I will not venture to expand it, and will leave

the reader to add any conjectures he chooses to

those which I have already hazarded in too great

number.

When the splendid findings of Dr. Schliemann

are taken out of their bandboxes in the Bank of

Athens, and arranged in the National Museum
;
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when the diligence of Greek archaeologists investi-

gates thoroughly the remainder of the site at My-
cenae, which is not nearly exhausted ; when new
accidents, such as the discoveries at Spata in

Attica, and new researches conducted at places

like Orchemenos, enlarge these treasures perhaps

a thousandfold, there will be formed at Athens a

Museum of pre-historic art which will not have its

equal in the world, and which will introduce us to

an epoch of culture which we hardly yet sus-

pected, when writing and coinage were unknown,

when the Greeks had not reached unto their name,

or possibly their language, but when, nevertheless,

considerable commerce existed, when wonderful

skill had already been attained in arts and manu-

factures, and when men had even accumulated

considerable wealth and splendour in well-esta-

blished centres of power. If we reflect that to

these things will be added the far more beautiful

and interesting relics of Olympia, the very handi-

work of the scholars and rivals of Phidias, or the

originals, it may yet be, of Pythagoras and Praxi-

teles—the votive offerings and tin? inscriptions of

centuries of piety and of pride—there opens b<

us a vista into the artistic future oi Athens, which

shows it again the home and citadel of an art

unique alike in its origin, its development, and its

attainments.



CHAPTER XV.

GREEK MUSIC AND PAINTING.

The attainments of the Greeks in architecture and
in sculpture are still sufficiently preserved to enable

us to form a clear judgment of their merits, and to

make them models for our imitation. So also their

writings, both in poetry and artistic prose, have

remained to us in sufficient quantity to teach us

both the principles and the practice of Greek

artists in literature. The remnants of all these

products of Greek genius are, indeed, but mise-

rable fragments of the boundless wealth of the

nation. They are defaced by time, corrupted in

transmission, deformed by restoration. But still

the difficulty of destroying them on the one hand,

and the ease of preserving and multiplying them
on the other, have prevented their total loss, and
have saved for us some knowledge of the greatest

outcome of human genius.

The case is very different with their music and
their painting. Not a single specimen of the great

compositions of the Greeks in colour and in sound
has survived. We have many enthusiastic descrip-
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tions of these works ; we are told a great deal about

their effects on those who enjoyed them j they are

not in any way postponed by the critics to the

splendid sculpture and architecture with which

they were combined or compared. It is only by
obscure and doubtful inferences, and by the acci-

dental preservation of four or five tunes of inferior

composers, that we can attempt to extract from

the dry discussions on musical theory what sort

of thing practical Greek music really was. In

painting the case is a little better. We have in

the wall paintings of Pompeii, and in those excav-

ated on the Esquiline and Palatine at Rome,
specimens of what decorative painting had reached

by Roman imitation of Greek art. These paintings

are, no doubt, as inferior to their Greek models as

all other Roman imitations are, but still they help

us to guess what attainment the world had reached

in the technicalities of painting, even of a higher

kind, such as grouping of figures, and perspective

in landscape.

There is a very large number of German books

on both these lost arts of the Greeks—books full

of learning, and deeply interesting to the special

student. But their exceeding dryness and minute

detail make them quite unfit for general readers.

In England the subject of Greek painting has been

entirely neglected, and that of Greek music has

not been really sifted till in the recent work of

Mr. Chappell. But even this very learned and
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able writer, who has thrown a flood of light on

the musical theory of the Greeks, has not con-

descended to say much on the moral and social

aspects of his subject. I will endeavour to sketch

from this side the general impression produced as

to Greek music and painting by the extant tunes

and pictures, the allusions of classical writers, and

the varied discussions of theorists and art critics.

I will approach music first.

As culture was much more highly prized among
the Greeks than among us, and as they did not

spend their time in acquiring languages, it seems

certain that music was a more universal and a

more important feature in their education than in

ours. This conclusion, however, follows even more
directly and certainly from the deep moral effects

which they attached to it. The great majority of

allusions to it assume, as acknowledged, the fact

that some kinds of music stimulate to energy and

manliness, while others dispose the mind to effem-

inacy and luxury. Statesmen and philosophers

have this public aspect of music constantly before

them. The Spartans punish and prohibit a mu-
sician who makes immoral innovations in their

traditional music, by adding strings, and thus in-

creasing the semitones and even lesser transitions

from note to note.' Plato and Aristotle are most

1 Here- is a mediaeval parallel, for no doubt Scott had good authority

<-n the point In /;<inh<u\ when the captive Prior of Jorvaulx winds .1

hlast for the outlaw:, to show hi- accomplishments, Robin Flood an-
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solicitous that only certain kinds of major and

minor scales shall be allowed in their ideal state,

because the others are relaxing or over-exciting to

the mind. The evidence on this point is endless,

and forms one of the strongest contrasts between

Greek and modern notions about music.

The first inference I will draw from this fact is

not an obvious one, but one of the greatest im-

portance. We may conclude from it that Greek

music was in an elementary state. For the analogy

of other nations, and the history of other arts, tell

us that the moral effects of music are everywhere

strongly felt, until it becomes developed and com-

plicated. Then the pursuit of perfection, and the

overcoming of technical difficulties, become ends

in themselves, and while people learn deeper and

more subtle sources of delight, they forget the

moral side of the art. Thus the Chinese, whose

music, though good and clear, has not reach*

high stage, have always held opinions about its

moral effects quite similar to the old Greeks. 1 In-

deed, more generally, according as the intellectual

strain increases, the emotional effect diminishes, and

so we hear of our forefathers shedding tears at the

S ' Pri >r, thou blowest a merry blast, but it may DOt I

thee. Moreover, I hare found thee—thou art one of those wh<

iiiw Frerw isturb the ancient English bogle

notes. Prior, that la^t flourish on the recheat hath added fifty crowns

to thy ransom, for corrupting the true old manly blasts of enerie. 1

Dr. riath, in the Thuumct, of tfw Mum rot \..

:. pp, 483, 51& •
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singing1 of simple melodies, while no music would

probably touch in this way the followers of Schu-

mann and Wagner. The Greek music had, there-

fore, a greater national importance, because it was
far ruder and less developed than ours.

But I am not the least disposed to assert more

than a difference of degree between them ; and far

from believing that the Greeks exaggerated the

moral side, I hold that we moderns have unduly

lost sight of it. An experience of many years has

convinced me that the moral characters of our mu-
sicians are directly influenced by the music which

they cultivate. The pursuit of any kind of our

music, even the severest classical quartets, seems

to me inconsistent, in a real lover of them, with

other intellectual work of a high order; and the con-

stant singing, or even hearing, of the passionate

love songs of the newer Italian operas may even

be directly injurious to the character. The more
beautifully and perfectly the music corresponds to

the words of these productions, the more mischie-

vous they are likely to be. Thus the most perfect

of love duets, that in Gounod's Faust, expresses so

forcibly in its perpetual suspensions the hunger

and longing of passion, that the mind which feeds

upon it must inevitably, though perhaps uncon-

sciously, be stimulated in that direction. When,
therefore, we hear it commonly remarked that

musicians are jealous and quarrelsome, or that a

young man with a good tenor voice is sure to go
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to ruin, there may be musical reasons for these

observations which did not escape the Greeks,

though they are completely ignored no\v-a-da\'S.

It is no answer to this curious speculation to

say that the moral effect belongs only to the words

employed, and was transferred by mistake to the

music. For among the ancients Plato is most ve-

hement on the immorality of instrumental music

apart from words, which indeed he condemns alto-

gether; and in modern times -little attention is paid

to the words of an Italian love song, provided the

general sense is understood, which is usually clear

from the character of the music. It is not even

true that our purely instrumental music is all of

an intellectual type, as might, perhaps, be as-

serted, for nothing can be more intensely passion-

ate than violin playing, such as we hear it, not,

perhaps, from Joachim, but from Wilhelmj or Auer.

The same might have been said of Ernst, whose

well-known Elegy will illustrate clearly what I in-

tend.

The Greeks, then, were agreed about the power-

ful moral effects of music—bad, if practised accord-

ing to certain subtle and luxurious innovations
;

good and humanizing, if practised according to the

old national traditions. It seems a plain inference

that they must have assumed everybody to pos^< 5s

the necessary taste and ear for the purpose, and this

they invariably do in their discussions. There is

nowhere, so far as I know, a hint that such an one
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sang out of tune, or had no ear. Every young-

gentleman was thought as capable of music as

every young lady is now-a-days, nor do we hear

this conventional theory ridiculed then as it now is

or ought to be. Polybius 1 speaks of the culture of

the Arcadians as directly resulting from their dif-

fused musical training ; he even attributes the bar-

barous character of a particular town to the neglect

of this necessary element in education.

The public festivals of the gods had always

something of a choral aspect, and the prepara-

tions for the performance of a tragedy at the feast

of Dionysus entailed a great deal of expense and

trouble. In such celebrations it was in early times

an honour to take part, but they were quite sepa-

rate from the singing and playing in private

society, which were cultivated a good deal at

Athens, though not at all at Sparta, where such

performances were left to professional musicians.

It was, indeed, universally held among Greeks,

that an independent gentleman should not spend

his life in practising, or in making a slave of him-

self, for any special purpose.

Professional virtuosi, on the other hand, rose

gradually in importance and popularity, and in

the Macedonian days we even read of whole or-

chestras and regular concerts. It appears that

music, having begun, as it ought, by portraying

pure emotion, advanced to attempt the represen-

1 Lib. iv., rub I'm.
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tation of external facts—a great blunder in art,

to which our Battles of Prague, Battles ofVittoria,

and other such compositions in the last generation,

afford an obvious parallel. We hear in the days of the

Ptolemies, about 250 B. C, of a regular symphony
performed at a Delphic feast, in which the contest

of Apollo and the Python was represented in five

movements with the aid of flutes (or rather clari-

nettes, avAoi , harps, and fifes, without singing or

libretto. The conflict itself was represented in th<>

third movement, in which the clarinettes had the

chief part, and in a peculiar passage called the

gnashing [oSovthj/jios) reproduced the noise made by

the monster's teeth when struck by the arrows.

The next movement expressed the dying struggles

of the dragon by the hissing [ovfHjyts), m which the

fifes came out. This elaborate instrumental sym-

phonywas merely the development of the old com-

petitions in playing, which had existed at Delphi

from very early days.

Such being the general social importance

music, I will now say a word about the instruments

1 by the Greeks, and their methods of tuning

them, and also give a specimen of the extant melo-

dies.

Our previous conclusion that the music of the

(.reeks was undeveloped, as compared with ours, is

strengthened by a review of the instrumental \

they had invented. We may put 0U1 Ottnt

the trumpet, which was of purely military iis,>, and

2 I
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in the playing of which there were indeed com-

petitions at Olympia, but only trials of loudness.

Castanets and cymbals produce rather rhythmical

noise than music. "We hear of a water-organ, and

may suppose a wind-organ to have anticipated it, but

both seem rather Roman-Greek than early Greek

inventions. The double flute, also, with its bandage

about the mouth, seems to have had only a single

note on one of the pipes, and to have represented

our bagpipes.

It thus appears that as the principle of bowing

on strings was unknown, and as wire strings were

equally so, Greek music was confined to twang-

ing the gut-strings of instruments made in the

fashion of either the harp or the guitar, and to

blowing reeds or pipes, analogous to the principle

of our fife or flute, and our clarinette or hautboy.

These were at first used as accompaniments to the

voice, then separately, then conjointly and together

with singing. The descriptions of the instruments

are not very clear, but are greatly assisted by the

accurate pictures we have of the corresponding

ones among the Egyptians, whose music appears

to have been adopted by the Greeks. Indeed all

the musical terms for playing are very much con-

fused, so much so that one instrument, the payadig,

IS sometimes spoken of as a stringed, sometimes as

a wind, instrument.

What sort of music did the Greeks make with

these, and their voices f This is, after all, the
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practical question which the reader desires to

see answered. Of course, there are two branches

of the inquiry—that of melody and that of har-

mony. As to the former, we have actually the re-

maining tunes, which are not good, in spite of thr

enthusiasm of the Germans about them. Only ono

of them is alleged to be by a celebrated master: it

is the music of one of Pindar's odes, and, unfortu-

nately, rests upon the copy, two centuries old, of

the Jesuit Kircher, who alleged that he found it in

a MS., which has never since been discovered. The
composition, however, bears internal marks ofbeing

genuine, though it may be inaccurately copied ;

and this latter is the more likely, as the compari-

son of various MSS. on the other hymns shows

considerable variation. But these are by late com-

posers, and may, possibly, be bad specimens oi

Greek tunes. Most unfortunately, no accompani-

ments have been preserved except one of a few

bars, without its air , so that we are left to pure

conjecture as to how the Greeks assisted the \

with instruments. It is also remarkable that the

chorus part of Pindar's ode is written in instru-

mental notes, which were quite a separate -

signs from the vocal. 1

1 We are completely informed about both tfa

were based on the Utters of the alphabet, and were applied to Beaks

b< fore the intervals were properly understood. Thus, in the vocal no-

tation a and b both stand for qnartei I
• r b

1 . I ben a and I stand for minute intervals
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But it seems quite certain that vocal part music

was not used by the Greeks, and that any harmony
they knew was confined to instruments ; but, possi-

bly, men and boys may have sung together in oc-

taves, with a full accompaniment—a sort of music

with which I was greatly struck when I heard it in

the Jewish synagogue at Pesth. Another point,

urged by Westphal, indicates that ancient melody

was not meant to vary with varying expression in

the words, like our modern tunes. The antistrophe

in the Greek tragedies was certainly sung to the

same music—possibly an octave up or down—as

the strophe. Nevertheless, the tone of the words is

often quite different. 1

I now give, for the musical reader's benefit, the

notes of the best of the extant hymns. It dates

In this way twenty-four signs are used within an octave, and a second

i i lave is noted with a distorted alphabet on the same principle. The

mental notation had sixteen letters, used in three positions, thus,

E, W
, a , forourC,Cj, Z\ ; \-, ±, H, forD, Di,D^. These signs, with

i . rtain additions above and below, of later origin, make sixty-four signs

,n all. Cf. the elaborate discussions on these notations in Westphal's

Musikder Griechen
i
and in h'ortlage's article in Ersch and Gmber. The

omission of them in Mr. ChappelTs book is to be regretted.

1 On this I must remark that Euripides, who, with the greater deve-

lopment of music, probably felt the defect, does not usually change

the subject of his choral odes until the commencement of a new strophe.

I he first pair of to speak) are often philosophical and gene-

: il
; the second approach the special subject of the act : cf. the choruses

in Alcest. 962, sqq. ; Medea, 824, sqq. ; Ili^pol. 723, sqq., I IOO, sqq. ;

/y. ; and elsewhere. This tendency increased in after

and antistrophic odes went out of fashion.
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from the Roman-Greek epoch, but has good words,

and may have been thought a good composition,

though we have no evidence on the point. In fix-

ing the rhythm, I have been led absolutely by the

metre of the words, which is very plain and marked,

and this version differs accordingly from that of

my friend Mr. Chappell, 1 who, like Brill and other

German authorities, desires to maintain the same

measure all through the melody.

HYMN TO APOLLO AND THE MUSE.

Wm
Se MoD- rra ftm qA - \t], MA

£ :

rift c' £ - fxijr Kur - ap \ov ^ a " ' PI ^

?
# 9

:

-

awf a-' u\ - at -toy i f.iag <f>pi
-

i ^m
in K,i\ - \i - 6

' HUtory ofMusic, p. 169. I tare ilso followed Westph

of the notes, which dill pinna Mr.Chippell't, end «

thus affbrdi the English reedei uotha version, snd, I think, .> bettei

one.
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^9

- Tret - a ao -
<f>a, /Jiov - autv 7rpoKad - a - yi- tl

$
S=^^^ *EEE

TEpiZ- \>U>V, KO I (TO0 - £ UVff - TO $6 - ra,

t ^ mw *E

Aa - roi;£ yo - vc A^ - Xt - e 7rai - a»',

m ^p
tu - fJLE - V£t£ 7rap /UO(.

There is, of course, this objection to the present

reading, that in two or three places long syllables

come in the short note of the bar (I have indicated

them, with Westphal, byforzando marks). 1 But the

violence done to the metre by Mr. Chappell's ver-

sion is a far more serious difficulty.

Any modern theorist, to whom this tune was

brought as an exercise in melody, would point out

that the opening upward progression of a fifth al-

most compels us to assume D minor as the key

with this bass

—

but no sooner are we well

at home in this key, than

we are suddenly brought

'The MSS. mark these rerj not •• with a CO, obviously for the same

•

s rj
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up by the C natural of the seventh bar, and forced

from a chord in G minor into the key of C, thus

—

= which is inadmis-

= sible.

If we endeavour

tl to avoid it by this

i
^=^ m

•£

progression in the bass

—

we should continue it through

^_^P D to C, and this D is in dis-

cord with the tune. As almost the same phras"

occurs in the next line but one, we are compelled

to reconsider our first decision, and declare the tun^

to be meant from the beginning to move in the key

of F. But, then, the opening

—

1 Q pv
1 m m - i-s almost unbearable, and would

tjb -y=4z=
l ^ - mark the composer as inelegant,

or ignorant.

The amount of modulation in

«
" the tune is also very small, and

it is altogether a very thankless subject for an in-

genious harmonist.

I have printed it in an easier key than Mr. Chap-

pell, because I do not think the question of pitch

determined, and we cannot tell certainly how much

the old Greek pitch differed from ours. Bellermanxi

shows good arguments from allusions to the ranges

of voices) to prove that it was about a third higher.

There can be no doubt that it was gradually raised,

so that singing in the original k ys I

cult, and there were some names in which bran
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sition was not allowed. So it came that Claudius

Ptolemy proposed to transpose all the scales a

fourth down, and his system seems to have found

favour.

The historians do not inform us concerning the

history of this change of pitch, but it is very pro-

bable that it arose from the same causes which

have sent our pitch up during the last century—

a

desire in instrumentalists to make their playing

more brilliant, and in singers to show off on high

notes.

We are left quite in the dark as to the Greek ac-

companiment, except that it usually ranged higher

than the voice, and the curious reader may com-

pare Professor Macfarren's two versions (in Mr.

Chappell's book) with Westphal's [Elemente des

.\fusikalischen Rhythmus, p. xviii.) They are pro-

bably all equally wide of the historic truth.

But before passing on to the question of har-

mony, I will add what may be inferred as to melody

from the extant scientific treatises. At a very early

period, it had been discovered that octaves were, in

some sense, the same sound, and that the progres-

sion downwards recommenced when the octave note

had been reached, Hence the division of tones and

semitones within the octave was analysed and de-

termined. Three distinct ways of accomplishing

this scale were in early use among the nations

after whom they are called—the Dorian, the Phry-

gian, and the Lydian. The older seven-strii;
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instruments were tuned in one or other of these

ways, and the earliest accompaniment being either

the playing of strict unison with the voice, or in

octaves with it, it follows that all songs were com-

posed in these scales.

They differ merely D<"y.v y ^ -^-

in the position occu- ^ J bJ » |*

pied by the semitone

intervals, which I J^^y—^^Lm^t-
have noted thus v ;

y~" *

—

but this distinctly af- Lydi v » jt^ v-^

fects the character of JjZTTJ J fl
# V f

it| *j—4-

the scale. Thus the ^"

Lydian is what we should call major, while the re-

maining two are minor scales. It is possible, how-

ever, to place the two semitone intervals ofa diatonic

scale in other positions than those above specified,

and thus several new scales, called hypo-Dorian,

hypo-Lydian, mixo-Lydian, &c, came gradually

into use, in all of which music was composed, and

each of which was held to have as distinct a cha-

racter as the various keys which we now employ.

But the reason was different. Our major keys, for

example, of A flat and of D natural have the in-

tervals between the DOteS III the same order; but,

as the tuning of our instruments is a system n<

strict intervals but of accommodation, these

are not different in pitch only, but, to an appi

able extent, in character, owing to slight differences

in the intervals ofthe notes. Theoretically, we allow
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only two scales, the major and minor, though the

minor down scale varies from the up scale. The
Greeks had seven, each of which varied in the

actual progression of the tones, which were sepa-

rated by accurately determined intervals. Modu-
lation during the course of a melody was only

occasional, and within strictly defined limits.

Accordingly the distinct effect produced upon
Greek ears by each of these scales seems to

have been even stronger and more marked than

that of the different keys upon modern ears,

most of which cannot distinguish in what key the

music is, and can only tell major and minor dis-

tinctly.

But when instruments of two octave range came
into use, it wras found that, by adhering to one fixed

tuning—that of the natural notes on our piano-

fortes—all the scales could be made by varying

the note on which each commenced. For example,

from C to C we have the Lydian or plain major

scale ; from E to E we have the Dorian ; from A to

A the hypo-Dorian. This fact has led to the serious

mistake of saying that the Greek scales were mere
differences of pitch—a statement very likely to

mislead the modern reader. It wras only owing to

a fixed system of tuning that the various scales

became attached to fixed key-notes ; and, even

then, the scales differed not only in pitch, which

was unessential, but in the arrangement or pro-
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gression of the notes, which was the essential fea-

ture. 1

The Greeks were not confined to these diatonic

scales; they knew chromatic, and even enharmonic

scales, in which they used intervals of quarter tone>

which are unknown in our notation, though often

played on strings, and sung by voices, in legato

transitions from one note to another. These sub-

tleties were, however, much studied by the Greeks
whose melodies evidently attained an extraordinary

elaboration, and would be often quite unintelligible

to modern ears.-' It is remarkable that these ven

1 Sir Robert Stewart has pointed out to me a very interesting parallel

in the Irish harp music of the last century. These harps, which included

about four octaves, were always tuned to the scale of G, with no sharp

except the necessary F sharp. Nevertheless, with this tie, the

harpers composed and played tunes in four distinct keys— in that of < i

(such as the Coolin) of course, in that of E minor [Remember the G
of Brian), of D major, and of A minor. Specimens may be foul

Hunting's work, but later versions must not be consulted.

often modified the tunes by introducing additional sharps su^.

by the ear. On the old harps this variety of key was attain

dwelling on the key-note perpetually returning to it, as AristOt] -

the Greeks did, and also by avoiding the phrases which required the

additional sharps. The familiar Hal seventh in Irish mask arose natu-

rally from playing tunes in I) major on instruments tuned in <i. Thus

an ignorant hat per might tell us that these old harp tunes only dii

in pitch, which distorts the facts o\ the case, for the pitch b onlj

changed in order to obtain a different key and character.

- Fortlage thinks that Greek melody was somewhat analogous to

modern harmony. We .11 e not now improving in melody. 01 I

D

any advances in it, but have oflate times been altogether bent I

fecting harmony, [he Greeks, in contrast, never th
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small intervals, which can only have been used for

passing notes, were, nevertheless, played on stringed

instruments, without bowing, and therefore without

sliding from one to the other. Yet the effect of rapid

execution was such as to bring down storms of

applause from great audiences, wThen this sort of

playing was well done, without any accompani-

ment.

The joyous or sombre character of a scale ap-

peared in them in no way associated with the cha-

racter which we call major or minor. Thus, their

only purely major scale, the Lydian, is always re-

garded as soft, plaintive, and effeminate ; though

the hypo-Dorian, which nearly approaches a major

scale, was thought manly and vigorous. On the

contrary, the Dorian, which is distinctly minor,

was considered martial and inspiring ; whereas

the Phrygian, also minor, was orgiastic and pas-

sionate. Bellermann has observed, that in the

extant fragments the Lydian greatly predominates,

and it seems very natural that it should be so ; but

this was evidently owing to practical musicians

being guided by ear, and not from a scientific

appreciation of major scales.

On the whole, it is likely that even were seve-

ral good Greek melodies accurately handed down

to us, we are not in a position to understand or

, !( w ,| ,•, harmony, but were always devising novelties to im-

1k ir melodies. This difference of attitude shows the difficulty of

appreciating what the Greeks have written on the subject.
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appreciate them, for several reasons : first, because

of the different tuning of their instruments, to

which I will presently revert. This difference is

not merely important in itself, but educated the ear

of the nation, and so made them enjoy and dislike

with a different taste from ours. I will not assert

that the laws of harmony are conventional—the

physiological reasons of consonance and disso-

nance are scientifically established, and must al-

ways have guided the human ear ; but still, within

large limits, melody is a matter of taste, as Wag-
and Brahms have proved clearly enough, and

by training even one generation, men can come to

admire tunes which they once thought hideous.

I low much more may this be the case with the na-

tional training of centuries ! While, therefore, I

confidently assert that such a phrase as this from

the opening of the Hymn to the Mu

%
3
a

is very disagreeable, 1 will not take upon m)
to say that Greek melody wa- positively bad :

I will only say that it differed 90 widely from the

music of modern Europe, that its beauties

completely lost upon us.

This argument is greatly strengthened by an-

other reason—the wide differences between the

k notions ami ours, concerning harmony. This

is, to my thinking, the most difficult m of
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all those with which Greek music abounds for us.

For it seems as if one essential element in modern
harmony—an element without which it cannot
exist—the use of thirds—was absent from con-

certed music. The ancients tell us a great deal of

consonances and dissonances, and are unanimous
that octaves, fourths, and fifths are harmonious;
but they seem equally agreed that thirds, both

major and minor, are discordant, and may not be
used. Mr. Chappell has even explained scientifi-

cally how this resulted from their tuning, which
found the next full tone to any note by going
down to the fourth below, and then going up a full

fifth. This process, when twice repeated, gives the

ditone of the Greeks—a greater third, so sharp as

to be unbearable. Accordingly, there is no trace

of any statement that Greek harmony consisted of

three simultaneous notes, nor are there any rules

given for it by any of the theorists. Hence, many
authors have been led to assert that there was
no harmony in Greek music save that of octaves,

with fourths and fifths, which, when used conse-

cutively, are very offensive to every good ear. If

Greek music was of this kind, it could only be

fitly compared to the present music of another

very civilized race—the Japanese, who seem to

have no concords but these. x This may have

been the condition of Greek harmony in early

days.

Mr. Chappell'fl History of Music, [., |>. 304.
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Fortunately, however, we are in possession of

some hints which make us pause before we dismiss

the question. It is known that practical musicians

(appoviKoi) did not bind themselves by scientific ca-

nons—that they followed their ear in preference,

and made many modifications not admitted by

the theorists (KavoviKoi). Thus, they flattened some

strings in the tuning; they objected to consecutive

fourths and fifths; they even spoke of thirds as

-aocKpwva, or something between concords and dis-

cords—nay, they mention passing discords as per-

mitted in harmony. Plato, too, in a celebrated

passage, speaks of the accompaniment as an ela-

borate thing, and independent of the air, running

counter in motion, and using various intervals,

even as we accompany our modern songs, in con-

trast with the old hum-drum accompaniments of

former generations.

These, and other stray hints which Mr. Chap-

pell and Westphal have gathered with great care,

and quite independently, have persuaded them

that the Greeks and Romans did know and use

harmony in our sense. Every Hellenist will be

anxious to agree with them, and to vindicate

for the Greeks a high position in this art also.

1 may add to their arguments that the enharmonic

and chromatic tetrachords of Didymus and Ptolemy

are based upon the intervals 4 : 5, and 5 1 6, which

are the greater and lesser third, and thus show an

attempt to recognise these as natural intervals in
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music. It is likewise known 1 that in the Middle

Ages thirds, though used, were not admitted to be a

perfect consonance, and that it required the genius

of Descartes to break through this prejudice also,

and first declare the truth in his * Treatise on

Music.'

On the other hand, it must be confessed that all

the authorities which Mr. Chappell has quoted are

comparatively modern—the pseudo-Aristotle, Gau-

dentius, and the Latins—and that the clearest evi-

dences are certainly those derived from Cicero and

Seneca. In fact, all the earlier hints, including

the very old Egyptian pictures, are reconcilable

with a concord of two notes only. The silence of

our authorities as to any rules on the subject is

equally striking and inexplicable ; nor do I think

the extant tunes are in any respect like the tunes

we might expect from a nation trained in real

harmony. The setting of them in their proper

scales, even with modern resources, is awkward
and clumsy, as may be seen from the version of

such a harmonist as Mr. Macfarren.

I feel therefore obliged to conclude, upon the evi-

dence before us, that in the great days of Terpan-

der, Alcaeus, Sappho, and Pindar, there was little

that we could call harmony, and that music was

practically in a rude state. It appears that in course

of time actual performers may have accommo-

1 Cf., on both points, Foitlage in Ersch and Cruber's lincyclop., art.

. \ >\. U., pp. 1981 207.
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dated their instruments to real harmony, and com-

posed real accompaniments; but the theory pi

music, which had been so advanced in Pythagoras'

day, did not keep pace with these practical im-

provements, and so fell into great arrear, compared

with the art. While players and singers were de-

lighting vast audiences, and inventing various

combinations of scales and of instruments, the

theorists wasted their time on useless subtleties,

and did not even amend their instrumental nota-

tion, which was framed before the distinction of a

full tone and a semitone was properly understood.

We may, therefore, console ourselves for the los^

of the elaborate music with which Pindar, yEschy-

lus, Sophocles, and all the other poets, accom-

panied their splendid odes. I do not believe that ii

would improve these poems in our ears. It would, no

doubt, explain to us many difficulties about rhythms

and metres—it would, above all, bring us one step

nearer to a full understanding of Greek life ; but it

would probably not add to our aesthetic pleasure,

though it might give us some new elements to work

into the music of the future.

With these remarks I leave a subject of which

the details are drier and more uninteresting than

those <>f any other phase of Greek art.

When we turn to the history of Painting, we find

many analogies to music It arose among the

Greeks as the handmaid to architecture—as mi

2 < 1 2
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was to poetry—and found the same difficulty in

freeing itself, and rising to the condition of an in-

dependent art. Painting among the Greeks has

accordingly the history of an auxiliary art, begin-

ning obscurely, developing late, and rising to dig-

nity and splendour when the greater arts have

decayed. The first application of colours, in the

painting of stone temples, of wooden statues, of

clay vases, was not entrusted to any special artist

;

nor, indeed, do we often hear of great statues be-

ing handed over to the painter, so that the colour-

ing must have been thoroughly conventional, and

easily applied. This strikes us as evident in the

archaic vases, which show but few colours, and

apply them without regard to nature. It is true

that vase-painting was afterwards looked on with

contempt by greater artists ; but there can be little

doubt that these humbler productions, which ulti-

mately sank into the position of mere tradesman's

work, were originally of equal standing and merit

with other painting. They have, in fact, preserved

to us the archaic features of the nascent art, and

from this point of view are of great historical inte-

There is one class of them, the Attic Xi'ikvOoi

or oil-flasks, which have many-coloured figures on

a white ground, and which are thought by most

competent archaeologists to be of peculiar value

for the solution of this question.

If we compare these indications of archaic paint-

ing with older sculpture, we find that the Greeks
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did not by any means obtain from the use of colour

a nearer approach to realism. The eyes of profile

faces are always painted full, and in early vases

are even conventionally varied, to mark the distinc-

tion of sex ; those of women being of oblong form,

white with red pupils, those of men scratched on

the vase—a circle, with two strokes attached to

it. The flesh of women is painted white, that of

men is black or red. But, on the other hand, the

early painters used their advantage in portraying

violent action, which sculpture could not dare to

attempt before the genius of Myron realised the

impossible. Thus the old vases often show us rush-

ing figures, and drapery tossed with the wind

—

features which the poetic instinct of Keats seized

as of peculiar interest

—

What men and gods arc these ? What maidens loath ?

What mad pursuit ? What straggle to escape ?

What pipes and timbrels ? What wild eCStafl

But of realism in the sense of anatomical drawing,

of perspective— in short, of anything like illusion

—

old Greek painting was quite ignorant. And, oi

course, iii the absence of perspective, any attempt

at landscape was not to be expected, nor did

1 From the Ode on a Grecian urn. The fact of thi> urn beu

marble (which has been cast up to me .1- .1 blunder) doei not in the least

affect the statement that the old vases had a character whkh a

Keats when he saw specimen though it may have he. n in ;r.

and of very different execution from the painting on p l

thin^ will serve a hostile critic
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artist desire to essay it, till new and peculiar cir-

cumstances, as we shall presently see, forced it into

notice.

Thus Polygnotus, the first painter of really na-

tional importance, and all his immediate school,

were altogether figure painters, and used the least

possible accessories of landscape, if an occasional

rock or house can be called such. This great man,
a native of Thasos, but settled at Athens, and even

promoted to its citizenship, might be called the

Phidias of Cimon, on account of his intimate rela-

tions with that statesman. His frescoes on the

Acropolis were, unfortunately, so decayed that

when Pausanias saw them he was only able to de-

scribe a few figures—a thing much to be regretted,

as he has left us a very full and interesting account

of a wall painting by the same artist, in the AtVx*?,

or assembly-room of the Delphians, built as a votive

offering by the Cnidians.

The two main walls were covered with two great

subjects—the Fall of Troy, and the Visit of Ulysses

to the regions of the Dead. These were each

] tainted in two long panels, one over the other, and
I fancy, from the way in which Pausanias passes

from the lower to the upper panel, and then back

again, that they must have been broken by vertical

lines in the decoration of the wall. The figures

seem not so much grouped as put into a sort of

irregular series, with their names—as on the vases

—written over them.
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Polygnotus and his immediate successors only

used or combined four colours—blue-black, yellow,

red, and white. He knew nothing of light and

shade, or of fore-shortening. Nevertheless Pau-

sanias speaks of various striking effects in his

paintings. There were leopard and bear skins re-

presented in them—there was a strand with pebbles,

and the sea. There was the river Acheron, with

reeds, and sedge, and fishes in the water, which

looked shadows ; there wTas the vampire Euryno-

mus, painted the colour of a blue-bottle fly, appa-

rently because he devoured human flesh ; above all,

there were various mental states—grief, indiffer-

ence, anger—conveyed by these frescoes. But let

us always remember that a violent pre-Raphaelite,

like Pausanias, will discover pathos and expression

in such old work where there is really none. It is

said that Polygnotus was the first to depart from

the conventional way of painting the human face

;

yet in his long description, Pausanias does not say

one word about the beauty or sentiment of the

faces, merely noting that some have beards, while

the majority have none. It seems that all the ex-

pression was to be inferred from the attitudes.

The glory of Polygnotus and the honour in which

he was held show that the public were thoroughly

satisfied with his art; and had Cimon, who was his

patron, held sway at Athens, instead of Pericles,

it is more than probable that painting wotdd

have been the chief ornament o\ the Tarthe-
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non, instead of the sculpture of Phidias and his

pupils. But, among other contrasts with Cimon,

Pericles was far-seeing enough to know that Greek

sculpture was ever to be the greatest of arts, and

the frieze of the cella proclaims its victory over the

picture-gallery of the Propylaea, which, even in

Pausanias' day, was fading out beyond recog-

nition.

The next step in Greek painting was made, not

by a great artist, but apparently by a practical

man, working hurriedly, and seeking to meet a

growing want—that of adequate stage scenery for

the now popular tragedy. This remarkable man,

Agatharchus, employed by Sophocles, and, in his

later days, by^Eschylus, first attacked the question

of perspective, which he perceived to depend upon

the painting of light and shade. He wrote a tract

on the subject, which stimulated the philosophers

Anaxagoras and Democritus to study the matter

further, and so led the way for the adoption of his

principles by Apollodorus (B.C. 400), who is called

the first shade painter by the Greeks. But it is very

significant that the term scene painter was used as

synonymous. Pliny's remark, that Apollodorus'

paintings are the earliest worth looking at, is pro-

bably based on a sound appreciation of the require-

ments of the art, and confirms our suspicion that

Polygnotus was (ethically, perhaps, but) not

aesthetically to be admired. From the days of

Apollodorus, however, figure painting made rapid
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progress. Wall decoration became subordinate to

the painting of pictures proper; and a long series

of great artists, such as Zeuxis, Parrhasius, Pamphi-

lus, Timanthes, and many others, led up to Apelles,

the contemporary of Alexander, who brought this

species of painting to an unapproachable perfec-

tion.

With the splendid works of the sculptors to

rival them, these figure painters had no easy task

in maintaining their position ; and the fact that

the public, accustomed to the bronze and marble of

Phidias, Polycletus, Euphranor, and Lysippus, not

only tolerated, but delighted in their pictures, shows

that they must have had real merit. This is further

proved by the technical details preserved to us.

They studied light and shade, and perspective, in-

creased the number of their colours, and used var-

nish to soften and preserve their colouring. The

figure subjects still extant at Pompeii are in ac-

cordance with these evidences. Though they are

only the wall decorations of a second-rate mongrel

Greek town, there are both grace and power in

many of the figures. The colouring is bright and

life-like, and the faces full of expression. It is, in

fact, a thoroughly realistic development of art, and

bears comparison with the beautiful bronzes of the

place, though none of the pictures equals the NaT"

cissus or thefishing Hermes,

It thus appears that this side of painting attained

a splendour and aw independence tar .superior to
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that of music. It freed itself from all relation to

architecture; and great masters, such as Zeuxis and

Apelles, enjoyed a social position never accorded

to musicians who were mere performers, as dis-

tinguished from poets who composed airs for their

own odes. But anyone who chooses to follow up
subtle analogies might well occupy himself with

the advance from four colours, without light and

shade, to all the appliances of Apelles on the one

hand ; and the similar advance from a three-stringed

lyre, or Pandean pipes, to the varied scales and sub-

divisions of tone in the days of Aristoxenus. If,

however, my estimate of the comparatively back-

ward condition of Greek music be just, it will be

easy to find in Greek painting a much closer

parallel, as regards social position and general im-

portance—I mean the parallel of landscape faint-

ing.

I have already explained how figure painting

made a new start, as soon as Agatharchus was led

by scene painting to study the optical illusions

produced by drawing and colour. But surely, we
should have thought that these ideas would have

been infinitely more useful in the development of

landscape painting. It is true that the scenic re-

quirements of the extant plays are not very great.

In most cases an architectural background—some

royal palace, or temple—is the main feature, and

changes of the whole scene were not practicable,

a fixed wooden fand canvass ?) structure, of
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great height, so as to shut out the natural back-

ground, occupied the whole rear of the narrow-

stage. Two triangular prisms (raptajcrat), with

varied sides, supplied the part of our shifting side-

scenes, and were turned on pivots when any modi-

fication was required. Still this kind of landscape

should have been accurately studied, not merely in

reproducing well-known scenes, such as the gr

of Colonus, the Acropolis, or the outlines of Mount
Parnes—which would be ridiculous if very unlike

—

but fancy pictures also, foreign palaces, and cities

of strange men. And even beyond this there arc,

though rarely, really picturesque scenes presup-

posed—tented camps on the sea shore, lonely and

desert islands, rocky homes of ancient worship. All

these subjects should have been stimulated, and

their imitation developed, by the scene painting

the great Athenian theatre; and yet nothing is m< >re

certain than that landscape painting1

, as such, did

not arise for generations to come. Among all the

roll of great painters down to Apelles, there is not

one celebrated for depicting scenery, nor is there

aught beyond the slightest allusion to the scenery

of their figure painting. In fact, the Greeks felt DO

want of landscape painting, and did not perceive

this dark spot in the field of their artistic vision.

This apparent defect in (ircrk taste has much i

ercisedthe critics. It is called a want of feeling

the picturesque; and it has even been inferred

that the pleasure in beautiful scenery u
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growth—a late compensation for the unceasing toil

and weariness of mankind. But the general sensi-

tiveness of the Greeks, together with the innumer-

able proofs in their poetry that they appreciated

the sounds of nature as we do, show that the matter

cannot be so easily settled. It was not from want

of perceiving the beauty of external nature, but

from a different way of perceiving it, that the

Greeks have not turned their genius to portray,

either in colour or in poetry, the outlines, the hues,

and contrasts of all the fair valleys, and bold cliffs,

and golden noons, and rosy dawns, which their

beautiful country affords in lavish abundance.

Primitive people never, so far as I know, enjoy

what is called the picturesque in nature. Wild
forests, beetling cliffs, reaches of Alpine snow, are

with them great hindrances to human intercourse,

and difficulties in the way of agriculture. They are

furthermore the homes of the enemies of mankind,

of the eagle, the wolf, or the tiger, and are most

dangerous in times of earthquake or tempest.

Hence the grand and striking features of nature are

at first looked upon with fear and dislike, so that,

even now-a-days, simple peasants, who regard the

earth merely as a means of subsistence, feel much

wonder at the admiring tourist, and are only taught

to understand his taste for the picturesque by the

direct benefit it confers upon their pockets.

I do not suppose the early Greeks differed in this

pect from other people, except that the frequent
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occurrence of mountains and forests made agricul-

ture peculiarly difficult, and intercourse scanty,

thus increasing their dislike for the apparently

reckless waste in nature. We have even in Homer
a similar feeling- as regards the sea—the sea that

proved the source of all their wealth, and the con-

dition of most of their greatness. Before they had

learned all this, they called it * the unvintageable

brine,' and looked upon its shore as merely so much
waste land. We can, therefore, easily understand

how, in the first beginning of Greek art, the repre-

sentation of wild landscape would find no place,

whereas fruitful fields did not suggest themselves

as more than the ordinary background. Art in

those days was struggling with material nature, to

which it felt a certain antagonism.

There was nothing in the social circumstances of

the Greeks to produce any revolution in this atti-

tude during their greatest days. The Greek repub-

lics were small towns, where the pressure and

fatigue of city life was not felt. The Greeks them-

selves were essentially townsmen, who never de-

sired to see more of the country than its olives and

its grapes, and would not accept the rude plenty

of a farming life, with its want of refinement and of

discussion. But as soon as the days of the Gh

republics were over, and men began to COB

for imperial purposes into Antioch, or Alexandria,

or, lastly, into Kome, then we see the effect <-t

noise, and dust, and smoke, and turmoil, breaking
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out into the natural longing for rural rest and iv-

tirement, so that from Alexander's day, and begin-

ning with the Alexandrian Theocritus, we find not

only bucolic poetry starting into new favour, but

all kinds of authors—epic poets, lyrists, novelists,

and preachers—agreeing in the praise of nature,

its rich colours, and its varied sounds. Hence land-

><cape painting, as such, did not become an inde-

pendent art till this period, and even then suffered

from the lateness of its origin, and the decay of

Greece in genius ; so that, with rare exceptions,

architectural subjects and figures predominate, even

in this desire to escape from them. We are justi-

fied in making this assertion from the many speci-

mens preserved on the walls of Pompeii, from the

more important pictures exhumed on the Palatine

and Esquiline at Rome, and from detailed notices,

such as the eckovcc of Philostratus, and the criticisms

of the elder Pliny.

These natural causes seem to have annulled or

counteracted the impulse given to landscape paint-

ing by the scene painting of Agatharchus, whose

discoveries concerning perspective, as well as his

portraiture of familiar views, ought to have stimu-

lated a school of imitators. We should have ex-

pected the many-sided Athenians to have taken up

this branch ; and, as they had a school of rhopo-

graphfrs, or painters oi homely life, like the Dutch,

they should have had a school of pure landscape

painters. The fact that they had not is certain,
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and the natural causes I ha\ re assigned are hardly

sufficient to account for it.

Indeed, the knowledge of perspective attained by

Democritus and Anaxagoras was either in itself

defective, or little propagated, for the architectural

landscapes of Pompeii, in spite of considerable

merits in other respects, display most absurd igno-

rance in their perspective. But this is not the real

want in ancient landscape painting. It is rather th»*

absence of a deep feeling for nature as such, for its

curious symmetry amid countless variety—for its

natural contrasts of texture and colour—for its

matchless response—now to the vehemence and

trouble, now to the peacefulness and repose, of the

human breast. How is it possible that the sensitive,

poetical Greeks should have missed this infalli-

ble comfort, and lived without this most unfailing

and perpetual delight :

It is an answer, but a very

partial one, to say that beauty of landscape is -

constant in Greece that it might fairly be taken for

granted, without special allusion. The nations

southern Europe, who live in the fairest clime and

the clearest atmosphere, have always left landscape

painting to northern artists, where fog, and mist,

and dulness of outline give a strange rest to ex-

ceptional beauty. J low few of the Italian painters

have thought of Landscape ! 1 low few [talians

Spaniards travel to see it! I [ence it may fairly be

said that we should not expect to find Attic, Ionic,

and Thebail poets insisting upon things which
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t'Vfrybody saw and felt every day. But yet how-

keen is their enjoyment of the sounds of nature!

How they loved the swallow and the nightingale,

the humming bee and the shrill cicada, the whis-

pering leaves and the murmuring water ! The rose,

too, and the violet, the white narcissus and the deep

clustering ivy were to them no less fair in colour,

or delicious in odour, than they are to modern men.

Among all the pathetic passages in the tragic

poets, there are none so affecting as those in which

a dying hero or heroine addresses the fair light of

the sun, the woods and fields, the cliffs and moun-

tains. These appeals are, moreover, common to

them all, and not merely one of the special features

in Euripides. Surely such men could not but feel

the beauty of large grouping of mountain, and

wood, and water.

They did indeed feel it, but as Greeks, and not as

moderns. They did not oppose themselves to nature,

and study their own consciousness as contrasted

with the spontaneous or instinctive life of nature.

To them mountains, and rivers, and forests were

full of conscious being—the home, nay, the imperso-

nation of gods, who thought and felt like men. For

their religion, a sort of anthropomorphic pantheism,

taught them that all the life of trees and rivers

was not unconscious, but the manifestation of a

hidden god ; and that solitude, as we call it, was

peopled with oreads, hamadryads, fauns, and satyrs.

They believed that in the wild mountains forest gods
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held their court, and demanded awe and worship

from those who entered the bounds of their domain.

Thus the old Greek who spoke of a river or a

mountain named the god whose dwelling-place it

was, and remembered the myths and legends of the

poets, which, perhaps, made this god his ancestor,

or at least identified him with the history and

fortunes of the country.

The enjoyment of mere landscape was thus ex-

cluded and anticipated by a deeper sympathy

—

that humanizing instinct which saw conscious life,

and life of a human type, through all the kingdom

of nature. And so it came that to the Greek the

most adequate representation of a landscape was a

representation of the gods who were identified with

its rivers and mountains. The sculptor accordingly

took the place, and performed the work, of tin: land-

scape painter.

In earlier days, the mere human figure was

thought sufficient likeness for a god, and no special

care was taken to suit his outward form to the pecu-

liar nature of his attributes, or his special kingdom.

Thus, in the famous pediments of the Parthenon,

SO many personified features of Attica were intro-

duced, that a great art critic—Brunn—has even

declared these groups to have been simply plastic

landscapes, intended to symbolize all the natural

beauties of Attica. The llisus, the Cephissus,

Mount Parties, Mount Pentelicus, the fountain Cal-

2 II
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lirrhoe— all these were figured as divine men and
women in the coloured marble.

But the fragments which remain do not show any
desire to express by peculiar features each peculiar

character. The glory of solving this subtle problem
was left for those successors of Phidias who, as

they could not equal him in grave majesty, sought

to exceed him in expression. In the scanty frag-

ments and weak copies of their work, wTe can still

feel distinctly the peculiar genius of two of them
in imitating, or rather suggesting, landscape by
sculpture. To Scopas was due the fixing of the

general type for the great company of gods and
nymphs which inhabited seas and rivers—matted

locks of dripping hair, and a longing melancholy of

expression, in which the restless moaning of the

troubled sea finds its plastic utterance. To Praxi-

teles wras due the analogous type for the forest

gods—the fauns and satyrs, which, with their

gnarled and knotty joints, and roughness of skin,

image even more clearly the sylvan forms which

the superstitious traveller saw with terror in the

fantastic stems of aged trees. Nay, even in his

ideal Faun—creature of perfect beauty—the listen-

ing attitude, the Pandean pipe, the indefinable

suggestion of wantonness, and of mystery, speak

a deeper feeling for the beauty of forest life than

i <>uld be conveyed by any ordinary landscape

painting.

So true is it, that the sculptors were the land-
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scape artists of the Greeks. Accordingly, in

days, when men had advanced to the notioi

painting mountains and rivers, as they appeared in

nature, the artist hardly ever omits to paint a fig

of the god sitting on his mountain, or by his r

thus showing that the actual coloured sketch of

the place did not satisfy the spectator without

the figure of the being who gave it life, and in-

stinct, and poetry— nay, who alone gave it a

tinctive name.

The history of Greek painting is, therefore, in

every direction controlled and limited by that of

sculpture, which rivalled and outdid it in the ideal-

izing of figures, and which actually invaded its

peculiar province in the representation of 1 i

scape.

A comparative review of the arts in Greece si

that the most independent and self- contained

—

Architecture and Poetry—began with the d

of history, and reached their climax with the

political climax of the nation. After the \

400 B.C. there was little mon than imital

repetition attempted in either, till actual deb

ment set in. Sculpture started later, reached its

acme at the saine time, but sustained itself with a

noble and continuous development, till far into the

decay <>t the nation, as the Laocoon^ the

re
y
and the / . testify. Music and

painting may have begUI] with sculpture, but
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were far longer in reaching- perfection, so that the

highest outcome of both is to be sought in the days

when the other arts had passed their prime. They

are, in fact, the arts of private life, as contrasted

with the political arts of antiquity, and did not

take the lead till the society of Menander had said

farewell to public affairs, and turned to individual

culture as the chief end of lite.

THE END.
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